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Abstract 

In the eerie world of Gothic literature, sound represents a source of fear, anxiety, 

and discomfort, and it mostly affects its listeners through the invisible character 

of the experience. Sound is integral to nineteenth-century Gothic short stories 

with their panoply of liminal and polyphonic oppositions, as well as a 

claustrophobic feel of spaces, fearful listeners, and the return of the repressed. 

The meaning of sound in the perceived environment entangles discussions about 

the way Gothic literature represents and registers sound in its connection with 

space and listener. This thesis examines literary soundscapes, or a combination 

of sounds and sound patterns, in Gothic short stories of nineteenth-century 

writers Edgar Allan Poe, Samuel Warren, Matthew Phipps Shiel, Edith Nesbit, 

Phoebe Yates Pember, William Mudford, William Maginn, John Galt, and Charles 

Lever. Through close reading of the material, my study explores how sound 

engages with space and listener in four settings: houses, bedrooms, torture 

chambers, and burial grounds. By linking the auditory dimension and the spatial 

features, it is argued that soundscapes establish a system of communication that 

is essential for the formation and reconstruction of the listener’s sense of identity 

through empowering or disempowering acoustic trials. The four types of Gothic 

settings structure the dissertation, where each chapter has a story by Edgar Allan 

Poe as its nucleus. First I analyze the acoustic landscape of a house in its 

representation and influence on the listener. The acoustic diversity and multi-

dimensionality of Gothic houses transgress into the imaginary acoustic 

landscapes and endanger the listeners. Next, I examine the private audible space 

of a (bed)room. The stories feature the uncanny sound of a heartbeat that 

becomes a destabilizing force and communicates the return of the repressed. I 

proceed to the interrelationship of sound, torture, and the victim in the 

(in)voluntary torture chambers. Finally, I focus on the burial grounds through 

the perspective of the protagonist confined in the limitations of the body and the 

surroundings. In its plurality of forms, sound becomes a key to self-image and 

self-assertion through the transformative acoustic experience. Gothic houses, 

rooms, and torture chambers represent a mutable and controlling power with an 

agency of living, breathing, and tormenting animated entity. The study reveals 

the forms of listening aggravated with physical or mental affliction that both 

engage with and destabilize medical frameworks. I expose temporality in Gothic 

soundscapes and underscore liminality as endemic both to the facets of Gothic 

soundscapes and the interconnection between the visual and the aural. In the 

coda, I highlight the reinvention of Gothic soundscapes in animated adaptations 

that intertwine aesthetic enjoyment and interpretative judgement.  
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

I denna avhandling undersöks ljudlandskap, eller hur akustiska miljöer 

uppfattas, i gotiska noveller från 1800-talet från båda sidor av Atlanten. 

Primärkällorna är “The Fall of the House of Usher” (1839), “The Tell-Tale Heart” 

(1843), “The Pit and the Pendulum” (1843) och “The Premature Burial” (1844) av 

Edgar Allan Poe, “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” (1832) av Samuel Warren, 

“The House of Sounds” (1911) av M[atthew] P[hipps] Shiel, “From the Dead” 

(1893) av Edith Nesbit, “The Ghost of the Nineteenth Century” (1880) av Phoebe 

Yates Pember, “The Iron Shroud” (1830) av William Mudford, “The Man in the 

Bell” (1821) av William Maginn, “The Buried Alive” (1821) av John Galt; och 

“Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer” (1836) av Charles Lever. 

Dessa noveller valdes eftersom författarna använder ett bildspråk där ljud 

samspelar med de rumsliga miljöerna och med den som lyssnar till ljuden, och 

eftersom novellerna behandlar liknande ämnen och tematik och har påverkats av 

liknande faktorer. Min studie bygger även på andra verk av nämnda författare 

samt på noveller och romaner av klassiska gotiska författare.  

Gotisk litteraturkritik och ljudstudier utgör det teoretiska och 

metodologiska ramverket för min analys av ljudlandskapen i novellerna. Jag 

undersöker hur ljud samspelar med de rumsliga miljöerna och läsaren via 

närläsning av texterna. Fyra gotiska rumsliga miljöer – hus, sovrum, 

tortyrkammare och gravplatser – strukturerar avhandlingen. Strukturen liknar 

en inverterad triangel med husets vidsträckta utrymme högst upp följt av gradvis 

mindre omfångsrika utrymmen och gravplatsens ytterst begränsade utrymme 

längst ner. Inom dessa begränsade utrymmen som är förknippade med ångest är 

ljud en signal som frammanar en känsla av rummets beskaffenhet och blir en 

källa till kunskap och förståelse för lyssnaren. Ljudet är inte avskilt från 

lyssnarens upplevelse, utan är en del av hur lyssnaren bearbetar den information 

ljudet ger. Min huvudsakliga tes är att den gotiska novellen från 1800-talet, på 

grund av dess formella särdrag, understryker hur ljud i olika begränsade och 

ångestfyllda utrymmen berikar de rent visuella beskrivningarna av rummet och 

påverkar den fiktiva lyssnarens upplevelse av rummet, vilket är intimt förknippat 

med lyssnarens identitet. Jag menar att gotiska ljudlandskap skapar ett 

kommunikationssystem där ljud förmedlar och ger information om förhållandet 

mellan lyssnare och de rum de befinner sig i. Följaktligen definierar och 

omformar ljudet i sin kuslighet, flyktighet, föränderlighet och överdrift 

lyssnarens identitet. Vare sig det i slutändan förstärker eller försvagar denna 

identitet, fungerar det i den gotiska fiktionsvärlden som en ljudmässig prövning 

som sätter lyssnarens identitet i fara. Studien bidrar särskilt till utforskandet av 

det ”ljudmässiga gotiska” men bidrar även till diskussionen om ljudstudier i 

litteraturen. 
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Introduktionen situerar mitt arbete inom det breda och framväxande 

området för ljudstudier i litteraturen. Jag presenterar den teoretiska och 

metodologiska grunden för litteraturvetenskapliga ljudstudier och diskuterar 

tidigare studier av ljud i gotisk fiktion samt nya inriktningar inom dessa.  

Kapitel 1 inleder diskussionen av gotiska ljudlandskap med en analys av de 

tre novellerna ”The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” av Warren, ”The Fall of the 

House of Usher” av Poe och ”The House of Sounds” av Shiel. Jag undersöker här 

det ljudmässiga landskapet i olika hus samt hur de påverkar lyssnaren.  

I kapitel 2 analyserar jag det privata ljudlandskapet i (sov)rum där kusliga 

ljud är en destabiliserande kraft. De primära texterna för detta kapitel är Poes 

“The Tell-Tale Heart,” Nesbits “From the Dead” och Pembers “The Ghost of the 

Nineteenth Century.” Gemensamt för de tre texterna är att de skrevs under 

samma tidsperiod, de utspelar sig huvudsakligen i samma ljudmässiga miljö som 

innefattar ett rum och de innehåller alla det kusliga ljudet av hjärtslag som 

kommunicerar trauma och att någonting som har varit förtryckt återvänder.  

Kapitel 3 handlar om det inbördes förhållandet mellan ljud, tortyr och de 

som, mer eller mindre frivilligt, blir utsatta för tortyr i tortyrkammmare. De 

återfinns i Poes ”The Pit and the Pendulum,” Mudfords ”The Iron Shroud” och 

Maginns ”The Man in the Bell” vilka har liknande handling och miljö. Michael 

Foucault och Elaine Scarrys idéer om utövandet av tortyr som maktutövning 

utgör den teoretiska grunden för min analys av dessa berättelser.  

Kapitel 4 avslutar diskussionen av ljudlandskap i gotiska noveller från 

1800-talet och fokuserar på temat alltför tidig begravning sedd ur 

huvudpersonens-lyssnarens perspektiv. De primära texterna ”The Premature 

Burial” av Poe, ”The Buried Alive” av Galt och ”Post-Mortem Recollections of a 

Medical Lecturer” av Lever handlar alla om detta gemensamma tema och 

behandlar kroppens begränsning såväl som begränsningar från den kvävande 

omgivningen. 

I mitt avslutande kapitel föreslår jag att studier av ljudlandskap i 

filmatiseringar av Poes noveller The Fall of the House of Usher,” ”The Tell-Tale 

Heart” och ”The Pit and the Pendulum” är en intressant framtida inriktning för 

studier av ljud inom gotisk kort fiktion. Avhandlingen visar att gotiska ljud väver 

kompositioner i flera lager som lyfter fram platsens komplexitet och instabilitet 

och konstruerar fysisk och mental plåga. Dessutom kopplas ljudet till kroppen på 

ett sätt som stör det konventionella, där invärtes ljud som andetag, hjärtslag eller 

röst förknippas med tillstånd mellan liv och död, det verkliga och det imaginära. 

Tystnad i motsats till ljud genererar en ond atmosfär och kanaliserar alternativa 

möjligheter som förenar det inre och det yttre, det verkliga och det fantasifulla. 

Rummet är den andra oumbärliga aspekten i det kommunikativa nätverket av 

gotiska ljudlandskap. I stället för att bara vara en plats där händelser utspelar sig 

blir det till en karaktär som hemsöker, torterar, förföljer och utgör en omramning 

till händelserna och dess transformerande drag. Lyssnaren är nätverkets tredje 

komponent. Studien avslöjar former av lyssnande som förvärras av fysiskt eller 
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mentalt lidande: från tinnitus och akut ljudkänslighet till katalepsi och andra 

former av passivitet samt galenskap och melankoli. Förutom ljudets, rummets 

och lyssnarens roll understryker studien tidsmässiga aspekter i dess 

desorienterande egenskaper och visar hur föränderlighet samverkar med de 

gotiska ljudlandskapens kvaliteter. 

 

 

 

 



 

Introduction 

Sound is a signal. It transfers meaning from the sender to the receiver and 

establishes a relationship between them, turning ideas into experience, and 

experience into action. An act of hearing immerses the listener in the world and 

challenges the hegemony of vision (Sterne 65-7). In The Eyes of the Skin, Juhani 

Pallasmaa writes that the sense of hearing “structures and articulates the 

experience and understanding of space” (53). The properties of sound — for 

example, how it bounces off the surface and reverberates in space, as well as what 

the sound can tell about its source — inform listeners and readers about the sonic 

environment. The sonic environment reflects culture and contains symbolic 

meaning; it secures, comforts, appeals to aesthetic sensibilities, or, on the 

contrary, becomes a source of anxiety, discomfort, alienation, and fear. Sound 

affects listeners the most when its source is invisible and unknown to the listener, 

when darkness harbors sound and moves the boundaries between the real and 

the imaginary, fabricating an uncanny invisible presence in the listener’s mind. 

Such presence inhabits the eerie world of Gothic literature in which good and evil, 

reasonable and unreasonable, rational and supernatural converge in a panoply of 

liminal and polyphonic oppositions. In its transgressive quality, sound overcomes 

and transforms established limits and channels its way into the forbidden. There, 

in the acoustic space of the forbidden, sound mediates the relationship of the 

listener to the environment and apprises the listener of knowledge through the 

(in)audible that ranges from the claps of thunder and creaking floorboards to 

silence and the echoes of a ghostly ring. Such creaks, silence, and echoes can 

signify the presence of “the Other.”  Monstrosities of the natural and supernatural 

world and corrupt human villains, but also the repressed – mostly women, 

persecuted, brutally murdered, or unjustly exiled – use uncanny sounds to 

communicate the experience that by other means remains ineffable.      

In my dissertation I analyze soundscapes, or the perceived acoustic 

environment, in Gothic short stories of nineteenth-century writers on both sides 

of the Atlantic. My primary sources include Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Fall of the 

House of Usher” (1839), “The Tell-Tale Heart” (1843), “The Pit and the 

Pendulum” (1843), and “The Premature Burial” (1844); Samuel Warren’s “The 

Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” (1832); M[atthew] P[hipps] Shiel’s “The House 

of Sounds” (1911); Edith Nesbit’s “From the Dead” (1893); Phoebe Yates Pember’s 

“The Ghost of the Nineteenth Century” (1880); William Mudford’s “The Iron 

Shroud” (1830); William Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell” (1821); John Galt’s “The 

Buried Alive” (1821); and Charles Lever’s “Post-Mortem Recollections of a 

Medical Lecturer” (1836). The stories were chosen as they feature sonic imagery 

and interaction between sound, space, and listener. The stories reflect similar 

topics of concern and display thematic interconnections as well as the threads of 

influence. In addition, my study is widely informed by other works of the 
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abovementioned writers, as well as the novels and short stories of such classic 

Gothic authors as Ann Radcliffe, Matthew Gregory Lewis, Charles Maturin, Bram 

Stoker, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, and Mary Elizabeth Braddon.  

Gothic literary criticism and sound studies provide the theoretical and 

methodological framework for the exploration of soundscapes in the selected 

short stories. Through close reading of the texts, my project discovers how sound 

engages with space and listener. Four Gothic settings: houses, bedrooms, torture 

chambers, and burial grounds, structure the dissertation. The structure 

resembles an inverted triangle that begins with the expansive space of the house 

and gradually decreases to the narrow confine of the burial site. Within these 

locales of confinement and distress, sound is a signal that gives the surroundings 

a sense of place and becomes a source of knowledge and understanding for the 

listener. As Sylvia Mieszkowski suggests in her opening discussion of sound in 

literature, “[s]ound is the new source of insight” (Resonant Alterities). As a way 

of knowing, sound is theorized with the concept of “acoustemology” that joins 

“acoustics” and “epistemology” to inquire into what is known or knowable 

through sounding and listening (Feld 12). In this connection, sound is integral to 

the listener’s processing of the sonic information. My main thesis is that the 

nineteenth-century Gothic short story, on account of its formal features, 

underscores the way sound in various settings of confinement and distress 

enriches the merely visual configuration of space and affects the fictional 

listener’s sense of a place, which is inextricably linked with his or her sense of 

identity. I argue that Gothic soundscapes establish a system of communication 

with a mediating and informative relationship of listener to space through sound. 

As a simple model of communication proposes a sender, a receiver, a channel, 

and a signal (Stenning 19), a soundscape is comprised of a listener, locus, and 

sound, which may or may not have a visible and human source. Consequently, in 

its uncanniness, liminality, transgression, and excess, sound defines and 

reshapes the listener’s identity. Whether ultimately strengthening or weakening 

this identity, sound in the Gothic fictional world endangers it through an intricate 

sonic trial. 

The study contributes to the exploration of the “sonic Gothic” and the 

nineteenth-century Gothic short story in particular. It thus enters in dialogue 

with Isabella van Elferen’s Gothic Music: The Sounds of the Uncanny and Kristie 

Schlauraff’s Sounding Bodies and Voices in Nineteenth-Century British and 

American Gothic Fiction. My research also adds to the discussion of sound 

studies in literature, building on work by Melba Cuddy-Keane and Sylvia 

Mieszkowski’s “Noise, Whirling Sounds and Narrative Dizziness in M.P. Shiel’s 

The House of Sounds.”   

In the following sections of this introduction, I situate my work within the 

broad and developing field of sound studies in literature. I first present the 

theoretical and methodological underpinnings of literary sound studies and 

related vocabulary. The section progresses to consider studies of the auditory in 
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Gothic fiction, where I outline previous studies and new directions. I highlight 

the Gothic as attractive for the aesthetics of the auditory in the intricacies of 

spatial configurations. Then I give an overview of the Freudian uncanny and the 

way it relates to the architectural (sonic) exterior and the interior of the 

character’s mind. Furthermore, I address scientific practices represented in 

Gothic fiction that illuminate the context of production. As the dissertation’s 

material consists of British and American short stories, the final sections 

highlight the main features of the genre that bridge form and sound. My study 

focuses on several short stories by Edgar Allan Poe, and I outline his significance 

for the production and circulation of short stories that echo across the Atlantic. A 

synopsis of the dissertation, with an overview of its four chapters and the coda, 

concludes the introduction. 

Sound studies in literature: theoretical and methodological basis 

Sound studies is a highly interdisciplinary field that has incorporated literary 

studies in recent decades. The history of sound studies is infused with various 

methods from relevant research in the natural sciences, humanities, arts, and 

design, among others (Schulze 6). As Holger Schultze suggests, this plethora of 

approaches and methods engenders the field of sound studies and its “selection 

of holy scriptures” (6). Several seminal studies that I discuss below inform the 

exploration of my primary sources with theoretical and methodological 

categories. These studies also offer templates for reading sound in literature.  

Borrowing from Schultze’s “holy scriptures” imagery, the Bible for sound 

studies across the disciplines is The Soundscape: Our Sonic Environment and 

the Tuning of the World by composer and acoustic ecologist Murray Schafer. He 

coined the term “soundscape” in reference to the sonic equivalent of landscape in 

an individual’s experience of place: “[a] soundscape consists of events heard not 

objects seen” (8).1 According to soundscape theory, humans both have an 

immediate effect on the sonic environment and are directly influenced by it. In 

the context of my project, soundscape is the most significant term.  

“Soundscape” applies to the arts, science, and society as an overarching 

category for various areas of sound studies: from acoustics, psychoacoustics, and 

communication technologies to the structural analysis of language and music. 

Schafer’s concept and interdisciplinary methodology for sound studies have 

achieved wide presence in literary sound studies. For instance, in “Modernist 

Soundscapes and the Intelligent Ear,” Melba Cuddy-Keane suggests that literary 

analysis of narrative acoustics “can be enhanced by employing the sonic 

vocabulary” suggested by Schafer: “soundmark instead of landmark, soundscape 

instead of landscape, sound signal and keynote sound in place of figure and 

ground” (385). Hence, I engage with Schafer’s interdisciplinary theoretical and 

                                                             
1 Unless otherwise stated, all formatting in quotations corresponds to the original. 
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methodological basis as a tool for my study of sounds in the selected short stories. 

Concepts which apply to literary texts as an avenue for interpretation include 

“keynote sounds,” “sound signals,” and “soundmarks.” Keynote sounds do not 

require conscious listening as they form background sounds against the 

perception of all the other sounds of the acoustic environment. At the same time, 

keynote sounds affect human behavior and mood as their absence makes the 

environment shapeless. In a landscape, keynote sounds are those created by its 

climate and geography, such as the sounds of wind, forests, water, insects, and 

animals. “Sound signals” represent foreground sounds, which are listened to 

consciously. Although Schafer admits that any sound can be listened to 

consciously, he confines the term to those signals that make up complex code 

messages. Sound signals, according to Schafer, “must be listened to because they 

constitute acoustic warning devices: bells, whistles, horns and sirens” (10). The 

term “soundmark” refers to a sound that is particularly noticeable by those living 

in a community. For Schafer, “[o]nce a soundmark has been identified, it deserves 

to be protected, for soundmarks make the acoustic life of the community unique” 

(10). For instance, the bells of a parish church were the soundmarks that defined 

some communities in the past: “A parish was also acoustic, and it was defined by 

the range of the church bells. When you could no longer hear the church bells, 

you had left the parish” (215).  

The density of transdisciplinary studies of sound within the humanities has 

paved the way for Literary Sound Studies: a field that analyzes “sounds and 

processes of hearing, which have been mediated by (written) words” 

(Mieszkowski 24). The centrality of sound to literary studies is conspicuous in the 

abundance of poetic devices – from assonance, consonance, and alliteration to 

modulation and rhyme scheme, by which the “notions of literary aurality” have 

been circulating across critical studies for centuries (St. Clair 353). At the same 

time, Literary Sound Studies goes beyond fundamental poetic devices, and the 

broad interdisciplinary dissemination of the soundscape concept has pinpointed 

other directions for the field. Literature, as Sam Halliday observes, is notable for 

its capacity to reveal the social connotation of sounds, the interaction of sound 

with other senses, and “the qualitative dimension” that accounts for the interest 

of people in certain sounds – what they actively pursue or evade in the audible 

world and why (12). Schafer’s The Soundscape is a “singularly important 

antecedent” for the studies of sound in literature that welcomes literary studies 

“as evidentiary material,”  according to Justin St. Clair (356; Keskinen 13). In my 

project, I mainly focus on a direction of sound studies in literature that operates 

with the soundscape concept and that addresses the experiencing subject. The 

dissertation addresses what Cuddy-Keane calls “sound as sound and not as 

something else” (Virginia Woolf).   

Scholars engage with sound in literature in a plethora of ways, thus 

presenting a set of methodologies, a working terminology, and further directions 

that contribute to the understanding of literary accounts of sound and sound 
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perception. The selection of appropriate vocabulary and methodology for the 

study of soundscapes in literature is central for my project, and I draw from the 

works of Cuddy-Keane who responds to the crucial need for analytic tools in the 

studies of sound in literature in her essays on modernity and modernism. Cuddy-

Keane addresses the terminological challenge that inheres with the discussion of 

sound as “an aural experience” contrary to the conception of sound as a “category 

that occurs during the process of verbalization” (Virginia Woolf 90). As a result, 

Cuddy-Keane creates a vocabulary that covers the primary qualities of sound, 

focusing on its production and reception. In her discussion of Virginia Woolf’s 

Mrs. Dalloway, she employs the term “diffusion” to describe the way sound is 

emitted from its source in an urban environment. Another relevant aspect of 

sound concerns the location of the listener. In order to study the aural placement 

of the audience, Cuddy-Keane borrows from modern narratology and uses the 

term of “focalization” to propose a set of parallel terms.2 She coins “auscultation” 

as the action of listening, “to auscultize” as “the presentation of sound as listened 

to” (as opposed to “focalize”), and “auscultator” as the one doing the listening 

(Cuddy-Keane 70-71). Auscultation exceeds focalization since it encompasses 

phenomena that are otherwise beyond the reach of the human eye, thus rendering 

auscultation more integrative and inclusive. For instance, the sound of an 

airplane in Mrs Dalloway is auscultized from a variety of distinct positions: on 

the Mall, in Piccadilly, in Regent Street, and so on. 

Referring to the person doing the listening, “auscultator” is a significant 

term in the context of my dissertation. Cuddy-Keans’s auscultators in modernist 

texts, such as Mrs. Dalloway, are either positioned in diverse and scattered 

locations or are “multiple and diverse” in relation to the single source of sound 

(“Modernist Soundscapes” 387). In the context of the selected Gothic short 

stories, I show auscultators in soundless Gothic surroundings and settings that 

channel attention towards subtle sounds, as well as auscultators who are 

thunderstruck and deafened by torturous sonority. In addition, there are afflicted 

auscultators whose sense of hearing is compromised by a disorder or enhanced 

by an extraordinary ability that extends the location of auscultation far beyond 

the ordinary world into the realms of the fantastic and supernatural.    

  The terminology of Schafer and Cuddy-Keane has been incorporated in 

literary studies to advance the reconstruction of the aural spaces of the past and 

to engender new concepts that favor the exploration of Gothic labyrinthine 

interiors. For instance, Brigitte Gazelles’ Soundscape in Early French Literature 

engages with sound in a range of medieval French literary texts that were mainly 

transmitted orally to the listening community. The mythical and imaginative 

artifacts at the center of her study illuminate the sense of hearing in interaction 

with the other senses. Gazelles’ chapter on “sonus mortis” – or the acoustic 

                                                             
2 The term “focalization” refers to the perspective through which the reader sees characters and events 
in the narrative. The reader often sees the action through the eyes of the “focalizer” (H. P. Abbott 66).  
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manifestations that describe the apocalypse – informs my discussion of Shiel’s 

“The House of Sounds,” a story that is preoccupied with the acoustic descriptions 

of the end of time. The concept of “sonus mortis” embraces a wide “soniferous 

cartography” of fear, torture, moans, groans, trumpeting, and drumming that 

highlights the epistemological function of audition and positions the aural above 

the visual.  

Mieszkowski’s Resonant Alterities suggests a paradigmatic form of reading 

literature and illuminates the destabilizing potential of sound. Specifically, she 

explores the intersection of the sonic and the aural with identity, with a focus on 

the “formation, destabilization, redefinition, dissolution or reinsertion of 

identity” (Mieszkowski 33-34). Mieszkowski shows how the relationship between 

sounds and identity differs in every text and problematizes the sonic aspects of 

subjective spirituality, agency, psychic collapse, capitalism, and patriarchy. 

Mieszkowski proposes an important concept that will be used in my study of 

Gothic soundscapes: the category of “implied sound.”  Not trying to reproduce a 

sonic quality, implied sounds are only mentioned and not performed. Overall, 

implied sounds are “not really produced, as sounds but depend on the informed 

reader who creates them in his/her mind” (71).  

Among the types of sounds that instigate anxiety within the listener, 

“sound unseen” possesses the most unsettling qualities. I use the concept of 

“acousmatic sound” within the stories that I examine for episodes that contain 

disruption between the source, cause, and effect of sound. Acousmatic indicates 

“a noise that one hears without seeing what causes it” (Schaeffer 77). Derived 

from Greek, acousmatic was used to describe the way Pythagoras lectured his 

disciples (or the “acousmatikoi”) by speaking to them from behind a veil, which 

was supposed to focus their attention on the lecture by removing the distraction 

of his physical appearance. The concept of acousmatic was reappropriated by 

Pierre Schaeffer to describe sounds with no visible cause on the radio, tape 

recorder, telephone, or other means of telecommunication. According to Michel 

Chion et al., listening without the visual “acousmatizes” any sound if it maintains 

no trace of initial relation to the image (19). Acousmatic listening is opposed to 

“direct” listening, where the source of sound is known and present. In contrast, 

according to Schaeffer, the acousmatic situation creates the “sonorous object” 

(“l’objet sonore” in French), which is independent from its instrumental cause or 

meaning. Schaeffer’s theory of acousmatic listening was gradually employed in 

sound studies in literature. For instance, in Sound Unseen, Brian Kane explored 

the notion via a close reading of Kafka’s tale “The Burrow.”  Here, Kane brings in 

the psychoacoustic dimension to the concept of the acousmatic and connects 

sound without a source to feelings of insecurity and uncertainty in the listener. 

Kane uses Chion’s concept of “dis-acousmatization,” or showing the person 

speaking, in his discussion of “dis-acousmatized” sound that is identified with a 

sounding body. The notion of acousmatic is employed in my study to explore 

instances of unknown and unsettling sound, when, for example, in the final pages 
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of Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,” Roderick Usher demonstrates an 

enhanced acoustic response driven by epistemological uncertainty.  

Sonic Gothic 

Sound in Gothic literature evokes an atmosphere of fear. Fred Botting observes 

that “Gothic signifies the writing of excess” (Gothic 1), and it is infused with 

imaginative excesses, transgression, and psychological disintegration. As a result, 

Gothic literature is celebrated for its subversion of constraints and norms of 

morality, the portrayal of patriarchal order and resistance to it, limitations of 

gender and sexuality, and the limits and forces of the body and mind. Even in 

terms of the history and position of the genre, Gothic literature resists rigid 

definitions in its essential defiance of conventions. As Corinna Wagner writes: 

“Gothic literature must keep moving and evolving to avoid becoming fixed and 

conformist. At its best, gothic haunts the practice of simply accepting things as 

they are or of deferring to nature, tradition, or received opinion” (“Introduction” 

xxxix).  

An excess of sensibility is channeled by sound (Passey 190). Sound 

transgresses the limits and boundaries and contributes to the production of 

ambiguity, causing anxiety and unrest in the listener. Such processes of 

transgression and ambiguity underscore the liminality that unites Gothic fiction 

(Hurley, “British Gothic” 190), the genre of the short story (Achilles and 

Bergmann 4), and the indefiniteness of sonic manifestations (van Elferen, Gothic 

Music 25). In his discussion of Gothic transgression and excess, Fred Botting 

speaks about the figures of danger that pervade Gothic fiction, from the original 

spectres, monsters, corpses, demons, monks, and nuns of the early Gothic to the 

fathers, husbands, evil scientists, criminals, and monster doubles that followed 

in the nineteenth century (2). Each of these figures come with particular sonic 

signals that carry a message in their liminal transgressive force, be it in form of 

eerie whispers, roars of laughter, or sinister silence. As to the locale, the gloomy 

echoic labyrinths of Gothic castles, graveyards, and churches are followed by 

squeaky floors and insidious footsteps of haunted houses that obfuscate reality in 

their destabilizing mutability and generate new fears and anxieties with its 

dwellers.  

To borrow from David Toop, “sinister resonance” has always been an 

attribute of Gothic literature. Figuring in the novels of Radcliffe, Lewis, and 

Maturin, the Gothic and sound have been closely entwined with sensation and 

excess since the eighteenth century.3 Most famously, in Radcliffe’s The Mysteries 

                                                             
3 For instance, see Angela M. Archambault’s “The Function of Sound in the Gothic Novels of Ann 
Radcliffe, Matthew Lewis and Charles Maturin”, which focuses on the function of sound to promote 
and augment the elements essential to the Gothic genre; Joan Passey’s “Sound and Silence: The 
Aesthetics of the Auditory in the Novels of Ann Radcliffe”, which explores how in Radcliffe’s novels 
voice and silence combine to portray beauty, horror and sublimity; and Noelle Chao’s “Musical 
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of Udolpho (1794), the intricacies of sensory experience are enmeshed with 

various recurrent sonically intense motifs (Passey 190). The screams of female 

characters, the eerie sounds of ghostly footsteps, the ringing of bells, and 

mysterious music engender a world “organized and defined by sound” (Chao 85). 

Moreover, Radcliffe set the tradition later adopted by her followers, such as 

allusions to supernatural silence or the phenomenon of disembodied sound 

(Archambault; van Elferen, Gothic Music 20).  

Yet the audible in Gothic literature was overlooked in scholarship until the 

early twenty-first century (Schlauraff 2; van Elferen, Gothic Music 1). Gothic 

sounds mainly receive recognition, as I suggest, with the development of the 

branch of Literary Sound Studies, which harbors an interest in soundscapes and 

gradually reveals the sonic characteristics of Gothic literature.  

Gothic soundscapes are foreshadowed by explorations of the audible in 

Victorian literature. Schafer’s concept of the soundscape becomes an “impetus” 

to approach the audible world of Victorian England in John Picker’s Victorian 

Soundscapes. Accordingly, Picker’s publication is an influential study of 

Victorian culture and literature, and an important book for my project in terms 

of its approach to the workings of sound in literary contexts. Picker shows how 

Victorians interpreted sound in its amplified forms of noise, music, vibration, and 

electric echo, as well as how sound was employed in the acts of writing. Such 

explorations pertain to Gothic storyworlds: Picker discusses how phonographic 

representations in Bram Stoker’s Dracula, and in particular, the depictions of 

sound and voice, exceed the literal and reach out to the symbolic significance of 

the machine that symbolizes the aural presence of the vampire. Similar 

interactions between science, technology, and sound that go beyond the context 

of the book are discussed in my section on the union of sound and light in the 

second chapter on Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart,” where Poe’s reference to the sound 

of the heartbeat pertains to descriptions of sound and light in contemporary 

scientific publications. 

Although Picker’s work is an important study of Victorian auditory 

experiences and their reflection in literature, Kristie Schlauraff suggests that 

Picker only initiates the study of sound in Gothic fiction:  

Throughout his influential Victorian Soundscapes, Picker (2003) 
establishes the significance of sound prior to the twentieth century 
and the value of listening to Victorian literature as a way of 
apprehending Victorian self-awareness. Yet the particular sonic 
dimensions of the Victorian gothic remain relatively unexplored. (1–
2)  

                                                             
Listening in The Mysteries of Udolpho”, in which the author describes how the depictions of music in 
Radcliffe’s novel give an insight into the early practices of sonorous description and sound recording 
(85-102).    
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Accordingly, in her dissertation Sounding Bodies and Voices in Nineteenth-

Century British and American Gothic Fiction (2018), Schlauraff explores the 

unresolved challenges of the audible world of the nineteenth-century Gothic. 

Drawing from scientific and occult practices of the time, Schlauraff analyses 

bodies as soundscapes in American and British Gothic fiction, and she illuminates 

how fiction overlaps with scientific practices to tap into fundamental questions of 

humanity.  

Explorations of the audible in Gothic literature provide a framework for 

discussions of the properties of the Gothic (Passey 193; Schlauraff 5) and trace 

the sonic attributes of the genre that Isabella van Elferen calls “sonic Gothic” (3). 

In her seminal Gothic Music, van Elferen conceptualizes “sonic Gothic” as “the 

sounds of the uncanny” that operate on various levels to generate a fearful mood: 

from sound poetics in forms of alliteration, assonance, rhythm, and intonation, 

to Gothic “literary soundscapes,” or “the direct descriptions of sound and music 

in Gothic novels” (19). Gothic soundscapes, according to van Elferen, show 

similarities: terror is preceded by silence, aided by wind or rain, enforced by 

rattling fences, and announced by ghostly presence (19).  

Van Elferen’s “sounds of the uncanny” reference the concept of “uncanny” 

developed by Sigmund Freud in an eponymous essay of 1919, which is central to 

my project. Freud’s engagement with psychology and language results in an 

aesthetic inquiry into what is not accessible by the conscious mind and is 

supposed to have remained secret or hidden but has come to light. Freud’s theory 

is a tool to analyze Gothic fiction, where the Gothic uncanny is the “return of the 

repressed,” which blurs the boundaries between imagination and reality and 

bridges sound, darkness, silence, and solitude. Nicholas Royle’s discussion of the 

Freudian uncanny draws on Freud’s Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality 

(1905), which describes the voice of a three-year-old boy who is afraid of the dark. 

Royle emphasizes the importance of audition: “the uncanny of the ear, of 

listening, of sound, voice and tone,”  where silence, solitude, and darkness make 

“curiously entangled bed-fellows” (The Uncanny 110). The uncanniness of sound 

feeds into the listener, who becomes a receptor, a medium, an eavesdropper, and 

a detective in the attempt to decipher the audible world with its secrets, 

formlessness, and instability. Dominating the themes of Gothic narratives, the 

sonic uncanny operates on various levels. These levels include the interchange of 

sound and silence, where silence as the absence of sound signifies the unhomely, 

ghostly voices emphasize the absence of corporeality, and music references the 

qualities of a spectral revenant (van Elferen 19-23). 

The sonic dimensions of Gothic inevitably include the voice as an 

experience that embraces such notions as “presence, authenticity, agency, 

rationality, will, and self” (Weidman 233). Apart from signaling identity, agency, 

and self-realization, the voice harbors disturbing qualities rife in Gothic fiction. 

The uncanny potential that inheres in the voice is implied in discussions of the 

voice as a psychoanalytical object. Mladen Dolar suggests that the voice in its 
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multiple uses not only pertains to the “vehicle of meaning” and “the source of 

aesthetic admiration” but is also theorized on a third level: “an object voice which 

... functions as a blind spot in the call and as a disturbance of aesthetic 

appreciation” (A Voice and Nothing More 4). Other psychoanalytic dimensions 

of voice connect to the recognitions of narcissism, when the voice gains its own 

autonomy and transfers to the realm of “the Other” or the imposition of the voice 

upon the subject as a form of consciousness or auditory hallucination (Dolar, 

“The Object Voice” 13–14). Gothic literature appropriates the voice in its 

ambiguous qualities and acousmatic dimensions that signify transgression and 

uncanniness, while defying corporeality. In his studies of the Gothic acoustic, 

Matt Foley indicates several registers of Gothic appropriations of the voice: “the 

voice as dangerously seductive, as excessively horrific, or as spectral/ghostly” 

(219). When valorized in the feminist tradition, Gothic female voices become fluid 

and disembodied in their resistance of entrapment and impoverishment 

(Silverman 141), indicating a spectral presence and an “emblem of ghostliness,”  

such as Cathy’s ghostly voice in Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (van Elferen, 

Gothic Music 21). 

The concept of “sonic Gothic” is significant for my dissertation as it 

embraces four overlapping levels by which uncanny Gothic sounds operate in 

literature, and it provides the necessary discursive tools for the discussion of 

soundscapes in the selected stories. The voices of Gothic ghosts connect to the 

trope of spectrality, music evokes the “hauntology” as the ontology of haunting 

and “hauntography” as the writing of excess, and spectral liturgy signifies 

immersion in musicality to its full transgressive potential (van Elferen 32).     

  The body of research concerning Gothic soundscapes in fiction is not 

limited to the aforementioned studies.4 Yet the intersection of Gothic fiction and 

sound studies points at additional critical possibilities that concern the 

relationship between sound, the listening body, and the space; the patterns of 

communication that occur in the acoustic environment; and the interconnections 

in the representation of the soundscapes in Gothic short stories. These 

possibilities are largely unanswered and are the focus of my dissertation.     

Uncanny spaces: the gradation of sonic confinement 

In my project I explore the uncanny in connection to sound and space, in its 

various forms ranging from the sudden auditory discomfort of a familiar house to 

silent suffocating catacombs, vaults, and death chambers. In his inquiry into the 

concept of the uncanny, Freud traces the way the German word “heimlich” 

evolves from “belonging to the house, not strange, familiar, tame, intimate, 

                                                             
4 See, for instance, Toop’s Sinister Resonance: The Mediumship of the Listener (2011); a chapter by 
Botting “Poe, Voice and the Origin of Horror Fiction” in Sound Effects: The Object of Voice in Fiction 
(2015); Matt Foley’s “Voices of Terror and Horror: Towards an Acoustics of Modern Gothic” (2015); 
and Melissa McLeod’s dissertation Sound of Terror: Hearing Ghosts in Victorian Fiction (2007).  
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comfortable, etc.” to something that is “concealed, kept from sight, so that others 

do not get to know about it, withheld from others” (2-3). Since the end of the 

eighteenth century, the house in art and literature has attracted representations 

of the uncanny in forms of haunting, doubling, and other images (Vidler ix).  

In nineteenth-century Gothic literature, the disquieting undertones of 

eighteenth-century castles shift to more domesticated spaces. According to Sue 

Chaplin, the end of the Romantic period signified the change in the site of 

haunting, when “Gothic terrors appeared to be coming closer to home” (82). As a 

result, the dark secrets of the ancestral house emerged in Gothic texts. The 

defamiliarization of the private interior, an alien invasion, and a sense of 

haunting become hidden terrors within the domestic space, which encompass not 

only the interior of the space but also the interior of the dweller’s mind. With 

sonic Gothic, as van Elferen suggests, the auditory landscape connects to the 

mindscape of the character and posits the text as a model both reflecting and 

anticipating the Freudian uncanny (11). For instance, embodying the ancestral 

sins and secrets of the past, Poe’s house of Usher mirrors the mind of its dwellers 

and becomes the site for their mental destabilization. The mind represents a 

secret chamber in the labyrinths of Gothic house.  

My study reflects the vertical cut along the structural composition of the 

most prominent Gothic spaces in nineteenth-century short stories in their 

relationship with the acoustic environment and the listener. The house, the room, 

the torture chamber, and the site of (premature) burial represent the gradual 

progression from the most expansive soundscape to the extreme of sonic 

confinement. With their irrational fancies, terrors, and superstitions Gothic 

spaces appear in close affinity with sound.  

The first physical unit is a house – a structure that defines and delimits 

space for the dwellers and serves to protect and provide shelter for the activities 

in the household (R. J. Lawrence 155). These functions include protection from 

outside noise and a provision of privacy, and these functions, as I suggest, are 

violated within the destabilizing Gothic interiors, by which the house becomes a 

vicious, diseased, and liminal entity.  

The house as a Gothic space pinpoints the property of sound to transgress 

and resist any form of restraint and to reach the listener from across the distant 

rooms and other spaces from the inside and the outside. At the same time, the 

house keeps the household sounds within, together with the sins, secrets, fears, 

and appeals of the dwellers. The place may allow for transgression, like a magical 

disappearance of a birthmark on Georgiana’s cheek in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s 

“The Birthmark” (1843), but the transgression stays inside its walls. The house 

unites the material and the imaginary and suggests the simultaneity of two 

qualities: that it is “porous and fluid, and also distinctive, somewhere in 

particular, with its own presence” (Lipman 8-9). The “presence” is contained 

within the fluidity of the house as it comes in forms of eerie footsteps, winds and 

thunderstorms, mysterious whispers, and the disembodied sounds of a heartbeat.  
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The meaning and experience of a house, as I will discuss in the first chapter 

of this study, go beyond material surroundings and embrace the character’s 

mental space, emotions, and self-awareness. Being a reflection of the state of 

mind, the house in its sonorous composition relates to the hearing and listening 

practices of the dwellers (Blunt and Dowling 12–13). In my analysis of 

soundscapes in three Gothic houses, I consider the way sound violates the 

security of the house and destabilizes the mindset of household members. 

Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” reveals a doctor’s family house 

intersecting with his home-office, where sound destabilizes the borders between 

the public and the private and mirrors the doubts and concerns of its master. The 

second house I explore is found in Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher” and it 

presents the complexity of a multi-layered soundscape that both instigates the 

extremes of anxiety and advances their resolution. Finally, the architectural 

composition of the house in Shiel’s “The House of Sounds” relates to the physical 

structure of the human ear. Like the house of Usher, the house in Shiel’s story is 

a place that physically and psychologically attacks and endangers its dwellers. 

Here, I delve into the extremes of perception extrapolated into the acoustic 

topology of degeneration.   

The private space of a room is closely connected to intimacy and security. 

Yet Gothic rooms violate the ideal of autonomy, instead creating polyphonic 

constructs that align with the “chamber of the mind” in its affective and 

destabilizing potential (Perrot and Elkin 246). As a result, Gothic rooms turn into 

dangerous spaces where sound accompanies a set of events related to torment, 

murder, and death. My journey through Gothic rooms starts with Poe’s “The Tell-

Tale Heart,” where the soundscape in its relation to the narrator’s psychological 

state embraces diverse possibilities and presents the room as a site merging the 

rational and the fantastic. I explore the mysterious echoes and reverberations that 

sonify the intricacies of private space and suggest invisible presences. Echo 

relates to the “uncanny temporality,”  where the ghostly repetitions of sound in 

succession and in the distance estrange familiar phenomena and produce a 

“spine-tingling unheimlich harmony” (Thurston 131). Poe’s murder room opens 

the door to another acoustic landscape – the chamber of death in Nesbit’s “From 

the Dead,” where sound becomes a tool that changes the status of the room from 

the bedroom to the chamber of murder. Finally, the third room in Pember’s “The 

Ghost of the Nineteenth Century” concludes the discussion of sonic possibility in 

a haunted bedroom, where sonic spectrality troubles gendered epistemologies 

and reaches out to conflicting rationales of its origin.  

My two remaining chapters explore the spaces of confinement represented 

by the torture chamber and the locations of premature burial, portraying the 

visceral and phenomenological experience they evoke in the listener. Torture 

chambers realize the Gothic tendency for confinement, restraint, and the 

imposition of power. Images of the Inquisition inspire the setting of torturous 

locales in Gothic literature and support conventional anti-Catholic sentiments. 
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The chamber of torture is a single-room underground space in which all the 

aspects of its structure – from the walls to the windows – turn into instruments 

of pain and suffering. Dark, cold, and narrow spaces are designed to create 

torment and induce confession. Torture and discomfort pertain to the acoustic 

composition of the room. In the selected short stories, silence drains vitality from 

the characters, and sound becomes a deafening assault. Yet torturous spaces can 

deviate from the pre-established tropes. In Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell,” a 

gigantic bell is an imprisoning torture room with an amplified acoustic 

dominance, where the auscultator’s interaction with sound transposes him into 

an imaginary realm. Mudford’s story of torture “The Iron Shroud” references the 

horrors of the Inquisition and presents the room as an assembling force that I 

read with the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of assemblage. In this story, the 

torture room is a silent and disorienting shrinking chamber that tailors its 

boundaries in accordance with the victim’s body, thus being both transformative 

and transformed. Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum” borrows from Mudford’s idea 

of a shrinking Inquisitorial chamber of torment and creates a vibratory space with 

confusing and terrifying geometry. The vertical and horizontal composition of the 

place extends the horror and terror of torture.  

The locations of premature burial in my final chapter vary from death 

chambers to burial grounds and anatomical rooms, dependent on the 

translocation of the body after the character is declared dead. The theme of 

premature burial elicits images circulating in popular culture, such as waiting 

chambers designed to hold the bodies of the supposedly dead and safety coffins 

constructed to ensure against live burial. The protagonist in Galt’s “The Buried 

Alive” undergoes a lengthy journey from his room to the coffin, then the burial 

ground, and finally to the anatomical room for dissection, which he eventually 

escapes. Lever’s “Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer” presents the 

narrator’s death chamber as the main setting, and Poe’s “The Premature Burial” 

situates the protagonist in what he mistakenly believes to be a burial ground, but 

what is ultimately revealed as a bunk of an anchored ship. Yet the three stories 

are united by another site of confinement inherent to the theme of live burial: the 

protagonists’ own body in a state of suspended animation, where a sense of 

hearing is preserved as the means of instruction. I discuss catalepsy and trance 

as the main conditions that could potentially lead to premature interment in 

nineteenth-century culture. Such conditions are employed by Galt, Lever, and 

Poe to inquire into the phenomenological potential of the body and underscore 

the importance of recognition, empathy and reconnection.     

Gothic literature and medicine 

Gothic literature is inseparable from the historical and socio-cultural processes 

that mark the transfer from the land to the city, including industrial growth 
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(Botting, Gothic 74; Chaplin 106). Gothic literature is also enmeshed within 

developments in science, including medical practices. I explore some of the 

instances in the selected material that correspond to medical developments, as 

well as the contexts in which the primary texts were produced to relate them to 

the plots in the texts. In other words, I situate the stories in relationship to 

contemporary (pseudo)scientific and medical theories of sound production and 

perception.  

The mere definition of “science” during the nineteenth century was 

resistant to rigid strictures, and the discussion of what was “scientific” lacked the 

authority of rigorous methodology (Hurley, “Science and the Gothic” 174). Gothic 

authors profited from the controversy between science and pseudo-science in 

their exploration of the narrative possibilities presented by experimental 

psychology, which included hypnotic trances, mesmerism and the mysterious 

states of unconsciousness Consequently, science in Gothic texts balances 

scientific and supernatural understandings: ghosts are both “material bodies” 

and “immaterial presences,”  telepathy and mesmerism transgress the borders of 

rationality, and the “hypnotic gaze” is given scientific validity (171). 

Inspired by scientific and technological discoveries in sound, nineteenth-

century writers employ, discard, and redefine the mysteries of hearing and sound 

in their literary innovations. The intricacy of the hearing processes, unveiled and 

illuminated through medical advancements, merge with the uncanny sounds of 

haunted houses, creaks and shrieks in the catacombs, and strange noises echoing 

in the walls. Yet hearing rarely conforms to either rational or supernatural 

explanations and rather supports the established Gothic liminality. For instance, 

as Meegan Kennedy observes, Latimer’s aural hallucinations in George Eliot’s 

“The Painted Veil” can equally pertain to psychological diseases and mesmeric 

trance, relating to “remarkably acute sensory function” that frames sounds “as a 

material truth” (“‘A True Prophet’?” 380).   

The short stories in focus cut across discourses, evincing a composite 

imaginary that engages with science, technology, and medicine. The imaginary 

imbricates medical knowledge, resulting in disorders and afflictions that both 

reflect and distort medical practice. Poe’s texts both inquire into character and 

personality and bridge sound with the (pseudo) scientific practices of mesmerism 

and phrenology, as well as his interest in the early attempts at sound recording. 

Listening in Shiel and Poe’s stories of haunted houses is exposed through the lens 

of phrenology, by which particular lumps and bumps on the cranium reveal a 

predisposition for the intricacies of sound.  

My study engages in discussion with medical texts which attempt to 

explain unknown and terrifying afflictions of the Gothic storyworld, yet I 

emphasize the impossibility of fully accommodating Gothic medicine with 

science. In Shiel’s “House of Sounds,” the vast topology of tinnitus aurium (or 

ringing in the ears) is reconfigured into idiosyncratic perception and a conception 

of sound that goes beyond any rational explanation. Likewise, Poe’s descriptions 
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of oversensitive hearing meet the plurality of understandings that bridge fantasy, 

fiction, and fact. 

Yet imaginative reinterpretation of disorders allows the texts to present the 

perspective of the repressed in a patient-centered way that is otherwise 

impossible in conventional medicine. Many short stories that I examine draw on 

the state of suspended animation, or catalepsy, which supposedly resulted in 

premature burial in the nineteenth century. To varying degrees, Poe, Shiel, Galt, 

Warren, Nesbit, and Lever present the body as a site of entrapment for the 

functioning mind and sensorial abilities, where hearing takes the primary role of 

informing the prematurely buried about their surroundings. In my final chapter 

on premature burial I show how some of the accounts feature a first-person 

perspective of afflicted individuals, give an insight into their reality, and call for 

more empathy and consideration from doctors and caretakers.   

What infiltrates (pseudo) medical explorations in Gothic short stories is 

the failure of medical professionals to correctly interpret the patient’s condition 

and recognize and cure disease. This attribute accounts for the liminality of 

Gothic characters and the ambiguity of their epistemological drive, when villain 

and scientist merge in a highly compromised individual. As William Hughes 

concludes in “Victorian Medicine and the Gothic,” “[u]ltimately, in Gothic, the 

medical practitioner is a figure who inculcates or accelerates rather than curing 

disease, and he is thus a source of suspicion, a distortion of the culturally idealized 

image of altruistic professionalism” (200).  

At the same time, physicians in Gothic short stories deal with conditions 

that leave them unable to understand the disease or prescribe a reliable cure. The 

doctor in Samuel Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” oscillates 

between religious rituals and galvanic treatment in face of a mysterious affliction, 

and the medical lecturer in Charles Lever’s short story can only witness his slow 

disintegration from overwork and anxiety into madness.  

Other medicinal states of liminality that pervade Gothic short stories 

include madness and the stages of suspended animation. While acknowledging 

that the word “madness” has lost its initial meaning, I follow Susanne Rohr in 

understanding it as an “umbrella term” that includes mental dysfunctions in their 

potential “to deeply affect a person’s perception of, relation to, and ensuing 

interaction with reality” (176). The state of suspended animation that includes 

catalepsy (catatonia) and trance assumes a borderline condition in-between life 

and death when the body is reduced to an extreme minimum of functionality, and 

the patient may not be aroused by the means that work in common sleep.    

As medicine informs Gothic short stories in conventional or speculative 

ways (William Hughes, "Victorian Medicine and the Gothic" 187), my study looks 

into the possible sources of such knowledge for the selected authors. Many of 

them had medical education or practiced medicine: Lever and Warren received 

medical training, Pember was a Confederate nurse, and Shiel took courses in 

medicine. Thus, Lever explores an auscultator affected by overwork in a medically 
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well-informed way, Warren engages in the discussions of a cataleptic state and 

the healing properties of music, Shiel employs the terminology of hearing 

disorders, and Pember weaves insights from Spiritism and the industrial impact 

of noise into her short story.        

The form: Gothic short story and sound 

In comparison with the novel, the short story genre originally met with skepticism 

and underestimation. In The Short Story: A Critical Introduction, Valerie Shaw 

notes that short stories may seem “flimsy, calling for apology rather than pride” 

(2). Yet, despite the skepticism that accompanied the emergence and evolution of 

the short story, it has grown into a separate genre with its own aesthetics, 

composition and impression.5  

The definition of “the short story” has proved problematic in literary 

scholarship due to the terminological challenges across literary traditions, the 

lack of distinctive subject matter, and the deficiency of distinctive narrative 

techniques that would distinguish it from a novel (Reid 1–4; Malcolm 35–36). 

The feature that does define the short story – its length – is as essential as it is 

relative and contradictory. Poe’s claim that the short story should be capable of 

being read “at one sitting” which measures up to “a half-hour to one or two hours” 

(Malcolm 36) clashes with some readers’ individual reading habits. Likewise, the 

word limits suggested by William Somerset Maugham in relation to the short 

story (that the smallest written piece should be about 1600 words, whereas the 

longest can be 20000) stumbles on the assumption that “[g]enre is not 

arithmetically defined” (Reid 10). Ian Reid’s suggestion that the short story be 

“generally applied to almost any kind of fictitious prose narrative briefer than a 

novel” (9) seems to give an imperfect but suitable definition. Shaw, however, aims 

to accommodate both the brevity and the “multifarious nature of the genre” and 

suggests “a rudimentary working definition of the short story” that I apply to my 

project: the short story is “a stretch of fictional prose which is shaped and 

controlled so as to leave no margin of error in the way it creates a pleasing, unified 

impression on the reader’s imagination” (22).  

The short story curiously resembles Gothic transgression due to the 

intensity of effect and transience that is inherent to its development and 

progression. As Shaw notes when drawing from V.S. Pritchett, the arrival of the 

short story in English literature is accompanied with a sense of “transience” and 

a flow of artistic energy that allowed the short genre to disengage from the 

                                                             
5 Shaw remarks on the attempts of Brander Matthews in 1884 at dignifying the short story with 
theoretical interest as opposed to the established primacy of the novel and mentions the alignment of 
the short story with journalism as damaging to its standing (4, 7). Reid starts his discussion of the 
short story for the Critical Idiom series  by referring to “critical neglect” that impeded the 
development of the short genre and arguing that “critics are sometimes reluctant to take the short 
story seriously as a substantial genre in its own right” (1).  
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“ruminative” inhibition of the Victorian novel (5). Perhaps, this transience lies at 

the root of the unity between the short story and the Gothic: the unity of two 

extremes that aims at a high-pitch intensity of effect. Shortness is not only rooted 

in transition as a form of rebellious disengagement from the imposition of longer 

literature but harbors other features that crystallize its synthesis with the Gothic. 

As Jorge Sacido-Romero argues: 

Shortness necessarily entails elusiveness, suggestion, indirection, 
omission, ellipsis, concentration, intensity and several other features 
which bring the short story closer to poetry, and make of it an apt 
vehicle for the conveyance of the unfamiliar, the strange, the 
uncanny, the unexpected, the irrational, the fantastic, or, even, the 
grotesque and the nightmarish. (187)   

Widely disseminated in print, the Gothic short story evolved from novel-

length prose in the decades before the 1840s. In the eighteenth century, the main 

medium for short Gothic fiction were “blue books,” cheap collections of short 

fiction known as such for the color of their covers. The compilation of short stories 

that they contained supported a wide public demand for sensational Gothic 

writing delivered “rapidly, vigorously and cheaply” (Blair x). Yet as David Blair 

observes, seeing the “blue books” as inferior to longer narratives is too simplistic. 

Not all of them were “crude and derivative,” just as not all Gothic novels mirrored 

the advanced literary enterprise exemplified by Ann Radcliffe (x). An example of 

early Gothic short fiction, according to Blair, is Anna Letitia Aikin’s fragment “Sir 

Bertrand” (1773), which originated from the broader Gothic “romance” narrative 

(ix). The late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Gothic short fiction 

published in British and American magazines was streamlined into “the Gothic 

tale” and “the Gothic fragment.”6  Gothic fragments such as Aikin’s “Sir Bertrand” 

or “Montmorenci: A Fragment” of Nathan Drake’s Literary Hours (1798), share 

distinctive features: the lack of a plot framework, little or no exposition, and no 

explanation of the supernatural. As a result, the Gothic fragment becomes “an 

exercise in atmosphere” and “a disconnected episode of terror” that breaks from 

the novelistic elements of the Gothic tale (Mayo 451).  

From earlier allegorical forms of folktales, ballads, and fables, Gothic short 

fiction inherited supernaturalism and injected it with realistic attributes of the 

physical and social world. Paul March-Russell remarks that the roots of English 

Gothic short stories lie in the translated versions of The Thousand and One 

Nights (44). The magical objects and enchanted landscapes presented alternative 

possibilities to the ordinary and paved the way for the Victorian ghost story 

(March-Russell 44–45). Liberated from the legacy of the Victorian novel’s full-

                                                             
6 Among the magazines are Lady’s Magazine, the Lady’s Monthly Museum, Blackwood’s, the 
Indicator and the London Magazine (Mayo 448-49).  
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scale setting and characterization, the ghost story focused almost entirely on 

sensationalistic effect.  

The sensational aesthetics of the Gothic short story is furnished in the 

United States. Such writers as Hawthorne and Poe redefined the short story by 

emphasizing the psychological effects of horror and importing Gothic 

conventions of decaying mansions, burial chambers, and declining aristocracy to 

the American landscape (March-Russell 192). As R.C. Feddersen remarks, the 

narratives of Hawthorne and Poe pair the mythical and the realistic to achieve a 

“precise, tight construction” (xviii). Poe re-establishes the underlying structure of 

a successful short story and formulates the basic principles of the composition 

that redirect the writer’s aims to the brevity of the form (Shaw 9). In his 1842 

review of Hawthorne’s Twice Told Tales, Poe declares that where the novel is 

“objectionable, for its length,” the short story allows for the “unity of effect or 

impression”: 

A skillful literary artist has constructed a tale. If wise, he has not 
fashioned his thoughts to accommodate his incidents; but having 
conceived, with deliberate care, a certain unique or single effect to 
be wrought out, he then invents such incidents – he then combines 
such events as may best aid him in establishing this preconceived 
effect. [...] In the whole composition there should be no word 
written, of which the tendency, direct or indirect, is not to the one 
pre-established design. (“Twice Told Tales” 571)  

Thus, with an eye for precision and detail, Poe demands a formal unity, a neatness 

and efficiency best embodied in the short story. Every word and every incident in 

the short story should contribute to a particular effect. The unity of effect results 

from uninterrupted engagement with the text, where minute details that attract 

the reader’s attention influence the total work.  

Poe’s concept of formal unity around a single effect is supported by the 

deep psychological impact of sound. In my analysis of the mysterious grating 

sounds in “The Fall of the House of Usher” and of the sinister heartbeat in “The 

Tell-Tale Heart”, I show how sound, interwoven in the central theme, enters the 

primary obsessive focus of the fictional listener. Sound becomes a tool to convey 

the impression of emotion or action to the reader, who, as Charles E. May 

observes of Poe’s short stories, becomes increasingly attentive to the clues or 

motifs that evolve around the central effect of the text (8). Thus, the concept of 

“pre-established design” results in a structure where the distribution of sound 

accompanies the course of events, and the soundscape contributes to the creation 

of a “single effect.”   

Compression and unity of the short story correlate with the intensity of 

sound in the context of Gothic narrative. Sound contributes to one of the essential 

qualities of the short story: the creation of crisis or the portrayal of the moment 

of truth (Reid 56). I discuss the way specific sound signals produce terrifying and 
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revelatory effects on the characters, signaling the end of time in M.P. Shiel’s “The 

House of Sound” or announcing the apocalypse in Samuel Warren’s “The 

Thunderstruck and the Boxer.”   

Furthermore, the instances of interaction between sound and the short 

story are recognizable on the level of the sonic liminality of Gothic short stories. 

What Feddersen recognizes as characteristic of nineteenth-century Gothic short 

stories as “hover[ing] between the “real world” and the mythical” (xix) resonates 

with the intangible ambiguity of sonic Gothic situated between the physical 

phenomenon, an audio hallucination, and a supernatural visitation (Toop 130). 

In addition, the liminality of the short story is inherent in its structure, form, and 

genre, which is theorized by Jochen Achilles:  

The liminality of the short story as a genre that adopts features of 
and mediates between fable, sketch, essay, novelette, novella, and 
novel is based on this very brevity and episodic structure, which 
privilege the depiction of processes of transition, threshold 
situations, and fleeting moments of crisis or decision. (41) 

Thus, Gothic transgression and excess, sonic ambiguity, and the threshold 

position of short fiction unite under and interconnect with the concept of 

liminality, which is marked by epistemic uncertainties, spatial mutability, 

temporal oscillations, and refusal of customs and conventions.  

In addition, sound in its “spectral phenomenology” (van Elferen 25) fits 

into the short story’s tendency for fragmentation. March-Russell remarks upon 

the ability of the form to retrieve “something from what is otherwise lost: a 

fragment of the whole” that presages a spectral effect, be it a lost object or 

disembodied voice (187). Just as the fragmentation of the Gothic short story 

invokes the supernatural, the brief, intense, and repetitive design of recurring 

sounds produces haunting and doubling effects. In other words, the disembodied 

sonorous meets the conventions of the form in the Gothic short story. If the aim 

of the short story is to enhance a sense of organic unity by emphasizing a single 

detail (Shaw 24), sound in Gothic short stories becomes that indispensable and 

undemanding detail with an intensity of effect and a brevity of duration.   

The echoes of transatlantic Gothic 

My study is not limited by national borders and brings Gothic short stories by 

British and American writers into conversation. The universality of Gothic fiction 

has been outlined by Monika Elbert and Bridget M. Marshall’s guide in their 

exploration of Transnational Gothic. For Elbert and Marshall, in the overarching 

“impulse towards darkness” that pertains to the subjective sense of loss and fear, 

and the “collective guilt” of xenophobia, racism, and marginalization of certain 

groups (1). The shared features of global Gothic fictions in the long nineteenth 
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century cover issues of race and gender, class, religion, and historical and cultural 

movements. The collection builds upon previous work, such as Laura Doyle’s 

Freedom’s Empire and Paul Giles’ Virtual Americas, which also reveal a 

transatlantic exchange within Gothic fiction. Doyle’s assertion that we read “the 

English-language Novel rather than strictly the British or American or African-

American” (453) or Giles’ perspective on the concepts of national identity that 

formed on both sides of the Atlantic “through the engagement with [...] a 

transatlantic imaginary” (1) are applied to Gothic, which, as Elbert and Marshall 

assert, “[n]ational borders cannot contain” (6). Gothic commonalities that cross 

national borders and cultures include “otherness” that references Julia Kristeva’s 

“abjection” as “the strange within us,” transgressiveness that challenges the 

borders and boundaries between social classes, and adaptability to political 

agendas and textual forms (Elbert and Marshall 7–8).  

In addition to the socio-cultural realities of Gothic literature that support 

a transnational perspective, the intersubjective nature of sound studies and the 

transgressive features of sound itself defy limitations. Just as the Gothic is not 

contained within one nation, sound is not restricted to one discipline, culture, or 

space. As Jonathan Sterne describes in “Sonic Imaginations,”  sound studies is a 

“global phenomenon” that “reaches across registers, moments and spaces, and it 

thinks across disciplines and traditions” (2). Michael Bull defines sounds as 

“always culturally situated” with the plurality of differential meanings that belong 

to them (340). In fiction, such an obvious sonic phenomenon as the bell ring can 

start in one text and move across cultures, geographies, and spaces, signifying 

events and offering critiques to power structures.  

The transgression of sound fits and mimics Gothic transgression in the 

evocation of fear, which, in its turn, balances between universality and 

individuality. In “Ears Have Walls,”  Steven Connor calls sound “arousing and 

dangerous” in its capacity to permeate space and effortlessly turn into its “soft 

catastrophe” (133). In Gothic Music, van Elferen describes “the soundscapes of 

Universal horror” that embrace the variety of Gothic sounds – from music to 

squeaks, squeals, and howls  (146). Although such sounds make experience more 

accessible, they also invite more exploration of what lies behind the meaning of 

sounds in different contexts. Consequently, to consider sounds in the 

transnational Gothic means not to entirely abandon the idea of nationalism. 

Rather, this pursuit means to reimagine nationalism as a construct pertaining to 

the feelings, fears, and apprehensions of the fictional listener depending on his or 

her race, gender, and class. In this connection, sound does not bypass the 

particular historical sensibility of the American Gothic or the complex hauntings 

and the alternating locations of Scottish and Irish histories. 

In my thesis, I demonstrate how sound illustrates a shared intertext, when 

particular sound signals, such as the sounds of bells ringing or the sound of 

heartbeat, resonate and echo across the stories and contribute to Gothic 

ambience of fluidity and transition. Hence, I draw from intertextuality as a theory 
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that suggests ways of interpreting the interrelated and shared aspects of texts, 

relating it to the interpretation of shared sound as a signal with the meaning 

behind it. In Intertextuality, Graham Allen abstains from giving a definition of 

intertextuality, and describes the theory as follows: 

The act of reading, theorists claim, plunges us into a network of 
textual relations. To interpret a text, to discover its meaning, or 
meanings, is to trace those relations. Reading thus becomes a 
process of moving between texts. Meaning becomes something 
which exists between a text and all the other texts to which it refers 
or relates, moving out from the independent text into a network of 
textual relations. The text becomes the intertext. (1) 

Intertextuality is useful for my project as it pertains to the concept of 

“acoustemology,” which inquires into the nexus of meaning behind the sound, 

and supports the idea of interconnectedness between the soundscapes. Taking 

listening and sounding as an acoustemological “knowing-with and knowing-

through the audible” (Feld 12) presupposes a set of critical procedures for 

interpretation that establish a relational, interconnected, and interdependent 

meaning behind the sound. Furthermore, if soundscapereflects a model of 

communication in which the relationship of listener to the environment is 

mediated by sound, Gothic soundscapes across the texts create a network of 

relations with a formative role in the creation of the terrifying and the uncanny. 

The latter functions on the textual level and retains an “otherness” within the text, 

in Kristeva’s terms.7 In my chapters on murder rooms and Gothic houses, I show 

how the words and utterances in Nesbit and Shiel’s stories carry the “otherness” 

of Poe with its ambivalent undertones of the uncanny that border on fantasy and 

reality.     

Blackwood’s transatlantic connections 

The transnational nature of Gothic literature resides not only in a shared 

language but in a common publication history. Blackwood’s Edinburgh 

Magazine, founded by William Blackwood under the original title The Edinburgh 

Monthly Magazine, and published between 1817 and 1980 exemplifies Gothic 

transatlantic interactions. According to Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the magazine 

revealed a high-quality combination of humor, intelligence, arrogant 

conservatism, and Gothic terror (Morrison and Baldick vii). Blackwood’s, indeed, 

had a preferential choice of tales of the ghoulish and the macabre or, in Radcliffe’s 

terms, horror rather than terror. Morrison and Baldwick suggest that the 

                                                             
7 In “The Bounded Text” (1980), Kristeva describes the text as a “practice” and a “productivity” where 
its intertextual status is defined by the words and utterances that existed before. The author of the 
text “refuses” to be the objective carrier of truth, “in order to inscribe himself as reader or listener, 
structuring his text through and across a permutation of other utterances” (Kristeva 46).  
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magazine often blurred the boundaries between fact and fiction and set up a 

“distinctive style for hair-rising sensationalism” (xiii). 

Blackwood’s published excerpts and reviews of famous books, including 

Charles Maturin’s Melmoth the Wanderer (1820) and John Galt’s The Omen 

(1825), as well as a critique of E.T.A. Hoffman’s The Devil’s Elixir (1824). Yet, for 

the most part, the magazine published short fiction that features the horrors of 

entrapment, incarceration, and torment. For instance, publications included an 

account of a prisoner locked in a shrinking cell (Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud”), a 

tale of a man trapped in a ringing bell (Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell”), and a 

story of a doctor incidentally locked inside a heated copper boiler in a distillery 

(Samuel Fergusson’s 1837 “The Involuntary Experimentalist”). Another 

attractive genre for the magazine was “the medical horror story,”  which Darryl 

Jones calls “the major manifestation of the embodied nature of some nineteenth-

century horror” (“The Horror Story” 180). This genre is exemplified by Samuel 

Warren’s long-running collection of tales Pages from the Diary of a Late 

Physician (1830-1837).  

Unsurprisingly, Blackwood’s fictional accounts of horror and terror had a 

profound influence on Poe who used the Blackwood’s frame for many of his 

stories, such as “The Fall of the House of Usher,”  “The Premature Burial,”  “The 

Cask of Amontillado,”  and “The Pit and the Pendulum” (Jones 180).8 The latter 

unites a combination of several sources: in addition to Brockden Brown’s novel 

Edgar Huntley (1799) and a translation of Juan Antonio Llorente’s Critical 

History of the Spanish Inquisition, Poe allegedly used Mudford’s “The Iron 

Shroud” for the idea of a heated shrinking torture chamber (Quinn 359-60). 

Similarly, David Lee Clark notes that “no student can doubt” that there is a direct 

connection between Mudford and Poe’s stories of torture, including parallelism 

in the description and the shape of the shrinking dungeons, as well as 

psychological analysis of the prisoners (350). Yet Poe’s engagement with 

Blackwood’s as a resource for “The Pit and the Pendulum” extends to at least 

three further texts: Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell,” Fergusson’s “The Involuntary 

Experimentalist” (1837), and D.M. Moir’s “Singular Recovery from Death” (1821), 

the latter written in the form of a long letter to the editor of Blackwood’s. David 

Hirsch discusses at some length the images and stylistic counterparts that 

transfer from “Singular Recovery from Death” to “The Pit and the Pendulum,” 

including “an interminable descend,” “a threatening scythe,” and descriptions of 

the protagonists’ anxiety and fear (36). As a magazine writer, Poe appropriated 

Blackwood’s fundamentals of exaggerated sentiment for his own technique and 

                                                             
8 Poe’s transatlantic interactions commenced well before Blackwood’s with his dislocation from home 
in America and his six years at Stoke Newington School in England, later described in “William 
Wilson.”  Multlu Konuk Blasing suggests that Poe is “best placed in a transatlantic context” as his 
“failure as a poet” is rooted in his American displacement (17). Poe’s world is “suspended between 
England and America,” and his alienation from his English and American background becomes the 
factor that engenders his work (18).  
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subject matter, thus becoming, in Alterton’s words, “an ardent student of foreign 

magazines” (11).  

Blackwood’s influence on Poe is grounded in satisfying the readers’ 

appetite for excitement. As magazines competed for readers, a successful strategy 

lied in winning the readers’ attention by means of the horrible, the mystical, and 

the grotesque – overall, by sensation. In his celebrated written reference to 

Blackwood’s “How to Write a Blackwood Article” (1838), Poe ironically appealed 

for the use of “bizarreries” and “intensities” that contributed to the magazine’s 

success and praised Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell” for its exemplary display of 

first-hand sensations: “Sensations are the great things after all. Should you ever 

be drowned or hung, be sure and make a note of your sensations – they will be 

worth to you ten guineas a sheet” (“How to Write a Blackwood Article” 281). 

Apart from the principles of exaggerated sensation, what unites Poe and 

Blackwood’s is a choice of perennial themes that furnish the intensity of horror, 

such as idiosyncratic medical conditions, entrapment, torture, and premature 

burial. Blackwood’s thrived on public anxieties about the relationships of doctors 

and medical students and, in particular, those dealing with bodysnatchers and 

theft of corpses (Jones, “The Horror Story” 180). Correspondingly, Poe followed 

Blackwood’s development of the theme of pathological conditions and the life-in-

death in “The Buried Alive” and “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar” (Alterton 

20).  

Overall, Edgar Allan Poe’s engagement with Blackwood’s received mixed 

opinions from critics. Early reviews in the February 1850 issue of the 

Knickerbocker Magazine attacked Poe as “quite as frequently a plagiarist of both 

thoughts and form” (Clark 349). Later critics display a change of heart. Hirsch, 

for instance, calls Poe’s imagination a more powerful response to literature than 

to other modes of experience (43), whereas Quinn praises Poe’s technique to 

combine the existing themes and principles “into something new, and his own” 

(360). 

The ambient presence of Edgar Allan Poe 

Each chapter in this thesis features one of Poe’s “sonorous” short stories which 

works as a binding element for the other stories. Poe’s broad presence in the 

literary spectrum and Gothic short story, his literary influence, and his 

engagement with sound, space, and the listener’s subjectivity, or what John 

Picker calls Poe’s “obsession with the inescapable aurality of modernity” (English 

Beat 27), open more room in my study for comparison with other writers. In other 

words, reading Poe together with other writers who explore similar themes and 

contexts allows recognition of their mastery of aural imagery and uncovers their 

impact on Poe. At the same time, Poe’s engagement with sound is a recurring 
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topic in studies of his authorship, and it is observed at the intersection of literary 

criticism and linguistics.  

Studies of sound in Poe’s texts can be subdivided, albeit without a rigid 

specification, in terms of sound poetics,9 music and musical vocabulary in Poe’s 

texts,10 and the developing field of literary sound studies. The latter unites the 

acoustic space of the text with the intricacies of perception and combines the 

investigation of the literary text with scientific and cultural phenomena. The 

analysis of sound in Poe’s text as sound rather than as a metaphor or a motif 

mainly consists of scholarship surrounding the short story “The Tell-Tale Heart.” 

Brett Zimmerman’s article “’Moral Insanity’ or Paranoid Schizophrenia: Poe’s 

‘The Tell-Tale Heart’” brings literary criticism in dialogue with medical theories 

to account for the idiosyncratic hearing of the insane narrator, whereas John E. 

Reilly’s “The Lesser Death-Watch and ‘The Tell-Tale Heart’” parses the 

mysterious sounds of the heartbeat as the rapping sounds of a specific insect. 

Frances Clarke’s “Gothic Vibrations and Edgar Allan Poe” examines the overlap 

of the physical and the ethereal in vibrations, thus uniting science, music, and 

philosophy in the study of “The Tell-Tale Heart” together with “The Masque of 

the Red Death” (1842), “The Pit and the Pendulum.” 

Discussions of the sonic uncanny move beyond the “The Tell-Tale Heart” 

to embrace Poe’s engagement with sound in relation to his scientific imagination. 

The significance of sound and voice is underscored in Botting’s “Poe, Voice and 

the Origin of Horror Fiction”, where Poe’s tales of horror are read as the 

externalization of inner conflict, fears, and anxieties. Poe’s sonic uncanny, for 

Botting, is highly mechanized, by which the collision of the technical and the 

organic refers to emerging communication techniques. Sound and hearing stand 

out in Poe’s stories through his constant reconfiguration and manipulation of the 

human sensorium, which aims to reproduce technological and diagnostic 

developments. Kristie Schlauraff’s dissertation reads “The Tell-Tale Heart” as an 

allegory for stethoscopic listening to demonstrate how Poe employs medical and 

literary perspectives on the heart to critique the emphasis on rationality. The two 

                                                             
9 See, for example, the dissertation by Kerl, H.C. A Study of the Rhythm of Poe’s Prose Poems that 
analyses the rhythm of Poe’s prose poems to determine the extent to which the rhythm approaches 
the characteristics of verse; an article by R. Godden “Poe and the Poetics of Opacity: Or, Another Way 
of Looking at that Black Bird (‘The Raven’),” that explores the recurrent metrical patterns of the poem 
The Time-Transcending Poetry of Edgar Allan Poe: An Explanation of the Mechanics of His Poetic 
Speech by Sławomir Studniarz that focuses not only on the metrical characteristics and rhythmic 
elements of Poe’s poems, but covers the sonic qualities that go beyond the conventions of prosody; 
and Jarkko Toikkanen’s “Auditory Images in Edgar Allan Poe’s ‘The Tell-Tale Heart’” that uses the 
rhetorical strategies of ekphrasis and hypotyposis to analyze the auditory imagery in Poe’s famous 
tale.   
10 One of the most prominent studies is Music and Edgar Allan Poe: A Bibliographical Studies (1939) 
by May G. Evans. Evans explains Poe’s influence on musicians and references a quarter of a thousand 
compositions set to or based on Poe’s works. A more recent dissertation by Charity McAdams Edgar 
Allan Poe and Music (2013) exlores the hierarchy of music’s function in real world settings, liminal 
spaces and otherworldly surroundings in some of Poe’s criticism and tales, such as “The System of Dr. 
Tarr and Professor Fether,” “The Fall of the House of Usher,” “The Masque of the Red Death,”  and a 
set of his poems.   
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other tales in focus are “Mesmeric Revelations” (1849) and “The Facts in the Case 

of M. Valdemar” (1845), which interrogate mesmerism and raise questions about 

the agency of a disembodied voice.  

By interrogating the process of perception and involving the fictional 

listener’s psyche in contact with the space and the acoustic environment, my 

engagement with Poe’s texts follows recent directions within literary sound 

studies. Poe’s stories come in transatlantic exchange with other authors who 

either allegedly draw upon or inform Poe. Elements of acoustic landscape echo 

through the narratives, resounding through one another, illuminating the 

peculiarities of space, and highlighting anxieties about the listeners’ identities. 

Progressing from the expansive and multilayered space of the house to the more 

isolated murder room to the condensed spaces of a torture chamber and finally, 

to the place of premature burial, my study of Poe focuses on the perception of 

acoustic space, where the relationship of listener to his or her environment is 

mediated by sound. The house of Usher is examined as a manifold interior with 

overlapping physical and imaginary acoustic compositions. The sinister bedroom 

of the old man allows for the diverse possibility of the tell-tale sound of the 

heartbeat without the rigid restrictions of fantasy, logic, or hallucinations. The 

chamber of torture reflects the duality of horror and terror through the audible of 

the pit and the pendulum, whereas the burial site in its ultimate compression 

underscores the agency of the voice. 

Synopsis 

Chapter 1, “Un-homely Houses: Music, Medicine and Noise from the Outside,” 

opens up the discussion of Gothic soundscapes with three nineteenth-century 

short stories: Samuel Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer,” Edgar Allan 

Poe’s “The Fall of the Houser of Usher,” and Matthew Phipps Shiel’s “The House 

of Sounds.”  I analyze the acoustic landscape of a house in its representation and 

influence on the listener. Being influenced by Warren and informing Shiel, Poe’s 

text serves as a nucleus. In Warren’s story, I explore the house of a physician in 

the interaction between the “home-office” and domestic spheres and delve into 

the impact of the patient’s presence on the acoustic composition of the tale. The 

discussion of the character’s engagement with the surroundings proceeds to an 

analysis of Poe’s famous short story where I focus on the meta-reality of the 

auditory world. The acoustic diversity and multi-dimensionality go beyond the 

physicality of the architectural composition and transgress into the imaginary 

acoustic landscapes of the afflicted auscultator. In Shiel’s story, the sonic 

composition becomes even more intense and perception more idiosyncratic. The 

exterior and underground qualities of the mansion feature the surrealistic 

complexity of sound and replicate the physiology of listening.  
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Chapter 2, “Murder Rooms and the Echoes of the Heartbeat,” examines the 

private audible space of a (bed)room where uncanny sound is a destabilizing 

force. The primary texts for this chapter are Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale 

Heart,” Edith Nesbit’s “From the Dead,” and Phoebe Yates Pember’s “The Ghost 

of the Nineteenth Century.” The three texts are united by the time of their 

production, the main acoustic setting of a room, and the uncanny sound of a 

heartbeat that communicates trauma and the return of the repressed. My close 

reading of the texts relies both on Salomé Voegelin’s concept of “sonic possible 

worlds” that allows for the possibility of actual and supernatural sonic realities, 

as well as the Female Gothic that reflects the response of women to the 

segregation and confinement of the patriarchal structures. Sound in Poe’s text 

reflects the notion of a Gothic dangerous place in its plot, the crime, and its 

confession. The story also gives an insight into the author’s imaginary 

engagement with science-based concepts of sight and sound. Sound in Nesbit’s 

short story, as I suggest, references Poe’s text through a carefully veiled set of 

appropriations. In my comparative reading of “From the Dead,” I explore the way 

soundscape relates to the liminality of the body and space. Sound in Nesbit’s text 

reflects the destabilization of a gendered identity and sonifies the transformation 

of a bedchamber into a sinister murder room. Featuring the sound of a beating 

heart in the confines of a death chamber, Pember’s short story is rooted in 

ideologies that reflect contemporary social, cultural, and technological 

developments, as well as highlight gendered hermeneutical inequality. The 

controversy of sound in Pember’s text echoes the sonic possible worlds of Poe and 

Nesbit.  

 Chapter 3, “Torture Chambers: Between Sonority and Silence,” turns to 

the interrelationship of sound, torture, and the tortured subject in the 

(in)voluntary torture chambers of Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum,” 

William Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud,” and William Maginn’s “The Man in the 

Bell.” Michael Foucault and Elaine Scarry’s ideas on the practice of torture as an 

exercise of power establish the theoretical underpinnings for my analysis of these 

stories. The chapter gives a brief presentation of torture chambers in literature 

and culture and proceeds to the amplified sounds of torture in Maginn’s “The 

Man in the Bell,” in which a male protagonist finds himself in an involuntary 

chamber of torture when trapped in a gigantic bell. Sound bridges the bell, as the 

symbol of religious authority, with the victim, troubling the borders between the 

inside and the outside and transforming the victim’s voice into an instrument of 

torture. Next, Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud” presents a contrast to Maginn’s sonic 

assault by emphasizing the visceral qualities of silence that engage the victim’s 

body in the torturous process. The concept of “assemblage” by Gilles Deleuze and 

Felix Guattari presents a helpful framework to analyze torture in Mudford’s story 

not only as a destructive mechanism but as a mutually transforming process. 

Finally, I turn from torturous sonority and silent torment to the vibrant diversity 

of sound in Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum.” I consider sound as a source of 
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insight for the victim and an aural signature to developments in the dangerous 

undergrounds of the Spanish Inquisition. The three authors, as I suggest, portray 

sound in its terrifying extremes in the spaces of confinement and describe the 

visceral and phenomenological effect on the tormented protagonists.    

Chapter 4, “Live Burial: Overcoming the Confinement of the Body,” 

finalizes the discussion of soundscapes in nineteenth-century Gothic short stories 

by focusing on the theme of premature burial through the perspective of the 

protagonist-auscultator. The primary texts – Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Premature 

Burial,” John Galt’s “The Buried Alive,” and Charles Lever’s “Post-Mortem 

Recollections of a Medical Lecturer”– all relate to this common theme, and the 

form of confinement features both the limitations of the body and the suffocating 

surroundings. I start by presenting premature interment and the related medical 

conditions that could potentially lead to it. I then give a brief overview of the topic 

in Gothic literature that harvested the theme from real events. Galt’s “The Buried 

Alive” starts the analytical part of the chapter as it follows the narrow escape of 

the male narrator. In the story, the narrator’s sense of hearing allows him to 

preserve spatial awareness despite the limitations of suspended animation. As 

such, the narrator subverts the principles of confinement through audible and 

kinesthetic experience. Embodied listening is explored in Lever’s “Post-Mortem 

Recollections of a Medical Lecturer” where vibrations allow the individual to 

transgress corporeal limitations and connote the importance of sympathy, 

communication, and response. Poe’s “The Premature Burial” finalizes the chapter 

by blending the horrors of live entombment with satire and raising the question 

of the relationship between sound and genre. The voice of the victim and the 

authorial voice encode coming back to life and the development of writer’s 

originality. I suggest that all three writers instrumentalize the ambiguity of 

suspended animation in embodied response to sound and position hearing as a 

way of knowing through the soundscape. 

The Coda concludes the dissertation and gestures to some future directions 

for the study of sound in Gothic short fiction, as well as soundscapes in the 

animated adaptations of the short stories by Poe: “The Fall of the House of 

Usher,” “The Tell-Tale Heart,” and “The Pit and the Pendulum.”   

 

 

 



 

1 – Un-homely Houses: Music, Medicine,  

and Noise from the Outside 

Introduction: Sound and Domestic Interiors 

Interaction between sound and the architectural design of a space has long 

attracted the attention of scholars in architecture, interior design, history and 

cultural studies (Schafer; Vidler; Pallasmaa, “Space, Place and Atmosphere”; E. 

Thompson). In this connection, Gothic fiction represents a particular sonic 

dimension with different possibilities and dynamics for the exploration of sound, 

including its relationship with space. In the eighteenth century, the Gothic of 

Anne Radcliffe and Matthew Lewis privileges ivy-covered monastic ruins and 

castles with their history and romantic mystery, whereas the nineteenth-century 

authors Edgar Allan Poe, Samuel Warren and M[atthew] P[hipps] Shiel transfer 

the locus of horror to a narrower space, in the tradition of urbanization and 

modernity. The asylum and the house of terror replace the convent and the castle, 

whereas the house retains its position as a site of danger and disorientation. 

This chapter aims to explore the acoustic landscape of the house and to 

evaluate its representation and influence on the listener. Poe’s story “The Fall of 

the House of Usher” functions as a nucleus that unites Warren and Shiel’s texts 

with similar themes and reflective acoustic patterns. Previous scholarship has 

positioned Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” as a source for “The 

Fall of the House of Usher” mainly for the details of the thunderstorm and the 

beautiful cataleptic woman, whose coming to life as a figure covered with blood 

leads to the death of another character (Alterton; Perry and Sederholm). 

According to Margaret Alterton, Warren’s story could have influenced Poe’s 

choice of “the most poetic topic in the world” – the death of a beautiful woman 

(23). In her comparison of the two stories, Alterton meticulously develops a set 

of identical points in Poe and Warren, where the most outstanding is the theme 

of a young woman falling into a cataleptic state. Supporting themes consist of the 

thunderstorm for the setting, the detailed analysis of the disease, and the fact that 

both ladies are placed in a coffin. Alterton admits, however, that placing Agnes in 

the coffin in Warren’s text applies only to the physician’s dream (27). An array of 

acoustic parallels includes “an apprehensive waiting for the sound,” shrieks, 

knocks, and related insomnia (27). Alterton’s analysis refers to E. T. A. 

Hoffmann’s “Das Marjorat” as the main inspiration for Poe in the gloomy house 

of Usher and the destruction of the family members.  

The third story analyzed is “The House of Sounds” by Shiel which also 

demonstrates a set of parallels with Poe’s text. The enhanced intensity of an 

acoustic landscape compounds a family-inherited affliction, the atmosphere of 

decay and a woman buried in the house.  
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In the present study, I consider Poe, Warren and Shiel due to their focus 

on the aural phenomena in the representation of space and their preoccupation 

with the psychological state of the listener. My discussion of the stories intends 

to highlight the way the authors relate the characters to their surroundings and 

stress the idea of instability in the domestic setting as discovered through the 

concerns of its dwellers. Poe depicts the multi-layered acoustic space in its 

interaction with the characters’ anxieties and mental instability, whereas Warren 

brings out the sonified heterogeneity of the physician’s home office in connection 

with a speculative attitude to sound and the anxieties of the household. Both Poe 

and Warren problematize the presence of affected female characters in a 

patriarchal society. However, Warren portrays how catatonic Agnes P-11 disrupts 

the sonic conventionality of the domestic interior, and Poe sonifies what happens 

to the prematurely buried Madeline Usher under the intricate guise of his framed 

narratives. Female agency finds its acoustic expression in Shiel’s story, where a 

buried woman manifests in uncanny surrealistic imagery and re-establishes her 

authority. 

After a brief presentation of the meaning and experience of a house, I first 

analyze Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” considering the 

soundscape of the doctor’s home-office and the impact of the female patient on 

the acoustic environment. The second part enquires into the multi-layered 

soundscapes of Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,” where I pinpoint the 

acoustic diversity and multi-dimensional character of the acoustic space, examine 

the protagonist as the afflicted auscultator and parse his rationale to resolve the 

acoustic uncertainty presented by the acousmatic sound in the house. The third 

part concerns Shiel’s “The House of Sounds” that highlights and augments certain 

elements of setting and characterization that the author allegedly appropriated 

from Poe. My discussion of the hearing-related affliction of the protagonist 

progresses to the house in its destructive acoustic intensity that highlights the 

idiosyncrasies of listening and suggests the interconnection between the house 

and its dweller.  

Architectural domestic space carries significant weight in prose fiction 

from the early eighteenth century. In The Rise of the Novel, Ian Watt proposes 

the notion of “realistic particularity” and positions the presentation of 

background as one of the components of “especial importance” for novelists (17). 

In his discussion of continuity between eighteenth-century novel writers and 

their nineteenth-century successors, Watt refers to the pre-eminence of narrative 

strategies, where the concern for private and domestic life retains its dominance 

in later literary traditions (304–05). With the birth of the modern short story in 

the nineteenth century, short fiction shared the novel’s preoccupation with 

psychological and social realism, where the depiction of domesticity and family 

                                                             
11 In the story, the author refers to the character intermittently as “Agnes P-,” ”Agnes” and “Miss P-,“ 
which I follow in the analysis. 
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life “found a more condensed expression … that flourished alongside the longer 

works” (Killick 73).  

The presentation of the household is accompanied by the description of its 

surroundings. Sound becomes an intruder that expands and conflates acoustic 

spaces – the concept with which Murray Schafer describes the “volume of space 

in which the sound can be heard” (214). From a phenomenological perspective, 

characters’ relationships with the house recognize the dynamic nature of their 

interaction with both the domestic acoustic space and the outside world, where 

the indoor and outdoor sounds have a substantial effect on the lives of people as 

“the acoustic community” (Schafer 215–17).12 In the nineteenth century, however, 

domestic interiors were supposed to shield their dwellers from the imposing 

dominance of outside noise, industry, and labor. John Ruskin saw the ideal home 

as a refuge from “terror, doubt, and division,”  which highlighted the primary 

destination of a house as a site of physical and psychological protection: “So far 

as the anxieties of the outer life penetrate into it, and the inconsistently-minded, 

unknown, unloved, or hostile society of the outer world is allowed by either 

husband or wife to cross the threshold, it ceases to be home […], it is then only a 

part of that outer world which you have roofed over, and lighted fire in” (Adams 

5). Yet, taken in their sonic dimension, the “anxieties of the outer life” could easily 

overcome the solid boundaries of the household interiors. In Victorian 

Soundscapes, John M. Picker describes how the noisy atmosphere of London, 

with its clanging bells, roaring crowds, barking dogs and, most importantly, 

itinerant musicians, invaded the domestic settings in the novels by Charles 

Dickens and the cartoons of John Leech (42).  

The meaning and experience of a house goes beyond its physical structure 

and embraces a more complex space shaped by the dwellers’ experiences, 

emotions and imaginations. In her account of domestic interiors in eighteenth- 

and nineteenth-century literature, Charlotte Grant argues for a strong association 

between the characters’ mental states, self-awareness and interiority, and the 

depiction of the domestic environment with its spaces, structures and artifacts. 

In Pamela and Clarissa, Samuel Richardson suggests the formation of his 

characters’ specific modes of behavior and emotional states relates to their 

surroundings. For example, the typically private, feminine space of the closet in 

Clarissa becomes “a workshop of the mind, a laboratory of the soul” ( Clery qtd. 

in Grant 140). As Grant suggests, in Richardson’s depiction of the interior, the 

author aims at representing the real and illuminating the characters’ minds (140). 

Similarly, in “The Yellow Wallpaper” by Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1892), the 

confusing setting of the room parallels the disintegration of the protagonist’s 

psyche. Accordingly, Edmund Bunkše argues that “[h]ome is sometimes a state 

of mind” (94). The intimate immensity of a home, for Bunkše, includes its 

                                                             
12 Here, Schafer does not give a precise definition of the “acoustic community,”  instead discussing the 
house as “an acoustic phenomenon, designed for the first community, the family” ( 215).   
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location and relationship to the outer environment, the cosmos and the climate, 

which positions the house as both enabled and threatened by the outer world 

(Blunt and Dowling 14).  

Indeed, the expansive depiction of landscapes and interior environment 

which forms the visual space is sonified not only with the comforting ambiance 

of domestic noises, such as the sounds of cutlery, tea-time conversation, or the 

laughter of children. It is frequently disrupted with the acoustic signals of the 

uncanny and the terrifying, thus violating the security of a house and imbuing the 

scene with the psychological unease and uncertainty of the household members. 

Gothic fiction stands out in the detailed and sustained description of the interior, 

where the themes of dark family secrets and sins, disharmony and imprisonment 

are revealed against the detailed evocation of domestic acoustic geographies. The 

ghostly noises of eerie breathing, chilling creaks, chiming clocks, and thumping 

footsteps mingle with howling wind, terrifying thunder, and the rustling of leaves 

to contribute to the acoustic composition inside castles, monasteries, and 

haunted houses. For instance, Ann Radcliffe’s fiction is celebrated for her vivid 

and extensive depiction of sonic landscape in domestic scenes, and the domestic 

interiors in Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations (1861) acquire the symbolic 

effect of a “terrifying still-life” in the unstable and “mummified” silent 

surroundings of Miss Havisham’s nightmare interior (Grant 149). The placing of 

the extraordinary in a domestic setting only adds to the intensity and uncanniness 

of the experience, where the detailed and realistic comfort of domestic objects 

and surroundings is not protective from supernatural acoustic presence.  

1.1. The Aural Environment of a Doctor’s Home Office  

in Samuel Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” 

1.1.1. The sound of threat and power 

Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” was published anonymously as the 

thirteenth chapter of Passages from a Diary of a Late Physician (1832). The story 

was attributed to a “Dr. Harrison” in some of the foreign editions. “The Thunder-

Struck” describes the effect of a July thunderstorm on Agnes – a young visitor 

and patient in the doctor’s house – whose mysterious catatonic state provokes 

both rational and supernatural speculations.13  

                                                             
13 One possible historical counterpart for Warren’s thunderstorm can be “the year without the 
summer” of 1816 that was caused by the 1815 eruption of Mount Tambora in Indonesia. The cold wet 
summer famously kept the Shelleys, Lord Byron and John Polidori indoors in Switzerland, and a 
proposed ghost story contest resulted in the birth of Frankenstein’s monster. Another occasion 
pertains to one of the most powerful thunderstorms in England on July 15, 1759, whose claps were 
“the loudest that have been heard in these parts for many years” (Schwartz 393). The famous 
thunderstorm in July 1759 that was recorded in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century London 
publications, such as The Annals of Electricity Magnetism, Vol 10 or Gentleman’s Monthly 
Intelligencer, Vol. 32, bears an affinity with Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck.”    
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The story illustrates the way a house can become “unhomely,”  when the 

domestic interior synthesizes uncanny geophonic and anthrophonic noises14 to 

create unique acoustic patterns. The doctor’s family house overlaps with a home-

based office, in which the mysterious affliction of a patient-relative challenges the 

dominant meaning of a home and exposes the house as a site of unresolved family 

tensions. Such tensions relate to how territories are demarcated in terms of 

domestic service, gender, and medical practice, where sound becomes a means to 

control, direct, and oppress. I will reconstruct the acoustic geography of the house 

and illuminate the roles and power relations of the visitors, patients and 

household members as reflected in the soundscape. 

The story is distinguished by liminality that manifests in various ways: the 

formal liminality of the diary that incorporates (auto)biography, memoir and 

medical records, the liminality of the setting (the house-office), the female 

character residing in-between life and death and the liminality of acoustic 

composition. Hereby, I suggest that the acoustic liminality between the public 

and the private, the clinical and the domestic, brings out a number of themes: the 

instability of relationships, unequal distribution of power in the household, and 

an ambivalent association between speculative practices and the rationalization 

of knowledge. I will show how sound infects the shared space between the home 

and the office, exposes the vulnerabilities, anxieties and concerns of the narrator 

as the main auscultator, and reflects the power relations and position of women 

in a patriarchal culture. Furthermore, sound highlights the complexity and 

instability in the atmosphere of the doctor’s home-office as augmented by the 

methods, practices and responses that challenge the rationality of clinical 

judgment. In other words, blending the sensational into the clinical and domestic 

creates an acoustic space that reflects the instability of such heterogeneity, and 

problematizes both the status of the listener and the listening practice.  

The narrator’s initial reference to the thunderstorm at the beginning of the 

story situates the house at the intersection of inner and outer geographies and 

outlines the complex network of overlapping acoustic spaces – the common point 

of geophony and anthrophony with their specific meanings and associations. In 

his description of “one of the most tremendous thunderstorms that have been 

known in this climate” (Warren 47), the narrator develops how the effects that 

precede the sonic manifestations of the thunderstorm and mark its onset and 

advancement are imbued with spiritual and apocalyptic significance. The 

environment, muted by the suffocating stillness of the air and the intolerable heat 

that keeps everyone indoors, is imbricated with the ambience of orality, when 

rumors of the approaching Judgement merge with the religious fears of the 

                                                             
14 The notions of “geophony” and “anthrophony” were introduced in “Anatomy of the Soundscape” by 
Bernard Krause and a following publication by Bryan C. Pijanowski et al. “Soundscape Ecology: The 
Science of Sound in the Landscape” (2011). By geophony, Krause understands natural sounds coming 
from nonbiological sources in a habitat (e.g. the effects of water, wind, weather and geophysical 
sources (75). Anthrophony embraces those sounds that are caused by humans (Pijanowski et al. 204).  
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household and the neighborhood alike. The narrator observes how much “the 

various circles” that he entered during his daily rounds communicate alarm – 

from a street preacher and a group of passengers to a “distinguished poet and 

scholar,” and the dwellers of his own house (48). Yet, although the neighborhood 

adds its own layer to the acoustic design of the environment, the human presence 

cannot challenge the supremacy of the sound of thunder.  

The ominous silence before the storm is articulated through the stillness 

and motionlessness of the natural acoustic landscape: “How still – how 

motionless was every leaf! What sultry – oppressive – unusual repose! How it 

would have cheered me to hear the faintest “sough” of wind – to see the breeze 

sweep freshening through the leaves, rustling and stirring them into life!” (50). 

The way silence evokes the uncanny situates Warren’s text within a broader 

context of Gothic fiction. Elaborately described literary soundscapes become 

enthused with recognizable tropes, when “the advent of terror is generally 

preceded by an unworldly silence, aided by meteorological (wind, thunder, rain) 

or technical (rattling fences, hissing pipes) circumstances and announced by 

sounds that suggest presence (creaks, echoes, voices, music)” (van Elferen, Gothic 

Music 19).  

In earlier traditions, the sound of thunder signifies sinfulness, repentance 

and the voice of a deity. Hillel Schwartz remarks on how Rashi, the Franco-Jewish 

commentator on the Old Testament Law, describes the significance of thunder: 

“If you see thunder and lightning without rain, your generation is sinful and God 

is angry with them” (Schwartz 393). The biblical book of Exodus describes the 

Israelites disturbed by the sound of God amidst thunder, lightning, and the sound 

of the trumpet (Keizer 86). After Isaac Newton and the Enlightenment, however, 

such associations became figurative (Gawthrop 165). The factor that invokes 

theological or imaginary speculations is the psycho-acoustic quality of thunder, 

by which the sound is heard, but its source is not visually present. The 

discontinuity between what one hears, sees and imagines supports thunder’s 

acousmatic qualities. As Michel Chion suggests in The Voice in Cinema, “[j]ust 

listening, without the images, ‘acousmatizes’ all the sounds, if they retain no trace 

of their initial relation or the image” (19). Placed in an acousmatic position, the 

listener can only imagine the sonic sources, causes and scenes for the acoustic 

event and provide it with a new meaning.  

In Warren’s story, the narrator’s descriptions of thunder point at the 

hesitation between the visual quality of the preceding flash of lightning and the 

acousmatic character of the sound of thunder. The title of his narrative, however, 

reflects the tendency to conflate visual and acoustic phenomena. Such interaction 

of light and sound derives from the eighteenth-century conception of the 

thunderstorm, when Europeans tended to conflate thunder and lightning in their 

associations with the sublime (Schwartz 293). On witnessing the “ghastly” and 

“blinding” splendor of lightning, the narrator hears a crash of thunder “as if the 

world has been smitten out of its sphere” (Warren 51). The acoustic complexity 
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and intensity of thunder explains its treatment in primarily symbolic terms, with 

figurative language or attribution of identity. In his Philosophical Enquiry into 

the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757), Edmund Burke notes 

about how “excessive loudness alone” is sufficient to fill the soul with 

overpowering terror, when the noise of thunder, artillery or cataracts “awakes a 

great and awful sensation in the mind” (65). The way Burke situates the sound of 

thunder with the noise of warfare resonates with the narrator’s conceptualization 

of the second explosion of thunder that he compares with “the discharge of a 

thousand parks of artillery, directly overhead” (52). The metaphor does not 

contradict Schafer’s observation about the association between warfare and 

eschatology, as the sounds of thunder, warfare, and the sacred are united under 

the term of Sacred Noise, or the voice of God (vox dei). The sound of “God’s voice” 

originally referred to natural phenomena and gradually extended to 

anthrophonic sounds, such as the sounds of artillery or organ music (Schafer 

273).  

Warren’s narrator is not the only auscultator in the story. The sound of 

thunder links a multiplicity of listeners from various locations in apprehensive 

anticipation of Judgement Day. The terrified shrieks and screams of the doctor’s 

wife and children join in a comprehensive soundscape of the household against 

the imposing acoustic profile of the thunderstorm. Yet, the extremity of fear that 

the tempest instills in the doctor’s family is accounted for not only by the severe 

loudness of thunder in its visual contrast with the intensity of lightning, but also 

against the background of associations with the sacred. These associations are 

encouraged by the acousmatic character of the sound of thunder. Both rumors 

circulating in the neighborhood and the anticipation of Agnes, who manages to 

persuade the doctor’s “placid, little, matter-of-fact wife” (Warren 50) of her 

interpretation of the event, eventually convinces the family to perceive the 

thunderstorm within the context of apocalypse and judgement. The acousmatic 

situation can develop in accordance with two scenarios: “either a sound is 

visualized first, and subsequently acousmatized, or it is acousmatic to start with, 

and is visualized only afterword” (Chion et al. 72). With the physician’s 

household, and especially the sensitive Agnes, the situation follows the first 

scenario, with the source of the sound indulging the aural imagination, and 

insinuating the apocalypse.  

Sound guides the dwellers throughout the house and highlights the way 

social relationships and responsibilities are established and divided within the 

household. As Melba Cuddy-Kean remarks, diffusion and auscultation inevitably 

articulate a relation between individuals and the world they live in (Virginia 

Woolf 90). The house, the stairs, the parlor, the back room with the doctor’s 

phials of drugs, and the bedrooms upstairs are supplied with the sonic cues 

auscultized through the narrator. As the house quivers after the shock waves of 

thunder, the vibrations unite the materiality of the place with the embodied 

sensations of its dwellers. In the presence of a common source of threat, the house 
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turns into a site of anxiety and class dominance, where the shrieks of the 

physician’s wife and children seem louder against the silent terror of the servants. 

Indeed, following the order of the time, the servants were not supposed to break 

the quietness of the domestic space. John Trusler’s Domestic Management 

(1819) stipulated specific noises servants should not make: “No servant should 

either sing, whistle, or talk loud, in the hearing of any of his master’s family, nor 

make any other noise about the house, so as to disturb […]. Indeed, every servant 

entering a room, where his master or mistress is, should tread lightly, and never 

speak but in an under-voice” (65). As sound exposes power relations, the 

recurring “violent” ringing of the chamber bell that summons the household goes 

beyond its mere signaling function, and becomes the language of dominance. In 

the nineteenth century, domestic servant bell systems were a popular auditory 

means to exercise authority. According to Wendy Madill, the omnipresence of call 

bells in the writings of Charles Dickens, Thomas Hardy, Anthony Trollope and 

others “illustrates the transition of the servant bell system from an aristocratic 

luxury to a commonplace fixture in Victorian society” (19). Servant bells 

mechanized communication in the household and provided greater freedom for 

servants and masters. Tim Meldrum considers the possibility that servant bells 

may have developed out of a fashionable distaste for shouting (37). At the same 

time, Madill asserts that servant bells “expressed the master’s desire to appear 

firmly in control of his servants,” who were expected to drop their duties 

immediately, and attend to the master’s summons (1). 

The soundscape of the doctor’s house reflects and shapes the domestic 

reality, including the disposition of the interior, anxieties in the presence of 

threat, and relationships within the household. Sound becomes a litmus test to 

domestic stability, order and discipline, highlights the spaces of authority, and 

reflects the limitation of power of certain social groups. The accounts of the 

thunderstorm reveal the porous vulnerability of the household in the face of sonic 

infractions that recognize no boundaries. As David Toop remarks on the transient 

nature of sound,  

[t]he materiality of sound also flows through these supposedly secure and 
enclosing interiors, an elusive event entering and leaving through open 
windows, inside to outside, passing from public to private and private to 
public, from open space into hidden and secluded spaces, through 
economic, class and gender boundaries, through solid walls, around 
corners. What seems safely bounded inside is dislocated by the act of 
hearing. (105)  

The conventional idea of a home as a “place of companionship, security and 

care” (Blunt and Dowling 264), is challenged by the porosity of the physical 

structure with its vulnerability to environmental influence. Thus, contrary to the 

common expectations of homely comfort and security, the doctor’s house appears 

not to be a site of protection, but a liminal site blending interior and exterior 
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sounds with their uncanny implications in a terrifying single and heterogeneous 

acoustic space.15 

1.1.2. Agnes and the soundscape composition 

The porosity and liminality of the narrator’s house is enforced by the physical 

integration between the domestic and the occupational spaces characteristic of 

the architecture of nineteenth-century home-offices. According to Vicky Long, 

certain homes in the nineteenth century illustrated a porous space with fluid 

boundaries between living and work space, or public and private life (440). As 

Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall suggest in their seminal Family Fortunes: 

Men and Women of the English Middle Class, 1780-1850, in the early part of the 

century, family life was not separated from dirty or noisy premises that housed 

small businesses.16  

Such division did not bypass the houses of medical professionals, where 

until the late nineteenth century the doctor or the patient’s house represented the 

primary site for health care (Shumsky et al.). Similar to the residences of other 

home-based professionals of the time, such as those of music teachers, attorneys 

and notaries, the spaces of work and family of nineteenth-century physicians 

were symbiotic. At that time, larger medical buildings were virtually nonexistent, 

and hospitals mainly provided healthcare for those who could not afford private 

house calls or home care. Most doctors lived downtown, saw patients and 

prepared drugs in their front rooms, and even accommodated their assistants and 

apprentices in the house.17 The house of a physician suggested a lack of distinction 

between domestic and clinical space, reflecting a rationale that challenged the 

previous demarcation of private, domestic, familial and feminine space from 

economic, public, and male space (Long 441). Such symbiosis of private and 

public troubled the nineteenth-century middle class aspiration for a rigid 

separation of private and public behavior. As Krishan Kumar and Ekaterina 

Makarova argue in their discussion of the boundaries between public and private, 

the home was at the heart of private life: “For the upper and middle classes 

especially, followed in the 19th and 20th centuries by the bulk of the working class, 

                                                             
15 The inability of the house to provide protection from the outside forces is indirectly supported in the 
author’s footnote to the title. In his comments to the 1838 version of “The Thunder-Struck,” Warren 
mentions that the story is based on an accident that happened to an eighteen-year-old girl who being 
terrified by a thunderstorm, rushed into a cellar to escape, but unable to find protection from the 
terrifying sounds, was found later in a sort of a cataleptic state. 
16 For instance, banking operations could be carried out in the front room of the bank house, where 
even “the privileged youngest daughter was banned from entering the sanctum of the ‘Bank Parlor’,”  
and spaces for storing raw materials and packing finished goods were part of residential premises in 
the merchants’ houses (Davidoff and Hall 366).  
17 For instance, in Essex an early nineteenth-century surgeon occupied a house with “three parlours, 
three elegant bedrooms and a coach house,” and one of England’s most prominent physicians, 
Withering, lived in a handsome residence near Birmingham that was “equally well adapted for his 
professional employment” (Davidoff and Hall 366). 
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the home and private life came to be almost synonymous” (325). Family life and 

practice in the doctor’s house demonstrated a “striking fluidity” between the 

household and the spaces devoted to medical practice, which was typical of the 

time, but problematic for private and intimate activities: patients and family 

members would share a common entry, and public rooms upstairs or downstairs 

were adapted as waiting rooms, surgeries, and laboratories (Adams and Burke 

176).  

 In Warren’s fictional world, the architecture and layout of the house 

illuminate the doctor-patient relationship and visualize the demarcation between 

the home and office areas through the depiction of objects and events. As Agnes 

P- progresses from a visitor in the house to a patient, the narrator’s status as a 

doctor becomes more pronounced, and the space acquires a more specific 

patient-centered focus. The doctor’s spatial credentials come to the forefront with 

the references to the back room “with a few phials of drugs,” his study with 

medical books, and especially the presence of a galvanic machine (Warren 52). 

Instruments, objects, and medical procedures reconfigure the domestic layout. At 

the same time, the main challenge and transformation is induced not merely by 

the presence of a patient, but by her mysterious condition that endangers clinical 

realism and domestic tranquility and conflicts with the doctor’s professional 

status.  

In the following discussion, I will inquire into the nature of these 

transformations by delving into the affliction of Agnes as a fictional listener and 

what could account for it, the models of her care and treatment, and the way the 

acoustic landscape that forms around the patient is positioned against the 

acoustics of family order. I suggest that it is not the mere sonic presence of a 

patient that alters the domesticity but the intersection of the pathological with the 

supernatural that troubles the secular character of the doctor’s house, and makes 

it quasi-clinical. In other words, the magnification of the doctor’s emotional 

response to the affliction of Agnes together with his speculative explorations, 

challenge the higher criteria of medical realism, and translate its vulnerability 

through the semiotic system of the soundscape.    

Agnes’s appearance in the house foregrounds the tragic events that 

discursively result in the acoustic amplification and transformation of the 

soundscape in the house. Primarily, Agnes destabilizes the sonic hierarchies by 

questioning the narrator’s status of the master of the house. With a tone of 

sarcasm, the narrator describes the “assiduous calls” to inquire after “his” health 

and that of “his” family that in reality only concern Agnes: “Such a multitude of 

men young ones, to boot – and so embarrassed with a consciousness of the 

poorness of the pretense that drew them to my house! Such matronly inquiries 

from mothers and elderly female relatives, “into the nature and extent of ’sweet 

Miss P-‘s expectations’!” (Warren 49). The nature of calls and visits enforces the 

anthrophonic composition of the soundscape ecology in the house and 

dramatically changes from benign entertainment to anxious inquiries about 
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Agnes’s health, where the sonified interior of the house parallels the narrator’s 

interiority with its anxieties and concerns.  

The romantic loveliness of Agnes, as it turns out, combines with excessive 

sensibility, imagination, and ability to influence the people and situation around 

her. Throughout the narrative, Agnes becomes the one who stimulates and shapes 

the acoustic environment in the house. Agnes’s “dark, pensive, searching eyes,” 

perfect proportions and “a Hebe-like” ease are coupled with the mellow and 

varying tone of her voice, as well as excessive imagination, eloquence, and 

musicality (49). The sound of thunder for her acquires an almost sublime 

signification: she feels “a sort of ecstasy” on the occasion of thunder and lightning, 

which become for her moments and hours of inspiration. This emotional and 

sonic excess aligns Agnes with Radcliffean Romantic heroines with their tendency 

“to overindulge their emotions, partaking too heavily of the cult of sensibility 

which flowered in the eighteenth century” (Botting, Gothic 65). In Radcliffe, as 

Susanne Becker observes, the emotional experience of terror is clearly linked to 

the physical and sexual dangers of sensibility (26). Gothic excess, according to 

Botting, not only transgresses the limits of aesthetic and social order, but also 

adopts a cautionary strategy (Gothic 7), rendering Agnes’s sonic excess 

ambivalent. The thunderstorm and a series of mysterious events celebrate her 

terrified expectations and allow her to challenge reason and enforce the 

superstitious beliefs by her silent, uncanny, and enigmatic condition. At the same 

time, Agnes’s state constantly gestures towards the clinical perils of emotional 

excess, which positions the house as between a locus of horror and a hospital with 

the relevant interconnection of soundscapes. Where Warren’s narrator remains 

the dominant auscultator in the sonic medium of the home-office, his patient’s 

silence, motionlessness and unresponsiveness continue to amplify and diversify 

the house acoustics as her previous eloquence once did.  

The deafening explosion of thunder triggers a process of transformation 

that differentiates the identity of Agnes and turns her into “the most fearful 

figure” that the narrator has ever seen: “with both arms extended,” hair “partially 

disheveled,” her eyes “full of awful expression” (Warren 52-53). This attack on 

her romantic beauty gives a Gothic twist to the feminine ideal and puts Agnes in 

relation to what Becker defines as “the most famous female figure of the gothic 

tradition: the monstrous-feminine” (44). According to Barbara Creed, the 

conception of a monstrous-feminine is an inherent feature of human societies and 

consists of “what it is about women that is shocking, terrifying, horrific, 

acoustemology” (27).  

The narrator diagnoses Agnes with catalepsy and, alongside the fictional 

medical practitioners of Gothic fiction, thus embodies the medical ambivalence 

of an age in his hesitations between the speculative and the medical (see Hughes 
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190).18 According to the doctor, the most remarkable feature of this “rare 

mysterious affliction” is as follows: if he “happened accidentally to alter the 

position of her limbs, they retained, for a short time, their new position” (Warren 

54). Indeed, catalepsy triggered the interest of medical professionals ever since 

Galen and was widespread as a diagnosis in the eighteenth and the nineteenth 

centuries. In the Anatomy of Sleep (1845), Edward Binns mirrors Warren’s 

descriptions with an account of a cataleptic patient with his “air of a statue,”  a 

fixed stare, and, importantly, “the passive energy of the muscular system, 

permitting the body to be moulded into almost as great a variety of attitudes as if 

it were a figure of wax or lead,” which Binns describes as “the distinguishing 

characteristics of the disease” (207). Meegan Kennedy attributes the presence of 

catalepsy in Warren’s text to “the curious” of eighteenth and nineteenth-century 

medicine. The discourse of “the curious” emerged in response to the failure of 

medical knowledge to explain and cure (Kennedy, “The Ghost in the Clinic” 331). 

In his attempt to discern the nature of Agnes’s affliction, Warren’s narrator 

assembles a number of related terms that relate to the psycho-acoustic qualities 

of the disease. One of these terms happens to be “attoniti,” or “the thunder-

struck” in translation, which was borrowed as a title for the narrator’s account. 

The history of medicine, however, places the term “attoniti” alongside other 

names of acoustic character: Antigenes called the condition “anaudia,” which 

signified the loss of hearing that accompanied it, whereas Diocles used the notion 

of “aphonia” as the suppression of voice (Binns 208). For Warren’s narrator, 

catalepsy remains a dubious condition that recalls references to previous 

contradictory medical histories that he encountered as a doctor. For instance, one 

of the cases that he presents in his account involves a cataleptic patient of Dr. 

Jebb – a young lady who, while maintaining the rigidity of limbs and “statue-like 

appearance,”  was able to sing “three plaintive songs” in the “elegantly expressive” 

tone of voice (Warren 65).19  

After unsuccessfully applying the range of anti-spasmodic treatments, 

including opium, ether, and blisters, the physician follows a colleague’s 

recommendation to disturb the nervous torpor of Agnes with a slight shock of 

galvanism, and then resorts to the artificial simulation of sensitivity with organ 

music.20 According to Shorter and Fink, convulsive therapy, or the use of electric 

                                                             
18 In 1874 catalepsy, together with the related notions that defined a fear-induced stupor or lethargic 
and comatose afflictions, was replaced with Karl Kahlbaum’s umbrella term of “catatonia.”  Kahlbaum 
believed that the essence of catatonia was represented by a more ancient notion of the “thunderstruck 
melancholia,”  or “melancholia attonita,”  when the patient resembled one turned to stone, in severe 
mental pain or in extreme fright after a striking mental or physical insult (Shorter and Fink page?).  
19 Meegan Kennedy in “The Ghost in the Clinic” (2004) connects such clinical case histories in 
Warren’s texts with his aspiration for “clinical realism,”  medical knowledge and authority, which 
supports the formal liminality of the story ( 329).  
20 The nature of galvanic effects aligns with music through the mechanisms and capacities of 
sympathetic vibrations for over-stimulation of nerves (Kennaway 47). The works of Luigi Galvani on 
“animal electricity” pinpointed music as energy, where sympathetic vibrations between music and 
nerves were compared to the strings of a musical instrument (Kennaway 27).   
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shock to revive a patient from catalepsy originated in the late eighteenth century, 

when, following Franz Anton Mesmer, the disease became connected to the 

body’s “animal electricity.”  After that point, electricity was regularly used to 

revive a patient from a catatonic stupor. In 1788, George Wilkinson of Edinburgh 

recorded catalepsy afflicting Miss A. Crawford, 28, who displayed “rigidity and 

stiffness of the whole body,” a “death-like sleep” and waxy flexibility. Wilkinson 

tried the effects of mild electric shocks to her jaws, spine and mouth –procedures 

that eventually brought the patient to good health in the course of six weeks 

(Shorter and Fink). With Agnes, the effect of galvanism, to borrow from Meegan 

Kennedy, only “flirts with deception,”  when for a moment the narrator has the 

impression that the spell was broken (“The Ghost in the Clinic 343).  

Although mostly conceived of as a source of nervous stimulation, music 

was also used as therapy in the nineteenth century. The Romantic poet Novalis 

declared that “every illness is a musical problem – its cure a musical solution,”  

and nineteenth-century European physicians took the phrase as an imperative 

for action and organized choirs, marching bands and chamber orchestras in the 

asylums (Schwartz 221). In Bad Vibrations James Kennaway explores music in 

medical history both as a form of treatment and pathological stimulation. For 

instance, the popular nineteenth-century physician Hector Chomet witnessed an 

occurrence when a young girl of about nineteen “of an intensely nervous 

disposition” was seized with violent convulsions and then fell into a state of 

catalepsy after listening to one of Beethoven’s quartets (7–8). British doctors 

speculated on the vulnerability of female nerves to musical influence, mostly 

blaming music for evoking passions and fantasies, as well as sexuality and sexual 

excess ( Kennaway 42). Alternatively, musical therapy was used to treat catalepsy 

alongside galvanic shocks. Chomet describes a case of Dr. Duval from the Medical 

Society of Paris, when a sixty-year-old woman suffering from cataleptic fits 

remained largely unresponsive to a variety of remedies. The physician, however, 

was informed of her interest in music, and one day brought with him a musician 

to play Christmas carols on the clarinet. On the fourth day, the woman regained 

her flexibility and gradually returned to her daily occupations. The case allowed 

Chomet to conclude that diseases of the mind were in many cases cured or 

relieved by a certain type of music suited to the patient’s type of mania or insanity 

(222). At the same time, Kennaway records that by the end of the nineteenth 

century music as treatment gradually fell into disgrace as an unreliable method. 

Music was increasingly considered in terms of its pathological rather than 

curative qualities (53).  

In “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer,” the treatment of Agnes with music 

evolves against the collision between the discourse of medicine, speculation and 

theology, thus manifesting the doctor’s uncertainty. He decides to introduce “the 

most solemn and affecting strains” of organ music, hopeful that the tones of the 

girl’s favorite instrument, “with the blessing of Heaven, might rouse a slumbering 

responsive chord in her bosom, and aid in dispelling the cruel ‘charm that 
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deadened her’” (Warren 72). Such a decision exposes the doctor’s confusion in 

the face of the unknown and could refer to a broader context. As Julia Briggs 

observes, priests and doctors were consulted intermittently in dubious cases that 

were previously known as “possession” (Night Visitors 60). An organist in the 

neighboring church is requested to play Martin Luther’s hymn, which the doctor 

describes as “thrilling” and “sublime” (Warren 74-75).21 For centuries Catholic 

practices proclaimed the sacred nature of music and song, and their associations 

with salvation and protective powers (Archambault). According to van Elferen, 

religious music such as chants, psalms, and liturgy had the supernatural capacity 

“to evoke ghosts, drive away demons, or exorcise vampires” (Gothic Music 30). 

At the same time, liturgical music, that represents one of the four dimensions of 

Gothic music for van Elferen, has the ability to transport the listener “along the 

musical movement” from the secular or mundane to the divine or the occult 

(Gothic Music 30). Yet, with the ritualistic procedures of Agnes’s revival from 

catalepsy, the transgressive aspect of liturgy acquires an ironic taint of materiality 

in the physical trespassing of spaces. The scene becomes filled with movement: 

the characters are transposing the patient, changing the rooms, and assembling 

around Agnes. Gradually, the medical significance of the process is subsumed by 

the religious implications of reanimation with sound, when the dean in his 

solemn tone starts reciting the passages from the service for the “visitation of the 

sick” (Warren 75). In this episode, the soundscape in the doctor’s house reflects a 

ritualistic aural landscape with the combination of the solemn strains of the organ 

and the solemn voice of the dean. While Agnes remains unresponsive to the 

acoustic influence and only discomfits the narrator’s imagination by the deceptive 

trembling of the eyelids, the household becomes electrified by the affective 

atmosphere. As the dean reads the Psalm in a quaking voice and the narrator 

trembles “from head to foot,” the participants in the event become agitated by the 

“tremendous and long-continued knocking” – the arrival of Agnes’s fiancée, that 

amplifies the aural density of the scene (75). 

  Filled with the family members, the servants, Agnes’s caregivers, visiting 

doctors, and relatives, the house becomes an expressive site that reflects the aural 

emotionality in connection with the patient in it. In the treatment of Agnes, the 

aural drama is played out among the constant exclamations of the doctor and his 

colleagues, the doctor, and his wife bursting into tears, the groans, cries and 

“passionate lamentations” of the patient’s mother, the “violent cries” of the nurse, 

and the hysterical delirious bursts of laughter coming from Agnes’s fiancée. The 

aural landscape of the house become subordinate to the cries and exclamations. 

These sounds unite the household in a single emotional response and imply the 

nonhierarchical division of sound, independent of gender and status. At the same 

time, as Meegan Kennedy remarks, the doctor’s lack of detachment from the 

                                                             
21 A commentary to Warren’s edition in Tales of Terror from Blackwood’s Magazine (indicates that 
the hymn referred to in the tale is “Ein” feste Burg ist unser Gott (1528), which is based on the 46th 
Psalm, and translated into English as “A safe stronghold” (Morrison and Baldick 298).  
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sentiments of the household “violates the norms of clinical discourse,”  where the 

narrator’s exclamations diminish the standards of clinical realism and “play up 

the sensational horror” in the series of events that accompany the treatment of 

the patient (“The Ghost in the Clinic” 343). Moreover, the nature of the doctor’s 

attachment to Agnes exceeds the professional and insinuates sexual attraction. 

Not only does the doctor constantly compare “beautiful” Agnes with his plain 

spouse, he spends time gazing at her immobile body, and even kisses her lips 

(Warren 61). The acoustic landscape of the house accentuates the silence of 

Agnes, which is repeatedly positioned against the disquiet of her mother, her 

fiancée, the exclamations of the doctor, the cries of his wife, and the noise of 

another patient. 

This patient is the Boxer Bill, whose presence disrupts the textual order of 

events, translocates spaces, and encompasses the inevitability of male (sonic) 

dominance against the silenced feminine. Suffering from a broken foot, the 

agitated and drunk Boxer is auscultized through the narrator in terms of a 

“blasphemous monster,” whose non-linear groans, howls, roars, and verbal abuse 

represent for the doctor what van Elferen calls “the embodied horror of 

Otherness, of deviance, of excess” ("Sonic Monstrocity" 308). The Boxer’s 

residence becomes for the narrator the “pit and presence of Satan,”  where even 

the sound of thunder loses its terrifying implications and resembles a “sublime 

melody” (Warren 57). When the doctor takes an ambivalent position towards the 

silence of Agnes and positively opposes it against the loudness of his other 

patient, the story recreates the patriarchal culture and ideology: “What a contrast 

to the sweet speechless sufferer whom I had left at home and to whom my heart 

yearned to return!” (58). Sounded against the background of the muted female 

voice, the doctor’s authoritative voice and the roar of the boxer both contrast and 

align under the unifying prism of male dominance. The doctor’s interaction with 

the boxer leaves a visual and aural imprint, when the image of the “blasphemous 

monster” and his vocal aggression transmit into the doctor’s house: “The image 

of the blinded Boxer fitted in fearful forms about me, and my ears seemed to ring 

with his curses” (62). As the doctor’s self comingles with the “otherness” of the 

Boxer, the doctor redirects the locus of marginalization to Agnes and defines her 

presence in terms of the visual “Other.” This disturbing visual otherness is 

implicitly mirrored in the fearful gaze of the doctor’s child who comes to visit the 

patient: “He looked at her intently for some moments, and seemed frightened. He 

turned pale, and struggled to get off my knee. I allowed him to go, and he ran to 

his mother, who was standing at the foot of the bed, and hid his face behind her” 

(70). With Agnes’s confused identity, the story represents the opposition of 

feminine and masculine, silence and speech, and encapsulates the silencing of the 

patriarchal system.  

 The uncanniness of the scenes involving Agnes is amplified with a 

question: does her mind remain sound despite her state, or is she only teasing the 

doctors with her subtle signs of awakening? In other words, what kind of a 
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fictional listener is Agnes? The peril of catalepsy resided in the possibility of a 

longer and deeper paralysis, where the signs of inactivity could lead to her being 

buried alive – a popular topic in Gothic fiction that I discuss in the final chapter 

of the thesis. The question of how much the cataleptic patient was aware of during 

the stupor was unknown to nineteenth-century physicians. Leon Hirschel, a 

physician in Berlin in 1769, noted that his patients did not display any awareness 

and could neither hear, nor see anything. Alternatively, by 1856, chief psychiatrist 

at St. Luke’s Hospital in London Henry Monro reported that one of his patients 

had “a clear perception of what was going on during the trance” (Shorter and 

Fink). Agnes’s awakening in the middle of the doctors’ speculations breaks the 

sensational horror of the moment, but does not indicate any signs of mental 

awareness in catalepsy. Her first sound of “a long deep-drawn sigh” contains 

semiotic significance by both relieving her body from “an intolerable sense of 

oppression” (Warren 78) and confronting the possibility of a largely more 

terrifying oppression of premature burial.  

After Agnes regains consciousness, or, in the narrator’s speculative terms, 

after the “spell” is broken, the soundscape of the house becomes governed by the 

patient’s needs, whose convalescence, or rather faint hope for recovery, 

minimizes the acoustic intensity of the place and creates an atmosphere of 

tranquil quietness. Agnes’s whispers and sighs invite close attention to the sonic 

semiotics of her body, where breath and movement communicate the state of the 

patient, and meet the whispers and gentle tone of the doctor. With the restoration 

of silence, the setting seems to acquire the rationalized shape of a Victorian sick 

room, with its cautiously hushed atmosphere, consoling community, intimacy, 

and shared meaning.22 At the same time, according to Miriam Bailin, sickroom 

scenes in Victorian fictional narratives are linked to moments of crisis, in which 

sufferers and their attendants become separated from the social norms and roles 

which they had previously attributed for themselves (5). As Bailin suggests, 

“[i]solated and incapacitated by their loss of socially determined status and in 

retreat from what they experience as disabling psychological conflict, these 

characters fall ill themselves or are urgently summoned to the sickbed of another 

(5).  

 In the final death scene, Agnes violates the restoration of rationalized 

harmony of the place, as well as the symbolic order of her marriage. Her 

authoritative rhetoric returns the narrative back to the deviant supernatural:  

“PREPARE!” she exclaimed, in a low thrilling tone; - her features 
became paler and paler – her arms fell. She had spoken – she had 
breathed her last. 

                                                             
22 See Miriam Bailin’s discussion of the Victorian sick room, where she outlines that the nature of 
relationships between the sickroom attendants and their caregivers was subject to the restauration of 
a harmonious and mutually cooperative sphere (19–20).  
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She was dead! 

Within twelve months poor N- followed her; and, to the period of his 
death, no other word or thought seemed to occupy his mind but the 
momentous warning which had issued from the lips of Agnes P-, 
PREPARE! (Warren 83) 

Agnes’s performative utterance both prefigures and commands her fiancé’s death 

and emphasizes her self-assertion. The voice invokes her personal agency and 

authenticity as a harbinger of death with an enhanced connection to the non-

material world that was initially discounted. At the same time, Agnes’s voice re-

establishes her “otherness” as it aligns with prophesized fatality. In its 

metaphysical sense, Agnes’s voice represents what Mladen Dolar calls the “radical 

alterity” of the voice that is “dangerous, threatening, and possibly ruinous” (A 

Voice and Nothing More 43).  

*** 

Analyzing Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” reveals an aural 

composition that features liminality in its various forms of representation. The 

doctor’s house is neither sharply defined nor formalized, and becomes an acoustic 

space that unites the outer noises with the sounds in the household. Although 

sound violates the domestic space and impacts the life of the acoustic community, 

it provides a channel to transcendent reality, be it the threat of judgement day or 

the sublime music that promises revival. The soundscape reflects the acoustic 

geography of the house with its division of spaces, and signals the nature of 

relationships and the separation of power. The ringing bell becomes the language 

of authority, cries and exclamations fracture the rigid stratification of social roles, 

and silence mediates between the implications of obedience, desired submission 

or feared inactivity, and death. Patient Agnes P- is the borderline thread 

connecting the members of the household and the visitors, life and death, the 

private and the professional, and the acoustic quality of her affliction prompts a 

response through the shared aural experience. Although listening becomes an 

active perception with close attention to the patient’s body, the doctor’s 

auscultation exposes the dominance of the symbolic order, and his 

unprofessional fascinations with the perplexing and unknown condition. The 

loud and aggressive Boxer that disrupts the textual order and manifests the 

change of setting embodies a disguise for the doctor’s gendered dominance and 

frustration in the face of a professional dilemma. Yet, the remarkable complexity 

of the soundscape is reinforced not only with the pathos of response, but 

primarily with the irrationality of the supernatural which is antagonistic to both 

domestic stability and clinical realism. The sound of the thunderstorm connects 

to the terror of the apocalypse, and the power of music to evoke the metaphysical 

interferes with the rationale of clinical practices. Moreover, as the sense of 

perception reveals the nature of engagement with the surroundings, Agnes’s 
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listening problematizes the workings of human consciousness and infects her 

identity with the “otherness” of the uncanny and the unknown. What Meegan 

Kennedy positions as “the ghost of the ‘curious’ in the clinic” finds its locus in the 

sonic composition of the conflicting soundscapes and troubles the stability of 

medical observation, and the security of the domestic space (“The Ghost in the 

Clinic” 327). Frustrating privacy, rationality and security, the sounds of the 

uncanny reinforce the dynamism and intrigue of the plot, but also signify the 

instability of the house of the narrator, and prophesize its fall.  

 1.2 Multi-Layered Soundscapes in “The Fall of the House of Usher,” 

and What Happened to Madeline? 

First published in September 1839 in Burton Gentleman’s Magazine, “The Fall 

of the House of Usher” is a horror story of aristocratic decline. The characters’ 

gradual descent into madness, the silent tarn (a small lake in front of the house), 

the ghastly storm and the oppressive soundscape of the house — full of invasive 

poetic tunes and metallic reverberations — set up the atmosphere of gloom, 

discord, and horror of the unknown. The acuity of sonic events in the tale, the 

sonic uncertainty and the liminality between an imagined and a real acoustic 

experience place sound between a psychological delusion and a rational 

phenomenon. The materiality of sound (i.e., the traces of sound in the fictional 

world) is realized through the action of a sounding object and is shaped by the 

medium of a listener, who translates perception and imagination into a narrative. 

The unnamed narrator, Roderick Usher, his sister Madeline, and even the ghostly 

valet of the house are never fully disconnected from the environment and 

embrace the affective power of sound with the subjectivities of individual sensoria 

in their pathology and idiosyncrasy. Filtered through the prism of madness, the 

auditory world of the story becomes a meta-reality – a crafted blend of the 

emotional and the perceptual dimensions, where the characters’ inner conflicts 

and tensions resonate with the complexity of the fictional soundscape. The 

method to unlock this meta-reality plumbs the depths and the paradoxical 

eccentricities of the human psyche that are enveloped in the creative medium of 

the text.  

Like Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer,” Poe’s “The Fall of the 

House of Usher” unites fiction with insights into contemporary medical theories 

and explores the boundaries between literature and psychology. Informed and 

encouraged by previous medical scholarship (Wilbur 1967; Phillips 1979; Walker 

2001; Grayson 2005; Shackelford 2017), Poe gives a creative context to medical 

and social concerns current in the middle of the nineteenth century. Hence, 

Elizabeth Phillips describes the tale as “a fine instance of psychological insight” 

in its almost clinical case of madness (120). 
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The complexity and perplexity of affliction in the tale engage with an 

intense acoustic environment and draw intricate connections between space, 

sound, and madness. In my analysis, I focus on the sonorousness of the tale and 

call attention to how the acoustic diversity and multi-dimensionality of the space 

impact the turn of events in the house. I consider Roderick as an afflicted 

auscultator (i.e., a person whose narration of auditory perception is aggravated 

by a physical illness or insanity) and examine the nature of his affliction within 

the popular medical theories of the time. By reading the tale with Pierre 

Schaeffer’s theory of acousmatics and Brian Kane’s critique of Schaeffer’s 

ontology, I explore how Poe uses sound to first instigate uncertainty and anxiety 

within Roderick and the narrator, then portrays the extremes of tension, and 

finally resolves this uncertainty of the audible. I suggest that “The Fall of the 

House of Usher” represents a sonorous composition with a complexity of multi-

layered soundscapes that illuminate the practices of listening and hearing. Sound 

events in the tale not only transcend the boundaries of acoustic interiors but allow 

the characters to reconstruct a set of underlying events in their retrospective 

location. In other words, the manifold and overlapping interior and imaginary 

soundscapes in the tale recombine in a unique acoustic composition that forms 

its own narrative.  

1.2.1. The “soundlessness” of Usher’s surroundings 

The sonic description of the countryside and the surroundings of Usher’s house, 

as auscultized through the narrator, is highly suggestive of the atmosphere of 

gloom and isolation, aggravated by the absence of sound:  

During the whole of a dull, dark and soundless day in the autumn of 
the year, when the clouds hung oppressively low in the heavens, I 
had been passing alone, on horseback, through a singularly dreary 
tract of country, and at length found myself, as the shades of the 
evening drew on, within view of the melancholy House of Usher. 
(113) 

The opening of the story is highly visual in description of the dark and gloomy 

surroundings. With its walls and “vacant eye-like windows” (113), the house of 

Usher gives an impression of the house as an uncannily animated domain. The 

atmosphere of melancholy infuses the scene as the narrator refers to “a sense of 

insufferable gloom,” “an utter depression of soul,” and “a sickening of the heart” 

as he approaches the house (113). The surroundings enhance their perilous effect 

as not only depressive, but utterly poisonous for the dwellers when the narrator 

mentions “the silent tarn” – “a pestilent and mystic vapor, dull, sluggish, faintly 

discernible, and leaden-hued” (115). Suggesting the idea of abjection and disgust 

triggered by “things that are decaying and putrefying, that are contaminated and 
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contaminating, and are thus associated with impurity and threat” (Korsmeyer 

and Smith 1–2), the tarn indicates incessant invasion into and contamination of 

the house and the surroundings that is not possible to avoid or contain. In its 

evasion of the aural, the opening scene accentuates the feelings of melancholy, 

depression, and contaminating decay that will have a lasting impact on the aural 

imagery. Annika J. Lindskog refers to the interdependence of sound, silence, and 

mood as follows: “Like sound, silence frequently has to be understood in relation 

to the soundscape as a whole as well as to the specific circumstances and 

associations that affect the character who perceives it” (248). Accordingly, 

listening in the opening of the story is affected by the ecology of gloom and decay 

that reduces the aural to the point of “soundlessness,” but rather indicates 

repression of sound than its absence. Although the scenery suggests silence as 

“soundlessness” or the absence of sound, the footsteps of a horse and the 

narrator’s continuous inner monologue question what is meant by the “absence” 

of sound in the scene, and the (im)possibility of an absolute silence.  

After spending time in a soundless chamber, John Cage could still hear the 

beating of his heart and the blood running in his temples – the experience that 

made him declare that “there is no such thing as silence, something is always 

happening that makes a sound” (191). Virginia Woolf made the same observation 

through one of her characters in Jacob’s Room (1922): “There is no such thing as 

silence […] I can hear twenty different sounds on a night like this without 

counting your voices” (Chapter 4). Agreeing with Cage and Woolf, Thomas 

Bruneau describes silence not as an absence of sound in its material and affective 

modality (such as, for example, silence as the lapse between the sounds), but 

rather as “a concept and a process of mind which is imposed by each mind on 

itself and on the minds of others” (17). Accordingly, silence, as Lindskog observes, 

pertains to various phenomena besides the absence of sound, and describes 

“emotions, states of mind, relationships, suppression, power, propriety and social 

norms, and spirituality” (16). Moreover, silence relates to “the unthinkable” and 

“the ineffable” – something which is impossible to put into words “owing to the 

risk of trivializing or normalizing the horrific” (Lindskog 16). Don Ihde writes 

about various forms of silence: “the pregnant silence bespoken by the face, the 

‘outer’ silence that masks inner speech, and the ultimate horizon of silence as the 

Open” (181). Thus, soundlessness is problematic as silence makes an intrinsic 

part of acoustic or speech systems.  

In the Gothic storyworld, silence is associated with a “sinister resonance” 

that invokes the haunting and the uncanny (van Elferen, Gothic Music; Toop). 

Apart from a psychological state of danger and fear of the unknown (Gautier 183), 

“soundlessness” foreshadows sounds of a certain quality, which in the context of 

Gothic fiction, as Kristie Schlauraff suggests, can encompass wails, groans, bells, 

thunder, and “a score of other unsettling and often unidentifiable sounds” (1). For 

instance, in Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho, characters are apprehensive of 
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the specific mysterious sounds in the “soundless” premises of the castle: “No 

sound disturbed the stillness, as they passed along the halls and galleries” (537).  

To borrow from David Toop’s discussions of Gothic fiction, silence 

alternates between the “absent presence” and the “present absence” that harbors 

not only the danger of the unknown but conscious thought and inner speech, thus 

creating the sufficient quiet for the sharpening of perception and the unleashing 

of imagination (126). Listening in silence attunes the narrator’s ear to distant and 

subtle sounds. The “soundless” day intensifies the course of events and sets the 

context for the narrator’s enhanced perception and individualization of sounds. 

The footsteps of a horse under his rein, or his inner speech become the “absent 

presence” contained in the silent surroundings. “Soundlessness” in the 

surroundings of Usher’s house reconfigures silence as a construct and a scaffold 

for the narrator’s fears and oppressive ruminations. Accentuating the “sense of 

insufferable gloom” and “sickening of the heart,” the silence mirrors the coldness, 

darkness, and melancholy that the narrator experiences when approaching 

Usher’s mansion. 

As the narrator enters the Gothic archway, the valet conducts him in silence 

to Roderick’s room through the many winding passages and corridors: “A valet, 

of stealthy step, thence conducted me, in silence, through many dark and intricate 

passages in my progress to the studio of his master” (Poe 116). Here, the 

expression “in silence” is framed by commas for emphasis and suggests a lack of 

communication. Similarly, the narrator’s encounter with the family’s physician, 

who “accosted [the narrator] with trepidation and passed on” underpins auditory 

and bodily restraint and discomfort which harbors a shared family secret. Such 

“silence” aligns both with “quietness” and “secrecy” in the meaning of Nicolas 

Abraham and Maria Torok’s “internal silence,” or trauma whose devastational 

emotional consequences are internalized (99-100). The idea of secrecy casts its 

influence on the bodily afflictions and habits, including melancholia and other 

forms of madness (100). Silence symbolically stands for the concealment of the 

unspoken that, in the context of the story, has been widely associated with the 

hereditary mental illness of the Ushers and incest. Moreover, the secret and the 

mysterious are inseparable from silence, where even the very word “mystery” 

dates back to the Greek for “to keep secret,”  “to conceal,”  “to shut up” (Chapman 

91).  

Equally, the acoustic design of the house has a silencing affect, and 

manifests its predisposition to secrecy, suppression, alienation, and solitary 

confinement. The dim and winding passages and staircases not only reflect the 

confusion, disorientation, and architectural ambiguity of the Gothic form but also 

embody impediment to communication in the household. In his essay “The 

House of Poe” (1967), Richard Wilbur remarks how the circumscription of Poe’s 

characters is emphasized by multiple enclosures that signify their exclusion from 

“the world of time and reason and physical fact” into the world of trance or 

visionary reverie (104). The dark passages that separate Roderick’s study signify 
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the communicative isolation of the host. His study indicates a domain where 

Usher shields himself from the disturbances of the outside world and loses his 

connection with reality. 

Operating against the background of “excessive antiquity,” silence in the 

house contains rather than negates sound and becomes infused with the 

ambience of decay, secrecy, the atmosphere of pestilence with vapor emanating 

from the tarn, and the ecology of vicious vibrations.23 Roderick’s dark study with 

its narrow windows and dark draperies emphasizes the silence and solitude of the 

host. The house seems to speak its language in his presence, when the objects – 

“the phantasmagoric armorial trophies” – “rattle” as he strides to Roderick’s 

study (116).  

1.2.2. Roderick as the afflicted auscultator  

In my analysis of the story, I suggest that Roderick represents an afflicted 

auscultator, whose complex relationship with sound is underpinned by his 

predisposition to an auditory affliction, by which his idiosyncratic sensorium is 

hereditary and predetermined. I examine Roderick’s perception of sound in the 

light of contemporary medical ideas (such as melancholy and phrenology). I also 

consider the way his auscultation is troubled by collapsed tolerance to sound, or, 

in Poe’s terms, “the morbid condition of the auditory nerve” (121), and by 

melancholy with its nervousness, acute sensitivity, and subsequent isolation. 

Sound passes through Roderick’s distorted sensorium and negatively impacts his 

auditory imagination. Although the sins and secrets of the Ushers’ past remain 

undisclosed, Roderick continuously breaks the silence of generations with his 

songs and musical expressions that give insight into the origin of his hereditary 

anxiety and bridge the domains of sound, pathology, and imagination. 

The “melancholy House of Usher” that the narrator mentions at the 

beginning of the tale refers both to the gloomy exterior of the house and the 

interior world of its dwellers, with Roderick Usher featuring its attributes of 

pathological sensibility. Melancholia is not easy to grasp: the main aspects 

characterizing the affliction have repeatedly changed throughout the history of 

psychopathology. Ancient Greek physicians Hippocrates and Galen attributed 

melancholic states to humoral imbalance and the Renaissance thinkers Robert 

Burton and Marsilio Ficino linked melancholy to the influence of astrological 

movements and supernatural forces (Radden 88). During the Romantic period, 

the sadness and anguish of melancholy were seen as the driving forces for 

brilliance and creativity. The melancholy “men of sensibility” Keats and Coleridge 

acquired painful idealization as individuals who, through darkness and suffering, 

were able to see more clearly and came closer to the sublime. The nineteenth 

                                                             
23 By the ”ecology of vibrations” I refer to acoustic ecology – a concept pioneered by Schafer that 
describes the relationships between individuals and the environment mediated by sound (205).  
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century presented a new categorization of melancholy. Philipp Pinel offered a 

five-part classification of melancholia that emphasized the breadth of the 

condition: from mania and delirium to habitual anxiety and depression (Radden 

204). Many medical practitioners bridged the etiology of melancholy with 

hereditary predispositions and such symptoms as fear, isolation, silence, and 

gloom – the traits that Poe employs in his representation of Roderick Usher. In 

Beach’s Family Physician and Home Guide (1859), Wooster Beach referred to 

Dr. Temple’s account of melancholic states in connection with pallid complexion, 

gloomy fixations, shunning society, and fearfulness. He described melancholy as 

“a low kind of delirium, with a fever, usually attended with fear, heaviness, and 

sorrow, without any apparent occasion” (430). In his writings on melancholy, 

Beach stressed the role of the imagination that became injured and perturbed and 

led to inconsistency and irrationality of thoughts and actions. The 1850 edition of 

The People’s Medical Journal defined melancholy in terms of a “discrepancy 

between the perception and judgment, limited to a single object,” with gloom, 

preference for solitude, suspicion, and taciturnity being its leading characteristics 

(Yeoman 235).    

Silence provides a canvas for the soundscape in the house of Usher, where 

the sonic palette of the house is largely formed by Roderick’s music through which 

he attempts to relieve his symptoms of melancholy, largely aggravated by his 

sister’s declining health. As Roderick’s melancholy harbors silence and 

Madeline’s name is “unmentioned” in the house for the several following days, 

the narrator becomes “busied in earnest endeavors to alleviate the melancholy of 

[his] friend” by painting, reading together, and “listening to the wild 

improvisations of his speaking guitar” (120). Such theme of therapeutic music 

gestures to Warren’s story and the attempt at healing the cataleptic state of Agnes, 

and discloses different discourses that surround the curative or pathological 

effects of music.  

The tradition of healing melancholy through music dates back to antiquity, 

when the performance of vocal and instrumental music was supposed to bring 

auditory harmony and cure the dullness of spirit (Austern 119). In the eighteenth 

century, music was seen as a means to affect physical and mental illness. Richard 

Browne in Medicina Musica (1729) attributed healing qualities to specific musical 

instruments – especially string instruments – that could agitate the nerves and 

communicate sensations to the body. Symptoms of melancholy were thought to 

be relieved by playing musical instruments (Kramer 348–49) or by listening to 

specific types of music. For instance, Edwin Augustus Atlee in his essay on the 

influence of music (1804) referred to three case studies: a melancholic patient 

was relieved by listening to the violin, a hysterical woman felt better after playing 

the piano, and a man with mania was temporarily relieved of “maniacal” ideas at 

the sound of a flute (15–17). Thus, the narrator’s endeavors to break the silence 

of melancholy in Usher’s house by the therapeutic employment of his musical 

exercises has reasonable grounds. Yet Usher’s case illustrates not only the 
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beneficial effects of music but the idea of sympathetic vibrations between music 

and nerves.   

Roderick’s inclination for stringed instruments and excessive nervous 

agitation align his state with “sympathetic vibrations” between music and the 

“literally vibrating nerves” that was a highly influential model for the impact of 

sound in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (see Kennaway 5). 

Medical practitioners in the eighteenth century compared nerves to soft fibers 

that vibrated in response to sensory stimuli and transmitted electricity 

throughout the body. Such processes foreshadowed the melancholy, hysteria, and 

hypochondria of elite social classes in the nineteenth century who were “born 

with weak nerves” and were prone to aggravate their state with music, reading, 

drawing, and painting (Blackwood 283). The heart-lute image from De Béranger 

that Poe uses in the epigraph to the tale: “Son coeur est un luth suspend; Sitôt 

qu’on le touche il résonne”24 represents a metaphor for the chaotic condition of 

the mind that “responds” even when subtly “touched” by anything that triggers 

distress. The fears and anxieties that pervade Usher’s mind spread out like the 

micro-vibrating waves of “the radiation of gloom,” infuse the acoustic landscape 

of the house and transform it into the sonic “kingdom of inorganization” that 

frightens the host (123). The “rattles” in the house, and the “wild improvisations” 

of Roderick’s guitar establish an ecology of vibrations. These vibrations both 

quasi-assimilate the protagonist’s body into the musical instrument (Anastasaki 

220) and accentuate Roderick’s pathology by which his nerves and stimulation by 

sound account for his mental instability. At the same time, Usher’s repeated 

“improvisations” that suggest the spontaneity of performance and composition 

establish continuity between the instrument and the body. The musician and the 

instrument engage in an embodied interaction to expose Roderick’s internal 

thought process and communicate agitation and anxiety. Eventually, “the wild 

improvisations of his speaking guitar” emerge from an internal trajectory rather 

than the subject-object relationship and destabilize the border between the “self” 

and the external world. Usher’s voice progresses from “habitual trepidancy” and 

a “tremulous indecision” to a balanced, unhurried and “perfectly modulated 

guttural utterance” – a trait mostly observed in drunkards and opium-eaters in 

the moment of excitement (Poe 118). Vibrations run through the living body and 

become varied and amplified through the nervous agitation of his voice. As Toop 

remarks, the nervous body “fills the vacuum of silence” with sounds that are 

generated by its own hyper-sensitivity (126). Roderick’s melancholy is not cured 

but rather acquires a transformative power to associate the animate with the 

inanimate and infect the house and the narrator with “one unceasing radiation of 

gloom” (Poe 120).  

When James Johnson describes musicians as inherently melancholic, he 

refers to what happens to every organ or sense that becomes impaired when 

                                                             
24 Translated as “His heart is a hanging lute; As soon as it is touched, it responds” (see McAdams 101).  
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excessively used and consequently deranges the whole constitution. This idea 

parallels another conceptual framework that locates Roderick’s devotion to music 

in relation to his behavior: phrenology – the study of cranial protuberances as an 

index to the development of various faculties.  

Poe employed phrenology both in his criticism and short stories: “Ligeia,” 

“The Murders in the Rue Morgue,” “The Black Cat,” “The Imp of the Perverse,” 

and “The Fall of the House of Usher.” In particular, many interpretations of 

Roderick Usher explore the complex relationship between his internal world and 

the line of the cranium, mainly focusing on the two descriptors of the character: 

“an inordinate expansion above the regions of the temple” (Poe 117) and the 

narrator’s observation that “[a]n excited and highly distempered ideality” ( 120) 

had a strong negative influence on Usher’s behavior and occupations. 

Previous considerations of Usher’s personality and phrenology have 

mainly focused on the prominence of the region of Ideality located on the side of 

the skull above the ear. For instance, David Sloane notes that Usher’s 

phrenological bump of Ideality is consistent with George Combe’s definition of 

Ideality as the organ of music and poetry, as well as evidence of a powerful 

intellect that could influence his facility in metaphysics and language (147). 

Usher’s developed organ of Ideality could account for his sensibility of 

temperament, interest in art, and the “passionate devotion to the intricacies, 

perhaps even more than to the orthodox and easily recognizable beauties, of 

musical science” (Poe 114). Roderick’s Ideality, however, is problematic and also 

relates to his exposure to detrimental and unhealthy surroundings; as a result, 

Roderick’s taste for the beautiful and the sublime is imbricated with nervousness 

and anxiety that drives him to the disaster (Sloane 149-50). Similarly, both 

Edward Hungerford and Erik Grayson discuss Roderick’s Ideality in the context 

of the setting, where the scene evoking the “iciness” and “sickening of the heart” 

can only excite gloom and discord with the character’s poetic sentiment 

(Hungerford 225-26; Grayson 58-59). In Grayson’s terms, Usher’s response to 

the milieu can hardly fit into a “mindset accustomed to appreciating some 

element of the sublime in everything” (58). 

I hope to contribute to the discussion of phrenological clues in Roderick’s 

personality by bringing in the organ of Tune that within nineteenth-century 

classifications was not only responsible for the “musical ear” but was also 

connected to mental instability. Such connection between a predisposition to 

music and insanity in the context of Poe’s story brings more emphasis to music 

and insanity, and presents in Usher not only the artistic sensibility but a tell-tale 

sign of a disorder.  

The source of Poe’s knowledge of phrenology is not easy to pinpoint. 

Madeline Stern suggests that Poe had occasion to meet phrenologists “[e]ither in 

Philadelphia, … , or perhaps in New York,” where “Fowler and Wells” made a 

“place of skulls” at the Clinton Hall (156). In any case, the year 1836 stands out as 

a benchmark for Poe’s direct involvement with phrenological ideas, when he 
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famously reviewed L. Miles’s scientific treatise Phrenology, and the Moral 

Influence of Phrenology (1835). In the review, he praised phrenology by declaring 

that “as a science, [it] ranks among the most important which can engage the 

attention of thinking beings” (qtd. in Frank 273–74). These new explorations of 

the territory of the mind captured Poe’s attention and opened up a range of 

possibilities to delve into the depths and origins of the irrational. Miles’s treatise 

attracted Poe’s interest in the theory and lead him to a plethora of available books 

and publications written in both America and across the continent (Hungerford 

213). As Hungerford outlines, by 1838 Poe could have become acquainted with 

George Combe’s Lectures on Phrenology and may have attended a series of 

lectures that he gave in the Philadelphia Museum of Art (214).  

George Combe’s writing on phrenology involved connections between the 

shape of the cranium and an intense appreciation of music and underscores the 

presence of the organ of Tune. In addition to the faculty of Ideality that Combe 

related to “excelling in ... different branches of art” (A System of Phrenology 64), 

the faculty of Tune was found at the temporal ridge of the frontal lobe and was 

responsible for musical talent. In George Combe’s The Constitution of Man, Tune 

is broadly described as giving rise to “the sense of melody and harmony” (15). The 

faculty was widely observed in composers, musicians and opera singers 

(Manning; Trippett) and was in most cases discussed in its relation to other 

organs. Phrenological descriptions of the organ of Tune reveal how listening and 

hearing were conceived at that time: for Combe, the ear only received the sound 

but was unable to recollect the tones and the harmonies of sound. Yet, the organ 

of Tune was not only responsible for musical talent but also pertained to 

affliction. In Combe’s classification, the developed organ of Tune was linked to 

insanity, when the uncontrollable faculty could result in hysteria combined with 

“a strong and irresistible passion or craving for music” (A System of Phrenology 

417). 

Thus, Roderick’s “inordinate expansion above the regions of the temple” 

points not only at the broadly discussed “diseased” organ of Roderick’s Ideality 

(Zimmerman 53) but gestures towards the organ of Tune and Usher’s inherent 

predisposition to pathological listening. Poe keeps the reader in mind that 

Usher’s musical and poetic sentiments are not only affected by the poisonous 

surroundings. Roderick’s character harbors determinist implications where a 

discreet faculty of Tune gives an insight into why the protagonist would be insane 

in relation to music.     

1.2.3. The soundscapes of imagination: “The Haunted Palace” 

Roderick’s afflicted perception stipulates the “fantastic character” of his musical 

improvisations, which, by externalizing Roderick’s affliction, leads the narrator 

to the darkest regions of the protagonist’s mind and illuminates another kind of 
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acoustic landscape – the polyphony of imagined sound. The ballad “The Haunted 

Palace” that represents one of Roderick’s performances, was first published 

independently from “The Fall of the House of Usher” in the April 1839 issue of 

the Baltimore American Museum and only later incorporated into the tale.25 The 

form of “The Haunted Palace” is uncertain, especially in light of its previous 

publication as a “poem.” In addition, the narrator variously refers to it as a 

“performance,” an “improvisation,” one of Roderick’s “wild fantasias,” a 

“rhapsody,” and a “ballad.” The latter relates to a more formal organization that 

is observed in Usher’s piece: the ballad’s structure is a four-line stanza with a 

rhyme scheme ABCB. McAdams discusses the form of “The Haunted Palace” at 

length and concludes that “the rhymed verbal improvisations” of the guitar and 

the “rhapsodies” accompanied with words allow for more probability to consider 

the piece a “ballad” (Edgar Allan Poe and Music 14–105). I will follow this 

approach in the present analysis.  

As many critics have noted, the ballad encapsulates the increasing 

disintegration of Roderick’s mind. Poe himself illuminates the theme and 

function of this included narrative in his letter to a writer Rufus Wilmot Grisword 

(April 1839), where he states the following: “By “The Haunted Palace” I mean to 

imply a mind haunted by Phantoms – a disordered brain” (qtd. in Hammond 44–

45). In Arthur Robinson’s reading, the “Palace” represents, albeit in a grotesque 

and mechanic way, Roderick’s head: the “yellow banners” correspond to his 

“silken” hair, “two luminous windows” stand for his eyes, and the door is his 

mouth. Symbolically, as Robinson observes, the ballad brings together Usher’s 

mansion and mental state and questions the reliability of his perception as it 

becomes increasingly disorganized (72).  

I will approach the ballad as part of the soundscape within the fictional 

space of “The Haunted Palace” and the way it highlights Roderick’s disorder. The 

sound composition of “The Haunted Palace” is multilayered. Although the ballad 

itself is a creative outcome of Roderick’s imagination, it is rendered through the 

memory of the narrator, which makes the auditory landscape a collaborative end-

product of the imaginary and perceptive modes. In its essence, being the 

synthesis of the imagined and the perceived sound, the soundscape of the ballad 

is a stage of what Seán Street in Sound Poetics calls the “soundscape of 

imagination” or “stories within stories” that describe what characters can hear in 

their minds (25). Just as the ballad is incorporated into the narrative, its 

soundscape is imbricated into the acoustic palette of the storyworld through the 

multi-dimensionality of Roderick’s vocalization and the narrator’s inner voice.  

The soundscape of “The Haunted Palace” is emblematic of the mysterious 

psycho-acoustic realm of Roderick’s mind and encodes the nature of his 

progressing insanity through the language of musical terms (Poe 121-22). The 

                                                             
25 It is not quite clear whether Poe initially intended to incorporate the poem into the tale (Robinson 
73). 
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third stanza, “Spirits moving musically / To a lute’s well-tunèd law” describes the 

unity and harmony in the organization and progress of the music. The word 

“spirit” in its original implication of the animation, vitality and the “breath of life” 

symbolizes the calm and harmonic dimension of human breath in a state of “glory 

well befitting” that is regulated by the concordant beating of the heart – or the 

“lute” in its “well-tunèd law.”  The realm of the Palace allegorically envelopes 

Roderick’s body and its consentient interaction of bodily sounds.  

The fourth stanza sonifies a vague token of impeding danger:  

And all with pearl and ruby glowing 
Was the fair palace door, 

Through which came flowing, flowing, flowing 
And sparkling evermore, 

A troop of Echoes whose sweet duty 
Was but to sing, 

In voices of surpassing beauty, 
The wit and wisdom of their king 

The sounds gradually progress to more extreme variations and become echoes of 

the word “flowing.”  The personification of “Echoes” and their description as 

“troops” bear a subtle yet unsettling implication of plurality and combativeness. 

Another uncanny inference is the possibility of a phonological blending of 

“sparkling” and “evermore” that reverses the poetic adverb into its opposite: 

“nevermore” – a “sinister resonance” forshadowing Poe’s famous “The Raven.” 

The “flowing” “troop of Echoes” communicate not harmonic synthesis but rather 

the augmenting intensity of effort that foreshadows exhaustion and fatality. Sonic 

repetitions of the word “flowing” connect with the silent and unobtrusive 

operations of the Freudian “death drive” or death instinct, in which compulsive 

repetitions approximate death “inside […], working away busy as a mole, all the 

time” (Royle 85).  

Finally, in the fifth stanza “evil things, in robes of sorrow” “assail” the 

palace, thus symbolizing the detrimental approach of melancholy and 

allegorically manifesting Usher’s psychic collapse. His madness is enmeshed in 

acoustics, which accounts for the devotion to the “intricacies […] of musical 

science” running in the family. The images of music – “Spirits moving musically” 

– become the “vast forms that move fantastically / To a discordant melody” (in 

the final sixth stanza) and imply discord and disorganization. In musical terms, 

the sonic harmony is replaced with “fantasia,” a term that stems from the art of 

improvisation and refers to musical pieces with no fixed form.26 In the sixteenth 

century, fantasias were specifically written for string instruments, such as a lute 

or “A Chest of Viols” (Latham; Grove 503). One of the entries for “fantasia” in the 

                                                             
26 The Oxford Companion to Music (2011) defines “fantasia” as an “anti-form,” by which the composer 
was free to dictate their imaginative variations. See “Fantasia” in The Oxford Companion to 
Music: Oxford University Press, January 01, 2011. Oxford Reference. Accessed 14 Mar. 2019.  
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Oxford English Dictionary defines the term as “a kind of Arab dance.”27 Such 

meaning knits the “fantastically” moving “forms,” Roderick’s “wild fantasias,” 

and his “Arabesque expression” under the resonating features of intricate 

arabesque writing and the “frames within frames” of Islamic visual art. The 

arabesque in Poe’s story describes a hidden reality – a “dream within a dream,”  

or “eternally beginning behind beginning” (Hayes 378–79), where scrutiny 

results in unveiling intricacies but also in the imminent collapse of the pattern 

and return towards the primary unity. In The Rationale of Deception in Poe 

(1979), David Ketterer describes the concept of “arabesque reality” as achieved by 

“looking at the world through half-closed eyes […] destroy[ing] the external 

universe as unusually perceived and eradicat[ing] the barriers erected by time, 

space and self” so that “the world of imagination can take over” (qtd. in Gerald 

Kennedy 219). The “discordant melody” to which the forms are moving 

communicates the disharmony and unpleasantness of music and aligns with 

dissonance in the expression of pain, grief, and conflict (Kamien 39). The 

soundscape in the final verses is conflated into fatality: 

like a rapid ghastly river, 
Through the pale door; 

A hideous throng rush out forever, 
And laugh – but smile no more. 

As the “pale door” mirrors Usher’s “pallid lips,” the sounds produced become the 

hideous cacophony reminiscent of the sounds of the rivers Styx and Cocytus from 

the mythical underworld. The seemingly organized “troop of Echoes” turns into a 

“hideous throng,” or (in the obsolete version of the noun) a crowd of soldiers in 

(an eternal) battle. Eventually, laughter without a smile translates into Roderick’s 

fragmented personality and resonates with madness and the unsettling laughter 

of the Gothic, such as Melmoth’s “demonic laugh” in Charles Maturin’s Melmoth 

the Wanderer (1820), the “tragic” laughter of insane Bertha Mason in Charlotte 

Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847), or the “soulless laughter” of vampiric women in Bram 

Stoker’s Dracula (1897) (Simpson 5–6). The disconcerting contradiction of 

laughing without smiling questions sanity and decorum and, according to 

Simpson, signals the non-human and the monstrous.  

The alternating sounds of “The Haunted Palace” entwine musical creativity 

with progressing psychic disintegration, where the flow of imagination takes over 

the rational world and transforms it into an absurd chaotic space, or Roderick’s 

dreaded “kingdom of inorganization.”  Madeline’s mysterious death catalyzes his 

descent into madness and leads to Roderick’s embodiment of the events in the 

ballad. Similar to the “fantastically” moving “vast forms,” he roams “from 

chamber to chamber with hurried, unequal, and objectless step” and his voice 

                                                             
27 See "fantasia, n." OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2019, www.oed.com/view 
/Entry/68099. Accessed 14 March 2019. 
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loses his former huskiness of tone by becoming a terrified “tremulous quaver” 

(Poe 125) that fills the silent space of the house. Another non-linear sound that is 

auscultated through the narrator is the “unusually sharp, grating sound” of the 

massive iron door in the “temporary entombment” of Madeline. If the door 

demarcates the territory of the vault, its sound enters the acoustic landscape in 

the uncanny form and only temporarily signifies the separation of spaces. As the 

narrative progresses, sound exhibits its transgressive nature, crossing the 

thresholds of the vault, passing through the labyrinths and corridors of the house, 

and infusing and tormenting the mind of its dwellers. This process is addressed 

in more detail in the following section.  

1.2.4. Acousmatic sound and “The Mad Trist” 

With Madeline’s decay, Roderick’s never-ending emotional intensity draws him 

to the depths of his “thinking self.” The narrator observes him “gazing upon 

vacancy for long hours, in an attitude of the profoundest attention, as if listening 

to some imaginary sound” (125). The atmosphere of nervousness spreads to the 

narrator who struggles to discern the “low and indefinite sounds” of unknown 

origins – or what are known as acousmatic sounds (Schaeffer 77) – and is 

“overpowered” by the feelings of horror.  

The unsettling nature of acousmatic sound depends on a “fundamentally 

insecure” structural spacing of the source, the cause and effect of sound, whereas 

reduction of anxiety demands filling in the “gap” or “lack” in the material source 

of acousmatic sound or, as Brian Kane suggests, “lifting the mythical Pythagorean 

veil and seeing the source in all of its nakedness” (158–59). Yet, by fictionalizing 

the sound, Poe questions and challenges the acousmatic by reversing the expected 

resolution of tension, and Roderick Usher amplifies his tension to the extremes 

by lifting the Pythagorean veil, initiated by the imaginary soundscape of the 

embedded fictional narrative: “The Mad Trist.”      

The narrator describes “low and indefinite sounds” of unknown origin that, 

he later assumes, are also accessible to Roderick (Poe 126). Roderick’s silent 

“resolution” to resolve the acoustic uncertainty, however, puts a strain on his state 

as it gradually progresses to a “restrained hysteria” (126). In his turn, the narrator 

intends to shift Usher’s attention to the sonic presence of his voice, and suggests 

reading from a medieval romance “The Mad Trist” by Sir Lancelot Canning (an 

invention of Poe): “I will read, and you shall listen: - and so we will pass away this 

terrible night together” (127): 

It was, however, the only book immediately at hand; and I indulged 
a vague hope that the excitement which now agitated the 
hypochondriac, might find relief (for the history of mental disorders 
is full of similar anomalies) even in the extremeness of the folly 
which I should read. (127)  
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In proposing to read aloud, the narrator appeals to a contemporary popular 

conception of the healing effect of the practice, specifically diverting the person 

read to from melancholy. In Boswell’s Life of Johnson, Samuel Johnson recalls: 

“If I were in the country, and distressed by that malady [of Melancholy], I would 

force myself to take a book; and every time I did it, I should find it easier” 

(Blackwood 293). Contemporary medical practitioners recognized the potential 

benefit of distracting the attention of sufferers of mental disorders, and tended to 

guide patients on the amount of reading and the genre, with preference to novels. 

Susan Scheckel (2017) suggests that the narrator’s “reading cure” mirrors the 

practice of the physician, politician and social reformer Benjamin Rush, 

described in his Medical Inquiries and Observations Upon the Diseases of the 

Mind (5-th ed., 1835).28 Rush observes the beneficial effects of memorizing and 

reading aloud that “divert and translate attention from the understanding to the 

sound part of the mind” and recommends that hypochondriac patients read 

novels that “contain a series of supposed events which arrest the attention, and 

cause the mind to forget itself” (124–25). Reading, for Rush, diverts the patients 

from the depression of spirits induced by death, treachery, bodily pain, or “the 

dread of futurity” that torments the melancholic mind.  

Enhanced response to reading is linked to psycho-acoustics. In her analysis 

of Tobias Smollett’s The Adventures of Roderick Random (1748), Monica Class 

suggests that the novel appeals to the aural imagination even of the fictional 

readers (i.e., characters in the novels who read the novels) and makes them hear 

the speech of the characters and the narrator in the texts that they are reading. 

She introduces the term “visceral novel reader” to describe  

a particular reader response to novels in which fact and fiction overlap 
cognitively: the mental rehearsal of the activity of seeing, hearing, 
smelling, tasting, and touching while reading novels and, vice versa, the 
mental rehearsal of novels in the act of perceiving the real world. (Class 
341–42)  

For instance, in Roderick Random, the young Strap “is all eyes and ears” when 

Rory tells his latest story and represents “the visceral novel reader in the novel, 

eager to hear the story […] and physically affected as a consequence of his full 

physical immersion in the story” (Class 357–58).  

The oppressive imaginative modality of Usher’s inner world is largely 

formed under the influence of the collection of books from the family’s esoteric 

library. When the narrator admits that the portion of books in Roderick’s library 

that “for years, had formed no small portion of the mental existence of the invalid” 

were “in strict keeping with [this] character of his phantasm” and exerted their 

“probable influence” on his hypochondriac nature (Poe 123), he echoes popular 

                                                             
28 Scheckel suggests that it “is likely the edition that Poe would have read” (24). For this study, I’m 
referencing the 1812 edition that contains the same descriptions of “reading therapy.”   
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apprehensions of the pathological effects of reading fiction. James Kennaway and 

Anita O’Connell (2016) give a comprehensive overview of the main conception of 

reading as a cause of physical and mental stress in the eighteenth century, where 

“[a]long with other luxury items such as tea, coffee and sugar, novels came to be 

associated with a pathological excess of stimulation linked to a variety of 

diseases,”  including hysteria, nervous excitement, idleness and melancholy both 

in men and women (242). Consequently, Roderick’s choice of reading material, 

especially the romance, could exacerbate his unstable psyche.  

Thus, in light of Roderick’s conflicted response to reading, largely 

augmented by his over-sensitivity, the narrator’s attempts to relieve Roderick’s 

agitation have an unexpected consequence: “Could I have judged, indeed, by the 

wild overstrained air of vivacity with which he hearkened, or apparently 

hearkened, to the words of the tale, I might well have congratulated myself upon 

the success of my design” (Poe 127). 

Roderick Usher’s response to reading is of “visceral” quality and reflects 

the conflicting ways in which reading was viewed and discussed in the eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries, both in terms of their potential harmfulness for 

the psyche and their beneficial effects for a patient with anxiety and nervous 

disorders. 

The “success” of the narrator’s “design” consists not so much in alleviating 

Usher’s mental strain, as in giving him the possibility to resolve the acoustic 

ambiguity – the source of the indefinite sound that troubles both Roderick and 

the narrator. Such resolution is achieved through a set of echoes and parallels 

between the romance and the events in Usher’s house. This device describes what 

Botting calls “an extended episode of auditory doubling” (“Poe, Voice and the 

Origin of Horror Fiction” 74), whichwas previously used in Radcliffe’s The 

Mysteries of Udolpho, when the servant Ludovico reads “The Provençal Tale” 

before falling asleep in a haunted chamber. Where the narrator attempts to find 

relief for Usher’s hypochondria, Ludovico wants to “abstract his mind from the 

melancholy” by reading on a cold stormy night (Radcliffe 551). The tale provides 

a number of visual and acoustic parallels between Ludovico’s reality and what he 

is reading about. When the Baron in the tale thinks about “the comforts of his 

warm chamber,” cheered by the warm blaze of wood, Ludovico pauses for a 

moment and gives a “brightening stir” to the fire in his room (Radcliffe 555). In 

the same manner, when the narrator in “The Provençal Tale” declares that “a 

voice was heard” to utter the words, Ludovico has to put down the book as he 

thinks he hears a voice in the chamber (556). Having finished the story, Ludovico 

seems to disappear, only to be discovered much later in the hideout of the 

banditti. If Poe borrowed the idea from Radcliffe, he gave reading an opposite 

twist: with Poe, a set of parallel events presage the appearance of another 

character from the intersection of the real and the imaginary worlds.      

Literary interpretations of “The Mad Trist” elucidate that the tale is a 

medieval romance that relates to the developments in “The House of Usher.”  
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Buranelli observes that Madeline’s return from her entombment is “orchestrated 

by a very clever device,”  where the plot of the romance “describes precisely” the 

sounds she makes as she is approaching her brother (77). Spitzer finds a symbolic 

significance in the sounds of the Ethelred battle, that spell Madeline’s victory over 

the dragon of death (356). McAdams’ analysis of musical terms in the tale aligns 

Poe’s romance with Walter Scott’s version of the medieval legend of Tristan and 

Iseult through a number of linking elements: Tristan’s madness, his musicality 

and mastery of the harp, and his connections to the sea, where “the pseudo-mad 

harpist Tristan, a figure of the sea, becomes the insane Roderick Usher, a figure 

of the tarn” (“Music, Madness, and Disenchantment’” 68).  

Roderick’s reconstruction of the source of the acousmatic sound invites the 

view of the mind as an architectural space, where Roderick is moving along the 

pathway of his inner acoustic landscape towards decoding the sound and finding 

the locus of his utmost apprehension: the awareness of Madeline’s premature 

burial. In the soundscape of Roderick’s imagination, the acoustic palette of the 

imaginary sound in the romance blends with the sonic environment in the house 

and serves as a prosthetic tool for his frustrated auscultation. The workings of 

Roderick’s auscultation, however, are mostly revealed retrospectively at the end 

of the tale, and the sonic developments in the house are rendered through the 

narrator. 

The flow of sonic events in “The Mad Trist” collides with the sounds of the 

environment and represents an ambiguous overlap in the uncanniness of the 

sonic cacophony. At the beginning, the knight Ethelred breaks into the hermit’s 

dwelling, and “pulling herewith sturdily, he so cracked, and ripped, and tore all 

asunder, that the noise of the dry and hollow-sounding wood alarmed and 

reverberated throughout the forest” (Poe 128). As the sounds of cracking and 

ripping wood meet the echo of “the very cracking and ripping sound which Sir 

Lancelot had so particularly described,” the narrator dismisses the coincidence as 

“the ordinary commingling noises of the still increasing storm” (128). The initial 

stage of perception starts with the narrator’s resistance to the comingling of the 

“fictional” and “actual” sounds, when the perceived sound of the upcoming storm 

with its intrusive density pulls the soundscape’s interpretation towards the 

rational. 

As Ethelred enters the hermit’s palace and sees the dragon and “a shield of 

shining brass,” Roderick and the narrator are becoming more absorbed into the 

multiplicity of conflicting and discordant sounds. A gradual tension builds with 

nonlinear sounds in Canning’s story, with its “horrid,” “harsh” and “piercing” 

shriek of the dragon resonating with the sound in Usher’s mansion. 29 When the 

narrator (and, as the narrator assumes, Roderick as well) hear “a low and 

apparently distant, but harsh, protracted and most unusual screaming or grating 

                                                             
29 Nonlinear sounds are sound waves of large amplitude, high-pitched, and with high amplitude, such 
as shouts and screams.  
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sound – the exact counterpart of what [his] fancy had already conjured up for the 

dragon’s unnatural shriek as described by the romancer” (129). The narrator’s 

auscultation extends to two types of sounds: the acousmatic sound in the house 

and the shriek of the dragon in the romance. The latter belongs to the fantasy-

world soundscape and can be approached with Sylvia Mieszkowski’s concept of 

the “implied sound” (Resonant Alterities 71) or the process that the narrator 

describes as “conjuring” in his “fancy.”  

In its alignment with the dragon, the “harsh” “grating” sound, however, 

extends to one more counterpart in Usher’s house: the “unusually sharp, grating 

sound” of the massive door that troubled the oppressive silence at the time of 

Madeline’s burial. This sound provides a strategy to “dis-acousmatize” (Kane 157) 

the unknown troubling sound by drawing the auditory towards its source and 

appealing to memory. In acoustic terms, the sound of the door represents a 

“soundmark” with a symbolic and affective value. Soundmarks have the potential 

to associate the sound with a place or a situation. By creating interactions, 

references and juxtapositions, sound operates on the level of extremely intense 

listening and incites the numerous “conflicting sensations” at the intersection of 

wonder and “extreme terror” in the narrator (Poe 125). Yet, if the narrator 

manages to retain presence of mind, Roderick’s listening viscerality shows itself 

upon the recognition of the soundmark and the acceleration of his “sensitive 

nervousness.” The “strange alteration” of his demeanor shows itself in his 

trembling lips, inaudible murmurs, and the constant sway of his body (129). In 

light of Monica Class’ argument that “[v]isceral novel reading is always 

embodied” (342), Roderick’s embodied response signifies both his mental 

distance from the sonic modality of the house and his enhanced emergence into 

the imaginary acoustic space that he is exploring as a past experiential setting.  

As the narrator continues reading from “The Mad Trist,” Roderick’s 

navigation of his inner self approximates his locus of fear that he needs to 

“unlock” in order to resolve his acoustic indeterminacy. The “terrible ringing 

sound” of the silver shield in the fictional site of the romance provides a sonic key 

to the origin of “a distinct, hollow, metallic, and clangorous […] reverberation” 

(Poe130) that augments the vibrational ecology in the house and resonates with 

Roderick’s visceral nervous reaction. At this point, Usher takes over the privilege 

in auscultation in being able to put together the pieces of the puzzle, i.e., conflate 

the imaginative and perceptual modes of experience to form a unified picture of 

Madeline’s escape from the vault: 

“Not hear it? —yes, I hear it, and have heard it. Long—long—long—
many minutes, many hours, many days, have I heard it—yet I dared 
not—oh, pity me, miserable wretch that I am! —I dared not—I dared 
not speak! We have put her living in the tomb! Said I not that my 
senses were acute? I now tell you that I heard her first feeble 
movements in the hollow coffin. I heard them—many, many days 
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ago—yet I dared not—I dared not speak! And now—to-night—
Ethelred—ha! ha! — the breaking of the hermit’s door, and the 
death-cry of the dragon, and the clangor of the shield! —say, rather, 
the rending of her coffin, and the grating of the iron hinges of her 
prison, and her struggles within the coppered archway of the vault! 
Oh! whither shall I fly? Will she not be here anon? Is she not 
hurrying to upbraid me for my haste? Have I not heard her footstep 
on the stair? Do I not distinguish that heavy and horrible beating of 
her heart? Madman!”—here he sprang furiously to his feet, and 
shrieked out his syllables, as if in the effort he were giving up his 
soul — “Madman! I tell you that she now stands without the door!” 
(130)   

The sounds of cries, clangor, cracking, grating, and ripping accompany the visual 

assemblage of an exhausted Madeline and her somber surroundings, bringing out 

the acoustic sub-narrative in the hidden underground of the house of Usher. The 

reconstructed soundscape reveals the secret chamber among the present and 

imaginary spaces of Usher’s house, which is accessed through sound, exists in the 

structure of the house, and echoes in the imaginary worlds of Usher and the 

narrator. Silenced and tormented, Madeline never disappears from the course of 

events, but reveals herself at the intersection of Roderick’s perceptual presence 

and nervous introspection. Roderick’s exclamation “I heard it […] yet […] I dared 

not speak!” reflects the scope of his derangement: by burying Madeline in the 

vault, he excludes her from the visible and re-considers her as a disembodied 

“sound object.” In other words, Roderick admits that he heard Madeline as an 

audible effect, but assuming that Madeline is dead, he keeps denying the validity 

of her body and tries to create what Brian Kane calls “the imaginative projection 

of a sonic body” – the outcome of interaction with an acousmatic sound (Kane 8). 

Roderick’s painful search for the source of the sonic effect constantly draws the 

sound object to the fore of his perception and amplifies his epistemic anxiety. 

Thus, Roderick gives an acoustic framing to his intense self-inflicted agitation 

that he previously shared with the narrator: “I feel that the period will sooner or 

later arrive when I must abandon life and reason together, in some struggle with 

the grim phantasm, FEAR” (Poe 118).  

Madeline’s appearance manifests the reunification of the source, cause and 

sonic effect, as well as the reclamation of the materiality of her body: she shows 

signs of struggle and falls “heavily” towards her brother “with a low moaning cry.”  

Yet, the reclamation of her body prefigures the destruction of the house and 

manifests the end of the story. Thus, Poe turns “the death of a beautiful woman” 

as “the most poetical topic in the world” back on itself: it is the dying woman that, 

as Elisabeth Bronfen suggests, “serves as the motive for the creation of an art 

work and as its object of representation” (71). Roderick’s creative melancholy, his 

readings, ruminations and sensibilities feed on the dying figure of his sister which 
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becomes both an inspiration for his artistic endeavors and what Bronfen calls “an 

analogy to the creation of an art work” (71). 

The locus of sonic fear spreads to the site of the house and is rendered 

through the narrator’s auscultation: “there was a long tumultuous shouting sound 

like the voice of a thousand waters – and the deep and dank tarn at my feet closed 

sullenly and silently over the fragments of the “House of Usher” (Poe 131). As the 

tarn frames the narrative in an elliptical embrace and marks the inevitability of 

destruction, silence enhances its significance as a reference to mortality. The 

sound of “a thousand waters” signifies the turn to Usher’s prophetic “Haunting 

Palace” with its “rapid ghastly river” and augments implications of fatality. The 

polyphony of sound acquires a radical and supernatural alterity to be engulfed by 

silence at the end of the tale. 

*** 

Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher” presents a fictional acoustic world 

imbricated with overlapping soundscapes that recognize no spatial or epistemic 

borders. As Roderick and the narrator move across the rooms, corridors and the 

underground, sound is auscultized from a variety of positions and resonates with 

the atmosphere of gloom and melancholy. Yet, the architecture of the house is not 

limited to the actual chambers and corridors. Rather, it interconnects with the 

chambers of the mind and the embedded literary artworks which make their own 

chambers and houses, with sound channels accessing through the real and 

imaginary spaces. In the terrifying world of Roderick Usher, silence becomes a 

sign that is more articulate than words, privileging the unsaid above the verbal. 

With Usher’s house, silence becomes the language of fear and secrecy, which 

embraces the narrative in the ring of its ambient presence, when the 

soundlessness of the narrator’s arrival meets the silent closure of the tarn on the 

day of the narrator’s escape. Yet, as darkness augments the absence of sound, 

silence highlights the unwanted, uncanny and unexpected expression of sound 

which passes through the listener’s perception and imagination. If the narrator is 

affected with the “sickening of the heart,” Roderick stands out as an afflicted 

auscultator, whose distorted reception of sound is a given. Roderick’s affliction 

attracts a multiplicity of explanations but remains a confusing subject with the 

plurality of conflicting possibilities – from the nervous stimulation by music to 

therapeutic reading practices. In such a manner, Poe’s story illustrates the 

integrated speculative models of artistic practices and medical knowledge: 

phrenological theories resonate in the depictions of sound, and musical 

compositions reveal their secret undertones. Auditory landscapes stretch beyond 

the boundaries of the storyworld to the embedded compositions and illuminate 

Roderick’s insanity in its complex relationship with imaginative creativity.  

As Poe weaves sound and silence in the text, the emerging soundscapes 

combine in a narrative of their own – an intricately veiled subtext that 

communicates the hidden presence of silent and barely visible Madeline. The key 

to unveiling the story of Madeline lies in the prosthetic effect of reading (i.e., 
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reading that mobilizes Roderick’s recognition of sound) and the specifics of 

acousmatic listening that pervade the second part of the text. As the romance 

“The Mad Trist” scaffolds Roderick’s anxious interpretation of the sonic events in 

the house, Madeline gradually reclaims her material existence in the unification 

of the source, cause, and effect of acousmatic sound. Such reclamation is possible 

by breaking the border between the visible and the audible, uncovering the 

hidden and lifting whatever obstructs the sight – be it lifting the Pythagorean veil, 

taking away the shield in the hermit’s dwelling, or standing without the door in 

Usher’s house. Yet, the acousmatic is tied to the imaginary, and just as lifting the 

veil annihilates the sound object and its interpretative anxiety, the end of mystery 

precipitates the fall of the house of Usher and only leaves the rich and traumatic 

acoustic fabric of the events in the memory of the surviving narrator.  

1.3. Sounding the End of Time: Soundscape, the Labyrinth of the Ear 

and Uncanny Mechanics in “The House of Sounds” by M.P. Shiel 

1.3.1. Housing sound, channeling sound 

This part of the chapter finalizes my discussion of soundscapes in Gothic houses 

with the weird acoustic intensity of M.P. Shiel. I start by outlining the established 

parallels between the short story and Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,” then 

move on to the presentation of the ontological focus reflected in the abundant use 

of vocabulary referencing the afflictions of the ear. I discuss how hearing relates 

to the Gothic themes of family secrets and revenge and how hearing disorders are 

medically contingent in Shiel’s story. My analysis progresses to the discussion of 

the house, where the acoustic landscape becomes the tool of warfare and 

functions in accordance with the architectural design of the place. Brigitte 

Gazelles’ concept of “sonus mortis” is introduced to explore the apocalyptic turn 

of events in the house. I will show how sound becomes the cause and 

manifestation of destruction that echoes the degeneration of the protagonist’s 

mind.  

The intricate sections of the human ear and the place of habitation reveal 

patterns of correspondence in terms of the complexity of their structures and the 

capacity to receive, amplify and transmit sound. The labyrinthic physicality of the 

ear has been noted in the Romantic imagery of William Wordsworth’s “On the 

Power of Sound” (1837): 

A Spirit aerial 
Informs the cell of Hearing, dark and blind; 
Intricate labyrinth, more dread for thought 

To enter than oracular cave; 
Strict passage, through which sighs are brought, 

And whispers for the heart, their slave; 
And shrieks, that revel in abuse 
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Of shivering flesh; and warbled air, 
Whose piercing sweetness can unloose 
The chains of frenzy, or entice a smile 

Into the ambush of despair; 

The labyrinth of the human ear inhabited by an aerial spirit enters in communion 

with the secluded location and the winding tunnels and structures of an oracular 

cave, thus implying the enhanced mystifying terror associated with the reception 

of sounds.  

The connection between the human ear and a place can take on larger 

dimensions. The beginning of Hamlet expands the affective geography of space 

to the monarch and the entire state in order to illustrate the governmental 

weakness through the physiological vulnerability of the human ear. The ghost 

tells Hamlet of the King’s murder by poison in his ear and projects the injury onto 

Denmark, whereby: “the whole ear of Denmark / Is by a forged process of [the 

king’s] death / Rankly abus’d” (29). 

In addition to a human dwelling, the organ of listening is informed by the 

analogy with the oceanic. Paduan anatomist Gabrielle Falloppio called the spiral 

cavity of the inner ear “the cochlea” (Latin for “snail”, due to resemblance 

between cochlea and a snail shell), whereas Francis Bacon in Sylvia Sylvarum 

(1626) introduced one of the first applications of the term “canal” to describe a 

pipe for sound amplification and “ear canal” – a tubular structure within the body 

(Rogers 200).   

“The House of Sounds” (1911) by M[atthew] P[hipps] Shiel follows a similar 

pattern of correspondence by reflecting this symbolic interchange between the 

human ear, water, and the dwelling place, where sound unites the seemingly 

incomparable categories in its engulfing multi-directionality. The story takes 

place in a remote sub-arctic island of Rayba (an invention of the author) and 

describes an unnamed narrator’s stay with his friend Haco Harfager. Haco suffers 

from a preternatural sensitivity to sound and is the last descendant of an 

aristocratic family with a rich and confusing history of internal feud. Haco lives 

in a decaying labyrinthine house, surrounded by waves and cataracts, which 

serves as a brazen amplifier of noise and becomes the site of the progressive 

degeneration of the protagonist’s psycho-physiological condition. The story 

features the weird mechanics of the place, which include a surrealistic musical 

instrument containing a woman’s corpse and a huge “horologe” (i.e., a timepiece) 

ticking down with lead balls that foretells the fall of the house of Harfager. 

1.3.2. Hearing “the sound of the world” 

The story was originally written in 1896 and published as “Vaila” in the 

writer’s early collection Shapes in the Fire. The revised version has received both 

approval and criticism in literary scholarship (Machin 97; Stableford 17-18), and 
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I am using it as a primary text due to its less obscure terminology and obsolete 

vocabulary. According to Stableford, the author made the story more “reader-

friendly” by cutting out exotic spellings and borrowed terms from other 

languages. The author is thought to have preferred this later version that he kept 

reprinting several times (Stableford 49). In stylistic terms, the revised text is a 

“much sparer” version (Stableford 17). 

Shiel’s second variant received high praise from the Lovecraft, who called 

it a “masterpiece” and wrote in a letter to an American writer and anthologist 

August Derleth that he was glad about the revision of “a vastly weaker and a more 

effusive tale” (qtd. in Joshi 8). Lovecraft’s interest in criticism of horror fiction is 

evidenced in his long essay “Supernatural Horror in Literature” (first published 

in 1927), where he outlined that in its final form, the tale deserved utmost 

recognition among others of its kind: 

“The House of Sounds” tells of a creeping horror and menace 
trickling down the centuries on a sub-Arctic island off the coast of 
Norway; where, amidst the sweep of daemon winds and the 
ceaseless din of hellish waves and cataracts, a vengeful dead man 
built a brazen tower of terror. (qtd. in Joshi 9)  

 At the same time, Lovecraft’s most prominent comment concerns the 

story’s curious similarity to Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher.”  

Indeed, Poe’s influence on Shiel is visible through the numerous parallels 

between the two texts, such as a mysterious affliction passed through the family, 

an over-sensitive individual who is the last in the family line, the atmosphere of 

decay, a woman buried in the house, and an overwhelming obsession with sound. 

These similarities made Lovecraft call Shiel’s story “vaguely like, yet infinitely 

unlike, Poe’s Fall of the House of Usher” (Joshi 7). Yet the major element that 

unites Poe with Shiel and fascinated Lovecraft was “hideous, insistent, brain-

petrifying, Pan-accursed cosmic SOUND” (qtd. in Joshi 9). Shiel described his 

style as “beserk Poe with all genius spent” (Luckhurst xxx). At the same time, “The 

House of Sounds” is far from a mere imitation of Poe and, as Stableford explains, 

not only “add[s] an extra petal to a glorious corolla” of Poe’s “The Fall of the 

House of Usher,”  but manages to outmaneuver its “dark extravaganza” (18).  

In recent years, the tale has been discussed within the broader tradition of 

late Gothic fiction ( Hurley, “British Gothic Fiction”), as well as part of the Weird 

publications (Machin).30 With its “radical, cosmic alterity of noise,” the tale 

presages Lovecraft’s weird cosmic horror fiction (Lockwood 75) and encompasses 

a “fusion of style” characteristic of late Victorian Gothic (Luckhurst xxx). 

Exemplifying the Decadent trends of the turn of the century, “The House of 

                                                             
30 Machin acknowledges the “weird” as a mode (of writing), rather than a genre, that is both “self-
contradictory” and “counter-productive” in its differentiation from the Gothic. Instead, Machin states 
that “the Weird is a mode closely identified with the Gothic genre,”  and that threads through various 
genres, including the fantastic and science fiction (16–17).  
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Sounds” reflects the specifics of late nineteenth-century Gothic with its 

transgression of fixed images and narratives, elaborate constructions, and 

extremities of style (Svitavsky). The traditionally Gothic themes of sins passed 

through generations, revenge, ghostly haunting, madness and sensorial excess, 

as well as underground catacombs and unsettling diseases are mingled with 

technological speculation and cosmic sonicity. With its overwhelming presence 

of noise and tormented response to sound, Shiel’s “The House of Sounds” both 

supports and surpasses the elements of sonic Gothic with its intensity and surreal 

excess, creating an arduous series of events that forms the acoustic composition 

of the tale.  

The beginning of the story echoes “The Fall of the House of Usher”, when 

the unnamed narrator travels to the remote Scottish island Rayba to meet his 

childhood friend Haco Harfager – the last remaining in his once wealthy family. 

Haco has a hereditary hearing disorder that makes him painfully sensitive to 

noise. Contrary to Roderick Usher’s morbid acuteness of senses, Shiel’s Haco 

displays a mysterious and idiosyncratic array of symptoms related to an acute 

hearing disorder: a combination of tinnitus (or ringing in the ear) and Paracusis 

Willisii (better hearing in the presence of background noise). Shiel’s detailed 

discussion of the physiology of hearing imbricates the narrative and becomes, as 

I suggest, a device that translates the anatomy and physiology of listening and 

hearing into the acoustic topology of decay in the domestic space. In other words, 

the inner ear, with its tubes, windows, and labyrinths, becomes an echo-chamber 

that replicates the chthonic (i.e., related to the underworld) qualities of the 

mansion and reflects its gradual collapse. Placed at the locus of sonic horror, Haco 

Harfager becomes the centerpiece that both produces and perceives sound in its 

overwhelming intensity. Sound in all its surrealistic complexity and unnatural 

occurrence emanates from the unexplainable and the subjective and is filtered 

through the prism of turn of the century conceptions of the diseases of human 

ear. Shiel thus aligns with Poe and Samuel Warren in their use of the medical and 

the supernatural in the representation of the listener, the sound, and the space.  

Shiel’s story is set in a period when hearing, health and the potential 

harmful effects of noise to the body received enhanced consideration from 

contemporary medical and fictional authors.31 As industrialization caused cities 

to become louder, technology and more sophisticated pharmacology were 

employed in the treatment of hearing disorders. The father of audiological 

medicine Jean Marie Gaspard Itard presented breakthrough observations in 

otology (Stephens 968), electricity was applied in treatment of the diseases of the 

ear and the development of hearing aids, and advances in surgery and microscopy 

brought major discoveries in the physiology of the ear (Jutte 226–29). 

Uncertainty about the physiology of the human body is admitted in medicine and 

                                                             
31 For instance, John Picker in Victorian Soundscapes refers to the writings of Florence Nightingale 
on the unhealthy effects of noise, or the abundant publications of the time that addressed the influence 
of street music on hearing and mental health (65–67).  
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incorporated by contemporary writers (Meegan Kennedy, “‘A True Prophet’?” 

272), including those interested in sound sensitivity, such as Poe and Shiel. 

References to the diseases of the ear that thread Shiel’s text in abundance are not 

fortuitous: references to ear conditions likely derive from his former career as a 

physician (Svitavsky 5).  

“The House of Sounds” establishes its otological focus at the beginning, 

when Shiel presents three patient accounts that bridge hearing disorders with 

madness and circumscribe the phenomenology of sound. With reference to “the 

great Carot” (Charcot),32 the narrator describes to Harfager a case of a nine-year-

old girl who could hear “the sound of the world” or “a murmur in the ear, heard 

in the silence of the night”33 that made her “as mad as a March-hare” within six 

months (Shiel 53). The next two accounts relate to a toy maker from St. Antoine 

who was renowned for his debilitating over-sensitivity and a man whose hearing 

was so acute that it brought him refined knowledge of the sounding objects. The 

narrator’s mention of the Harpies alludes to the painfully loud screaming and 

screeching sounds that the monstrous creatures produced to torment their 

victims and places the sound sensitivity of both individuals in context of myth. 

Thus, simile and myth are on par with medical cases, when the narrator in a 

slightly belittling undertone rationalizes the girl’s hearing with “merely a murmur 

in the ear” or weaves the sonic monstrosity of the Harpies with “only the neurosis, 

Oxyecoia” (53, 54).  

Despite their differences, the three cases fall under the umbrella of morbid 

acuteness of hearing: the condition that, in Shiel’s fictional depiction, includes a 

variety of related medical terms and symptoms, such as tinnitus or giddiness, and 

provides a speculative ground for the exploration of limitations of hearing and 

sound phenomenology. Early writings associated hypersensitivity to sound with 

abnormally low auditory thresholds called “oxyecoia” - the term that in Shiel’s 

text is also related to neurosis.34 Drawing from earlier studies, H.B. Perlman, in 

his 1938 publication “Hyperacusis,” supported the connection between 

neurasthenia and acuteness of hearing, stating the distinction between “oxyecoia” 

as “an increase in the ability to hear sounds at threshold” and “hyperesthesia 

dolorosa” or excessive “irritability or discomfort to sounds considerably above 

threshold” (947). Within medical terminology, the natural and supernatural 

outlooks on the nature of hearing disorders do not contradict or exclude one 

another in Shiel’s story, which mirrors the characteristic representation of 

                                                             
32 Shiel’s Carot was established as a reference to a French neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-
1893) (Mieszkowski 209; Stableford 49).  
33 Such description of acute hearing recalls George Eliot’s keen hearing of the human ordinary life in 
Middlemarch: “If we had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary human life, it would be like hearing 
the grass grow and the squirrel's heart beat, and we should die of that roar which lies on the other side 
of silence” (182). 
34 References to oxyecoia date back to the mid-eighteenth century and are mostly visible in the 
writings of German audiologists, such as Anweisung zu dem Studio medico-chirurgico, welche die 
Pathologie, Chirurgie und Praxis ... in sich hält, mit Zusätzen verm. hrsg. by Ernst Anton Nicolai 
(1754).  
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medicine in Gothic fiction (Hughes 186). In his description of the outer ear, the 

narrator blends physiology and metaphor to capture the mysterious nature of 

hearing afflictions: “Only remember that the member first seized was the pinna 

– he bent ear to the howl of the world, and ended by himself howling” (Shiel 54, 

original italics). Latin for “wing,”  “pinna” refers to the only visible part of the ear 

that directs the sound to the ear canal and reduces the background noise.35 

Nineteenth-century scholars (Mach 1874, Rayleigh 1876, Thompson 1879) 

extensively remarked on the pinna and observed that the quality of sound 

depended on distortions and transformations of the outer ear, the changes in 

orientation and the source of sound in relation to the listener (Batteau 158). 

Accordingly, in his reference to the ear “bent” to “the howl of the world” (54), 

Shiel pinpoints both the physiological and the psycho-acoustic aspects of hearing 

and the affective power of listening, when every sound leaves the listener in sonic 

anguish. In the narrator’s account, the medical position of scientific realism 

conceals and brings out the mysterious and the perplexing – a process that results 

in a symbiotic relationship of the two structures of explanation and scaffolds the 

fictional representation of Harfager’s disorder. The variety of terms and 

symptoms that Shiel employs in “The House of Sounds” to construct this 

representation foreshadow the structural instability of Harfager’s dwelling in its 

symbolic connection with his afflicted hearing, where the house in its acoustic 

topology parallels the morbid physicality of its host.  

Like Poe, Shiel uses phrenology and physiognomy to outline the link 

between Haco Harfager’s outer characteristics and inner capacities and 

emphasizes his character’s outstanding talent for music. The width of Haco’s 

temples indicates a degree of intensity in relation to sound: “His nose rose highly 

aquiline from that sort of brow called “the musical” – that is, with temples which 

incline outward to the cheek-bones, making breadth for the base of the brain” 

(Shiel 54). 

If Poe’s credence in phrenology stems from his interest in the 

pseudoscience that was largely inspired by the ongoing (pseudo)medical 

publications and debates, Shiel’s reference to Haco’s cranial protuberances 

becomes a hat tip to Poe and a device that he uses to establish the interconnection 

between the internal and the external and to extend Poe’s subtle phrenological 

suggestions for Usher’s Ideality and Tune.  

Shiel expands Poe’s scenario by bringing in a degree of physiognomic and 

physiological surplus that complicates Haco’s innate musicality and shifts the 

locus of interaction with sound from musical ability on to the psychosomatic 

                                                             
35 Coined by Rufus of Ephesus, the term first appeared in the second century to describe the only 
visible part of the ear and advanced the opinion of Galen, who only attributed the ornamental 
properties to the external ear in humans. In the sixteenth century, Volcher Coiter wrote a book about 
the organ of hearing De auditus instrument (1572), in which he observed the vibration from the 
external to the middle ear and declared that pinna was responsible for collecting the sound that was 
reinforced by the external auditory canal (Finger 110).  
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effect of sound. In nineteenth-century conceptions of physiognomy, ears were the 

source of psychological traits and signifiers of difference. In the physiognomic 

classification of Joseph Simms (1887), round ears indicated the ability to 

appreciate music (152), whereas in Johan Lavater’s The Science of Physiognomy 

(1817) round ears followed Aristotle’s classification and signified feeble-

mindedness and were common to thieves (119, 124). Small ears or ears with 

missing parts, incomplete helixes and deformities marked malefactors and the 

insane (Schwartz 358). Shiel employs the ambiguous factuality of the outer ear, 

where physiognomic characteristics foreshadow a hereditary hearing pathology 

and stretch out to macabre family chronicles of the fourteenth century: “But the 

feature of his face were the ears, which were nearly circular, very small and flat, 

without that outer curve called ‘the helix’” (Shiel 54). As with the pinna in 

previous case studies, Shiel references the significance of the shape of the organ 

of hearing and pairs anomaly in sound perception with the intricate architecture 

of the outer ear. Harfager’s small and flat ears appear to be the “trait of his race” 

that makes hearing a problematic form of perception (54). Shiel’s physiognomic 

attributions determine the probable origins and features of Harfager’s affliction 

(theft, devotion to music, and insanity) and indicate his physiological “otherness” 

– an aesthetic difference that evokes the sense of the uncanny. 

In his representation of Harfager’s affliction, Shiel draws on the Gothic 

tropes of family secrets, revenge, madness and disease to show how deviance is 

inherited through the maternal line. This is manifested in the “malice” of 

Harfager’s mother and aunt and passed down through generations. Such 

deviance is translated into the deviant ear as the marker of sin and precipitates 

the protagonist’s ensuing insanity. When in Paris, Haco gives the narrator an 

insight into the source of his affliction by reading to him from an old family 

chronicle: Hugh Gascoigne’s “Chronicle of Norse Families.” This embedded 

narrative tells a tale of two brothers Harold and Sweyn in one of the islands of 

Zetland (in Scotland). When Sweyn falls in love with his brother’s wife Thronda, 

he attacks his brother with a sword, cuts off both his ears, throws him into the 

sea, and marries the widow. In the history of mutilation, severing the ears aimed 

at shame and social isolation of the disfigured person (Loktionov 267) or was part 

of “judicial” practices that punished disobedience, theft and robbery (Metzler 20). 

In the context of the chronicle, cutting off Harold’s ears before throwing him to 

sea could be part of symbolic incapacitation in connection to the afterlife, where 

the consequences of mutilation, such as shame and humiliation, could continue 

after death.36    

With Lady Thronda by his side, Sweyn decides to build a mansion in 

Zetland and commissions an architect to do the job in their absence. However, 

the architect drowns and the house is built on the island of Rayba by Harold, who 

                                                             
36 For instance, Alexandre Loktionov suggests that in Ancient Egypt amputation of ears and nose 
before execution or immediately after it aimed at making hearing loss last after death and was 
consistent with the “divine tribunal” that was responsible for judging the executed (285).  
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survives the trial and supposedly curses his offenders. The couple moves in 

despite the malicious history behind the house that becomes for them a mansion 

of torture “ruthless and without pity” (Shiel 56). The chronicle ends by stating the 

family acoustic curse where “by way of the ears do they drinck the cup of the furie 

of the earless Harold, till the time of the House be ended” (57). Thus, the 

embedded text prefaces Haco’s condition in the tradition of a typical Gothic curse, 

by which the shape of his very small and flat ears embodies a reminder of family 

violence. Harold’s mutilation not only remains with him “in the afterlife” but 

becomes enmeshed in the family trait of the following generations. Accordingly, 

the chronicle documents the etiology of Haco’s problematic hearing, which draws 

him to the island of Rayba: he confesses to the narrator that the house was calling 

him to return, with the “cry” of the place “ringing” in his mind.  

The nature of Harfager’s affliction is grounded in the incompatibility of 

deafness and acuteness of hearing: the narrator describes him as “somewhat deaf; 

but liable to a thousand torments or delights at certain sounds, the whine of a 

door, the note of a bird” (54). The seeming contradiction of deafness and acoustic 

delight, as well as the sonic dissonance between the sound of a door and a 

birdsong provide the avenue for Haco’s instability and disorientation: he stays in 

“a listening attitude” among the tumult of traffic noise and for a moment is not 

able to recognize the narrator (54).  

Harfager’s partial deafness and predilection to certain sounds draws upon 

“Paracusis Wilisü” – an obscure disease of the ear mentioned in nineteenth-

century medicine. The narrator’s initial reference to the term occurs on the noise-

infused island of Rayba, where he arrives twelve years later upon Haco’s 

invitation after his mother’s death. Haco’s “slight deafness” that the narrator 

remembers during his years in Paris transforms into a paradox that unites 

deafness and painful acuteness of hearing: no sound in Haco’s noisy environment 

is inaudible to him and he frequently claps his palms to his ears when the narrator 

raises his voice: “Once more he clapped his palms to his ears; then wrote: ‘Do not 

shout: no whisper in any part of the building is inaudible to me’” (61). The 

narrator attributes “unhuman” qualities to Haco’s hearing and finds the cause of 

his disease in “a fervor of the auditory nerve” brought about by the perpetual “row 

of the ocean.” In the end, the unnamed narrator diagnoses him with the 

“Paracusis Wilisü” (61). 

The narrator’s categorization of Haco’s condition accords with nineteenth-

century medical discussions of paracusis and reflects preoccupation with its 

paradoxical characteristics. Shiel’s “Paracusis Wilisü” is a slightly modified 

variant of “Paracusis Willisii” or “Paracusis Willisiana.” The father of American 

psychiatry Benjamin Rush mentions the phenomenon in his 1806 lectures on the 

mind, in which he refers to an account of a deaf woman who needed to beat a 

drum every time she had a conversation (Benjamin Rush’s Lectures on the Mind 

344). Rush gives another account of a deaf woman who could repeat with exact 
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precision every word of a whispered conversation. To the author (“a very learned 

physician” from the Journal de Soir), this episode seemed related to magic: 

The organs of hearing were then closed as well as the contrivance of 
stuffing the ears would answer the purpose. I then commenced a 
conversation with a friend in the apartment, and spoke in an almost 
inaudible whisper. She repeated, with great power of memory, every 
word of the conversation. In short, I came away a convert; in other 
words, I believed what I had seen. A philosopher knows the fallibility 
of the senses, but he should know likewise that science ought not to 
reject because it cannot have demonstration. We must admit 
miracles, or we must question almost all the appearances of nature. 
Ignorance doubts what if it choose, it may easily understand; science 
endeavors to comprehend, and when it cannot, it submits to the 
sense.  (344) 

In “The House of Sounds” Shiel, however, goes far beyond the mere 

appropriation of the term and translates the whole case of Rush’s observations of 

paracusis into the conversation between Haco and the narrator:  

and I named the disease to him as the “Paracusis Wilisü.” When he 
frowned dissent, I, quite undeterred, proceeded to relate the case 
(that had occurred within my own experience) of a very deaf lady 
who could hear the drop of a pin in a railway train* and now he 
made me the reply: “Of ignorant people I am accustomed to consider 
the mere scientist the most ignorant.”37 (Shiel 63) 

As the episode mimics Rush’s discussion about paracusis and ignorance, Haco’s 

statement reads as a critique of contemporary medical science’s inability to fully 

grasp the normality and deviance of the human body. In The Nose, Throat and 

Ear, Their Functions and Diseases (1915), Ben Clark Gile describes cases of 

progressive deafness with Paracusis Willisii as “the ability to hear better in a noisy 

place, like a railroad car, or crowded street, than in a quiet room” (402). At the 

same time, despite the existence of a medical definition, Gile constantly refers to 

the phenomenon as “strange” and calls it a “curious physiological paradox” (359). 

He displays confusion in his account of a patient with partial deafness who 

showed impairment in “auditory power” but could hear better in the noisy 

atmosphere “amid the clatter of a mill or of a railroad train” and even had an 

advantage over healthy individuals (359). Thus, Paracusis Willisii, in its 

paradoxical symptomatic manifestations, not only questions the rationality of 

medical approach but gives grounds for its speculative exploration in fiction.  

                                                             
37 The asterisk leads to a footnote explaining that cases of this kind are known to physicians when 
“[t]he concussion of the deaf nerve is the cause of the acquired sensitiveness; nor is there any limit to 
that sensitiveness when the tumult is immensely augmented” (Shiel 63). 
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Although the narrator’s diagnosis of “Paracusis Wilisü” tends to ground 

Haco’s condition in medicine, it lacks a professional approach that disregards the 

subjective stance of the “curious” in light of the unknown. As a result, Haco’s 

acute hearing oscillates between common-sense structures and “unhuman” 

otherness that offers a more flexible paradigm based on speculation and magical 

thinking.  

The rational intervention in the text operates on the level of language and 

challenges the mystical with the inclusion of medical terms. The medical 

discourse of “nausea,” “nerve-endings,” “the labyrinth” [of the ear], “inner ear,” 

“entotic” [impressions] and “tinnitus” infuses the narrator’s conception of 

Harfager’s state, with “tinnitus” standing out in the composite of terminology: 

“He was constantly racked, moreover, with the consciousness of sounds so 

peculiar in their character, that I could account for them on no other supposition 

than that of a tinnitus infinitely sick” (Shiel 63). 

Shiel’s appropriation of tinnitus (an ear disease characterized by the 

perception of ringing or buzzing in the ears) is similar to the use of paracusis in 

its sensationalistic potential, with early accounts carrying uncanny associations 

since Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia.38 New approaches to the conception and 

treatment of tinnitus appeared in the nineteenth century with the classifications 

of Jean Marie Gaspard Itard, who connected the disease to vascular physiological 

noises and separated symptomatic tinnitus found in office workers, hysterical 

women and hypochondriacs, from “fantastic tinnitus” related to auditory 

hallucinations (Stephens 968–69). Medical accounts of tinnitus symptoms 

suggest that the condition takes different forms – from the sounds of buzzing and 

humming, to those of natural phenomena, such as rain or waterfalls. George P. 

Field in his 1875 descriptions of “tinnitus aurium” refers to the “tidal sound” or 

“that which we can produce by holding a shell to the ear” as one of the most 

common and frequently complained of among his patients (8). The constant 

deafening sounds of the ocean that penetrate Harfager’s house reflect the 

disturbing and most common symptoms of tinnitus and imply the affective power 

of noise in the interconnection between the acoustic landscape of the place and 

the psycho-acoustic response of the dweller.  

What interested nineteenth-century audiologists is also what Shiel 

employs in the representation of Haco’s condition: the vast acoustic topology of 

tinnitus. Field observes that various tinnitus sounds described by patients depend 

on a number of conditions, from fancy to the physical location of the patients and 

their familiarity with the sounds: 

thus persons from the country draw their similitudes from the 
objects and noises by which they have been surrounded, as the 
falling and rushing of water, the singing of birds, buzzing of bees, 

                                                             
38 In the sixteenth century BC, the Assyrians believed that ears could “sing,”  “when the hand of a ghost 
siez[ed] a man” (Stephens 964). 
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and the waving or rustling of trees; while, on the other hand, 
persons living in towns, or in the vicinity of machinery and 
manufactures, say that they hear the rolling of carriages, 
hammering, and the various noises caused by steam engines. 
Servants almost invariably add to their other complaints that they 
suffer from the “ringing of bells” in their ears. (7–8)       

Similar observations pervade the accounts of Dr. McNaughton Jones (1890) who 

studied 260 cases of the disease and Dr. Sexton (1880), a physician who was 

afflicted by tinnitus aurium (Eggermont 4).  

In its complexity and idiosyncrasy, Haco’s description of the sounds of 

tinnitus reaches imaginary domains and embraces new conceptions of sound. His 

experience is mediated through the discourse of the narrator, who reports the 

roars of sound enmeshed in “the lullaby of some bird” and “accumulated human 

tones” progressing into a “medley of musical movements” or the shocking 

“crashing” of sound that resembled “the monstrous racket of the crackling of a 

cosmos of crockery round his ears” (Shiel 63). With the disturbing tinnitus 

sounds, Haco’s mind expands into the cosmic acoustic landscape. He does not 

place noise and music in direct opposition but envisions harmony in the 

accumulation of anthrophonic sounds and the potential of noise to contain the 

order of music. This conception aligns with the ideas of the Scottish poet, 

musician and philosopher James Beattie (1735 – 1803) on poetry and music, who 

attempts to bind together noise and harmony in the imitative power of music. For 

Beattie, music can imitate a number of sounds, such as “the song of certain birds, 

the murmur of a stream, the shouts of multitudes, the tumult of a storm, the roar 

of thunder, or a chime of bells,” that causes the impression of the sublime but falls 

short of reproducing “the crowing of cocks, the barking of dogs, the mewing of 

cats, the grunting of swine,” and others (132). In her analysis of Shiel’s text, 

Mieszkowski goes beyond the content and temporality of Shiel’s Gothic tale and 

associates Haco’s appreciation of noise with Luigi Russolo’s “Futurist Manifesto: 

The Art of Noises,” by which the story develops a scenario that could have 

fascinated futurists with its reflection of Russolo’s “six families of noises” (“Noise” 

211).  

In his description of the sounds of tinnitus Haco conflates the acoustic with 

the visual when he says that he could “frequently see, rather than hear, the parti-

coloured wheels of a mazy sphere-music deep, deep within the black dark of the 

cataract’s roar” (Shiel 63). This synesthetic blending demonstrates the 

interaction of sensory modalities but also pinpoints the pathological instability of 

the character’s perception. According to David Howes and Constance Classen, 

synesthesia was considered an “abnormal” and “pathological” condition before 

the twenty-first century (153). 

Both the tinnitus sounds and outside noises cause a mixture of vertigo and 

painful and pleasurable sensations in Haco Harfager. Although any increase in 
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sound produces acute pain in the ears, he feels “the luxury of torture involved in 

a large sound-increase around” (Shiel 66). Mieszkowski bridges Haco’s 

enjoyment in suffering with madness and suggests that such descriptions of 

masochistic aural experiences position the tale in “the decadent literary tradition” 

where “The House of Sounds” connects the “fin de siècle cult of the beautifully 

disgusting, the pleasurably painful and Russolo’s pre-WW I fantasy of the role 

noises were going to play in modernity” (“Noise” 213). At the same time, Haco 

with his idiosyncratic hearing and pathological addiction to pain and pleasure is 

emblematic of “Gothic medicine” that features an individual who indulges in 

detrimental addictive sensual pleasures ( Hughes 193).  

This highly corporeally experienced type of listening is characteristic of 

turn of the century degeneration in bridging two disconcerting psycho-acoustic 

tendencies: painful sound sensitivity and addiction to aural excitement (Schwartz 

473). The social critic and physician Max Nordau writes how music agitates and 

strains the mind in order to please. In Degeneration (1895), Nordau describes the 

tendency of fin-de-siècle listeners to seek novel sensations and intense stimuli 

and enhance their perception of sound through the emotions. As a result, the 

audience awaits the interruption of harmony by a dissonant interval or a sudden 

change of pitch and keys. They then leave the concert hall after the performance 

“with all the nervous exhaustion of a young pair of lovers, who for hours at the 

nightly tryst have sought to exchange caresses through a closely-barred window” 

(Nordau 12–13). In Shiel’s story, the intoxicating and contradictory effect of 

sound on Haco’s hearing underscores the significance of the ear as “an erotic 

orifice” (Schafer 12) and the transformative power of sounds as tactile vibrations. 

Noise in Haco’s house becomes a “synesthetic type of perturbation” that has a 

noxious effect on its dwellers, relating to the etymology of “noise” by which 

“noising” and “nauseous” derive from the same root (Novak 125). Thus, the 

dominion of sonic affect implies decadent pleasure of noise and describes the 

affective complexity and multifariousness of sonic phenomena.  

Shiel illuminates the problems of the phenomenology of sound perception 

with his fictional representation of acute hearing and Haco’s psycho-acoustic 

experience. The unnamed narrator gives an account of how every sound informs 

the sufferer of “Oxyecoia” in one of the neurological case histories about the 

matter causing the sound: “a rod for instance, of mixed copper and tin striking 

upon a rod of mixed iron and lead, conveyed to him not merely the proportion of 

each metal in each rod, but some knowledge of the essential meaning and spirit, 

as it were, of copper, of tin, of iron and of lead” (Shiel 54). 

Such transgression of physical properties of things bears uncanny qualities 

in its exposure of the unfamiliar properties in the acoustic familiarity of the 

object. In this transgression, audition challenges the hierarchical superiority of 

“visuocentrism” as a source of perceptual information with its hidden informative 

potential. Walter Ong describes the way senses access the interiority of things, 

prioritizing the capacity of sound in the exploration of the physical interior of an 
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object. Vision can only help to conceive the surface of things, whereas sound is 

able to reveal the interior structures of the sound-producing objects, be they solid, 

hollow, silver, or lead (Ong 67–68).39    

Shiel’s story raises the question of the relationship between sound and its 

material source in the process of listening and gives primacy to the source of 

sound. In other words, augmented auditory capacities allow for unrestricted 

access to sound that consists in the sounding object. In his essay “The Origin of 

the Work of Art” (1935), Heidegger argues that tones and noises are not perceived 

but rather heard as “the storm whistling in the chimney” or “the three-motored 

plane,”  which makes things closer than sensations: “We hear the door shut in the 

house and never hear acoustical sensations or even mere sounds” (10). In his 

turn, Haco not only haughtily exposes scientific ignorance, but he claims 

superiority in his access to sound both within and outside the acoustic landscape 

of the house. Haco compromises scientific knowledge by emphasizing the 

importance of auditory perception. Yet pertaining to sound phenomenology, 

“hearing acute” in “The House of Sounds” signifies degenerative Gothic otherness 

that challenges both categories of knowledge and newly-established “unhuman” 

ways of sensing. Despite the authority of medical terminology, Haco fails to 

legitimize his perception that oscillates between advanced access to reality and 

the imaginative construct of his morbid psyche.  

1.3.3. The sonic warfare of Harfager’s house 

In the following section, I move from the morbid state of the auscultator to the 

soundscape of the house, where I examine the acoustic manifestation of the fall 

of the house of Harfager. As the narrator approaches the site, the auditory 

landscape unfolds from the silence of the North Sea to the tumult of the island of 

Rayba. The island and the house itself harbor the damaging excess of sound and 

evince the sonorous retribution for the sins of the Harfagers. By destroying Haco’s 

hearing, the acoustic landscape reconfigures into a site of sonic warfare and 

shows how destruction reveals the full phenomenological and transcendental 

potential of listening.       

The narrator’s approach to Haco’s dwelling registers the change of auditory 

scene that varies from the “ghostly” look of the “silent sea” and “brooding sky” to 

the violence of roaring waves (Shiel 57). Initially, silence affects the narrator with 

its alienating uncanniness that is gradually amplified through an encroaching 

darkness conventional of Gothic. Tension builds through the intersection of 

auditory and visual phenomena, where silence and darkness encapsulate the 

                                                             
39 Ong supports his take on sound and interior structures with the following: “Hearing can register 
interiority without violating it. I can rap a box to find whether it is empty or full or a wall to find 
whether it is hollow or solid inside. Or I can ring a coin to learn whether it is silver or lead” (68).  
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sinister omens of the upcoming semi-Arctic storm, the sonic assault of the island, 

and the perils that await the narrator in the house of Harfager. 

As mediated through the narrator’s auscultation, the soundscape in the 

vicinity of Rayba becomes more aggressive and immersive and reflects the 

geographic singularity of the place: “Rayba, he [the skipper] said, was the centre 

of quite a nest of those rösts (eddies) and crosscurrents, which the tidal wave 

hurls with complicated swirlings among all the islands” (58). The skipper adds, 

however, that the island was notable for the unusual “angriness” of the waves, 

employing the metaphorical language of warfare to describe the augmenting 

brutality of the water. The sea swells with militaristic animation – the narrator 

depicts “the row of sea-crags that garrisoned the land around” – and reaches its 

culmination in the immense power of waves that exceeds the large-power of 

weaponry: “Its shock [...] had often more than all the efficiency of artillery, tossing 

tons of rock to heights of six hundred feet upon the island” (58). The foregoing 

militaristic comparison extends to the site of Rayba and pinpoints its geographic 

vulnerability to the surrounding sea. Resonating with Poe’s “troop of echoes,” the 

waves are “an army with banners” rushing toward the land, and the water is 

“roaring” in its “tonnage in hoary fury” (59). Another connection with Poe is 

traceable through the narrator’s uncanny response to noise that imitates the 

response of Poe’s narrator to silence. A “sinking, a sickening of the heart” in Poe 

becomes “a sinking of the heart, and a singular sickness of giddiness” in Shiel 

(59), which underscores a vertiginous effect of psycho-somatic disorientation in 

Shiel’s narrator. Here, the opposites of noise and silence are equated in the excess 

of affective perception that denies sound: where silence is “the absence of sound,”  

noise, according to David Novak, is more of a “metadiscourse of sound” as 

anything at the right decibel level can become noise regardless of the original 

source (126).   

The soundscape of the house of Harfager bridges its foregrounding history 

with the specifics of interior acoustics. Haco’s warning from the Chronicle that 

the house is “ruthless and without pity” (56) finds its material realization in its 

location and architectural distinctiveness. The site of Haco’s dwelling reminds the 

narrator of “an amphitheatre” or “rather the form of a Norman door” situated flat 

on the ground and surrounded by the roaring ocean (59). With its intricate oval 

shape and intense sonification, the location is suggestive of the shape of a human 

ear that collects and amplifies the sound. The house itself is situated within the 

curve of the “Norman cataract” and represents a “fabric of brass” (59). Brass 

being the metal for trumpets and trombones, the house is a resonating surface 

that attracts outside noise and vibrations just as the auditory canal receives the 

sound from the pinna. Thus, the house and the surrounding area form a strictly 

coordinated unity that acts against the soundproof destination of a house and 

represents the discomforting ecology of vibration and amplified noise. Such 
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disintegration of stability in a dwelling corresponds to Gordon Matta-Clark’s40 

elusive notion of “anarchitecture” (1974) – a combination of “anarchy” and 

“architecture” – that expresses the vibrational topology of sound around the 

listener (Goodman, Sonic Warfare 77). As Steve Goodman suggests, where 

architecture resists the “vibrational strain” of reverberation, anarchitecture 

constitutes a domain of discomfort that unites the interior and the exterior “onto 

a continuum of differential vibration” (78).  

The anarchitecture of vibrational surfaces carries a strong militaristic 

potential, where noise represents “a weapon in a war of perception” to borrow 

from Goodman (Sonic Warfare 7). As with Warren’s apocalyptic sound of 

thunder and Poe’s destructive thunderstorm, Shiel’s outdoor sound infuses the 

space with its catastrophic vulnerability. As a result, the sonic militariness of the 

sea translocates into the interior of the house and envelops the narrator in 

melancholy: 

Darkness now was around me – and sound. I seemed to stand in the 
center of some yelling planet, the row resembling the resounding of 
many thousands of canon, punctuated by strange crashing and 
breaking uproars. And a madness descended on me; I was near to 
tears. “Here,” I said, “is the place of weeping; not elsewhere is the 
vale of sighing.”  (Shiel 60) 

Soundscape in Haco’s house becomes a continuous site of geophonic warfare that 

references the revengeful curse of the Harfagers. Or as Mieszkowski suggests, the 

house is the center of a “meteorological as well as seismic occurrence” (“Noise” 

195). Neither the narrator nor Haco Harfager are sheltered from noise but are 

contained within the space that produces sonorous morbid immersion, enhanced 

by the brass materials. This space becomes, in Goodman’s terms, “the most 

elementary battlefield of sonic warfare” with its weapons, participants, targets, 

and the woeful outcome of assault (Goodman 79).  

The sonic composition of the house operates in conjunction with its 

architectural design. The house is a large dark enclosed space with a labyrinthine 

geometry, spacious halls, long chambers, and the reverberating “brazen” floor 

and walls. The amplification of outside noise by Harfager’s “brazen” mansion 

throughout the halls, labyrinths and chambers initiate an inescapable vertigo and 

giddiness within the narrator: “as I quickly discovered, in no nook of the 

quivering building was the air in a state of rest, but was for ever commoved by a 

curious agitation, a faint windiness, like an echo of tempests, which 

communicated a universal nervousness to the curtains” (Shiel 61). 

The narrator’s observations on the pervading atmosphere of “raggedness 

and decay,” with “the miasma of decomposition” in the air (61), mirrors the 

destructive putrescence of the house of Usher. Yet Shiel’s house is distinctive for 

                                                             
40 An American artist and architect known for experimental and spectacular projects.  
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the detrimental and constant sound of water that establishes and reinforces the 

narrator’s “sense of being infinitely drowned and buried in the boundless 

deluges”: “For a long time I sat in solitude, conscious of the shaking of the 

mansion, though every sense was swallowed up and confounded in one 

impression of sound. Water, water, was the world – a nightmare on my breast” 

(60).  

The “water” that consolidates the ambient sound is a composite material 

that unites a wide range of previously mentioned descriptions, such as “yelling,” 

“resounding of [...] canon” or “crashing and breaking uproars” (60). The crashing 

sound of water echoes the tumult of war in its oscillation between order and 

chaos, equating vortex with military turbulence. Water becomes the “world” and 

the word that gives the sonic environment in Haco’s house its unique character. 

Water outlines both the inherent complexity of sound and the potential for its 

distinctive signature. The ambient sound of the water forms what Murray Schafer 

calls the “low-fi soundscape” with the overdense sound ambience. In the low-fi 

soundscape, “individual acoustic signals are obscured in an overdense population 

of sounds” (43). Within Schafer’s theory of the soundscape, the sound of ocean or 

sea water represents a keynote sound that is continuously heard by the dwellers 

of nearby houses and forms a background for the perception of other sounds 

(272).  

In Shiel’s text, the crashing roar of water creates the intense and 

continuous low-fi ambient sound that produces both similar and antagonistic 

effects on the narrator and Haco Harfager. As Haco and his guest are equally 

tormented by increasing sound-initiated giddiness and mental disintegration, the 

ambience with Haco’s “Paracusis Wilisü” girds his ability to hear most distant 

sounds, whereas for the unnamed narrator the ambience hampers his reception 

of sound. Noise for Harfager is not distracting or disruptive but rather 

fundamental to his ability to detect the inaudible. Haco’s affliction thus implies 

augmented sonic accessibility to the soundscape inside and outside his domestic 

space. In particular, Harfager’s attention is drawn by two sound signals with 

specific aural properties: the sounds of the falling leaden balls in the mysterious 

horologe of the house and the sound of bells in his mother’s coffin. Both of these 

signals delineate the acoustic properties of space and impact Haco’s perceptual 

orientation. In the following section of the study, I consider the way the two sound 

signals relate to the concept of “sonus mortis” – the acoustic manifestation of the 

end of time (Gazelles 129) – and represent the warning devices that encode a 

message about the imminent end of the house of Harfager.  

1.3.4. The house and sonus mortis  

Eventually, the soundscape becomes infused with mortality and doom as every 

vibration of the house and every leaden drop communicate the end of time. As 
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Harfager is leading his guest through the maze of chambers and corridors, he 

keeps repeating the word “Hark!” in an “ungainly wild” fashion (Shiel 61). Haco’s 

auscultation reflects Michael David Levin’s concept of “hearkening” (after 

Heidegger’s Das Horchen), which describes a phenomenological type of attention 

to the world. As such, hearkening refers to hearing that accentuates not only 

perceiving sounds but a deep understanding of what is perceived (Henriques 

104–05). The sound signal that attracts Haco’s attention remains outside the 

acoustic reach of the narrator, and Haco provides an explanation by leading his 

guest to a room with a pool. The narrator’s description of the room includes a 

massive horologe (an invention of the revengeful medieval mechanic of the 

house). When the house vibrates, tiny leaden balls fall from the roof and sink into 

the pool, “hiss[ing] on contact with the water a whiff of mist” (Shiel 64). Each ball 

represents one of the descendants of the house, and the falling of the last ball will 

supposedly signify the halt of the hour-glass and the end of the Harfager family 

line. Haco’s constant call to “hark” thus becomes an appeal for the narrator’s 

advanced engagement with the sonic phenomena and recognition of their deep 

apocalyptic significance. The sound of falling and hissing balls serves as an 

acoustic warning device and a trigger for Harfager’s overacute hearing. He 

confesses to the narrator that the sounds of leaden balls that prophesy the falling 

of the house are “a constant sorrow for his ears; that from hour to hour his life 

was a keen waiting for their fall; [...] that in whatever region of the mansion he 

chanced to be, they found him out with a crashing loudness” (65). With Haco’s 

exceptional hearing, the sounds are sonic interventions that establish a 

tormenting auditory continuity and communicate mortality. Such morbid 

implications of the auditory are addressed with the concept of sonus mortis.  

Brigitte Gazelles’ Soundscapes in Early French Literature (2005) 

considers the concept of “sonus mortis” in apocalyptic texts where noise 

communicates the end of time and accompanies the material appearance of 

ephemeral, spiritual or godlike entities. Sonus mortis soundscapes contain 

shamanic drumming that accompany the out-of-the-body journey, the noise of 

damnation in the underworld, the silence of tongue-tied sinners, and the sonority 

of Judgment Day. The latter is rich with the noise of thunder, earthquake, voices 

of the four beasts, and horns of angels. In Shiel’s story, sonus mortis relates to the 

demolition of the house and the family line and inheres indeterminacy about the 

source of sound.  

The hissing sound of falling leaden balls is not the only sound signal to 

attract Haco’s attention nor to delineate the spatial arrangement of the 

soundscape. As the narrator follows him through the maze, they enter a chamber 

with a coffin containing the corpse of Harfager’s mother. The construction of the 

coffin reminds the narrator of a musical instrument as he regards three rods 

attached to a side of the coffin, with each rod having a little silver “morrice” bell: 
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I noticed that over the body had been fixed three bridges, like the 
bridge of a violin [...]. In each of them was a hole, and across each of 
the three holes passed a string from the morrice-bell above it – the 
three holes being thus divided by the three tight strings into six 
semi-circles. (Shiel 61)  

Haco explains the significance of this construction. The “morrice-bells” attached 

to the strings are supposed to protect his mother’s body from rats. The body’s 

integrity maintains its “principle of life” that resides in the “spirit of fluid” and 

resists annihilation “while the organs which it pervades remain” (67). Harfager 

attributes his knowledge of the principle of life to the writings of Bacon and 

Paracelsus. Other sources he mentions are Baron Verulam’s account of a dead 

man speaking words of prayer and the accounts of the beating of a frog’s heart 

after “death.”  Furthermore, Haco quotes from the Bible: “She is not dead ... but 

sleepeth” (67).   

Unsettling as it is, Haco’s outlook is consistent with nineteenth-century 

conceptions of death, namely as an ambiguous condition that bypassed precise 

language and science. Philippe Ariès in The Hour of Our Death notes that “life 

encroached on death,” and the time and duration of death was uncertain until 

there were signs of decomposition. Hence there was both a tendency to see signs 

of life in corpses in which hair and nails continued to grow and to delay 

decomposition by embalming. Such an attitude allowed for the possibility of 

“resurrection” of the dead and was supported by the followers of galvanism. 

According to Frances Ashcroft, unless the body was blown to pieces, the death of 

an organism was considered to be a “gradual closing down.” When muscle cells 

and nerves continued to maintain their hold on life for some time after death, the 

deceased could be animated by electricity (31).  

The works of Bacon and Paracelsus that Haco features in his speculations 

refer to the theory of vitality (or vitalism), by which all living organisms contain 

some form of power or non-mechanical force that animates them (Packham 1). 

Francis Bacon’s History of Life and Death expounds his doctrine of vital spirit 

“that exists in all living bodies, keeps all the parts in due subjection; when it 

escapes, the body decomposes” (Bacon cviii). The circulation of fluid to maintain 

the functions of the body is discussed in the works of Paracelsus (1529-30), who 

believed that the body is developed from sulphur, was stiffened by salt, and 

contained the fluid substance of mercury: “All parts of the body have their own 

fluid: thus the blood has one the flesh has another, the bones, the marrow, each 

has its own fluid which is Mercury” (82–83). Haco’s design to deter the rats from 

“gnawing” at and deconstructing his mother’s body, aims to ensure the living 

principle, and resembles a sonic alarm system found in life preserving coffins in 

the nineteenth century. 

In the absence of correct diagnoses of death and the prevalence of 

premature burials in time of war and epidemics, solutions were proposed to 
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ensure the state of death: from waiting mortuaries (where bodies were kept until 

the signs of putrefaction were visible) to safety coffins with air pipes, feeding 

tubes and cords attached to bells above the ground and the limbs of the 

“deceased.” One of the most famous safety devices that involved the ringing of 

bells was Bateson’s Revival Device (or Bateson’s Belfry) which consisted of an 

iron bell placed above the burial site with a cord connected to the deceased 

person’s hand, so that the slightest movement could trigger the alarm (Dossey 

349). In German funeral homes bells were attached to the arms of the bodies to 

ring at the tiniest tremor and prevent premature burial (Aries and Weaver 506).  

Haco repeatedly refers to the bells on his mother’s coffin as “of the sort 

called morris,” or “morrisco-bells” (Shiel 61, 69), thus establishing a connection 

with Oriental acoustic settings. The word “morris” is derived from “morisco” or 

“Moorish,” which dates back to Old French “morois” (Moorish, Arab, black).41 

The word is mainly used in connection with “morris dance” (mooriske dans) – a 

late medieval folk dance that was performed in colorful costumes, with (morris) 

bell pads attached to the shins. The English morris dance represents both a 

typical English tradition and an encounter with the foreign and exotic (Iyengar 

87). The sounds of Moorish bells in the dark chamber of Haco’s house diversify 

the aural environment with exoticism that interrupts the structure of the auditory 

landscape and violates the solemnity of the burial place with the suggestion of 

decadent entertainment. The sound of bells illuminates Shiel’s decadent ideas, 

salutes the Arabesque representations of Edgar Poe, and supports the natural 

decay of the house of Harfager. In this connection, the sound signal of bells 

acquires an ambivalent position towards sonus mortis: it both resists the end of 

time by alerting a listener of continuing life and suggests inevitable decline and 

decay.  

At the same time, the sound of morris bells not only manifests Oriental 

exoticism and resistance to death, but also creates a territorial identity for the 

mother and re-establishes her authority. The auditory territory circumscribed by 

the sound reaches Haco in every corner of the house and causes a response 

bordering on insanity: “with a face ungainly wild over the glare of the light, he 

tossed up his fingers, and gave out a single word: from the form of his lips I 

guessed the word “Hark!” (Shiel 61). 

The sound of the bells defines a territory that is haunted by the implication 

of threat both to the body of the mother and the family line. The bells discipline 

Harfager’s listening and reaction to prolong the preservation of her body. Thus, 

the mother indirectly remains a figure of authority that hierarchizes the division 

of the auditory space and extends her hold over Haco even after her assumed 

death. Yet, as the fragmented discontinuous sounds of three morrisco-bells 

thread themselves through the space of the house and manifest the gradual 

                                                             
41 "morris dance, n." OED Online, Oxford University Press, June 2019, www.oed.com/view 
/Entry/122405. Accessed 4 July 2019. 
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demolition of the mother’s body, the sounds of sonus mortis become more 

audible and rapid, and the acoustic landscape more chaotic. Anolik observes in 

Property and Power in English Gothic Literature that the oppressive figure of 

the mother in Gothic fiction is commonly “dead, imprisoned or somehow 

abjected,”  allowing for the development of the deviant plot and narrative (104–

05). Shiel appropriates a similar, albeit more idiosyncratic strategy by presenting 

the authoritative influence of Haco’s “quasi-dead” mother and then annihilating 

it before moving on to the destruction of the house.   

Ultimately, the indispensable constituents of sonus mortis that imbricate 

the soundscape of the house parallel the painful destruction of its dwellers. After 

the tickling of the first morrisco bell, the house progressively descends into sonic 

chaos, mirrored by the physical and psychological disintegration of its owner and 

disorientation of the narrator. Together with the perimortem shriek of Haco’s 

aunt and the roar of water, the “strainings and creakings” in the chamber of death 

exacerbate his exhaustion, “bursts of vertigo,” and “ataxic strenuousness” (Shiel 

68).42 The narrator refers to Haco as “some maniac prophet” with “the lunacy of 

bliss in his eyes” (69), which justifies Haco’s prediction of the house’s fall. In 

addition, the ceaseless ambient noise creates a rich potential for confusion 

between the acoustic environment, auditory hallucinations and tinnitus. 

Harfager complains of continuous seduction by “the wooing of a silver piccolo”43 

whereas the narrator with “feverish ears” auscultizes “the noisings of some far-

off lamentation and voice in Ramah,” unsure if the sound is in his ear or “the 

screaming of the gale” (Shiel 69). With the increasing discontinuity of fragmented 

sounds and the oppressive ambience of noise, the soundscape stimulates 

speculative auscultation mediating between the external environment and the 

acoustic geography of the psyche. 

With the ringing of the second bell, the acoustic environment in the house 

becomes a chaotic interchange of fragmented sound against the ambience of 

water, when the “crashing racket of crowds of pictures and couches” is followed 

by “the bass of a dull thud” caused by the falling of the numerous coffins in the 

burial hall (Shiel 70). The narrator auscultizes the sounds of screams – “unreal, 

like the shriekings of demons,” followed by the menacing augmented “baritone of 

the cataract” (70). The waves of acoustical energy transgress the constrictions of 

space and personified identity to acquire a form of theological and 

anthropomorphic projection with its devastating effect upon Haco and the 

narrator, who suffer from auditory fever. The lamenting sound “in Ramah” 

transgresses into the acousmatic “wild wailing” that aligns with the mourning of 

tortured souls in Hell and underscores a contrast between the shrieking noise as 

“engineered” by the Devil and its result upon its victims (Gazelles 135). Thus, the 

acoustic transformation turns Harfager’s house into a projection of the 

                                                             
42 Characterized by ataxy – the irregularity and unsteadiness of movement.  
43 A half-size flute notable for its piercing sound (Hoffmann 2349). 
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underworld - a locus filled with the roars and shrieks of demons and the howling 

and lamentations of the tormented sinners (Schwartz 70). 

Eventually, soundscape in Hac’s house resonates with the sounds in Poe’s 

“The Fall of the House of Usher,” from which Shiel subtly appropriates the 

elements of tempest, the falling shield, and the crashing demolition of the house. 

At the same time, the acoustic scenes are augmented to the level of cosmic chaos. 

Poe’s final tempest is challenged by the amplified “majesty of the now climatic 

tempest” and the “cry of the now redoubled cataract,” which rapidly progresses 

to “the downpour of the world of waters” in “The House of Sounds” (Shiel 71, 72). 

In addition, the falling of the brazen shield with the terrifying ringing sound in 

Usher’s house is doubled by the crashing sounds of two brass shields in the house 

of Harfager that mimic “the crash of a tamboureen” (71). With the sound of the 

third bell the sonic atmosphere of the house consists of warfare and music: “[I] 

was made aware by a crackling racket, like musketry, above, and the downpour 

of a world of waters, that some water-sprout, in the waltz and whirl, had hurled 

its broken summit upon us, and burst through the dome” (72).  

Militaristic undertones overwhelm the dwellers with terrifying sonic 

violence. In addition, the vertigo, the mental derangement and periods of 

unconsciousness that affect both Haco and the narrator resemble the effects of 

“general nervous shock” (or a form of shell shock registered during the Boer War 

of 1899-1902) on the battle ground that Hillel Schwartz calls “a disorder of time 

and sound” (559). The military sounds co-exist simultaneously with the sounds 

of water and music: “the waltz and whirl” and ensuing “carnival of the vortices” 

(Shiel 72). The fusion of sonic warfare and movement imbues the soundscape of 

the house with the disquieting aesthetics of destruction. As noise and motion 

unite in aesthetic destruction, natural forces and the dwelling are given 

anthropomorphic attributes. The waltzing and the carnival of water are a 

background to the houses’s flapping tapestries, which resemble “the streaming 

hair of some ranting fakir.” This image mirrors the ultimate disintegration of 

Haco with his “lifted hair” and “quivering cheeks” (72, 73). Noise complicates the 

distinction between human and non-human, by which the latter acquires a 

transcendental force and transformative influence over the host of the house.     

Eventually, Haco welcomes sonus mortis and contributes to the musicality 

of destruction with the sound of a drum. He refuses to leave the house and “feebly, 

but persistingly” keeps beating on a drum “with a club in his bloody fist” (Shiel 

73). With Haco’s Paracusis that requires enhanced noise in order to hear, the 

sound of the drum acquires prosthetic and epistemological significance – he 

needs to beat the drum to augment his listening. At the same time, the sound of 

Haco’s drum infuses the soundscape of the collapsing house with the sense of 

shamanic rhythm and spirituality and adds an element of exoticism to the sounds 

of the end of time. Gazelles positions drumming as an anti-Christian constituent 

of sonus mortis that induces a trance-like state in shamans and prepares them for 

the “out-of-the-body journey to the other world” (132–33). Haco’s drumming not 
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only represents a rhythmic accompaniment to his self-destruction. The 

drumming becomes a symbolic signifier connecting a sound signal with the 

vulnerability of a perforated eardrum, thus uniting sound, the house, and its host 

in annihilation.  

The end of the house of Harfager entails the rejection of audition in favor 

of the primacy and safety of vision. The narrator’s auscultation celebrates the 

cosmic potentiality of sound when he describes “a shrill din, like the splitting of a 

world” that reaches his ears as the dwelling of the Harfagers becomes “a memory 

of the past” (Shiel 73). Eventually, Shiel unfolds the transcendental quality of 

perception in the spiritualization of experience when then the narrator no longer 

describes the aural experience, but sees the aurora borealis and, being cured of 

delusion, glorifies the heavens for his rescue “from all the temptation, the 

tribulation, and the breakage, of Rayba” (73). The visual takes the place of the 

audible as a healing alternative with its safe distance of observation. There is a 

divide between the morbid and militaristic sonority and the security of the vision 

that positions the self at a distance from the perceived world and redirects from 

the audible to what Steven Connor calls the “rationalized “Cartesian grid” of the 

visualist imagination, which positioned the perceiving self as a single point of 

view” (“The Modern Auditory I” 206). Although the “distancing eye” is less 

immersed in the world than the “listening ear” that ensures a more embodied and 

enhanced interaction with the world through sound, vision provides a more 

secure, impassionate, distanced and contemplative paradigm that, as Angela 

Frattarola suggests, references the traditional Enlightenment notions of the self 

(132). The light of the aurora borealis in Shiel’s story signals the alternative forms 

of epistemology accessible to the narrator as the survivor of Rayba and defies the 

insightful and revelatory “sound of the world” that remains with Haco Harfager 

at the cost of his life.   

*** 

“The House of Sounds” creates a fictional psychoacoustic space in which the 

overwhelming and dynamic plurality of rhythms invades the dwelling in a 

destructive interaction with the hearing subject. Shiel’s technique in this respect 

is inherently Poesque: just as the catacombs of Usher’s house parallel the 

intricacies of his mind and the façade carries an anthropomorphic resemblance 

with its “vacant eye-like windows,” the locality and seismic incidence of Haco’s 

mansion is but a macro model of its allegorical receptacle: a human ear. The 

abundant terminology that pertains to the diseases of the ear blends the Gothic 

with clinical medicine and results in a speculative and spectacular representation 

of the over-acuteness of hearing that interrupts rather than supports the 

boundaries of physiology. Haco’s ear as emblematic of Gothic revenge prevails 

against the narrator’s attempts to accommodate it with medical rationality. Yet, 

the affliction is not arbitrary: it guarantees privileged access to the intricacies of 

acoustic epistemologies and makes the afflicted a mirror image of his dwelling. In 

the representation of Harfager’s affliction, Shiel places a man with a physical 
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disorder and psychological instability at the center and reverses the “typical” 

representation of the mad “Other” as female. Thus, the text exemplifies what 

Kungl refers to as the nineteenth-century Gothic’s preoccupation with both the 

maintenance of boundaries between races, classes and sexes, and their collapse 

(170–71).  

The ecology of external sound in the house of Harfager surpasses the 

targeted transience of the thunderstorm in Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and 

the Boxer” and the final ruinous invasion in Poe’s “The Fall of the House of 

Usher,” as it envelops the house with the omnipresent militaristic sonic assault, 

amplified in the anarchitecture of its brazen vibrational surface. Inside, the house 

represents a locus of noise with the polyphony of sound signals against the 

ambience of water and the mechanical music of the sonus mortis. Its labyrinthine 

geography both supports and resists sonic morbidity by channeling the continuity 

of noise and the sounds of the hissing metallic balls against the exotic rhythms of 

the morrisco bells. The bells signal the indirect presence of the surveilling mother. 

Ultimately, the soundscape accommodates the elements that render the 

ongoing spatial destruction with the chaotic interchange of wails, demonic 

shrieks, the cry of the cataract, and the shamanic beating of the drum. Music and 

warfare unite in the waltzing whirl of the waves that translates into the avant-

garde simultaneity of destruction and the aesthetics of degeneration. By drawing 

attention to the auditory, Shiel warns against its perils and reaffirms the primacy 

of the visual, where the glory of the aurora borealis in the final lines of the story 

counteracts the sonicity of dangerous vibrations from a safe distance, but lacks 

the transient, voluminous, and embracing experience of the aural.   

Conclusion: hearing polyphonies 

In this chapter on the soundscapes of the houses in selected short stories of 

Warren, Poe and Shiel, I presented the architectural composition of the houses – 

the doctor’s home-office, the decaying house of Usher, and the brazen house of 

Harfager – in their close interaction with the polyphonic environment and the 

listener. 

In terms of spatial representation, the houses reject the expected comfort 

and security of a dwelling. The primary cause is that the house is permeable, 

porous and liminal; doors and windows let in the disturbance of the outside noise. 

In Warren’s text the thunderstorm exposes the vulnerability of the household in 

the face of terrifying sonic transience and anticipation of Judgement Day. The 

sound of thunder intensifies the atmosphere of imminent catastrophe in Usher’s 

house, and the immersive and overwhelming acoustic presence of the outside 

noise reduces the auscultator to the state of constant dizziness in “The House of 

Sounds.”   
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Then, the structural instability of the place – the failure of arrangement, 

the toxic ambience of decay, discomforting conditions, the threat of 

anarchitecture – pronounce points of resistance between the place and the 

inhabitants. Mediating between the office and the domestic environment, objects 

and events, medical equipment and instruments mark spaces of authority in the 

doctor’s house in Warren’s story. As the presence of a patient destabilizes 

domesticity and the household members reduce the validity of the clinical, the 

house resists attribution of a specific status. In Poe’s text, the dark winding 

passages and staircases, as well as the silence and decay of the house signify the 

confusion and disorientation specific to the Gothic architectural uncanny. Shiel’s 

space presents an ecology of vibration, where the house encapsulates a brazen 

chamber of torture and the halls and labyrinths torment with the omnipresent 

noise.  

Just as the stories’ loci articulate diversity and instability, the soundscapes 

in the selected texts operate as polyphonic multi-layered compositions. Silence 

precedes the eruption of sound, both concealing and accentuating, emphasizing 

desolation and backgrounding the atmosphere of secrecy and mortality. 

Acousmatic sound, or sound unseen, evokes fear and imaginative speculations. 

With Poe, the representation of acousmatic sound reaches its mastery in the 

creation and resolution of acoustic ambiguity. Sound is sudden and foreseen, 

soothing and terrifying, progressing from silence to ambience, from noise to 

music. The latter bears therapeutic as well as harmful implications, when music, 

treatment, and death interlace in the aural density of the place. With Warren and 

Poe, music is the source of excitement and the means to alleviate distress, 

whereas with Shiel, music is a subtext and reference to the Oriental, echoing Poe’s 

Arabesque. 

My reading of the three stories outlined the interconnection between the 

place, the sound, and the listener, where under the guidance of sound the 

labyrinths of the house burrow into the mindscape of the dweller. The binary of 

the doctor’s home-office parallels his insecurity about the chain of events, the 

diagnosis, and the treatment that balances in-between the clinical and the 

irrational. Delving into the embedded narratives, Roderick Usher moves along 

the “Escher staircase” that bridges the physical space of the house, the fictional 

sonic space of his visceral readership and the architecture of the mind. Guided by 

sound, the navigation of the inner self channels into the exploration of the actual 

acoustic environment. The chambers of the houses conceal various forms of aural 

and physical liminality and relate to the traumatic influence of the ancestors, or 

per Abraham and Torok, a “transgenerational phantom.” Such phantoms refer to 

inherited psychotic elements of the ancestors – “the dead who were shamed 

during their lifetime or those who took unspeakable secrets to the grave” ( 171). 

The characters’ traumatic influences include mental and physical afflictions: 

Agnes’s catatonia reportedly befell her grandmother, the Ushers’ afflictions bear 
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the signs of the sins of generations, and Haco Harfager’s body and hearing display 

the transgenerational consequence of family feud.  

The locus of interaction with sound shifts its effect on the body and the 

mind as complicated by the idiosyncrasies of perception. Usher’s innate 

musicality and predisposition to over-acute hearing is amplified in Shiel’s Haco 

to a state of pathological impossibility that transforms the sound into a form of 

pleasurable torture. Affliction both complicates and augments hearing, allowing 

sound to be conceived in novel ways. The exceptionality of sound perception 

illuminates the inner structure of the sounding objects.  

Finally, sound and trauma pair with gender. Yet, where the male 

protagonist is agitated, affected and alert, the female remains silent, oppressed, 

invisible, and obligated to communicate her presence indirectly. Cataleptic Agnes 

becomes the centerpiece whose presence redirects the sonic intensity of the place. 

Buried alive, Madeline Usher turns into the locus of fear in her subtle 

pervasiveness and the gradual reclamation of her status. Haco’s mother resists 

death through the surrealistic composition of the site of her premature burial. 

While silent, the female characters are deeply ingrained in the stories and suggest 

gaps and narratives of their own. Such narratives rely on the effort to overcome 

the supremacy of the visual and privilege the sound as a source of insight.  

In the following chapter, I move on to a discussion of Gothic soundscapes 

in a narrower space – the room – that becomes a site of suffering, murder, and 

the return of the repressed, with the focus on the heartbeat sounding in every 

story. At the same time, my study will feature the characters that so far have been 

underrepresented, and the Female Gothic will challenge its counterpart in the 

mastery of the audible.      
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2 – Murder Rooms and Echoes of the Heartbeat 

Introduction: the Sonic Marks of a Bedroom 

Traditionally in Western culture, bedrooms as private spaces in domestic settings 

have been associated with rest and protective secrecy, tranquil withdrawals, and 

refuge. In Bedroom: An Intimate History, historian Michelle Perrot suggests that 

the bedroom represents a protective box, both real and imaginary, that guards 

our belongings – from private correspondence to furniture and thoughts (10). 

Bedrooms ideally repel any outside invasion by strangers and intruders and 

remain sites of enclosure and experience, a microcosm of the world and a 

“foundation[al] aspect of autonomy” (Perrot 274).  

The sonic marks of private domestic spaces, according to Perrot, “compose 

a strange music” that becomes more audible in the silence of the night, with the 

rustling of the pages of bedtime reading, the scratching of pens and the tapping 

of keyboards, the sounds of animals and the cries of children, and the moans and 

groans of the sick and the dying (11). The soundscape of a room develops into a 

polyphonic construct, by which sound comes to be an interpretative tool for the 

exploration of intimacy, relationships with other members of the household, and 

the identification of personalities and experiences. In addition, nineteenth-

century parlors were infused with the voices of spirits and spiritualists that most 

frequently held séances in domestic spaces. As a result, the parlor or the living 

room was a site for social pastimes and encounters, as well as the investigation of 

spirit phenomena (Natale 43–44).   

Perrot’s broad discussion of bedrooms across centuries and cultures 

reveals the inexhaustible potential of the topic, by which certain types of 

bedrooms, such as student bedrooms or a concierge’s lodgings, deserve additional 

elaboration. In particular, the author regrets she has not pursued her 

investigation further towards the bedrooms of detective fiction – or the scenes of 

crime examined by the meticulous eyes of detectives in the works of Edgar Allan 

Poe, Gaston Leroux, Raymond Chandler and Paul Auster. Yet she leaves these 

subjects as “an invitation to travel” (Perrot 273). In this connection, the private 

space of Gothic fiction stands next door to the bedroom murder mysteries of 

crime fiction as an enclosed dangerous place that exposes personal vulnerabilities 

to violence and conflict when privacy is violated and the owner is confronted with 

the unexpected. 

The private spaces of bedrooms, reading rooms and sitting rooms become 

the sites for secrecy, haunting, violence and murder in the architectural uncanny 

of a Gothic house, with its underground vaults, dark catacombs, corridors and 

labyrinths. Like the broader setting of the house, the more limited space reflects 

a personal and cultural mindscape (van Elferen, Gothic Music 11). The room can 

be a locus of unprocessed traumas or a site of repressed desires, anxieties and 
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intense psychological conflict. Thus, the room aligns with the “chamber of the 

mind” in the representation of interiority, and the mind parallels the room that 

has to be “cleared out lest it be suffocated with memories, a place that can easily 

become a prison” (Perrot and Elkin 246). Gothic rooms follow a similar pattern 

in the representation of uncanniness and unhomeliness, where sound acquires 

the power of a destabilizing and affective force.  

Sounds in such dangerous settings compromise delicate domestic 

interiors, affect the listener with the unfamiliar and the unhomely, and violate the 

borders of social stability and security. For instance, in the bedchamber of Ann 

Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho the disembodied human-produced sound 

reflects the liminality between the natural and the supernatural, the real and the 

dream world, making the characters confront their own fears and anxieties. 

Awakened by a strange noise in her room, Emily St. Aubert is not sure whether 

the recurring sound of “rusty bolts” occurs in reality or in a dream, and she grows 

increasingly disturbed by “certain remembrances” and subdued feelings 

(Radcliffe 260–61). According to Angela Archambault, in Charles Maturin’s 

Melmoth the Wanderer, the voice saying “- I am alive. – I am beside you” that 

young John Melmoth hears in his bedroom highlights the fear of the 

unexplainable, when the disembodied sound questions the limits of reason (par. 

22). The Gothic bedroom is discomforting and disquieting. It is a closed space, 

where confinement fuses with the work of inflamed imagination. For instance, in 

Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper”, sound points to a woman 

moving and creeping behind the wallpaper in a bedroom. Whether as signs of 

ghostly afterlife or marks of psychological instability, the noises in private spaces 

can foreshadow inevitable tragedy or reveal the malevolent intentions of their 

owners or guests. 

In her exploration of dangerous spaces in Agatha Christie’s narrative 

fiction, Debora A. Sarnelli underscores the importance of location and spatiality 

for the representation of domestic settings of murders. For instance, in the 

Hercule Poirot series, detailed depictions of the interior space of bedrooms and 

other rooms in the house allow for the reconstruction of the crime scene. The sites 

of murder are selective, with each place possessing its own symbolic status. 

Sarnelli identifies the libraries and the bedrooms as the most dangerous spaces 

in Christie’s households, where dusty shelves and covers conceal secret letters 

and personal diaries (8). Yet, where the visual information delineates the 

narrative structure and temporality of the events taking place in the room 

(Sarnelli 7), the acoustic composition of the place expands perception. Sound 

becomes an integral part of the crime-solving process that uncovers social 

connotations, shapes the narrative, and highlights the complexities of the 

dwellers’ psycho-acoustic experience. With its transparency, ephemerality and 

intangibility, sound accompanies uncanny sensations and atmospheres that are 

critical to appreciate the whole narrative. Likewise, sound translates the motive, 

the setting and the evidence of the crime into an intricate acoustic composition. 
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In addition, the transference and ambiguity of sound, as David Toop suggests, 

“open up space in nature for supernatural sound” and endow rational phenomena 

with an eerie obscure twist (131). 

This chapter explores the soundscapes of Gothic bedrooms in selected 

short stories that feature the room as the main setting and the sound of a 

heartbeat as an anxiety-inducing sound signal: Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale 

Heart,” Edith Nesbit’s “From the Dead,” and Phoebe Yates Pember’s “The Ghost 

of the Nineteenth Century.” I start with Poe’s tale, where I explore the acoustic 

landscape of the murder room through the prism of sonic possibilities. Hearing 

informs the visual in the dark space of the room, where darkness and silence 

obfuscate identity and sound exhibits acousmatic properties. Salomé Voegelin’s 

philosophy of sound (2014) represents an overarching approach that reconciles 

conflicting interpretations and brings together the “actual” and the “imaginary” 

in the experience of auscultation.  

I move on to a set of correspondences between the sound of heartbeat and 

the implications of mortality and consider the echoic qualities of sound that 

reference evidence recording. Next, I give a brief overview of Female Gothic 

writing, where I outline its main features, themes and representatives and then 

discuss the way female Gothic writers engage with sound. I proceed to the short 

story by Nesbit that, as I suggest, borrows from Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart.”  

Sound in Nesbit’s text not only reconfigures the status of the room but allows the 

negotiation of identity, gender and power relations.  

A story by Pember will be analyzed in connection with the limitations of 

patriarchal culture that engenders hermeneutical inequality. I explore how the 

sonic supernatural precedes the rationalization of sound in terms of a mechanical 

device. The soundscape of the death chamber reflects the transience, 

ephemerality and echoic qualities of sound, and Pember’s “explained 

supernatural” bridges the acoustic landscape with the process of industrialization 

in nineteenth-century America. I conclude by knitting Pember, Nesbit and Poe in 

a discussion of sonic possibilities, featuring the uncanniness of the heartbeat as a 

means of communication and the way identities are destabilized through the 

ambiguity of perception.   

 

2.1. Sonic Possible Worlds in Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” 

In the present study of the soundscapes of murder rooms, Poe’s short story “The 

Tell-Tale Heart” (1843) strikes the reader with the paradox of heartbeat and 

auscultation informed by madness. The narrator-protagonist is affected by an 

unnamed disorder that, same as with Roderisk Usher or Haco Harfager, causes 

over-acuteness of senses, especially the sense of hearing. Subjected to a gloomy 

and anxious atmosphere, the narrator is particularly tormented by the sound of 
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an old man’s beating heart and commits what looks like a carefully calculated 

murder. When three policemen come to search the house, he is unable to stand 

the beating of the old man’s heart and admits to the crime.  

As Poe’s narrator’s sense of knowing and understanding of the world is 

constructed by the idiosyncrasy of his perception and his impulsive irrationality, 

the heard, the semi-audible and the unheard merge in the heterophonia (or the 

pluralism of sound) that resists any stratification to the purely rational or 

fantastic).44 Instead, the complexity of the narrator’s perception deconstructs the 

division and admits a total range of possibilities by which any demarcation is 

invalidated. The actual and the imaginary, the inner and the outer, form an 

intricate universe at the critical edge of consciousness. 

The mystery in the story, and in particular, the essence of the murderous 

act, remain attractive for a plethora of critical readings. The story develops 

around the psychological state of the narrator and the source of sound which 

leads him to murder. The identification of the source of sound varies as a 

manifestation of moral insanity (Cleman), schizophrenic hallucinations 

(Zimmerman; Rachman), the narrator’s misapprehension of the beating of his 

own heart (Davidson; Howarth; Hoffman; Shelden; Tucker) or the narrator’s 

over-acuteness of hearing as a fantastic fictional fact (Shen). With due recognition 

of the variety of approaches to narrative reliability, characterization, and criminal 

motive, I do not intend to critique previous readings or outline a definitive 

reading of my own. I will rather show how the potential for coexisting actual and 

fantastic sonic realities allows for the reconciliation of diverse interpretations. My 

reading of the text relies on Lacanian psychoanalysis, Voegelin’s concept of sonic 

possible worlds, and Don Ihde and Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenologies. I 

focus on the soundscape of the murder room – the old man’s bedroom that 

becomes the setting of the crime – in its connection with the narrator’s 

idiosyncratic hearing and mental state. I suggest that the diverse possibilities of 

sound within the landscape of the room parallel the discontinuity of the narrator’s 

perception and the dubious signification of identity. Furthermore, these 

possibilities reveal Poe’s imaginary engagement with contemporary scientific 

theories that inquired into the relationship between the reflecting qualities of 

light and sound.   

 2.1.1. Voegelin’s “sonic possible worlds” 

With its transparency and invisibility, sound opens access to alternative 

possibilities that go beyond the outer acoustic environment to the inner depth of 

sound perception by the listener, uniting inner and outer sonic worlds. Sound in 

Poe’s tale rejects one-sided conception and involves a multitude of acoustic 

epistemologies. As Fred Botting suggests, “the hallucinatory superegoic organ” of 

                                                             
44 The notion is introduced by Justin St. Clair in “Literature and Sound” (358).  
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the tale “vacillate[s] uncertainly but palpably between real and imagined realms, 

hovering on the cusp of dissolution without complete and irreversible descent” 

(“Poe” 85–86). Being in the acoustic environment both as a listener and a 

producer of sound, the unnamed narrator in Poe’s tale absorbs the waves of 

sounds that are coming from and circulating around him. These sounds present 

the material for his memory, apprehensions and imagination. Hence, the 

possibilities of interpretation construct a new reality that requires a 

comprehensive and receptive framework.  

In her seminal philosophical project Sonic Possible Worlds: Hearing the 

Continuum of Sound, Salomé Voegelin takes a “phenomenological possibilitism” 

approach to listening to soundscapes and challenges “the singularity of the 

world’s actuality” to articulate an alternative “visual actuality through invisible 

possibilities” (6). She proposes listening “to the possibility of sound,” where the 

soundscape represents the “sonic sphere that holds the most immediate 

relationship to notions of actuality, reality, truth and possibility” (12). Voegelin’s 

phenomenology allows the reconciliation of “actual” and “imaginary” worlds as a 

plurality of experience that equalizes inhabiting the world with the possible. This 

invites listening not to conform or preserve actuality but to explore the capability 

of existence. Such reflection and criticism are inspired by the notion of possible 

worlds in the philosophy of René Descartes and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, as 

well as the philosophy of logic, literary theory and the theory of game design. In 

sum, Voegelin’s approach welcomes understanding of the world as a plural 

complexity that is only reduced to one actuality through the imposition of 

teleological frameworks. Where for Leibnitz and Descartes the discussion of 

nature and landscape is tied to the idea of God as the Creator, Voegelin challenges 

this sense of the world, truth and reason by positioning the landscape as literally 

and metaphorically manmade and filtered through power, knowledge, and 

scientific ideology: “The contingency is not God’s but ours, and if God is still there, 

he is mediated by our desires and anxieties about who he is and how he relates to 

us” (23). 

The notion of sonic possible worlds allows us to embrace the comingling of 

actual and alternative landscapes with the invisible depths and the uncanny 

darkness of their surfaces that feed off the auditory imagination with its 

sentiments and fears. Such comingling of reality and imagination impacts the 

sense of self, truth, knowledge, and understanding of the world. The word 

“actual” in the context of sonic possible worlds in fiction references the sonic 

environment as integrated by the narrative ear (Cuddy-Keane, Virginia Woolf 

84) and parallels the notion of “immediate sound” employed in Sound Poetics by 

Seán Street. Alternative soundscapes embrace sounds “inaudible,”  “unheard,”  or 

in other words, heard through the suggestion of images and memory that become 

the “soundscapes of the imagination” (Seán Street 25–26) or “imagined sounds” 

that concern the aurality of race and reflect the hierarchical relationship between 

the dominant culture and individual listening practices (Stoever 234). Voegelin 
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concludes that the notion of sonic possible worlds “creates a sonic sensibility that 

leaves logic” as it allows the plurality of perceptions, realities and possibilities to 

enter the rationality of the actual world (47). In other words, sonic possible 

worlds present an alternative to conformity and singularity and make seemingly 

irreconcilable realities compatible by introducing them as both conflicting and 

co-formative.  

Drawing from Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception, Voegelin 

does not bypass the ghostly and uncanny possibilities of darkness and silence 

with their welcoming potential for the Gothic. Merleau-Ponty’s nighttime 

listening embraces the deepest and darkest corners of the mind, in which 

darkness brings home the experiential private life-world where, as the author 

suggests, we “hand ourselves over to the phenomenal, let go of the visual and give 

in to the spell of the invisible in the night” (Voegelin 27). Perception at night 

constructs its own spatiality devoid of objects, engulfing the individual: “it 

enwraps and infiltrates through all my senses, stifling my recollections and 

almost destroying my personal identity” (Merleau-Ponty 330). Darkness and 

silence connect the private sonic world of the narrative to the plurality of possible 

worlds, thus generating a psycho-geography. The end result, for Voegelin, is 

“more psychic than geography,” where a truth about an actual place is 

overshadowed by the invented possibilities that “might as well be an untruth that 

has lost its measure” (29). In the following section, I examine the way the dark 

and silent setting obfuscates identity, creates the potential for sonic 

indeterminacy, and implies mortality. In the increased divide between reason and 

impulse, the dark and silent setting contributes to the emergence and 

development of sonic alternatives – the factor that applies both to Voegelin’s 

discussion and Poe’s story.  

2.1.2. In the silent darkness of the murder room 

The interrelation of sound, silence and darkness is intensely present in Poe’s 

poetry and prose. He writes in the notes to Part II of “Al Aaraaf” about hearing 

and touching the sound of darkness in “the darkness coming as a cloud - / Is not 

its form – its voice – most palpable and loud” (30). “Colloquy of Monos and Una,” 

a dialogue between spirits, describes the arriving night as a palpable oppression, 

felt in a combination of “dull weight” and “a moaning sound, not unlike the 

distant reverberation of surf, but more continuous, which, beginning with the 

first twilight, had grown in strength with the darkness” (413). Darkness is a moan 

that outlines the heaviness and distress contrasted with the “frequent unequal 

bursts of the same sound” (413) when light disperses its monotony.  

In Poe’s murder room in “The Tell-Tale Heart,” the narrator directs a thin 

ray of light into the old man’s eye “every night, at midnight,” and consequently 

kills his victim “at the dead hour of the night, amid the dreadful silence” (Poe 111, 
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113). Here, the contrast between light and darkness, sound and silence, acquires 

a psychological dimension with the implication of hypocrisy, when the narrator’s 

nighttime silent “work” with the old man’s “Evil Eye” is paralleled by his bold and 

courageous inquiries into the man’s health during the day. Poe portrays the 

hypocritical nature of the narrator as a behavioral inconsistency that manifests 

through an interplay between the narrator’s voiced pretense and silent actions. 

The narrator’s psyche is represented through the mutual operation of contrasting 

settings and tonalities, where darkness takes over in this opposition, and silence 

becomes a background for the uncanny.  

The old man’s room is obscured by oppressive darkness and silence where 

the well-measured and steady actions of the narrator smoothly blend into the 

ominous space: “His room was as black as pitch with the thick darkness [...] and 

so I knew that he could not see the opening of the door, and I kept pushing it on 

steadily, steadily” (Poe 112). The silence of night accommodates an alien presence 

within the security of the bedroom. David Toop refers to a creaking door and floor 

of uncanny rooms as part of the “sonic vocabulary of horror” that directly 

communicates invasion into the private space (149). Poe’s silence creates 

suspense that leaves the old man in a permanent search to attribute the source or 

cause of sound. Darkness in the bedroom becomes translated into a tactile 

sensation that envelopes the narrator and his victim, obfuscating their identities 

and creating potential for confusion. As the old man is trying to get his bearings, 

his only question in the narrative “Who’s there?” is a heard but unanswered 

appeal for the identity of a possible acoustic cue. The old man’s solitude is illusory 

and only fortifies the feeling of a presence, creating the effect of the unhomely 

and the uncanny in union with silence and darkness.45 In the dark space of the 

room sound does not delineate its structure, but rather shifts the focus of 

attention to the body. As the ambience of silence and darkness opens for 

enhanced apprehensions, the old man’s voice is followed by a groan that echoes 

the terrors of the narrator:  

Presently I heard a slight groan, and I knew it was the groan of 
mortal terror. It was not a groan of pain or of grief – oh, no! – it was 
the low stifled sound that arises from the bottom of the soul when 
overcharged with awe. I knew the sound well. Many a night, just at 
midnight, when all the world slept, it was welled up from my own 
bosom, deepening, with its dreadful echo, the terrors that distracted 
me. (Poe 112-113)  

The narrator’s “dreadful echo” of a groan pertains to the phenomenon of 

“acoustical unconscious” suggested by Napolin in his analysis of Walter 

Benjamin’s Berlin Childhood around 1900 (180). Benjamin writes about events 

                                                             
45 Nicholas Royle in The Uncanny refers to the combination of ”silence, darkness and solitude” as the 
ominous components of the uncanny (109).  
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that “affect us like an echo,” when one is disturbed by sound that reaches out to 

us from “the darkness of past life” – the shock that enters the consciousness and 

strikes us in the form of a sound (Napolin 129). Where in the phenomenology of 

Merleau-Ponty the depth of night breaks the depth of foreground and background 

and unites the individual with the nocturnal space (330), the nighttime in Poe’s 

tale approximates the temporal and spatial division between the murderer and 

his victim, merging their sonic identities. The question of “Who’s there?” thus 

becomes an ironic source of epistemic worry redirected to the reader. Such 

obfuscation of identities occurs in the opening paragraph, when the question 

“why will you say that I am mad?” (Poe 111), involves the listener, the implied 

reader, and the rational part of the murderer’s self. The story reveals its 

distinctive feature of depersonalization, which in terms of aurality represents 

what Napolin calls “becoming someone else” in being “inhabited” by the 

otherness of sound and voice (174). The groan from the old man’s bosom that 

echoes the fear of his evil neighbor pertains to a set of sounds with a mixture of 

audible and inaudible dynamics, auscultated by the narrator. His auditory 

experience is involved with auscultizing for the old man as a means to reinforce 

his own authority: 

He had been saying to himself – “It is nothing but the wind in the 
chimney – it is only a mouse crossing the floor,” or “It is merely a 
cricket which has made a single chirp.” Yes, he had been trying to 
comfort himself with these suppositions: but he had found all in 
vain. All in vain; because Death, in approaching him had stalked 
with his black shadow before him, and enveloped the victim. (Poe 
113)  

The narrator sonifies and dis-acousmatizes his oppressive and uncanny presence 

by attributing the source and cause of sound. Such appropriation of listening still 

questions the presence of sounds in the physical space of the room while allowing 

the space to be delineated through the visual.   

The oppressive silence of the night in “The Tell-Tale Heart” and the echoing 

groans of the murderer and his victim overlap with a sequence of sounds that 

affects the essence of the narrator’s auscultation. The narrator and the old man 

engage in co-listening to the sounds of the “death-watches in the wall” (112) that 

create multiple interpretations and provide an insight into the spatial 

arrangement of the place. Auscultation exceeds the visual, as in the darkness of 

the night, the insects are obscured. Furthermore, considering the proximity of the 

bodies in the room, auscultation invokes indeterminacy as to the nature of the 

sound that acquires acousmatic properties. A detailed analysis of the episode by 

John E. Reilly that tends to rationalize the narrator’s listening suggests that the 

sound of lesser death-watch beetles resembles the sound of a ticking watch. When 

perceived in a deranged manner, this ticking can be taken for the sound of a 

beating heart.  
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Yet such rationalization is not devoid of potential contradictions (mainly 

connected to the discrepancy between the variations in the sound of the heartbeat 

and the uniformity of the tempo of the lesser death-watch). As a result, Reilly 

reworks his argument in a later publication and links his initial statements 

concerning the narrator’s distorted sense of time to the idea that the narrator’s 

perception accelerated the regular ticking of the death-watches. 46 He concludes 

the discussion by observing the allegorical dimension of the short story: “the 

innocuous sound of an insect” becomes “a kind of metaphor” that binds together 

the three signs of human mortality: “the process of nature, the beating of the 

human heart, and the ticking of a watch” (Reilly 9).  

The notion of sonic possible worlds, however, allows for an alternative of 

pluralities that do not reduce the sound to a unified description of its source or 

structure (Voegelin 2). In the context of the tale, this alternative does not directly 

oppose the singularity of conception but rather draws a set of correspondences 

between the sonic landscapes under a single connecting thread of associations. 

With this in mind, Reilly’s conclusion about the three signs of human mortality 

can be reversed and re-united as the sonic manifestations of the insect, the ticking 

of the watch and the beating of the heart, which are all symbolically aligned with 

the idea and fear of death. As Ernest Becker suggests in his seminal book The 

Denial of Death (1973), death “haunts the human animal as nothing else” (ix). 

According to popular superstition, death-watches are believed to presage the 

death of someone in the house. 

The other constituents of sonic possibilities in the bedroom reveal 

themselves when the narrator directs a thin beam of light into the old man’s eye: 

“there came to my ears a low, dull, quick sound, such as a watch makes when 

enveloped in cotton. I knew that sound well, too. It was the beating of the old 

man’s heart” (Poe 113).  

The narrator reaffirms his ability to discern the source and the subtle 

qualities of sound by relying on the concept of the mechanism and immediately 

attributing the sound to the old man. As Poe weaves together the heartbeat and 

the watch, the paradigm that binds the sounds in their simultaneity brings in a 

dehumanizing discrepancy between the heartbeat and the watch and makes the 

implication of mortality apparent. This implication, as Daniel Hoffman observes, 

threads through the text starting with the old man’s all-seeing vulture-like “Evil 

Eye,”  that is associated with Time, where time itself reaches out to “our mortality, 

our confinement in a body” (224).  

The meaning of death inscribed into the conceptual framework of the 

timepiece is not foreign to Poe’s writings. The gigantic clock of ebony in “The 

Masque of the Red Death” allegorically stands for the castle and, when out of 

                                                             
46 Reilly’s essay “The Lesser Death-Watch and The Tell-Tale Heart” was first published in the 
American Transcendental Quarterly in 1969 as a limited edition. The author revised it in 2001 and 
published with his comments on the web page of Edgar Allan Poe Society of Baltimore 
www.eapoe.org. 
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order, represents the end of life (Weber 86). In “The House of Poe,” Richard 

Wilbur notes that a slang term for the heart is “a ticker” or “a clock of the body,”  

and he draws a single line between the heart, the clock, and the symbolism of 

death: “In sleep, our minds may roam beyond the temporal world, but our hearts 

tick on, binding us to time and mortality” 119).”47 The ticking clock and the 

beating heart become the sonic carriers of the same message: the end of time 

approaching with every mechanical sound and human-produced beat.  

2.1.3. Visual and aural disconnections 

The visual motif in the opening of the story connects the “Evil Eye,” darkness, the 

theme of mortality and the narrator’s decision to murder the old man. As the 

narrative progresses, the visual focus shifts to the aural and pinpoints the 

significance of sound. Such discrepancy in the motives for murder can be 

approached with Lacanian psychoanalysis that both accounts for the narrator’s 

anxiety with the visual and the aural in terms of discontinuity and balances the 

narrator’s response in connection with the fear of the Other. 

Applying Jacques Lacan’s object-gaze helps elucidate why the old man’s 

eye provokes the narrator’s anxiety. In The Four Fundamental Concepts of 

Psycho-Analysis (1977), Lacan introduces the concept the “object-gaze” (or 

“objet-regard”) which makes a distinction between the eye and the gaze. Drawing 

from Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s The Phenomenology of Perception, Freudian 

psychoanalysis, and Holbein’s famous painting The Ambassadors, Lacan argues 

that the eye belongs to the subject and aligns with “seeing,” whereas the gaze is 

on the side of the object and is imagined by the subject: “I see only from one point, 

but in my existence I am looked at from all sides” (72). The eye, therefore, is 

disconnected from the gaze. Moreover, as the gaze may contain in itself the objet 

a petit a of the Lacanian algebra, the gaze is associated with the Other and the 

“approach of the real” (Lacan 76; 83). As Lacan further explains, the gaze is 

imagined by the subject “in the field of the Other” (84). The gaze, for Lacan, is 

presented to the subject “in the form of a strange contingency,” as something 

elusive and transmitting from stage to stage that not merely “looks” but “shows,” 

where this “showing” marks “the primal nature of the essence of the gaze” (Lacan 

72-3). Annie Ramel observes that considering the dichotomy of the eye-gaze 

separation, the gaze is harmless for the subject as the Other only looks, but does 

not see the subject (Ramel 3, emphasis mine). Ramel infers that the gaze is 

normally absent or “forever missing” for the subject (3), which is supported by 

Slavoi Žižek’s (1996) reading of the Lacanian gaze that unites the formation of 

                                                             
47 The slang of “ticker” for “heart” was only recorded, however, in 1930 (Online Dictionary of 
Etymology, Accessed 20 June 2019). Yet, it does not exclude the possibility of the word to be used as 
such.  
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paranoia and included the gaze of the Other. In “’I hear you with my eyes’,” Žižek 

states the following: 

Lacan pointed out that the consistency of our “experience of reality” 
depends on the exclusion of what he calls the objet petit a from it: in 
order for us to have normal “access to reality,” something must be 
excluded, “primordially repressed.” In psychosis, this exclusion is 
undone: the object (in this case, the gaze or voice) is included in 
reality, the outcome of which, of course, is the disintegration of our 
“sense of reality,” the loss of reality.” (91)   

Thus, the subject experiences psychosis with recognition of the gaze in reality 

which crystallizes the return or revelation of what is hidden. In Poe’s tale, the 

scene when the narrator admits that he is disturbed by the “Evil Eye” of the old 

man — “a pale blue eye, with a film over it” that runs his “blood cold” whenever it 

falls upon the narrator (Poe 111) – shows the presence of the object-gaze of the 

Other. Such presence is associated with death: where Lacan illustrates the gaze 

with the empty sockets of the skull in Holbein’s Ambassadors, the old man’s 

unseeing “eye of a vulture” shows devouring doom and death in its uncanny 

materialization.  

The narrator’s obsession turns to the sounds of heartbeat – the amplified 

“hellish tattoo” that excites him to “uncontrollable terror” (113, 14). On the 

surface, there is an underlying dichotomy between the eye and the heartbeat 

grounded in the technical separation between acoustic and optical phenomena. 

Yet the perception of the heartbeat in Poe’s story is based on similar principles as 

the narrator’s reception of the “Evil Eye,” namely the disconnection of reality and 

dis-association between the body and what pertains to it in the form of the gaze 

or the sound. Žižek’s reading of the Lacanian gaze weaves the gaze and the voice 

as the objects (or object petit a) of what the subjects hears or sees but defines 

them as “transfinite” or “empty” (91). If the Lacanian objet petit a is “an empty 

object that frames the endless set of empirical objects,” the gaze and the voice are 

empty objects that frame the “bad infinity” of the visible and the audible and give 

the body what avoids those fields (92). “On this account,” Žižek suggests, “the 

object gaze is a blind spot within the field of the visible, whereas the object voice 

par excellence, of course, is silence” (92). Thus, what functions as the objet a of 

the visual is the old man’s silence. When Poe’s narrator says that the “old man’s 

terror must have been extreme [...] amid the dreadful silence of that old house” 

he refers to the victim’s voice as an “empty object” that gets stuck in the old man’s 

throat at the highest point of terror (Poe 113). The old man’s silence is an object 

voice or terror never vocalized, such as Munch’s Scream or Caravaggio’s the 

scream of Medusa (Testa di Medusa) that illustrate Žižek’s reading of the 

Lacanian voice (93-4). 

The heartbeat, in this connection, fills in the void by taking the subject 

position of the voice and communicating the presence of the Other. Yet, while the 
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heartbeat cannot be abstracted from the presence of the Other, it is not attached 

to a single source and rather constitutes a possibility within the dynamic 

relationship of what can potentially sound in the room when the murder was 

committed. Such possibility is grounded in the narrator’s phenomenology of 

perception that Poe unfolds at the very beginning of the tale when the narrator 

admits to both the disease that “sharpened” his senses and to hearing “all things 

in the heaven and in the earth” and “many things in hell” (Poe 111). Hence, the 

outcome of such perception is a multidirectional reality that includes the inner 

and the outer worlds in their possibilities, contradictions and developments.  

The discontinuity of sound parallels the fragmented reality that is formed 

in the idiosyncratic perception of the narrator. Voegelin alludes to Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty’s notion of place that introduces the psychological dimension of 

the perceiving body and allows an insight into the murderous intention of the 

narrator. With Merleau-Ponty, perception is dependent on context and 

background, and requires the unification of subjects and events. Hence, an 

anomalous sense of the world, such as that caused by chemically induced 

hallucinations, schizophrenia or neuropathic distress, does not affect perception 

as “knowledge of the world,” but rather uncovers beneath “perception” “a deeper 

life of consciousness,” by which the trouble lies in relating the events and 

phenomena to another person or trying to form a system of the whole picture 

(Merleau-Ponty 329). The case that the philosopher uses to exemplify fragmented 

and dislocated perception concerns the failure to relate a bird and its twittering 

in the mind of a schizophrenic: “A bird is twittering in the garden. I can hear the 

bird and I know that it is twittering, but that it is a bird and that it is twittering, 

the two things seem so remote from each other. [...] There is a gulf between them, 

as if the bird and the twittering had nothing to do with each other” (329). 

Consequently, the twittering and the bird are two distinct phenomena when the 

bird in the afflicted mind twitters no more. In the perception of the narrator, there 

is no connection between the old man, for whom he has no ill feeling, and the old 

man’s “Evil Eye” and pounding heart. Just as the bird and the twittering, the old 

man, his body parts and his sound do not form a unified system. This failure to 

construct what Merleau-Ponty calls “a coming together of objects” (328) 

eventually leads to the protagonist’s intention to kill the old man merely to rid 

himself of the eye and stop the sound. Eventually, the protagonist ceases to be 

Merleau-Ponty’s “knowing body” (329) and falls short in combining all the 

objects in a single understanding.  

2.1.4. Sonic transpositions and echoic evidence of the crime 

In this section of the analysis, I examine the end of the tale where the narrator 

hears the heartbeat of the frightened old man, murders him and conceals the 

signs of the crime. When some time later he hears the sounds of heartbeat from 
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under the floorboards, the narrator confesses the murder to the policemen. 

Sound in Poe’s tale, as I suggest, reconfigures the space of the room into a set of 

interchangeable acoustic scenes, and ultimately manifests echoic qualities. The 

sound of the heartbeat develops a network of associations that transposes the 

narrator into the plurality of possible worlds, uniting the outer space of the room 

with the imaginary of the narrator’s mind and ending with an impasse of echo 

that encapsulates the evidence of the crime and leads the narrator to confession.  

Listening serves as the texture of conflict, where the heartbeat impacts the 

formation of war memory and transposes the narrator into the sonic possible 

world of the battlefield: the sound of the beating heart “increase[s] [his] fury” “as 

the beating of the drum stimulates the soldier into courage (Poe 113). The 

narrator’s conception of battlefield courage contains a multiplicity of 

implications, reaching out to narcissism with the hero’s centrality of honor and 

“first and foremost a reflex of the terror of death” (qtd. in Ernest Becker 11). The 

sound increases the narrator’s fury, and at the same time, infuses the irrationality 

of his aggression with the righteousness of military daring.  

 As the narrative progresses, the interaction between the narrator and the 

heartbeat becomes more intense until it excites him to an absolute terror and 

anxiety that the noise would be heard by someone else: 

Meantime the hellish tattoo of the heart increased. It grew quicker 
and quicker, and louder and louder every instant. [...] It grew louder, 
I say, louder every moment! [...] so strange a noise as this excited me 
to uncontrollable terror. Yet, for minutes longer I refrained and 
stood still. But the beating grew louder, louder! I thought the heart 
must burst. And now a new anxiety seized me – the sound would be 
heard by a neighbor! (Poe 113-14)    

The stimulating beating of the drum and the “hellish tattoo” are semantically 

close and represent the extension of the militaristic metaphor: “tattoo” originally 

refers to the military drumbeat to raise an alarm or performance by troops.48 As 

the tiny sound of the beating heart increases from the ticking watch to the 

belligerent tattoo of the drum, the amplified oppressive loudness instigates the 

interchanging levels of the troubled mind. In Sound Phenomenology, Don Ihde 

describes the dimensionality of the visual field, that when paired up with sound, 

surrounds the individual in the “embodied positionality” as a “field-shape” (75). 

Borrowing from Ihde, such overwhelming “surroundability” becomes the 

essential feature of the affective sonic power of the heartbeat, invoking an 

alternative sense of the sonic environment in the mind of the narrator. Poe 

depicts the affective physicality of loud sound manifested in the interchangeable 

variety of its levels, which reflects what Douglas Kahn observes about some of the 

                                                             
48 Here, the primary meaning of the word “tattoo” comes from the Dutch “taptoe” (from “tap” – “faucet 
of a cask” and “toe” – “shut, to”) to denote a signal of a drum calling soldiers to quarters at night 
(1680).  
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characteristic features of loud sounds. Such features provoke an unusual 

corporeal experience – “the establishment of a palpably saturated acoustic space” 

or “the physiological response to loud sounds as a potentially dangerous action” 

(227).  

The loudness of the heartbeat accompanies a change in the acoustic scene; 

the yell of the murderer is amplified by the single shriek of the victim and 

proceeds to a decrease in the volume and intensity of sound: 

With a loud yell, I threw open the lantern and leaped into the room. 
He shrieked once – once only. In an instant I dragged him to the 
floor, and pulled the heavy bed over him. I then smiled gaily, to find 
the deed so far done. But, for many minutes, the heart beat on with a 
muffled sound. This, however, did not vex me; it would not be heard 
through the wall. At length it ceased. (Poe 114)  

Poe introduces the new aspect of the spatial auditory experience that is 

interwoven into the limits of visual space and combines the sonic possibilities of 

the actual acoustic scene with the idiosyncratic perceptive capacities of the 

narrator. The narrator’s auditory experiences are catalogued and regulated by the 

direction the sound comes from, as well as the positionality of his own voice – the 

“nonhomogeneity” of sounds that “fill” the acoustic space with their “complex 

multiplicities” (Ihde 75). Consequently, the “silent” work of the narrator to 

dismember and hide the body is followed by “the bell sound[ing] the hour” and 

“a knocking at the street door” that signify the change in the acoustic scene, as 

well as gradual return to the murder room with the coming of the police officers 

(Poe 114). In the end, the narrator embodies the locus of sound as the 

appropriator, producer, and receptor of sonic activities that both complicate and 

instigate his desire to confess.  

The duality of his function pertains to the acousmatic effect that troubles 

the attribution of the source and cause of sound. First, the narrator outlines his 

authority in an attribution of the source of sound that violates spatial and 

temporal possibility; he explains that the scream heard by the neighbors was his 

own in a dream. Yet, what follows is the gradual transference of sound from the 

“inner” to the “outer” experience and the re-establishment of sonic dominance 

with its overwhelming and transformative authority over the narrator. He fancies 

a “ringing” in his ears that becomes more distinct and then continues and 

acquires definiteness, when at last the narrator discovers that the noise “was not 

within [his] ears” (115). The narrator’s “fanciful” or imaginative thinking reflects 

what Ihde calls the “gradations of possibilities” in their capacity to spark by 

“association” a “line of thought” (120). Such imaginative associations, for Ihde, 

provoke changes in the sense of “self” and include “auditory imaginations” that 

at times complicate the distinction between what is “from within or from 

elsewhere” (121). Instigated by the acoustic discomfort of the noise, the behavior 
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of Poe’s protagonist reflects sonic indeterminacy in the source of sound. In his 

discussion of the acousmatic in fiction, Brain Kane describes this indeterminacy 

with the overarching term of “chiasmus” – or “a chiastic sweep of inner and 

outer,” by which the omnipresence of sound can be compromised and accounted 

by “some kind of physiological or psychic tinnitus” or ringing in the ears of the 

auscultator (159-60). This fictionalized type of “tinnitus” invokes a type of “sonic 

indetermination” (Kane 161) that in terms of sonic possible worlds does not follow 

the logic of the actual world. The irrationality of sound comes into a referential 

relationship with the sonic sensibility of the narrator and results in his confession 

of the crime.  

In the final scene of the narrator’s confession, the dislocation of the source 

and the sound leads to the sound gradually acquiring its own autonomy and 

showing itself as echoic in reproducing and amplifying the acoustic setting of the 

crime. At first, Poe demonstrates an intense sonic struggle – a continuous 

collision of sounds and a futile effort on the part of the narrator to gain vocal 

dominance over the disturbing noise. The narrator eventually loses control and 

faces the impossibility of tolerating the steadily increasing noise of the heartbeat: 

Yet the sound increased — and what could I do? It was a low, dull, 
quick sound — much such a sound as a watch makes when 
enveloped in cotton. I gasped for breath — and yet the officers heard 
it not. I talked more quickly — more vehemently; but the noise 
steadily increased. 
[…] I paced the floor to and fro with heavy strides, as if excited to 
fury by the observations of the men—but the noise steadily 
increased. Oh God! what could I do? I foamed — I raved — I swore! I 
swung the chair upon which I had been sitting, and grated it upon 
the boards, but the noise arose over all and continually increased. It 
grew louder — louder — louder! And still the men chatted 
pleasantly, and smiled. Was it possible they heard not? Almighty 
God! — no, no! They heard! — they suspected! — they knew! — they 
were making a mockery of my horror! - this I thought, and this I 
think. But anything was better than this agony! Anything was more 
tolerable than this derision! I could bear those hypocritical smiles no 
longer! I felt that I must scream or die! and now — again! — hark! 
louder! louder! louder! louder!  
“Villains!” I shrieked, “dissemble no more! I admit the deed! — tear 
up the planks! here, here! — It is the beating of his hideous heart!” 
(Poe 115) 

The narrator’s auscultation of the sound of the heartbeat as a “low, dull, quick 

sound—much such a sound as a watch makes when enveloped in cotton” reflects 

and duplicates with a minute degree of gradation the sound that he heard in the 

old man’s bedroom right before committing the crime. The narrator auscultizes 

the sound from the fragments of his own experience and references the space and 
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time with an echoic dislocation and delay. The sound of this echoic effect implies 

uncanniness that is realized on different levels – the fusion of the familiar and the 

unfamiliar, the constant recurrence of the same sound with its strange 

amplification, and the “uncertainty” about the source of sound that it entails. In 

their description of echo, Henriques and Rietveld compare its “othering” effect 

with “an ephemeral memory” that resembles “a double, a doppelganger or a sonic 

shadow” (276) – the characteristics that are indicative of the acousmatic qualities 

of an echo. At the same time, they refer to echo as “a sound in its own right” and 

“a type of recording process” accomplished in the “absence” and consent of the 

performer (276). In Poe’s story, the sound of the heartbeat not only brings back 

the past, but it generates a sensation of physical torment in the over-acute 

narrator and creates the effect of disorienting dissonance at the sight of the 

hypocritical smiles of the policemen who, according to the narrator, do not react 

to the sound in the same way. As O’Callaghan suggests in the philosophical theory 

of perceptual experience, echo provides for the awareness of the event that forms 

the sound and obliges the listener to relive the same event over and over again 

(134) . The sound embodies the evidence of crime and bridges the murderous past 

with the sonically augmented and amplified present. Again, the narrator’s 

attempts to conceal the crime expose a sonic resistance, when he raves, swears, 

and grates the chair upon the boards to annihilate the sound of the heartbeat. The 

ravings of his “inner landscape” (Ihde 119) re-position the room as a sonic 

chamber of torture where sound destroys the narrator’s subjectivity through its 

shattered discontinuity, and the act of confession becomes the only vocal 

manifestation that encodes the cessation of this discontinuity.  

2.1.5. The union of sound and light 

Yet the echoic character in Poe’s tale is not a mere representation of the troubled 

psyche and an imaginative type of evidential “recording.” The richness and 

complexity of the tale once again reassert Edgar Poe as an author “enmeshed in 

the social fabric of the nineteenth century,”  whose works are interwoven with the 

main scientific and cultural developments of nineteenth-century American 

thought (Hutchisson and Branam 8). As Valerie Allen suggests, Edgar Allan Poe 

“expresses in fiction what others were exploring in science” (93). In the context 

of the tale, Poe blends imaginative writing with topics of scientific importance 

that resonate with acoustic undertones and their interconnection with the related 

theories of the time. Botting observes how the tale accumulates “the conjunction 

of technical, organic and more-than-natural” associations with telegraphic 

communication in its allusion to the inexplicable and the unfamiliar (“Poe” 82). 

At the same time, the tell-tale peculiarity of sound and its recurrent 

characteristics reflect work by David Brewster and John Herschel which delineate 
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some points of inspiration and bring a degree of reconciliation between the visual 

and the aural.  

The reflection and concentration of sound are at the center of scientific 

enquiry in the nineteenth century. In particular, Brewster’s Letters on Natural 

Magic (1834) contains numerous descriptions of echoes in galleries and 

cathedrals, as well as accounts of “whispering places” and subterranean echoes 

commonly attributed to the existence of underground caves (225–28). One telling 

example refers to a whispering gallery in the cathedral of Girgenti in Sicily, where 

in 1824 a huge scandal erupted when one of the reflecting surfaces was chosen as 

the site of a confessional, and one curious listener was punished by hearing the 

avowal of his wife’s infidelity. As Benjamin Peirce notes “this tell-tale peculiarity 

became generally known, and the confessional was removed” (11). This “tell-tale” 

character of echo supports observations on recurrent sound as a natural 

technique that preceded the recording process and outlines the capacity of an 

echo to evidence a wrongdoing. Poe’s familiarity with Brewster’s Letters is well 

known by scholars as an “inspiration in the representation of uncanny 

phenomena” (Saltz 119). Brewster’s descriptions of the tell-tale qualities of an 

echo could have inspired Poe’s repeated reference to the sound of the heartbeat. 

The sound is not only almost completely reproduced in the narrative, but it is 

attributed a delay and a slight distortion of quality, if to compare the initial 

“sound [...] such as a watch makes [...]” to a later “[...] much such a sound as a 

watch makes when enveloped in cotton” (Poe 113, 115). This distortion and delay 

reference the acoustic properties of an echo.  

Another source of scientific interest to Poe is Herschel’s Treatise on 

Astronomy (1835) which was included in the shortlist of Poe’s sources (Stamos 

165) and seems to be intricately threaded through the course of events in “The 

Tell-Tale Heart.” In his experiment with the reflexive properties of sound, 

Herschel, together with inventor and mathematician Charles Babbage, conducted 

an experiment that allowed them to conclude there is a degree of equality between 

the reflection of sound and light and a “general analogy between sound and light 

to which all optical and acoustical phenomena point” (Higgins 58). Sound comes 

with an echo in a similar manner as light unites with reflection – the properties 

that were compared since Aristotle (Schwartz 55) and developed by Herschel. In 

Sound Phenomenology, Ihde writes about the ancient extramission theory of 

vision that “conceived of a ray proceeding from the eye to the object and back 

again [as] more literally true for the sounding echo’s ability to give voice to shapes 

and surfaces” (69). The union of light and recurring sound bridge the narrator’s 

“work” with a thin ray of light directed to the old man’s eye, and the echoing sound 

of the heartbeat. Sound and light interconnect in this fantasy-world to allegorize 

a narrative of reaction and give an authorial re-contextualization to an ancient 

science-based conception of sight and the sounding echo. Moreover, Poe’s 

imaginative placement of light and sound suggests a relationship of contiguity 

and continuity, by which the narrator’s operation with light progresses to a sonic 
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reaction. This reaction brings together distinct optic and acoustic phenomena and 

destabilizes the borders of their physical properties.  

 

*** 

In “The Tell-Tale Heart,” the old man’s bedroom reflects the symbolic state of a 

dangerous Gothic place where the acoustic composition makes it possible to 

discern its particularity as a site of murder, torture, and confession. In this 

connection, Voegelin’s concept of sonic possible worlds allows the reconciliation 

of the tale’s sonic realities and exploration of the possibilities of sound that 

illuminate Poe’s sources of inspiration and scientific imagination. This unifying 

sonic possibility in Poe’s text preserves the essentiality of his structural “unity of 

effect,” when the author pre-formulates a single effect, then invents the events 

and unites them for the “pre-established design” (Poe, “Twice Told Tales” 571, 

72).       

Soundscape in the murder room is a complex construct that bridges the 

multiplicity of the real, possible and impossible through the psycho-acoustic 

properties of the narrator, as well as presents circumstances and past 

experiences. The narrator’s psyche, in its turn, equally resists singularity with its 

contradictory and ambiguous character, bordering on a disease of the nerves, an 

over-acuteness of senses, audio hallucinations, and sub-human abilities. Such 

amalgamation of alternatives and liminalities of both the sonic environment and 

the listener’s sensibilities, as I tried to show in my discussion, welcomes a 

different perspective that does not rely on logic but admits the plurality of 

possibilities rather than confining the sound to a particular actuality.  

In the sonic realm of Poe’s tale, the dark ephemeral reality of the room is 

reconstructed through sound and acquires mobility and rhythm, where the heard, 

the semi-audible and the unheard, such as the sounds of hell and heaven, the 

mouse or the wind and the chimney represent the co-formative parts of the 

landscape’s possibility. Darkness and silence confuse the identities of the 

murderer and his victim and comingle their epistemic worries in one single groan 

– the sign that precedes their acousmatic depersonalization at the end of the tale. 

Such erosion of identity spreads to the final scene to create the effect of 

misrecognition of one’s own sonic production, where the sound of the beating 

heart under the planks may belong to the murderer himself.  

At the same time, in its potential to represent truth and lie, fantasy and 

madness, inner and outer, memory and experience, the sound of the heartbeat 

takes the position of Lacanian object gaze and crystallizes the idea of the return 

of the repressed which in context of the tale represents the crime and its recurring 

and recorded evidence. Sonic possibilities open up the temporal and spatial 

dimensions, but they also allow transcendence of corporeal confines, by which 

the narrator embodies a “medium” of sound “recording” that communicates 

through his body the sonic evidence of his crime. With the echoic heartbeat, the 

narrator is forced to re-encounter the sound in its terrifying entirety.  
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The repetitive sound of the heartbeat is actualized through space and time 

and carries the uncanniness of familiarity and the acousmatic that reconfigures 

the bedroom into a chamber of torture. At the same time, popular scientific 

advances on sound, the visual and the audible become carefully interwoven in the 

textual pattern and illuminate his scientific imagination at play in Poe’s echoic 

repetitions.  

The sound of the heartbeat in “The Tell-Tale Heart” is a signal in its every 

possibility that unites fantasy and reality, health and illness, visual and aural, 

history and fiction, science and art in an elaborate amalgamation that inhabits 

and violates both the confines of logic and the bedroom privacy of acoustic 

environment. 

My analysis proceeds to other Gothic stories that feature the sound of the 

heartbeat in the setting of the room, sonic possibilities, and the listener’s 

destabilized identity, bridging Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” with Edith Nesbit’s 

“From the Dead” and Phoebe Yates Pember’s “The Ghost of the Nineteenth 

Century.”   

2.2. Female Gothic Writing and Sound 

Emerging from recently published anthologies, nineteenth-century female 

Gothic writers challenge the canon with their mastery of sonic expression. 

Nesbit’s “From the Dead” (1893) and Pember’s “The Ghost in the Nineteenth 

Century” (1880) explore the possibilities of sound and both authors employ 

sound to illuminate the setting – the room that becomes a site of intense unrest 

– and generate terror in the characters. The stories under analysis bear affinity 

with Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” either through the appropriation of certain 

descriptive elements or by association with the sonic events and their 

representation in relevant historical contexts. The beating of the heart in the 

enclosed space of the room becomes a nucleus that binds together the three texts 

under the overarching principle of production, representation of sound, and its 

perception by an unreliable auscultator. As in Poe’s tale, Nesbit and Pember’s 

stories feature a crisis of identity, yet unlike “The Tell-Tale Heart,” their 

narratives bridge sound with the destabilization of a female identity and 

challenge the patriarchal order. In what follows, I briefly theorize Female Gothic 

writing by summing up its main features, themes and representatives. I then give 

an overview of how soundscapes are framed in Female Gothic fiction and proceed 

to the selected short stories by Nesbit and Pember.  

2.2.1. Female Gothic writing  

The definition of the Female Gothic within the larger scope of Gothic literature 

remains problematic in light of the complexity and plurality of the key aspects 
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and forms of literary Gothicism. Ellen Moers’ Literary Woman: The Great 

Writers is a pioneering work which frames the Female Gothic by noting that the 

Gothic in its broader sense resists definition. According to Moers, “[i]n Gothic 

writing fantasy predominates over reality, the strange over the commonplace, 

and the supernatural over the natural, with one definite auctorial intent: to scare” 

(90).  

Moers’ definition of Female Gothic as “the work that women writers have 

done in the literary mode that, since the eighteenth century, we have called the 

Gothic” (90) opens up for the further exploration and development of “the Gothic 

written by women,” rather than theorizing the mode of writing.49 Moers develops 

how “the physiological,” that is, the fear of the characters described in the novels 

by female Gothic authors and the fear instigated in the reader, positions the 

Gothic character as a victim and a daring heroine in a society she tries to challenge 

or destabilize (91). According to Emma Clery, emotions and passion are the key 

elements within the genre: women writers lay claim to “visionary powers of 

imagination” and engage in depictions of emotions to an exceedingly high degree 

(14). Carol Margaret Davison introduces the “Female Gothic” as a sub-category of 

the genre that focuses on a female protagonist struggling with problematic family 

histories and institutional practices that pertain to her sexuality and gender (124).  

The subversive qualities of the genre reveal fin-de-siècle phantasmagoric 

images of spectrality that gave women privilege and authority to respond to the 

themes of gender, science and marginalization of the vulnerable. The nineteenth 

century, and in particular the period from 1850 to 1880, is rich in female ghost 

story writing (Briggs, “The Ghost Story” 183). The ghost story moves to the 

forefront of women’s writing, where Margaret Oliphant, Charlotte Riddell, B.M. 

Croker and others explore its possibilities for commercial success and couple fear, 

vulnerability, corruption and revenge with the supernatural. In her discussion of 

the ghost story, Julia Briggs notes that women writers have a “special affinity” for 

the genre that includes elements of rebellion against existing social norms (“The 

Ghost Story” 182–83). As a result, female Gothic writers presented 

unprecedented rivalry to their male predecessors. In her introduction to 

Victorian Ghost Stories by Eminent Women Writers, Jennifer Uglow observes 

that nineteenth-century female ghost story authors “step ... from the bulky 

shadow” of their male predecessors who dominated the anthologies: Charles 

Dickens, Wilkie Collins, Edgar Allan Poe, Walter Scott, Sheridan Le Fanu and 

others (ix). According to Victoria Margree and Bryony Randall, ghost story 

writing became so widespread that female Gothic writers presented the 

supernatural “almost as part of the normal vicissitudes of everyday life” (227). Yet 

the universal appeal of the ghost story consisted in its potential to engage with 

the most pressing issues. As Briggs asserts, “[t]he ghost story appealed to serious 

                                                             
49 Juliana E. Fleenor in The Female Gothic broadens Moers’s definition into “The Gothic written by 
women and read by women” (4).  
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writers largely because it invited a concern with the profoundest issues: the 

relationship between life and death, the body and the soul, man and his universe 

and the philosophical conditions of this universe, the nature of evil” (Night 

Visitors 23). 

The key conventions of Gothic literature, such as the focus on spatiality and 

the heroine’s flight through a castle of terror, haunting and persecution, are 

employed by female Gothic writers to narrate the secluded position of women in 

a patriarchal society that tried to confine them within the construct of marriage 

or domesticity. Trapped in the architecture of domestic surroundings, women 

writers elaborated the spatial imagery of enclosure and escape, making 

mysterious labyrinthine houses into sites of persecution, entrapment, or even 

premature burial. 

Confinement was both literal and figurative for female writers. Imprisoned 

in their fathers’ houses, they were “locked into male texts” from which they were 

able to escape “only through ingenuity and indirection” (Gilbert and Gubar 83). 

In their seminal The Mad Woman in the Attic, Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan 

Gubar explore female anxiety about space in nineteenth- and early twentieth-

century Gothic female writing, manifested in various areas surrounding the 

enclosure – from the environment to the context and its message. For example, 

Jane Austen’s “two inches of ivory” workspace and Emily Brontë’s poems hidden 

in kitchen cabinets reflected the restrictive peculiarities of writing conditions 

(Gilbert and Gubar 83).  

The enclosed space of a castle or a house join traditional tropes of Female 

Gothic and revolve around the dichotomy of the masculine threat against 

feminine rejection. A maiden is entrapped and persecuted by an authoritative 

male tyrant from whom she is trying to escape. The image of confinement was 

popularized by Mary Wollstonecraft in the 1790s and remained central in 

Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre and Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (Davison 

129). The dungeons of Ann Radcliffe or the coffin shaped beds of Emily Brontë 

render the strangeness and irrationality of what was referred to as “the woman’s 

place.” Wallace and Smith connect the beginning of the “Female Gothic” with the 

unity of the response and the spatiality of the setting; e.g., when a scared heroine 

escapes from the male tyrant through the labyrinthine dwelling in search of her 

lost mother (2). Diana Wallace and Andrew Smith contrast the Female Gothic 

with the “Male Gothic plot” exemplified by Matthew Lewis’ The Monk (1796), 

which represents masculine transgression of such social prohibitions as murder 

or rape and employs the supernatural to resist enclosure (Wallace and Smith 3). 

The dramatization of enclosure and escape becomes the tradition of nineteenth-

century Female Gothic, through which the breakaway of a heroine communicates 

“claustrophobic rage,” discomfort, powerlessness, and fear that she inhabits a 

place beyond comprehension (Gilbert and Gubar 84). The domestic space 

becomes the site of domestic violence and abuse that nullifies previously 

established hopes of a marriage within the romantic ideology. In a more restricted 
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sense of the space, the private room becomes a prison, an escape from which 

entails the death of the character. At the same time, there is an intense connection 

between the place and the dweller that provides an insight into the individual’s 

state of mind through the power of sound.  

Deep-rooted female anxieties about imprisonment within patriarchal 

structures, misrecognition and exclusion are reflected in short stories by female 

Gothic writers, in which the sonic ambiguity of private spaces reverberates with 

transgressive female agency and articulates an alternative sense of events.    

 

2.2.2. Sounding the female Gothic  

The gender of sound relies on the distribution of power and engages the quality 

and the use of voice, as well as the perception of sound. Aspects of voice and sound 

perception propel the discussions of identity, agency, political and cultural 

authenticity, and power relations.  

When gender is constructed through the use of sound, the female voice 

becomes reflexive of gender hierarchy and control. In the Western cultural 

imagination, the female voice was considered audible, but not agentive, whereas 

a speaking woman was seen as a threat to patriarchal norms and hierarchies 

(Weidman 234; A. Lawrence 18). Amanda Weidman observes how in a diversity 

of genres – from literature and opera to film – the female voice commonly 

represented “an excessive but powerless vocality” (234). Since Aristotle, a high 

pitched voice of the female aligned with a creature of evil disposition, whereas the 

voices of the brave and just, such as lions, elephants and the human male, were 

large and deep (Carson 119). Madness, witchery and bestiality were associated 

with the female voice in ancient contexts: Anne Carson develops, among others, 

on the “horrendous voices” of the Furies, the “incredible babbling” of Kassandra, 

the “deadly voice” of the Sirens, and “the heartchilling groan” of the Gorgon (120). 

With the appearance and development of sound recording technologies, the 

privilege of reproduction was given to the male voice, whereas female voices were 

viewed as less pleasing and powerful (Lawrence 29). As a result, the regulation of 

female sounds, or, per Carson, “closing women’s mouths,” was conventional in 

ancient Greece: according to Sophocles, “Silence is the kosmos [good order] of 

women” (127). In addition, to be considered as “normal” and “accepted,” the 

female voice needed to be devoid of emotional involvement and separated from 

such audible signs of bodily materiality as cry, laughter, breath (Weidman 239) 

or the excess of unspeakable things that remained in focus of Freudian 

psychoanalysis. For instance, Freud and Breuer’s cure for hysterical women 

consisted in inducing women under hypnosis to speak “the unspeakable” to vent 

out emotions like a pollution, which resulted in the records of hen-like clacking 

or “paraphrastic jargon” (Carson 134).  
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Female Gothic characters remain ambivalent towards feminist ideals, and 

the representation of this ambivalence pertains to the use of sound. Being the first 

English novelist to introduce a sonic and musical environment into Gothic fiction 

(Chao 85), Ann Radcliffe establishes a narrative trajectory that gives sound an 

advantage over image and expresses anxiety over the destabilization of the self 

(Passey). The sonorous elements in Radcliffe’s writing mark the passage of time, 

produce narrative tension and mystery, and illuminate the points of sublimity in 

a world “aestheticized through sound” (Chao 200). Disembodied human sound 

becomes a “hauntological agent” in the novels of Radcliffe and her followers, 

manifested in music with no source that Emily seems to hear in Udolpho, the 

ghostly voices in Wuthering Heights, the chilling demoniac laugh or the eerie 

voice of what Jane believes to be Mr. Rochester in Jane Eyre. Sound and silence 

signify the unhomely in Radcliffe’s soundscapes, for example, when Emily’s 

melancholy is accompanied by the “hollow sighings of the wind” (van Elferen, 

Gothic Music: The Sounds of the the uncanny 20). 

Radcliffe employs music as an ethical category to communicate the nature 

of interpersonal relationships – the device that was borrowed by many of her 

contemporaries and later followers (Noske 174, van Elferen 20).50 Radcliffe’s use 

of sound influenced a decade of writers to come – from Mary Wollstonecraft’s 

imitation of her mode of writing in Maria to the voices of Dracula. As Noelle Chao 

concludes, “all of the sound effects that we associate with nineteenth-century 

gothic writing find their origin in Radcliffe’s works” (197). Radcliffe infuses her 

writing with such words as melody, harmony and cadence and merges human 

sounds with the sounds of nature in a unique acoustic landscape (Noske 165). 

“Inhumanly beautiful” spectral music, as van Elferen observes, indicates ghostly 

presences, implies the return of the repressed, and even announces death (22).  

Soundscapes of enclosure differ according to the sonic composition of 

neighboring spaces, the time of day and season, the behavior of their owners and 

visitors, and their permeability. Gothic dangerous spaces contain an eerie sense 

of connectivity that simultaneously attracts the subject to the privacy of the place 

and instigates fear with an imminent presence of “otherness.” The habits of 

individuals become attuned to the sense of place (Edensor 159), thus developing 

a continuity between the rhythms of the place and the rhythms of the body, 

aligned with the permeability of the place and the body by acoustic influence. For 

instance, an anonymous short story “A Night in a Haunted House: Being a 

Passage in the Life of Mr. Midas Oldwyche” (published in the Dublin University 

Magazine of May 1848) describes the “dim echoes” in the empty rooms and 

passages that impose a sensation of household discomfort and gloom (Ellison 45).  

Sound perception is regulated in accordance with the same structural 

binaries and biases that privilege the male listener and his dominating point of 

                                                             
50 For instance, van Elferen points at the similar sonic effects between Radcliffe’s Udolpho and The 
Haunting of Hill House by Shirley Jackson (1959), where the sound of footsteps is juxtaposed with 
the terrifying silence in the house (20). 
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view. Sound perception pertains to access to sound technology and exposes 

hermeneutic authority with prejudicial inequalities in resources for sound 

interpretation. According to Tom Rice, both listening and ways of listening have 

developed in unison with the creation and evolution of sound technologies 

(“Listening” 100). At the same time, listening and hearing technologies in the 

nineteenth century have been shaped and directed by predominantly male 

scholarship that include, among others, such important landmarks as the 

development of stethoscopic listening by Rene Laennec, the creation of 

phonoautograph by Edouard-Leon Scott in 1857, Thomas Edison’s 1877 

phonograph, and the Akouphone – the first electric hearing aid created by Miller 

Reese Hutchison in 1898. The lack of place for the female subject in the 

development of sound technologies pre-establishes a male hegemony in sound 

competence. One sign of such hegemony is the prerequisite of a masculine 

behavior to demonstrate control over emotional expression of sound and take a 

more distanced and authoritarian stand that structures social understanding. 

This hegemony is reflected in fiction: for instance, in Samuel Warren’s “The 

Thunder-Truck and the Boxer,” the sound of thunder provides a source of fear for 

the female characters, whereas the more professional and distanced attitude is 

taken by the male protagonist. 

Female writers challenged the gendered conceptions of sound and 

technology by engaging with such subjects as sensory physiology, magnetism, and 

phrenology, and they troubled the restricted position for women through an 

imaginary approach to the audible. In her dissertation Melissa McLeod discusses 

the way Victorian women writers George Eliot and Charlotte Mew addressed 

emerging sound technologies via the ghost story and its auditory metaphors. The 

liminality of spectrality pertains to the discontinuity of voice, sound and silence 

in Gothic fiction, both on the exterior level and in forms of inner voices and 

hallucinations. For instance, the cries, moans and screams in the short stories of 

Charlotte Mew portray “a modern psychological and aesthetic sensibility” 

(Mcleod 133). George Eliot’s interest in the scientific aspects of sound and hearing 

is notable in her novels and short stories. Eliot draws upon Herman Helmholtz’s 

theory of resonance and vibrations to illustrate emotional connections between 

people in Daniel Deronda ( Picker 82–99; Mcleod 49–90). Meegan Kennedy’s 

perspective on the traces of sound in Eliot’s fiction pertains to the short story “The 

Lifted Veil” (1859), which exposes the author’s preoccupation with the uncertain 

status of medical knowledge and the boundaries of physiology, including painful 

acuteness of hearing and aural hallucinations. Sylvia Mieszkowski’s chapter on 

Vernon Lee’s short story “A Wicked Voice” (1890) focuses on a particular form of 

vocal and musical sound. The diversity of aural and sonic vocabulary contained 

in the text foregrounds the intersection between various types of discourse – 

religious, political and medical – and echoes key anxieties surrounding the 

de/stabilization of gendered identity.  
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Finally, female ghost story writers added to the established vocal practice 

of reading aloud, thus bringing the ear to the focal point of attention and 

contributing to the sense of community through collective listening practice. As 

Briggs observes, ghost stories circulated in the middle-class nineteenth-century 

homes and were intended for reading aloud for the whole family (Night Visitors 

14). 

Being part of the Gothic “barometer for socio-cultural anxieties” (Davison 

124), the female Gothic has actively engaged with questions related to gender 

identities, roles and relations, where confinement becomes an instrument for its 

representation and negotiation. Ideas of confinement and escape, female 

emancipation from physical and psychological imprisonment, thread through the 

Female Gothic, in which the supernatural in its spectral form offers a critique to 

patriarchal power structures. The Gothic motifs of labyrinths, enclosed spaces, 

murder chambers or haunted bedrooms are figured through the audible. Sound 

becomes a means to express anxieties over the destabilization of identity and a 

way to engage with the scientific developments of the time.      

 

2.3. Sonic Ambiguity in Edith Nesbit’s “From the Dead”:  

Identity and the Transgression of Spaces 

This section of the chapter ties Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” with a short story 

“From the Dead” (1893) by Female Gothic writer Edith Nesbit and inquires into 

the relationship between sound, space, and identity. As with Poe’s text, I follow 

Voegelin’s notion of sonic possible worlds and discuss the way sonic ambiguity 

within the setting of a room reflects the destabilization of identity in crisis. 

Hereby, I suggest that sound in Nesbit’s text becomes a vehicle that advances the 

negotiation of identity, gender, and power relations. A brief presentation of 

Nesbit as a writer of Gothic fiction is followed by a discussion of the patterns of 

correspondence with Poe’s tale. Nesbit’s appropriation of certain elements from 

Poe presents sound as a shared intertext. Knowledge of this shared intertext 

provides insight into the potentially plural acoustic composition of the text. The 

study moves on to the discussion of voice as representing the protagonists’ 

identity in crisis. Featuring the reanimated dead, the story is examined in 

connection with Kristeva’s notion of “abjection” that, according to Briggs, is 

relevant to the ghost story as a genre as it invites the reader to think about the 

mechanisms of evocation of disgust (“The Ghost Story” 182). The sonic qualities 

of abjection and the vocal response pertain to the renegotiation of power relations 

and the reconfiguration of the place.    

The English writer Edith Nesbit remains a liminal figure in late Victorian 

scholarship, at once a dissident voice of socialism and a “refashion[er]” of 

Victorian domesticity (Freeman, “E. Nesbit's New Woman Gothic” 455). Nesbit 
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is best known as the author of children’s books that address recurrent themes of 

children’s fears and hopes.51 Although Nesbit published four major collections of 

supernatural tales, of which some of the best known are Something Wrong (1893) 

and Tales Told in the Twilight (1897), her Gothic fiction has only recently 

received attention. As Victoria Margree observes, the major recurring motifs in 

her tales of horror are doomed love and disappointment in love by couples with 

flawed relationships.  

In Nesbit’s short story “From the Dead” the first-person narrator Arthur 

Marsh breaks his engagement with his beloved fiancée Elvire after reading a letter 

from her to another man in which she admits her love. He obtains this letter from 

the man’s sister Ida Helmont who is secretly in love with Arthur and whom he 

eventually marries after the breakup with Elvire. However, two weeks after their 

wedding, Ida confesses to Arthur that she forged the letter and asks her husband 

for forgiveness. Arthur rejects Ida’s apology after which she disappears for several 

months. During this time, he repents and fruitlessly searches for her. Eventually, 

Arthur learns that Ida has died in childbirth complications, and those around her 

have assumed she had the child outside of marriage. When he spends the night 

next door to the room containing his wife’s body, Arthur hears indeterminate 

sounds, followed by the figure of his wife who enters his bedroom. Though Arthur 

confesses his love to Ida, he is horrified at the sight of her ghostly figure and the 

sound of her feeble voice. The end of the story privileges the aural, when Arthur’s 

terrified scream precedes the sound of a heavy fall, and the corpse of his wife is 

later found by the door (a hint at Ida’s probable catalepsy). At the time of the 

narration, Arthur and Ida’s child is four years old, yet “it has never spoken and 

never smiled” (Nesbit 97).  

2.3.1. Nesbit’s echo of Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” 

The theme of a beautiful woman coming back from the dead is inherently 

Poesque. Further resemblances between the two texts include Nesbit’s intricate 

acoustic landscape, and means of description and characterization, mainly 

connected to the nervous narrator and auscultator Arthur. Reading Nesbit’s text 

with Poe serves to highlight the sonic environment as a shared intertext, gives an 

insight into the identity of the auscultator and the female protagonist, and reveals 

the implications of sound in the text. Consequently, the first part of the section 

will be a comparative reading of characterization and the use of sound, and how 

it relates to the representation of the psychological destabilization of identity. In 

the next part of the analysis, I examine how the network of Arthur’s associations 

points at Ida’s heartbeat as the sound which summons both the content of the 

story and the connections with Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart.” In particular, the 

                                                             
51 Among them are Five Children and It (1902), The Railway Children (1906) and The Enchanted 
Castle (1907). 
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variety of sounds rendered through Arthur’s auscultation parallels his ambivalent 

position towards Ida as the source of sound and reflects the changing status of 

their identities. Where Arthur’s performance challenges conventional notions of 

masculinity, Ida’s ambiguous gender imagery is both destabilized, marginalized 

and empowered through sound as a spectralized “abject” Other. 

The parallels between Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” and Nesbit’s “From the 

Dead” feed into the broader question of Nesbit’s appropriation from others for 

inspiration and plot development. Although, as Briggs admits, Nesbit was never 

short of imagination for her Gothic short stories, certain plot elements and 

settings were borrowed from other writers (A Woman of Passion174). Thereby, 

Edith Nesbit’s borrowing from other authors is a complex topic: where some 

cases are explicit, such as her reworking of Utopia by H.G. Wells, which she did 

“openly and boldly” (253). Other cases present her on the defensive when she 

suspected contemporary authors of plagiarizing from her writing.52 H.G. Wells 

himself jokingly referred to her reworking of the ideas and visions of other writers 

not in terms of “plagiarism” but “parallelism” (T. W. Thompson 269). In this 

context, the relationship between Nesbit and Poe becomes a specific case, by 

which critics admit that her short stories in Something Wrong are highly alike in 

style and manner to the horror tales of Poe (Fitzsimons 87; Joshi page). In his 

detailed comparative studies of Poe’s “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar” and 

Nesbit’s “Hurst of Hurstcote,” Terry W. Thompson suggests that Nesbit “borrows 

key elements” from Poe’s short hoax story of mesmerism to reproduce its 

“feminist-tinged reworking” (269, 278). There is no clear explanation, however, 

about the origin of that influence. A review of Something Wrong in The Spectator 

(November 18, 1893) suggests that the influence of Poe on Nesbit “seems, with or 

without the author’s consciousness, to have affected the whole book” (qtd. in 

Inness 37).   

Nesbit’s using Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” includes the confessional and 

persuasive aspects of a deranged psyche that reveals itself from the very 

beginning. The very first sentence in Nesbit’s story “But true or not true, your 

brother is a scoundrel. No man – no decent man – tells such things” (Nesbit 85) 

resonates with the initial lines in Poe’s tale “True! – Nervous – Very, very 

dreadfully nervous I had been and am; but why will you say that I am mad?” (Poe, 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” 111), setting the tone for the gradual build-up of tension.  

Furthermore, the rhetoric of increasing discomfort permeates both stories. 

In “From the Dead,” anxiety pertains not only to the voice of the narrator when 

Ida communicates to Arthur the assumed betrayal of his fiancé: “There was a 

softness in her tone that irritated and stimulated me” (Nesbit 86). This 

potentiality of sound to cause feelings bordering on anger and incitement echoes 

the narrator’s feelings in Poe’s story, where the beating of the heart “increas[es] 

                                                             
52 Briggs refers to Nesbit accusing Kipling of stealing her ideas, via a letter to H.G. Wells: “I say – do 
read Kipling in the January Strand and read my Five Children and It – will you?” (A Woman of 
Passion 253).  
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[his] fury, as the beating of the drum stimulates the soldier into courage” (Poe, 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” 113). The narrator’s attitude in Nesbit’s text recalls the 

“fury” in Poe’s text and points at the hidden aggression towards the female 

character that is enmeshed in repressed desire.  

Arthur’s character permeates the narrative with his self-centered 

domineering, evidenced in the recurrent appearance of the first-person pronoun 

in italics: “God help me! ... That I should have been tricked, that I should have 

been deceived, that I should have been led on to make a fool of myself! That I 

should have married a woman who had fooled me!” (Nesbit 88). His superior 

positioning of self engages with the homophonic ambiguity of the pronoun 

relating both to the significance of the visual and the duplicity of the self in Poe’s 

text. Arthur has clearly seen his fiancée Elvire meeting Oscar Helmont: “They 

turned and met me face to face, and I saw all I needed to see. They loved each 

other. Ida Helmont has spoken the truth” (87). Yet his reaction to his “wounded 

vanity” (88) nullifies the objective significance of the sight and transforms it into 

his visual desire of feminine subservience that Margree connects both to the 

social codes that regulate male-female relationships and to the character’s 

“individual perverseness” (431). This also echoes the perverse nature of Poe’s 

narrator. Arthur’s “longing” for Ida’s submissiveness conceals his intimate urge 

– the scene that he visualizes and craves: “I was longing for her to weep and fall 

at my feet, that I might raise her and hold her in my arms again” (Nesbit 88). As 

the narrative progresses, the narrator admits the detrimental effect of his 

“resentment and evil temper” (89), which disabled him from coming back and 

begging forgiveness from Ida. Such ambiguity and perverseness of the narrator’s 

“I” in “From the Dead” resonates with the monomania of Poe’s madman framed 

through the symbolic equating of the “Evil Eye” of the old man and the “Evil I” of 

his murderer (Tucker 92).  

The horrifying image of the “tell-tale heart” in Poe’s text resonates with 

Nesbit’s multiple references to the heart as a metonymic representation of 

personal qualities and attitudes of the characters. Arthur and Ida constantly 

exchange confessions of love, placing the heart at the center of their oath of 

allegiance. The allegiance reaffirms the position of Ida and challenges Arthur’s 

true feelings. “The largeness of heart,” which Arthur praises Ida for, is contrasted 

with his “coward’s heart,” which is gradually exposed by the end of the tale 

(Nesbit 87, 96).  

Imbricated in the uncanny mechanics of rhythm, the heart references 

desire and the seat of love in Nesbit’s text. In The Uncanny, Nicholas Royle 

observes the comprehensive quality of the heart: “The matter of the heart is a 

matter of desire, of a rhythm of singularity and generality, and of a logic of the 

foreign body, the automaton and spectre at the heart of the matter” (187). Ida’s 

reference to her husband as “heart’s heart” or Arthur calling Ida “[his] heart’s own 

treasure” (Nesbit 87, 89) reflect the recurring image of the heart as a locus of 
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innermost feelings.53 The former expression not only recalls the containing 

properties of the heart, but it pertains to the old romantic ritual of exchange of 

hearts in its deep symbolic connotations of the oath of love – “the lover’s 

mysterious and transforming presence within the beloved” that, as Newman 

observes, is notable with medieval writers (8).  

Despite abundant affection, the love story takes a heartbreaking turn. 

Arthur learns from Ida that she forged the letter that led to the breakup with his 

fiancée Elvire. Initially, Arthur refuses to forgive his wife after learning about her 

action, brutally and repeatedly rejecting her apologies. Later that night, when 

Arthur comes back ready to reconcile, Ida is gone. After several “long weeks and 

months,” Arthur receives a telegraph message from Ida saying that she was dying 

(Nesbit 90). Arthur rushes to the address, but he is too late. Ida has died from 

childbirth complications, largely aggravated by her distress caused by Arthur’s 

rejection. As Margree observes, Ida’s death is “compounded ... by heartbreak” 

(431) and embraces the physical realization of the symbolic connotations of 

rejection.  

The news of Ida’s death entails the change of setting, and Arthur’s bedroom 

next to Ida’s bedchamber becomes the main acoustic site of events. While 

Arthur’s primary impression of the room is based on the visual, which 

communicates space, heavy furniture and darkness, he gradually shifts to 

acoustic cues, where the sounds do not belong to the immediate space of the room 

but violate and transgress its boundaries, leaving the comprehensive space of the 

house to enter the private space of the room. As Arthur is lying in the “big, roomy 

bed” (Nesbit 94), his auscultation covers the separate interior. He hears “the 

household noises” fading and finally dying out with “the wail of [his] child 

sounding latest” (94). Arthur has an ambivalent attitude to the child, alternately 

blaming “it” and himself for Ida’s death.  

Arthur feels guilty for the betrayal of Ida. The scene is punctuated by the 

sound of the clock at the stairhead that marks the hours - “eleven twelve, one ...” 

- and gives Arthur the sense of time passing during his insomnia (94). The sound 

of the clock and the ensuing stillness in the room illuminate the narrator’s visceral 

state: they evoke the intoxicating atmosphere of grief that brings out the inner 

acoustic landscape of the narrator with its disturbing ambience of noise. The 

sounds of the room are shadowed by the ambience of Arthur’s anxiety, by which 

he is not able to look at his life “quietly” in retrospective but complains of a state 

of a “real drunkenness” that interferes with his thinking (94).  

Silence as the absence of sound becomes a domain of grief that activates 

the sonic landscape of his memory and appeals to mortality. There is a degree of 

approximation between Arthur and his deceased wife, when silence unites the 

motionlessness of his body and the stillness of her dead body lying in the next 

                                                             
53 For example, when Hamlet says to his friend Horatio “Give me that man /That is not passion’s slave, 
and I will wear him /In my heart’s core, ay, in my heart of heart, /As I do thee” (Hamlet, III, ii), he 
refers to the heart as the place of the most sacred feelings.  
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room. Equally, vision, sound and flavor interconnect in the multisensory 

experience of the place, reaching out to the gustatory and leading Arthur to “taste” 

“the bitterness of death” when immersed in thought (94). The silence of the room 

not only brings the auscultator into a relationship with other senses but also 

intensifies his sense of hearing and through its mute medium introduces the 

sounds that expose the tension between the actual and the imaginary, the natural 

and the supernatural, the past and the present, the habitual and the uncanny.  

Before the clock once again marks the course of time, Arthur hears the 

sound that reconfigures the room into the place of uncanny extremes, becomes 

the presentiment of the upcoming events, and executes an auditory offence on the 

listener: 

It must have been about two that I first became aware of a slight 
sound that was not the ticking of the clock. I say I first became 
aware, and yet I know perfectly that I had heard that sound more 
than once before, and had yet determined not to hear it, because it 
came from the next room – the room where the corpse lay. (94) 

Arthur’s fearful unwillingness to identify the sound problematizes the 

indeterminacy of its source and quality. His avoidance of its direct nomination 

extends to the notion of the implied sound that is not described but implied and 

evoked in the reader’s mind. The auscultized sound generates a composition of 

associations that make the narrator too unnerved to give a precise statement of 

what it is.  

Possessing the traits of the familiar, yet lacking its material substance, the 

sound turns into the object of extreme fear for the narrator. The inanimateness 

of his wife’s body horrifies Arthur. In her discussion of abjection, Kristeva points 

at the threat that resides in the dubious position of fascination and rejection, 

presenting itself as much “tempting as it is condemned” (1). For Kristeva, the 

abject constitutes the rejected and banished entities and is mainly about “what 

does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the 

composite” (4). The abject elicits human reaction to the horror of reality – be it 

bodily fluids, waste or death. Along with loathing, the abject causes a fear that 

permeates every aspect of the subject resulting in “a massive and sudden 

emergence of uncanniness” (2). The fear of a corpse as “the most sickening of 

wastes” is the ultimate example of the abject, as for Kristeva the corpse is “the 

body beyond the limit” – the ultimate border that expels the self (4). The corpse 

aligns with the ghost in its transgression of borders and limitations as the 

encapsulation of “otherness.” As Sasha Handley observes, the corpse and the 

ghost follow the relationship of dislocation, by which the fundamental example 

of abjection is “the displacement of the human corpse or ghost,” where the images 

of decay and decomposition remind of human mortality (122). Such rejection of 

the dead in their material and metaphysical forms connects to psychosocial 
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factors. From the eighteenth century in England, the abjection of ghosts found 

support within environmentalist epidemiological theories that rejected the dead 

for fear of contamination by dangerous pathogens (Handley 122).  

The emphasized locations of the sound (that is, the room with the corpse) 

pertains to a clash of irresolvable and conflicting contiguities and epitomizes the 

abject in the uncanny atmosphere of the room. Nicholas Royle describes the 

uncanny as “a crisis of the proper” that violates the idea of private and personal 

property and undermines everything that might be thought to belong to “the 

nature of reality and the world” (The Uncanny 1). Arthur’s rejection of the sound 

is dictated by its unsettling locale that questions his sense of space, time and 

reality, and the quality of the sound that references his distressing experience of 

the self. Consequently, Arthur refuses to name the sound, instead characterizing 

it as “a slight sound that was not the ticking of the clock” that he “had heard ... 

more than once before” (Nesbit 94). Containing the familiar and the unfamiliar, 

the recognized and the unnamed, the sound epitomizes the uncanny. The source 

of sound points at Ida’s corpse, which unites the abject with the uncanny. 

According to Freud, the feeling of the uncanny connects in its highest degree with 

“death and dead bodies,” “the return of the dead,” as well as with ghosts and 

spirits (The “Uncanny” 13). At the same time, Nesbit creates the uncanniness of 

incongruity where the source of sound is disembodied as heard “more than once 

before,” and the reference to the corpse collides with the image of the living Ida. 

More insight into the nature of the “slight sound” is drawn from Arthur’s working 

out that it is not the ticking of the clock. Yet he recognizes its confusing proximity 

with the insinuated sound. The uncanniness of sonic indeterminacy unites the 

mechanical ticking of the clock, the stillness of the corpse, and the sound he 

implicitly associates with Ida, thus bringing up the Freudian uncanniness of 

automata that highlight the mechanical nature of bodily operations and 

reinforcing the idea of the uncanny.54 

The protagonist’s uncertainty about the source of external sound threads 

his comprehension and exposes his deeply ingrained cowardice and rudeness: 

“And I did not wish to hear that sound, because I knew it meant that I was nervous 

– miserably nervous – a coward and a brute” (Nesbit 94). Here, the exclamations 

and repetitions of his anxious voice illuminate the nature of the narrator’s mental 

anguish and once again find their echo with Poe’s narrator who admits how 

“nervous – very, very dreadfully nervous” he had been (Poe, “The Tell-Tale Heart 

111). Demonstrating how sound destabilizes identity, Nesbit appropriates the 

voice of someone who can be described as a morally insane individual whose 

insistence on sanity only reinforces and intensifies the perception of madness.  

The ongoing disintegration of Arthur’s personality parallels the diminution 

of his narrative reliability and suggests a possibility for alternative references and 

                                                             
54 The connections between the heart and mechanics have been observed by Derrida in his discussion 
of poetry “learned by heart,” by which the heart conveys “a certain exteriority of the automaton” in 
addition to the pure interiority of the memory (Royle, Jacques Derrida 137). 
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notions within his fleeting sonic subjectivity. As Mieszkowski observes, the 

introduction of the unreliable focalizer or auscultator in a text “blurs the 

boundary between illusion and reality” (Resonant Alterities 83). Auscultized 

through the narrator, the acoustic landscape of Arthur’s room proposes the 

invisible dynamics of Salomé Voegelin’s sonic possible worlds that go beyond the 

hierarchy, logic and materiality of the real.  

The beating of the heart unites the stories of Poe and Nesbit and invites 

exploration of its sonic alternatives in their mobility and complexity. Nesbit 

appropriates Poe’s sonic abject to organize reality. Thus, the narrator’s account 

becomes less consistent and borders more on fancy as he admits hearing sounds 

impossible in reality: “I had fancied I heard slight, slight, almost inaudible 

sounds. So when I say that I became aware of them I mean that I at last heard a 

sound so distinct as to leave no room for doubt or question” (Nesbit 95). 

That the sound is more implied than detailed conveys the terrifying 

probability of its source – the sonic manifestation of a “living dead” – more 

intensely and approximates the possibility of Ida being back “from the dead.”  As 

the slight inaudibility progresses to distinctness, the disembodied sound acquires 

its source and brings about the unsettling awareness of the uncanny presence to 

the narrator. Equally, more parallels with Poe’s text foreground the increasing 

nervousness of the narrator, which brings him to a “sitting position in bed,” with 

heavy drops of sweat falling on his cold hands from his forehead, as he holds his 

breath and listens to the sounds (95). Arthur’s identity oscillates between the 

perpetrator and the victim and aligns with the conjunction of the narrator and 

the old man in “The Tell-Tale Heart,” rendered through the terrified state of the 

latter: “He was still sitting in up the bed listening; - just as I have done, night after 

night, hearkening to the death watches in the wall” (Poe, “The Tell-Tale Heart” 

112). As Nesbit’s narrator loses track of time, the gradually instilled silence as the 

absence of sound establishes a state of continuity between the aural and the 

corporeal, and he falls back on the pillow. 

2.3.2. Voice, Spatial Permeability and  

the alternative forms of identity 

As the narrative progresses, the Poesque influence in Nesbit’s text becomes less 

pronounced under the stronger authorial emphasis on the representation of voice 

and identity. This section of the analysis focuses on how the acoustic properties 

of voice communicate the destabilization of identity. Such ambiguity of the self, I 

conclude, extrapolates to the sonic indeterminacy of the transgressive space and 

questions its suggested status.   

Silence in the room produces a sonic response reflecting Arthur’s state of 

mind and making him more aware of his own voice. Silence, as such, is never 

completely established when Arthur negotiates an internal conflict. As Seán 
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Street observes, individuals are not only surrounded by sound, but rather they 

become sound to the degree their memories, actions and thoughts manifest 

themselves as a kind of “silent sound” played continuously in the mind (31). 

Nesbit dramatizes the moment by bringing Arthur’s internal monologue into the 

situation by which he needs to resolve an important dilemma: his (un)willingness 

to accept Ida’s state. Arthur’s conception of the transformed Ida demonstrates his 

confusion and uncertainty about her identity that oscillates between a “corpse,” a 

“dead woman,” and a “ghost” (Nesbit 94, 96). Each element represents a different 

degree of menace – from the putrefying cadaver to a more incorruptible spirit 

that is more identifiable with her former self and points at the instable identity of 

the abject as “the most fragile” (Kristeva 12). Philippe Ariès argues in The Hour 

of Our Death that responses to death across cultures and times have varied from 

the fear of corpses – due to their potential contamination of the living – to the 

beautification of the spectral Other in the nineteenth century, where the spirit 

remains “the noble part of the individual” that will survive after death (596). In 

this connection, Nesbit’s text reflects the oscillating conception of the body that 

is grounded in broader epistemologies and emphasizes an alternative view of 

Ida’s identity. 

Arthur’s subjectivity mirrors the liminality of the contradictory time-

specific approach to the dead body. He admits the joy he would feel if Ida’s “spirit” 

were to come back and forgive him, while his internal monologue suggests the 

opposite. Arthur negotiates his way through the situation by moving beyond inner 

speech and engaging in an external dialogue with his own self, where the sound 

of his voice is shadowed by the repulsive vibratory response of his body: “’I wish 

she would come,’ myself answered in words, while every fibre of my body and 

mind shrank and quivered in denial” (Nesbit 95). His thoughts, however, are 

dissonant with his embodied response that communicates fear and negates the 

unison of his internal thoughts and their echoing external vocalization. The 

established discontinuity between the voice and the body communicates a state 

of vocal displacement that translates into the crisis of Arthur’s subjectivity.  

The protagonist’s internal monologue operates at the interrelation of 

conflicting ideas that center around the horror of the “abject” Ida and that 

engages multiple senses. He first observes “the commonplace details of the 

ordinary room” as he breathes “more freely” (95). The sound of breath as the 

essential part of the voice (Street 108) is followed by his inner conflicting 

ruminations, where his visual imagination informs the acoustic composition of 

the room. As he envisions Ida moving, getting up and walking, he hears a 

sequence of sounds that sonify his innermost anxieties: “As I thought it, I heard 

– plainly, unmistakably heard – the door of the chamber of death open slowly – 

I heard slow steps in the passage, slow, heavy steps – I heard the touch of hands 

on my door outside, uncertain hands, that felt for the latch” (Nesbit 95).  

The imaginary, the visual and the sonic aspects merge in the atmosphere 

of the room, dominated by the gradual interchange of slowness, heaviness, and 
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uncertainty of the uncanny presence. The sounds of the opening door and the 

footsteps are sound signals that build suspense in the audible world of the Gothic, 

violating the security of the private place with the sinister omen of the intruder or 

a harbinger of threat. In Sinister Resonance, David Toop observes of the 

soundscape of private spaces, “[w]hen a door creaks or floorboards squeak 

together, sound enters in uncanny form” (153). Arthur’s imaginary and auditory 

engagement with the feared object reflects his state that progresses from terror 

to horror. In her discussion of sonic Gothic, van Elferen critiques the 

interchangeability of Gothic terror and horror as two modes of reception, where 

their difference lies in the interaction with the subject matter. Horror explicitly 

brings the feared object into the visual space, whereas terror “leaves the object 

[...] implicit, just outside perception” (van Elferen, Gothic Music36). Such 

gradation parallels Arthur’s engagement with the acoustic landscape of the room 

- from the sonic cues that implicitly suggest her presence to the resulting visual 

explicitness of Ida’s appearance. Eventually, the door opens “slowly, slowly, 

slowly,” and Arthur sees the figure of Ida coming in (Nesbit 95). His suppressed 

shriek at the sight of the figure suggests the degree of his dread. 

Arthur’s response is established through the combination of the visual, the 

aural, and the olfactory. Ida’s white grave-clothes and a bandage under the chin, 

the scent of lavender, and the silent look of “love unspeakable” (95) exemplify the 

uncanniness of the re-animated dead. Ida’s visual representation and initial 

silence seemingly position her within the Freudian reading of death that weaves 

together femininity, death, and silence. In “The Theme of the Three Caskets” 

Freud’s psycho-analytic analysis of different myths and tales that involve the 

figures of dumb or hiding women, such as King Lear’s Cordelia, Aphrodite or 

Cinderella, suggests that “in dreams dumbness is a common representation of 

death” (Writings 113).  

Yet, Nesbit’s text destabilizes Ida’s identity through the re-negotiation of 

gender attributes. Arthur’s conception of her body reduces her selfhood and 

femaleness to the empty category of a lifeless object with the genderless “what” 

and “it”: “I knew well enough what would come in when that door opened [...]”; 

“It came straight towards the bed [...]”; “Its eyes were wide open” (Nesbit 95, 

emphasis mine). Such re-categorization, however, implies empowerment as 

theorized by cultural discourses on death and femininity. In Death and 

Representation, Bronfen and Goodwin suggest that “the kinds of power 

attributed to death are also those associated with the woman, because they are 

the confounding power of the body” (14). They add that the feminine resembles 

death in being “unstable, liminal, disturbing.” Ida’s permutation of femininity, 

which in Arthur’s conception oscillates between the lifeless and genderless 

“figure” (an “it”) and a “poor ghost,” entails the acoustic dominion of her voice 

that encapsulates the uncanny strangeness within the familiar: “It was the same 

dear voice that I loved to hear, but it was very weak and faint now; and now I 

trembled as I listened” (Nesbit 95). Arthur’s conception of Ida’s voice 
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encapsulates the patriarchal tactic of making “an ideological association of female 

sound with monstrosity, disorder and death” (Carson 121).  

The uncertain and ambiguous state of Ida’s ghostliness manifests a new 

identity. According to Smith, as a “liminal, abjected figure,” the ghost represents 

the transformation of death into the start of life and points at a different 

perspective on gender and identity (187). As Kristeva suggests, the abject 

undergoes a process of becoming an “Other” at the expense of one’s own death. 

With Kristeva, the idea of this transformative process of the self is rendered 

through the example of nausea when “I expel myself, I spit myself out, I abject 

myself within the same notion through which “I” claim to establish myself” (4). 

Ida’s identity undergoes a transformation by which through her abject 

“otherness” she reestablishes herself as a powerful figure that contrasts with 

Arthur’s nervous response.  

Gradually, the sonic confrontation between Arthur and Ida reflects the 

emasculation of his identity and re-negotiates the conditions of Ida’s demise. 

First, Nesbit shows his blocking the visual imagery and using the sound of his 

voice as an instrument to express rejection: “Then I did shriek aloud, again and 

again, and covered my face with the sheet, and wound it round my head and body, 

and held it with all my force” (96). Here, Arthur’s masculinity is destabilized by 

his use of sound, when his cowardice and uncertainty escalate into a shriek. 

According to Carson, the general tendencies in literature and culture, from 

antiquity till the present, position femininity alongside the “disorderly and 

uncontrolled outflow of sound” – from shrieking and screaming to the “eruption 

of raw emotion” in general terms (126). For Carson, high vocal pitch correlates to 

those who deviate from the masculine, be they women, eunuchs, “androgynes,” 

or others (119).  

As Arthur obscures the visual, his auscultation extends to a sequence of 

sounds: “There was a moment’s silence. Then I heard my door close, and then a 

sound of feet and of voices, and I heard something heavy fall” (Nesbit 96). 

Arthur’s self-imposed lack of perception is loaded with meaning that goes beyond 

the merely visual and extends to a manner of comprehension, embracing an 

unwillingness to see things clearly, both in the literal and figurative ways. The 

sonic pattern accompanies a succession of events that communicate the 

destructive outcome of Arthur’s rejection and question his “phantasmagoric” 

conception of Ida. Nesbit leaves it a possibility that the corpse in grave-clothes 

that he finds outside the door is Ida who temporarily regained consciousness after 

catalepsy – another delicate hat tip to Poe who illustrated the condition in “The 

Premature Burial” and referenced it in “The Fall of the House of Usher.” Related 

to Ida’s ambivalent identity, Arthur’s cowardly rejection of his wife acquires a 

double meaning: the killing of love that he admits and Ida’s physical death in the 

aftermath of catalepsy, largely facilitated by Arthur’s rejection. Arthur ironically 

fails to recognize his wife as a living body yet yields to the irrational conception 

of the figure as a ghost or a walking dead. The alternations of female subjectivity 
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and Arthur’s destabilized masculinity project onto the sonic indeterminacy of the 

space. With his final rejection, Arthur inadvertently contributes to Ida’s death 

and reconfigures the chamber into a murder room.    

The story ends with the uncanny silence of the child who bears the symbolic 

legacy of trauma: “there is the child. It is four years old now, and it has never 

spoken and never smiled” (97). In the description of the father, the child 

represents an uncanny presence – speechless, faceless, and genderless. In a 

Lacanian sense, the child fails to discover its identity and voice in the vocal 

“mirror” of the mother whom it has never heard, nor does the child manifest a 

subjectivity or establish a linguistic link with the environment. In effect, the 

child’s absence of speech extends to the image of “infantile containment,” an 

“envelope” that Kaja Silverman describes as “the image of the child held within 

the environment or sphere of the maternal voice” (72). Only, in Nesbit’s story the 

child’s vocal behavior is contained within its mother’s silence. In such 

containment, the uncanny mother is fused with the child that emblematizes 

trauma and accusation of the father. 

*** 

Bridging Poe’s text in an intricate network of inter-sonic connections, Nesbit’s 

“From the Dead” proposes an alternative state of events through sound that 

instigates anxiety and fear within the listener, illuminates the constitution of the 

space, and serves as a tool for the negotiation of identity and power relations. The 

soundscape of Nesbit’s short story is not a linear or homogenous composition but 

rather a possibility, which reaches out to the plurality of things available to the 

listener, disrupting the boundaries between the visible and the ephemeral, the 

rational and the phantasmagoric, the male and the female. Be it a sonic 

manifestation of a phantasmagoric presence, a living dead or a woman awakening 

from the state of catalepsy, sound in Nesbit’s text exceeds the confines of 

singularity.  

In this section of the thesis, I demonstrated how the ephemerality, 

(im)possibility and ambiguity of sound in Nesbit’s text represents identity in 

crisis in its connection with the liminality of the space. Such destabilization 

embraces multiple directions, including appropriation from Poe’s “The Tell-Tale 

Heart” that, while bearing no direct evidence from Nesbit, is audible in the 

intensity of a nervous protagonist and the subtle undertones of the implicit 

heartbeat. Sound illuminates a shared intertext for the two writers, where the 

heartbeat bridges the symbolic with the physical thus signifying desire and the 

fear of abject corporeality. Without direct identification, the Poesque, as well as 

the sonic and spatial compositions, are implied in Nesbits’s story where the 

bedchamber bears the potentiality of a murder room. Poe’s murder room echoes 

Nesbit’s bedchamber, amplifying the narrator’s nervousness to the state of crisis 

instigated by sound. Yet Nesbit tentatively borrows from Poe to organize reality, 

leaving the sounds of heartbeat and the confession of a murder subtler and more 
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fleeting, and highlighting instead an important theme of the time: the social 

treatment of women.    

The way sound destabilizes identity in Nesbit’s text bears the implications 

of gender and power relations. The terrifying sounds coming from the chamber 

of death announce the approach of the “abject.” Ida’s identity becomes less 

feminine as it oscillates between a corpse and a ghostly presence. The voice 

becomes more pronounced and independent of the Poesque allusion, as it 

pertains to female subjectivity and its oppression by power structures. The 

defamiliarized sounds that both resemble and refute the ticking of the clock and 

the weak monotonous voice of ghostly Ida re-position her as the “Other.” Ida’s 

new identity unites marginalized fragility with the transformative power of the 

abject. Ida becomes a sonic representation of Death that entails the 

destabilization of Arthur’s masculine identity. His paralyzed silence, terrified 

shriek and nervous stammering represent an effeminate performance that 

trivializes masculine conventions, by which nervousness does not necessarily 

pertain to the feminine, nor rationality to the masculine. Sound in Nesbit’s text 

signifies transgression in aligning the permeability of space with the character’s 

vulnerability of embodied response. Moreover, it privileges feminine 

epistemology in the face of the masculine literal and symbolic obscurity of 

knowledge. Arthur will never decipher Ida’s identity, whose confession that she 

is “dead” allows for the possibility of her deliberate mystification of herself – an 

ironic gesture that resembles her forging the letter. At the same time, sound 

displays the silencing, ignoring, and confining practices of patriarchal culture. 

Nervous, cowardly, and effeminate Arthur is the cause of Ida’s tragic life and 

death. Therefore, Nesbit’s feminist position is as intricately veiled as the sound of 

the heartbeat in Arthur’s bedchamber. 

Initiated by Poe, the sound of the heartbeat echoes across the Atlantic and 

reappears in one more short story from nineteenth-century America: Pember’s 

“The Ghost of the Nineteenth Century.” In what follows, I conclude my discussion 

of the alternative sense of sound by examining the sound of heartbeat as the 

explained supernatural, which blends the spectral with the rationality of 

technological developments of the time and criticizes the limitations of 

patriarchal ideology. 

 

2.4. The Heartbeat in the Death Chamber:  

The Ghost and the Machine in Phoebe Yates Pember’s  

“The Ghost of the Nineteenth Century” 

While previously overshadowed by men and much earlier female writers such as 

Ann Radcliffe, Mary Shelley and the Brontës, nineteenth-century women writers 

of supernatural tales on both sides of the Atlantic have received growing interest. 
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Recent anthologies, such as A Suggestion of Ghosts: Supernatural Fiction by 

Women 1854-1900, (Mains 2017) and Scare Tactics: Supernatural Fiction by 

American Women (Weinstock 2016), have inscribed American female writers 

into the tradition of supernatural fiction. American women writers of the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries employed the supernatural to highlight 

their concerns about the network of forces that could potentially confine, 

disempower and marginalize women in society. Social, cultural and technological 

developments thread their narratives of terror. Spiritualism and the occult, the 

Civil War, the emergence of psychoanalysis and other topics pertaining to the 

American fascination with death also find their reflection in women’s writing. At 

the same time, the critique of the status quo is inevitably connected with the 

motifs, devices, and earlier traditions of female Gothic writers that challenged the 

hegemonic order. Rare or unexpected images and elements, such as the 

disembodied sound of a beating heart in a secluded bedchamber, echo through 

supernatural tales on the continent and across the Atlantic, expressing 

internalized fears and generating a plurality of sonic environments with their 

memories, sentiments and anxieties. 

This section explores the third and final short story that features the sound 

of a beating heart in the confined space of a room and bridges Poe’s “The Tell-

Tale Heart” and Nesbit’s “From the Dead”: nineteenth-century American writer 

Phoebe Yates Pember’s “The Ghost of the Nineteenth Century” (1880). I will 

examine how the body of the (supposed) apparition in Pember’s text is 

constructed through the auditory-vocalic space and the ambivalence of its 

conception by the listener. In the alternative sense of sound, the ghostly sounds 

originate in the imaginative mode and are rationalized in terms of a mechanical 

device. Pember’s text will be analyzed against the background of Female Gothic 

writing as reflecting epistemic injustice and expressing the dissatisfaction with 

the strictures and structures of patriarchy, where sound externalizes the vices 

associated with gender and class marginalization. In what follows, I will consider 

the story as rooted in Pember’s contemporary ideologies. By undertaking a 

historically contextualized approach, I trace the way sound references social, 

cultural and technological developments of the place and time, and how sound 

highlights gendered hermeneutical inequality. A brief discussion of the writer’s 

relation to Gothic literature is followed by an analysis of the soundscape of a 

“haunted” bedroom in context of the “explained supernatural,” where the 

controversy of sound in Pember’s text reverberates with the sonic possibilities of 

Poe and Nesbit.  

2.4.1. The unacknowledged Gothic of Phoebe Pember 

Pember is largely known in literary scholarship for A Southern Woman’s Story, 

which suggests her daily familiarity with images of horror that dramatize the 
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realm between life and death. In “Confederate Testimony” (2000), Clay Lewis 

refers to her descriptions of the war’s horror scenes as “battlefield gothic” – the 

phrase borrowed from The Soldiers’ Tale by Samuel Hynes (283). Hynes coins 

the “Battlefield Gothic” in reference to the “grotesque occasion” when the extreme 

atrocities and violence of the battlefield are presented in a distanced, “flat and 

uninflected” style (26). Confronting the horror of the war, Pember appropriates 

Gothic imagery to show the devastation of loss, imprisonment, suffering and 

death. One example includes the description of soldiers released from northern 

prisons: “With beating heart, throbbing head and icy hands I went among this 

army of martyrs and spectres whom it was almost impossible to imagine as 

human beings” (Pember, A Southern Woman’s Story: Life in Confederate 

Richmond 122). With the combination of honesty, directness and astonishment 

that, per Hynes, constitute the notion of “Battlefield Gothic,” Pember depicts the 

“gaunt, lank skeletons” with “pale, bluish lips and feverish eyes, glittering and 

weird” to conclude that “[l]iving and dead” were “not distinguishable” apart from 

the difference in effort in moving them (121). 

Apart from her more famous memoir, Pember published several stories 

and articles in Harper’s New Monthly, the Atlantic Monthly and the 

Independent. One of these – the short story “A Virginia Visit” (published in 

Harper’s Magazine in 1883) – describes a mysterious event concerning a young 

lady Elinor, who attends a funeral of a family friend and is deeply moved by the 

sight of his corpse. Being alone in the death chamber, she calls for the spirit of the 

deceased to tell her of his journey to the other world. After the funeral, Elinor 

stays overnight in one of the secluded rooms of the house and is horrified to see 

the same figure to whom she bid farewell: “Looking at her straight in the face [...] 

stood the dead man whose face she had kissed that afternoon in his coffin” 

(Pember, “A Virginia Visit” 118). Deeply shocked, Elinor becomes bed-ridden and 

dies in the prime of her youth, never to know that “the living dead” was the “feeble 

minded” and concealed twin brother of the deceased.  

The motif of a phantasmagoric visitation and the subsequent 

rationalization of the supernatural also occurs in Pember’s “The Ghost of the 

Nineteenth Century.” This story focuses on the dialogue between realism and the 

supernatural which is characteristic of the Gothic (Freeman, “The Victorian 

Ghost Story” 98). Pember’s tale shares similarities with the stories of Poe and 

Nesbit regarding setting and certain elements of the acoustic environment – the 

sound of the heartbeat in the confined space of a death chamber.  

First published in Harper’s Magazine in 1880 and anthologized in A 

Suggestion of Ghosts, Pember’s “The Ghost of the Nineteenth Century” draws 

from her nursing experience in portraying the suffering of a soldier and explores 

the potential for mechanical noise to produce uncanny effects. The story centers 

around two young people Esther and Linton who have lived as neighbors and 

friends since their childhood in a Southern city. The third-person narration 

invites the reader to a gloomy old brick house surrounded by a wilderness of tall 
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forest trees – Esther’s dwelling after the demise of her mother. As the 

protagonists’ relations develop from friendship to romance, the phantoms of the 

past appear in sonic manifestations. Esther becomes troubled by strange sounds 

coming from an old chamber. A certain Captain Santerre – a young naval friend 

of Esther’s family – spent his final hours in the chamber before passing away after 

a tragic accident. The story around the Captain’s death pertains to his secret love 

for Esther and her re-awakening sympathy. Despite the servants’ rumors about 

the spectral character of the sounds, Esther partly resists their supernatural 

explanation. Yet, the recurring sounds of breathing, gasping, and especially, the 

beating of the heart that emanate from the Captain’s death chamber at a 

particular hour of the night make her horrified, nervous and exhausted. The 

mystery is dismantled in the end, when Esther invites Linton to listen to the 

troubling sounds. In a kind but patronizing manner, Linton explains to her that 

the sounds belong to a steam-boat passing by at a certain hour, whereby the 

heartbeat is nothing other than the beat of its paddle wheels. Confessing his love 

to Esther, Linton asserts his willingness to protect and comfort her, and he 

ironically allows himself the privilege of believing in ghosts. “I shall sympathize 

with them, believe in them, even adore them forever,” he concludes (Pember 113).  

Pember’s explanation, which is also traceable in “Virginia Visit,”  follows 

the tradition of Gothic fiction to rationalize events of seemingly supernatural 

origin (Freeman, “The Victorian Ghost Story” 94). In Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of 

Udolpho the ghostly forces, strange noises and spectral events are inevitably 

followed by rational explanations that bring readers back to eighteenth-century 

conventions of reason and morality. Radcliffe’s novel is intensely sonorous, yet 

the disembodied voices and sounds that suffuse the narrative appear to belong to 

human beings. As Fred Botting observes, Radcliffe’s narrative technique, 

including that of the “explained supernatural,” was adopted well into the 

nineteenth century (Gothic 63). For example, Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey 

(1818) famously satirizes the supernatural by presenting a Gothic development of 

events as a result of the character’s over-sensitive imagination. 

In Pember’s short story, the tendency towards bifurcation underscores 

sound and bridges two realms: the supernatural sonic world auscultated by 

superstitious female characters and the rational world of mechanistic noise 

symbolizing the triumph of masculine epistemological supremacy. Yet, 

Radcliffe’s rejection of reductive singularity gives a touch of spectralization to the 

ordinary world, which allows Castle to delineate her revelatory ending as “the 

supernaturalization of everyday life” (123). Likewise, Pember inflects the 

irrational beginning and the ordinary ending with the elements of the opposing 

domains. Just as Radcliffe highlights the potential of listening as the intersection 

of confusion and revelation, Pember employs sound as the most viable tool that 

resists any attempts to constrain its potential to infiltrate and transcend. In this 

connection, Pember pairs with Nesbit and Poe in exemplifying what Voegelin 

calls the sound’s “present unfolding” in the sonic possible worlds – a plethora of 
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possibilities that pluralizes and renews epistemology (2). Analyzing sonic 

accompaniments to the developments in the story makes it possible to reach 

Pember’s implicit inquiry and to see how acoustic ambiguity highlights the 

complexities of gender and power relations in her contemporary society. Overall, 

Pember’s story suggests that within the space of audition, the ghost and the 

machine lose their categorical separation.  

Structured according to the dichotomy of superstition and reality, the 

following sections explore the complexity of double signification and the 

underlying meanings and contexts of phantasmagoric sonicity and its 

mechanistic counterpart within the fictional soundscape. I start with presenting 

the female protagonist Esther as the main auscultator, whose conflict of identity 

is highlighted by sonic ambiguity and hermeneutical injustice. I then develop how 

the female protagonist conceives of the sounds of breathing and heartbeats she 

hears in her bedroom, as well as the way her interpretations follow cultural 

understandings of the spectral. Pember’s representation of ghostly sounds not 

only embraces their psycho-acoustic qualities but reflects contemporary class, 

culture and gender ideologies that trivialize feminine epistemology. Finally, I 

discuss the explanation behind the phantasmagoric soundscape in the bedroom. 

Linton’s rationalization of the sounds as belonging to the steamboat will be 

analyzed in connection with industrialization in nineteenth-century America and 

the gendered ideologies of the time.  

2.4.2. The female auscultator: sound, identity  

and hermeneutical inequality 

Gothic narratives activate the sense of the unknown and uncontrollable by 

operating with the elements of instability, liminality and ambivalence of the 

characters, settings and events. Gothic transgressions challenge the boundaries 

of reason and produce terrors that question and re-establish societal and 

aesthetic values. Gothic, as Botting observes, plays on the limits of good and evil, 

lightness and darkness, inside and outside, reason and superstition. Such 

interplay complicates rational understanding and control and allows for the 

freedom of characterization. The contradictory hero-villain figures of Maturin’s 

Melmoth the Wanderer and Brontë’s Wuthering Heights, the ambivalently 

passive and resilient female characters in Radcliffe’s The Italian and The 

Mysteries of Udolpho, or the disturbing dualities of Robert Louis Stevenson’s 

Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde are representations of the non-

conformist, the strange and the deviant that become an instrument for social 

critique. Botting suggests that the nature of association between “real and 

fantastic, sacred and profane, supernatural and natural, past and present, 

civilized and barbaric, rational and fanciful, remain crucial to the Gothic dynamic 

of limit and transgression” (Gothic 9). Resting on differentiation, the Gothic 
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attracts inquiry to its boundaries through unfolding intrigues, exposing terrors, 

revealing secrets, and probing into labyrinthic spaces and unstable identities.    

The intersection of feminine and masculine in Pember’s story is set against 

the spiritual world through unexplained visions and sounds. In particular, 

Esther’s body projects the interrelation between the masculine and the feminine 

as a ciphered contradiction between the rational and the sensible. Thus, the 

opening page of the story supports the patriarchy-induced aesthetics that 

associates Esther with the notions of romance, fragility and gentleness: “There 

was a far-away, dreamy look in her eyes, and a general delicacy of feature and 

contour that physically appeared to disprove this assertion; but her mouth was 

firm, and the chin would have been masculine but for the soft dimple indented in 

it” (Pember 90).  

Esther’s beautiful, sensible and vulnerable female character is mainly 

prescribed and maintained by sociocultural stereotypes and the cult of 

Sensibility, which as critics suggest, are products of Romanticism and the 

Sentimental novel (Mulvey-Roberts 116; Fleenor 9). While Esther’s dreaminess 

indicates her youthful naïvieté and susceptibility to fantasy, the firmness of her 

mouth and her (almost) “masculine” chin become a pose of masculinity that 

misbalances, although not completely counterbalances, her belief in discredited 

superstitions. Such determinants as “graceful,” “spirited,” “correct” and “classic” 

bring satisfaction to the objectifying gaze, gratified with the “higher grace and 

symmetry” of her portraiture (90). To complete the impression of symmetry, 

Esther’s voice that the narrator presents as the “crowning charm of woman” – 

“slow, soft voice, sweet, low and distinct” satisfies the listener and sounds like an 

emotional equilibrium (90). This is unlike, for instance, the excessive 

sophistication of Nesbit’s Ida – “brave and beautiful, witty and wise, and beyond 

all measure adorable” (Nesbit 87), Pember’s Esther with her balanced softness 

resists the intensity of emotion.  

The protagonist’s classical beauty conceals emotional complexity rather 

than equilibrium that is outside her consciousness and implies condemnation by 

hegemonic structures. In effect, Esther is not immune to “dormant” passion 

“lingering in her heart” and obscuring a past secret (Pember 90), which is 

endemic to a ghost representing a symbolic memory and a dead object. Passion 

in Gothic tradition, as Eugenia DeLamotte demonstrates, is commonly evoked as 

a sin (276). The deep elusive structures of Gothic fiction rely on a search for 

something mysterious and hidden, usually foreshadowed by a sort of “sexual and 

psychic secret,” condemned and contained by the strictures of society (Hoeveler, 

Gothic Feminism  3). Esther’s past love, whose death is the first ghostly reference 

in the story, points at the cause of her suffering. The protagonist’s struggle with 

her inner and outer perils forms a central barrier that prevents her from engaging 

in a relationship with Linton, who displays an objectifying and appropriating 

attitude to his childhood companion.  
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As Esther is exposed to the extraordinary sounds that trouble her body and 

spirit, it is Linton who registers the nature of these changes with a diminishing 

effect of his male dominant gaze. Esther’s persistent inquiry into the nature of 

“strange sounds” from a locked chamber in the garret is met by Linton’s 

condescending amusement. Pember describes how his attempts at “jest[ing] 

about ghosts” or “amus[ing] and interest[ing] her” only provoke her unease, 

silence, impatience, and gloom (92). Esther’s troubling search for a possible 

explanation of the sounds is externalized with her emaciated figure and 

complexion, and Linton repeatedly observes how she grows “white,” “pale,” and 

“fragile” as she tries to rule out a possible explanation: “as he looked attentively 

into her face, struck by the gravity of her manner, he became aware that some 

change had thinned her figure and hollowed her cheeks” (92). 

Eventually, Esther aligns with the “deadly” and ghostly “otherness” as she 

becomes “deadly pale, [with] violet shadows deeper under her eyes” (95). As with 

Nesbit’s Ida who becomes a fearful supernatural “abject,” Esther’s embodied 

response signifies women’s frustration with their silenced, marginal and, as 

Grimes notes, “ghostly” role in society at the end of the nineteenth century (102). 

This role, however, was in accordance with a woman’s mission to be an easy and 

invisible element in the domestic ideology of the time. As Vanessa Dickerson 

suggests: “It was mete that woman give up, rein in, be silent, be still. She was to 

fulfill ‘her role by disappearing into the woodwork to watch over the household’ 

by becoming a ghost” (4). Esther’s becoming a ghost, however, is not devoid of 

self-destructive principles that both defined the nature of beliefs in the 

supernatural in terms of female-marked epistemology and reinscribed male 

rationality in terms of contrasting dominance. 

Female disempowerment takes its origins from inequality in education. In 

A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), Mary Wollstonecraft expresses 

concern over the education of girls and women that rendered them irrational and 

submissive to male dominance. In Epistemic Injustice, Miranda Fricker gives 

comprehensive study to female disempowerment in modern context and applies 

the phenomenon of “hermeneutical injustice,” which occurs when “someone has 

a significant area of their social experience obscured from understanding owing 

to prejudicial flaws in shared resources for social interpretation” (1). Material 

power, as Fricker suggests, enables influence in practices that produce social 

meanings. The less empowered will have obscured understandings of 

experience.55 Victoria Margree in her introduction to criticism of women’s 

supernatural fiction connects the concept of hermeneutical injustice to the 

position of women in the nineteenth century, when women were largely excluded 

from the institutions of meaning-making dominated by male scientists, doctors 

and academics (15). Instead, women would be the “objects” and “resources” of 

                                                             
55 Fricker refers to a woman whose position and education prevented her from understanding the 
nature of “sexual harassment” as the term itself was unavailable to her due to the lack of collective 
hermeneutical resources. 
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scientific investigation rather than co-authors, informants or co-producers. 

Margree resisters this tendency in Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s short story “The 

Shadow in the Corner,” in which a female character is instrumentalized by the 

male protagonist as a case study of a superstitious mind rather than treated as 

equal.  

The frustrating ambiguity of Esther’s position is reinforced by her 

acquiescence to Linton’s superior understanding of the source of sound. She 

appeals to Linton when faced with an epistemological stalemate, taking her 

confusion as a handicap and his ironic attitude as an intellectual virtue. In his 

turn, Linton assumes superior understanding based on gender privilege: 

“Yes, yes,” she eagerly cried; [...] “If only I could, if only I dared! I 
have tried in vain to be self-reliant, to be sensible if possible, and I 
have failed so entirely – so entirely! 
“Then let me judge for you,” he said. “I am a man, Esther, and have, 
I think, as much power of will and as much brain as are apportioned 
to most men.”  (Pember 93) 

Linton’s advantage, however, does not end with this statement of his privilege of 

competence. Esther’s confidence and submission to his influence are propelled 

by Linton’s incorporation of feminine qualities, such as sympathy, empathy and 

sensibility. In “Romanticism and the Colonization of the Feminine,” Alan 

Richardson links male absorption of the feminine to an insidious form of 

hegemony developed in the age of Sensibility and Romanticism (13–14). What 

were considered to be innately “womanly capacities” became appropriated by a 

male counterpart to reinforce his identity and subjectivity, thus allowing him to 

speak with ultimate moral authority (22-23). Esther celebrates Linton’s synthesis 

of kindness and courage – both “manly and tender-hearted,” “[a]lways the truest, 

the kindest, the most unselfish friend that any woman was ever blessed with” 

(Pember 94-5). Yet, Linton’s superiority only complicates Esther’s hermeneutic 

development as she is becoming objectified by and subjected to his intellectual 

plentitude and eventually destructive protectorate.  

While Linton, in Esther’ eyes, demonstrates a perfect combination of 

rationality and sensibility, her own excess of sensibility and deficiency in 

rationality impels her to exorcise supernatural beliefs as connected to feminine 

weakness. As a result, Esther outlines an epistemological divide between herself 

and other female members of the household. In her accounts of the disturbing 

sounds, Esther repeatedly emphasizes her skepticism and determination to 

discard anything that would imply belief in their supernatural origins. Admitting 

her failure to make sense of the sounds, she insists in her profound disbelief “in 

the existence of any phenomena contrary to the laws of nature,” contrasting 

herself with “a weak or a fanciful woman, or even a superstitious one” (100). 

Esther’s confused assertions bring out a corrosive hermeneutic divide of class and 
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race. An account of “foolish rumors among the servants” that is mentioned by the 

third person narrator chimes with Esther’s recurring derogatory references to her 

servant Candis, a woman of color (92, 101). Esther’s devaluation of the feminine 

exposes her underlying discomfort with her own status and is well rooted in the 

processes particularly visible in the English Augustan period, when, according to 

Richardson, “women, considered sensible but not reasonable, were all but denied 

status as human, that is, rational, beings” (14). Such gendered division informed 

the ideology of the nineteenth century, when the depreciation of women was 

supported by industrial advances (Richardson 14). My analysis proceeds to the 

sonic composition of the text, where sound in the household setting attenuates 

the established gender-induced divide of the rational and the supernatural, 

backgrounds hermeneutic inequality, and asserts the female listener as the 

(figurative) ghost of the nineteenth century.  

2.4.3. Asphyxiating rooms:  

spectral heartbeat and aural imagination 

Pember’s story replicates one of the conventions of Gothic spaces by presenting 

an old aristocratic mansion with the tell-tale signs of haunting. The layout 

communicates expansion and decay, with its “old discolored mass of bricks, [that] 

monopolized the whole square” (Pember 91). Far from being a place of peace, 

comfort and protection for its dwellers, the house rather protects itself, residing 

“in the center of a perfect wilderness of greenery” (91). The mansion and its 

immediate surroundings are so intertwined, that there is no distinct boundary 

between the dwelling and the landscape. And if the house represents a dull 

inanimate structure, contrasting with the personified house of Roderick Usher, 

its surroundings signify an uncanny animated presence with its “embracing” 

vines, and “brood[ing]” shadow and mystery (91). Hiding the potentiality for 

horror and terror, the house typifies what Botting calls “the site where fears and 

anxieties returned in the present” (Gothic 3). Although their childhood memories 

render Esther and Linton to a certain extent immune to its “gloomy” “dreariness,” 

the setting engenders a soundscape of its own by inflecting their conversation 

with a “mysterious tone” (Pember 91). Devoid of technological innovation, the 

house resists modernization with only “a few flitting candles,” which uncannily 

augment the space (91). While the exterior monopolizes the square, the rooms 

seem even larger and higher, producing a distorted impression of expanse. 

Overall, with the landscape overshadowing the exterior and the interior changing 

shape, the house communicates uncanniness, obscurity and confusion, which 

makes the dwelling emblematic of hermeneutical uncertainty that torments its 

hostess. 

As in Poe and Nesbit’s stories, the site of immediate danger in Pember’s 

story narrows down to two rooms on the western side of the house that host the 
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disturbing sounds. One of them is a locked chamber in the garret: a small and 

dismal attic that reflects the tradition of Gothic literature to attribute special 

signification to sites of seclusion, entrapment, concealment and confinement. 

Catacombs, attics, vaults, and hidden chambers represent paranormal forces at 

work, liminal spaces that, as Gina Wisker observes, “are figured as interstices: 

underneath, above, around the site of, parallel to, or in the fissures of established 

places and beings” (412). Pember’s haunted spaces align with Brontë’s attic and 

corridors, Radcliffe’s dungeons and Poe’s underground vaults that represent the 

tropes of haunting, imprisonment and escape. Physical enclosure relates to the 

social constrictions and exercise of power, when female characters – “the young 

girl, the nun, the wife and the mother” – are particularly subject to constraint 

(Anolik 63). Often, physical enclosure entwines with enclosure from within, when 

the practices of containment cover social bonds and obligations, for instance 

marriage or household duties. The following stage of my analysis will show how 

the two rooms in Pember’s story become a site of enclosure for the female 

protagonist, where sound and imagination collaborate to produce hermeneutic 

uncertainty.  

Esther’s perception of disturbing sound is affected by the acoustic qualities 

of the rooms and a tragic event that underlies its supernaturalization. Her 

account of the frightening sounds is preceded by a story of a tragedy that 

happened in Esther’s house years before, when she was away caring for her ailing 

mother:  

Captain Santerre insisted on making a bet that he could spring over 
the stone balustrade of the piazza on the west front, leading out from 
my bedroom (the one I now occupy), and that he could clear the iron 
fence that separates the garden from the yard, and reach the ground 
in safety. I can not tell you more; you know the rest. (Pember 98)  

Upon returning to the house, Esther meets her friend Winny who is surprised that 

Esther decided to live again in “such a gloomy, dreary old prison house” and 

“immure” herself in one of the rooms (99). The vocabulary of confinement reveals 

Esther’s lack of social freedom and implants the characters within the structure 

of social power. Consequently, Esther’s room implies even more limitations as it 

crystallizes a “confinement within a confinement” – a narrower space in the 

secluded house. Winny warns Esther against sleeping in the back rooms that 

Esther has chosen for the comfort of the piazza and tells her of the final days of 

Captain Santerre, memorable for his loud suffering. At this point, the reader 

learns about the Captain’s affection for Esther: 

he gave no sign of life except the loud sobbing, struggling of the 
breath to escape, and the hurrying beat, beat of his heart. It could be 
heard even outside of the house, sounding like nothing human. If I 
were you, Essie, I would change my rooms: you might hear him 
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some night, and you would not easily forget it all. You know he 
always had a fancy for you. (99)  

The story does not seem to impress Esther, who settles in the rooms, newly 

arranged with muslin and cretonne to leave no trace of the old-fashioned look. 

The redecoration, however, does not alleviate the burden of past memories, and 

the story of Captain Santerre emerges in sinister sonified form. After six weeks of 

suffering and disbelief in which she tries to make sense of the terrifying sounds, 

Esther desperately appeals for Linton’s help, signifying the protagonist’s 

hermeneutical impasse.  

The nature of Esther’s struggles reveals the interconnection of perception, 

memory and aural imagination in her listening experience. The protagonist’s 

experience with sound replays the story of the captain’s death, repressed to the 

depths of the unconscious and embraced with fear: 

I awoke suddenly with a confused feeling of fright – wide-awake, 
with every sense alive, as we are when aroused in the dead of night 
by the unexpected cry of fire or murder. I sat up in bed, listening 
intently in the deep silence around me, when there smote upon my 
ear a faint, oppressed, and smothered breathing, low and distinct. 
Quick as light Winny Winstoun’s careless speech came to me. (101)  

Although Esther claims she never thought of Winny’s story before hearing 

the sounds, its abrupt return emblematizes the traumatic memory and the return 

of the repressed. Thus, listening becomes for Esther imbricated with strong 

personal traumatic significance. At this point, the acoustic space becomes imbued 

with memory, and listening transforms into an imagined experience, thus 

situating the listener both within the real and imagined space. The episode 

portrays a Gothic trope of silence that inevitably harbors the uncanny – from 

bodiless entities to frightening sounds – and the emerging breathing as a 

disembodied human sound, one of the most eerie and definite indicators of 

spectral presence in Gothic fiction (van Elferen, Gothic Music 21). The story of 

Linton’s death becomes embedded in the rooms and Esther’s experience of 

sound. This comprehensive ecology resonates in the labyrinths of Poe’s “The Fall 

of the House of Usher”: sound becomes an interconnecting channel that unites 

the architectonics of the house with the chamber of the protagonist’s mind, which 

recreates the contents in the workings of auditory imagination. 

In addition, Esther’s posture and terrified listening in silence are 

emblematic of dramatic initiation of developments in Gothic short stories. They 

mirror Arthur’s “sitting position in the bed,” listening with drops of sweat in his 

forehead in Nesbit’s “From the Dead” (95) and the paralyzed hearkening of the 

old man in Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart, “sitting up in the bed, listening” (112), that 

foreshadow a series of phantasmagoric events and louder reverberations in the 

setting of a room. At this point, the three stories resonate in the representation of 
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a characteristic soundmark that suggests violence and danger to the listener: the 

sound of a heartbeat. Esther’s narrative progresses to the audition of a dying 

body, when sounds filling the room feature auditory images of mortal agony: 

then momently increasing in volume and agony they came – those 
awful sounds. Gasp after gasp. They filled the room. They labored 
like a soul in mortal agony, ever growing louder and louder, stronger 
and stronger, and between the suffocating sobs came the 
bewildering beat, beat, beat of the crushed and lacerated heart. 
(Pember 102)  

The sound of breathing comes to the forefront, calling into question the borders 

between visual and aural, the human and the unhuman. In general, breathing is 

an activity associated with human thought and subjectivity, the process that Luce 

Irigaray called “the first autonomous gesture of the living being” (44). The sound 

of breathing auscultized by Esther, however, destabilizes the boundary of the 

human with its disembodied character and the opposition between the seen and 

the unseen. Moreover, the gasping, agonic sounds, gradually amplified and 

suffocating, communicate the pathology of breathlessness rather than the process 

of breath. The restless and difficult breathing affects the female protagonist with 

a sense of confusion and disorientation: Esther’s narrative becomes textured with 

breathlessness, exposing her haptic repetitions, abrupt halts and incomplete 

sentences. The breathing sounds progress to the beating of the heart, which, 

rather than resonating with the subtle insinuations in Nesbit’s death chamber, 

replicate the “hellish tattoo” of heartbeat auscultized by Poe’s narrator, which is 

getting “louder and louder every instant” (“The Tell-Tale Heart” 113). Unlike Poe’s 

unusual narrator, however, Esther’s listening capacities are conventional and do 

not allow for any subhuman access to the soundscape, which only augments the 

extraordinary nature of sound.  

Pember’s soundscape is an immersive experience. Esther describes the 

sounds as being “everything around,” “above” and “below,” engaging her senses 

far beyond the aural and gaining materiality of a “burden” (Pember 102). 

Breathing is a constant interaction with the environment when, according to 

psychoanalyst Michael Ergen, “the insides of the body are continuously fed by the 

outside world” (qtd. in Mazzio 316). The sounds of breath personify the room as 

a living and gasping body, encapsulating the interpenetration of inner and outer 

and provides the experience of sonic immersion for the protagonist. The 

interaction of inner and outer complicates the borders between the environment 

and the subject that embodies the composition of sounds: Esther both visualizes 

the acoustic space as an “agonized body broken upon the wheel” and is tormented 

by the sonic pressure: 

For three quarters of an hour it lasted, commencing low, then rising, 
and lastly culminating into a tumult of tones that forced me to crush 
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my hands into my ears, and then it died away as it had commenced, 
and I strained my ears to hear the last of the faint, far-away sobs that 
had ceased. (Pember 102)  

Similar to the sonic assault in Shiel’s “House of Sounds,” the overwhelming 

ambience in Pember’s story reconfigures the room as a torture chamber for the 

body and the mind. As Esther remains “motionless, pulseless, breathless” under 

the sonic effect (102), the room becomes a claustrophobic place of confinement 

further immobilizing its dweller. Eventually, the acoustic landscape of the room 

allows for differentiation between the inner and the outer. The disturbing sound 

exits as a sobbing “Other,” also leaving Esther with a hermeneutical dilemma as 

to its origins and significance: upon waking up next day, Esther keeps reflecting 

about the “super-natural phenomena” that she encountered at night (102).  

Esther’s conception of sound mediates between its rationalization and 

supernaturalization and reflects socio-cultural trends to interpret and 

problematize the images of spectrality. A haunting apparition, a good or evil 

spirit, a soul of the deceased, a hallucination or part of the unknown paranormal, 

the “ghost” is a historical construct that is inevitably connected to the culture that 

produces it. Contained in spaces and objects, silent or uncannily vocal, ghosts 

both trouble the sense of progress and provoke novel inquiries.  

The liminality of ghosts – their ability to elude and evade any empirical 

substantiation – resulted in their placement at the intersection of (non)material 

order, psychoanalysis, and medicine. In the Middle Ages, the Catholic Church 

conceived of ghosts as the souls of the dead that returned to confess their sins so 

as to facilitate the passage through purgatory, and the meaning of the ghostly 

apparitions was scrutinized by the Enlightenment gaze. According to Handley, 

the years 1660-1800 put ghost beliefs under the microscope of scientific 

investigation, when philosophers, medical practitioners and “ladies and 

gentlemen of fashion” tried to authenticate the unknown through empirical 

investigation (3). Eventually, Enlightenment thinking, as Terry Castle puts it 

bluntly, “made spirits obsolete” (168). 

Esther’s initial response to the “ghostly visitation” is “the entire disbelief in 

the possibility of the night’s occurrence,” which she takes for a “feverish dream” 

and a “nightmare” (Pember102). Such a response is in line with anti-apparition 

writings that emerged in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.56 This 

discourse scrutinized witnessed spirit-sightings, classifying them as acts of 

deception and optical illusions or attributing them to physiological causes as 

fevers, intoxicating substances or head injuries (Castle 172-174, 179). Periods of 

prolonged reflection, constant meditation, too much reading, too much thinking 

or too much solitude were the most dangerous inducers of reverie. The idea of a 

                                                             
56 Such as Christoph Friedrich Nicolai’s “Memoir on the Appearance of Spectres or Phantoms 
Occasioned by Disease, with Psychological Remarks” (1799), David Brewster’s Letters on Natural 
Magic, and Samuel Hibbert’s Philosophy of Apparitions (1825).  
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spectre-producing imagination successfully challenged that of a superstition, but 

reintroduced the human psyche as a phantom-scene, on which people could be 

tormented by mental images – the phantoms of their thought.  

The sounds of breath attune Esther to the visual image of a particular body, 

which through the ephemerality of sound expands to cover the spatial dimension 

of the room: “The gasps, the struggles, the strenuous heaving of the laboring 

chest, again filled all space, while the terrible monotone of the beat, beat, beat of 

the anguished heart never varied hall a second” (Pember 103). 

The sounds reconfigure the room into an asphyxiating place, implicating 

and enforcing the idea of enclosure. The place emphasizes the suffocating 

experience of suffering and dying, and the repetitive sound of heartbeats adds to 

the impression of a vibrant and pulsating interior. The sounds entail a specific 

uncanny temporality, recurring as in a mechanistic device and linking the past 

and present through memory and fear. The technical rhythm of sound engages 

Esther who starts walking “mechanically” around the chamber and sitting room 

(103). The soundscape of the chamber expands well beyond its physical confines: 

when coming out into the “sweet-smelling summer night” on the piazza, Esther 

is forced to return as the sounds continuously keep her in disorienting 

confinement. At this point, Pember’s description of Esther’s “horror” that 

“gr[ows] louder” resembles the “loud” terror of the old man in Poe’s story whose 

beating heart both horrifies the murderer and emblematizes the horror of the 

victim (Pember 103; Poe 113). Just as the sound of the heartbeat finds a specific 

locale in the old man’s room and emphasizes disorientation of the narrator in 

“The Tell-Tale Heart,” the terrifying sounds both frighten Esther and attract her 

to the bedroom, augmenting her confusion with their uncanny regularity. With 

the sonic amplification, the auditory combines with the tactile, and Esther’s 

listening entails an embodiment of sound with its kinesthetic experience of 

pressure.  

Eventually, Esther is overcome with the “passion of anger” and appeals to 

Captain Santerre to verbalize and visualize his presence: 

’Speak to me, Captain Santerre,’ I cried aloud. ‘I am alone and 
suffering. Through what power you are here, and why this ghastly 
presentment to me alone of a past agony? If aught of the manliness 
is left that was yours in life, cease this horrible travesty of vitality. 
Come to me, if come you must, in a more seemly shape’.” (Pember 
104)  

In Freudian terms, the uncanny experience projects Esther’s inner anxieties, and 

manifests the eruption of her libidinal energy. At this point, Esther is not able to 

contain the excess of her emotion and passion that she frames in racial hegemony: 

“I come of a race that never feared” (104). The gasps, sighs and heartbeats can be 

read as the signs of the male “otherness,” which Esther both fears and desires. 
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The acoustically induced anxiety about the male “Other” transforms into the 

desire to see his embodied and more human form. 

Esther’s attempt to communicate with the supernatural reflects a 

recognition of her own capacity for spirituality and a practice dominating late 

nineteenth-century thought. Apparitions are not limited by the haunted world of 

the unconscious, and the later nineteenth century made space for the apparition 

in the somber rooms of the Spiritualist séance.57 Vanessa D. Dickerson connects 

spirituality granted to the British women of the period (such as the sacralization 

of motherhood, or enhanced emotionality) to their writing about and 

participation in mesmerism and spiritualism. “The ascendancy of heart, soul, and 

sympathy in the feminine sex, whether indeed innate or merely culturally 

ingrained, seemed to make women the ideal disseminators of spiritual beliefs and 

experiences” (30). By channeling the voices of the dead, women spoke publicly in 

previously unavailable settings, discussing reform movements or women’s rights 

(Moore). Esther’s experience, however, more specifically aligns to spiritualism’s 

appeal after the Civil War, when women tried to communicate with the dead 

hoping to receive the last message and make sure their deceased loved ones were 

at peace, concluding unfinished narratives of many lives (Faust 207).  

As no definite answer follows from Captain Santerre, Esther defers to 

Linton to make sense of the sonic experience that, induced by imagination and 

desire, fits neither the supernatural conceptions that she dismisses, nor the 

rational explanations that appear to be beyond her reach. In the following section, 

I proceed to Linton’s understanding and rationalization of Esther’s experience, 

which, under the guise of protection, eventually disempowers and silences the 

female protagonist by turning her into an object of his investigation.  

2.4.4. “Can you doubt the evidence...?”:  

sound and the machine in the ghost 

In his reaction to Esther’s story, Linton celebrates rationalization with the 

instrumentalizing gaze of a psychoanalytic expert. As he responds to Esther’s 

appeal for his protection, Linton’s masculine ideal again combines “thinking like 

a man” with appropriated feminine elements of care and compassion (Pember 

105). Accordingly, Linton conceives of Esther’s narrative in psychoanalytic terms, 

giving credit to her “feminine” memory and imagination and identifying her 

acoustic experience as mediated by the death-bed scenes of Captain Santerre. 

Moreover, he recognizes her “naturally” passionate feminine tendencies and 

vulnerabilities that, in his words, “had blown the embers of an almost forgotten 

fancy into flame” (105). 

                                                             
57 Brigitte Bennett in Transatlantic Spiritualism and Nineteenth-Century American Literature 
(2007) defines Spiritualism as a broad phenomenon that encompasses a complex structure of beliefs 
and practices that center on a “conviction in the proximity of a spirit world to the material world and 
of the possibility of communication through personal interactions between the two” (5).  
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Linton’s search for the source of her distress parallels his quasi-medical 

inquiry into the listener, where he wraps his gender ideology in the language of 

science. Linton observes that Esther’s story “show[s] no sign of hypochondria” 

and praises her struggles against illusions and deceptions that otherwise would 

need to be “scolded into common-sense” with a weaker woman (106). Proceeding 

with his examination, Linton “carelessly” enquires into her reading habits with 

an attack on Spiritualism. He mentions two controversial works as possible 

sources of influence on her imagination: Robert Dale Owen’s Foot Prints on the 

Borders of Another World (1860) and Catherine Crowe’s Night Side of Nature 

(1848). Owen’s book, whose title is slightly modified in Pember’s story, earned 

him popularity in the Spiritualist movement and, to a certain extent, the 

reputation of a madman (Sears 25). In transcribing supposedly verifiable ghost 

stories, Crowe portrays women as more prone than men to seeing supernatural 

phenomena and more open to higher knowledge and mystery. The book received 

criticism for being vague and deplorable in style, bringing Crowe a mixture of 

merit, suspicion and interest, culminating in her isolation and insanity. The 

mixed reception of Crowe’s book relates to its root in the oral tradition of 

anecdotes, folklore and gossip, genres that, as Heholt suggests, were considered 

“denigrated and feminized forms of story-telling and communication” (25). In 

her answer to Linton, Esther disengages from Owen and Crowe as lacking in “a 

well-attested or well-authenticated fact” (Pember 106).  

Indeed, the dismissal of ghost stories as “old wives’ tales” linked the ghostly 

with the gendered lower-class custom of storytelling in contrast to rational 

masculine cosmopolitan modernity. The masculine rational approachwas to 

explain, de-mythologize and deconstruct the stories as the product of “the weak-

minded, the fanciful or the plain old deluded” (Killeen 81). When confronted with 

the supernaturalized unknown, Esther’s scheme of release from the labyrinth of 

her own hermeneutical dilemma consists in abstinence from anything that could 

bring her into the circle of the “old wives” tradition, superstition and even the 

praised feminine spirituality. As it is, Esther is following the guiding structures of 

patriarchy masqueraded under the guise of common sense.  

Linton examines Esther’s behavior with the curiosity and intensity of a 

“nerve doctor.” His observation of her “hollow eyes and extreme depression,” her 

tears and “hysterical sobs” result in his “tranquilizing” voice and manner (Pember 

106-7). At the same time, Linton’s attitude encodes a masculine bias: he is 

sculpting a mode of identity for Esther that becomes dependent on his will and 

control. This mode, in its turn, is part of his elaborate scheme designed for the 

benefit of his desire that culminates in Esther’s entire and voluntary submission 

to her ideologically sanctioned role of his wife. His efforts to rule out a possible 

explanation for the mysterious sounds are imbricated with appropriated 

sensibility. Through the free indirect narration, Pember shows how Linton 

decides to curb his passion in the camouflage of chivalric rationality: “But not 
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now. Surely not now, when her weakness, her trial, should call forth his 

forbearance, his tenderness. He steadied his voice, and calmed his manner” (107). 

  Linton is not depicted as genuinely troubled by Esther’s distress. Rather, 

his attitude demonstrates his evaluative and patronizing amusement, when he 

approves of the “charming ghost” that had “frightened her so thoroughly that his 

care was an absolute necessity” and delights at turning the situation in his favour: 

“He could hardly control the expression of his gratification, and act with the 

solemnity which befitted the occasion” (108). Eventually, Linton entertains the 

idea of co-listening to the dreaded sounds together on the piazza. Although 

shared through the imaginative engagement, the sound, however, is usurped by 

Linton’s exceptional and domineering interpretation.  

What follows is Pember’s description of the soundscape as a communal 

experience mediated through memory and imagination – the free indirect 

auscultation of a sonic possible world, created with the numerous possibilities of 

interaction with sound. The story of the Captain’s death, together with personal 

references and memories, afford possibilities in the process of sound perception 

and interpretation for Esther and Linton. Esther’s engagement with the 

anticipated sounds, however, is not only enforced by the narrative memories, but 

is entwined with her previous traumatic experience: her fluttering heart becomes 

a sonic antecedent of the terrifying heartbeat. Initially, the acoustic environment 

demonstrates Linton’s vocal authority against the silenced Esther, only venturing 

“a murmured answer or a slight sigh of relief” (109). Esther’s voice diminishes to 

a faint whisper once the supernatural sounds start invading the environment: 

a low, suppressed, gasping sob breathed lightly into the still air of 
the summer night, and then another, and another – struggling, 
gasping, heaving, sobbing sighs, as if the soul beating against its 
earthly bars strove and fought and writhed to be free, and yet 
suppressed, restraining the sounds that they might not penetrate too 
far. Muffled as they were, they filled all the space around. Above, 
below, wherever the ear met them, their fullness swelled upon the 
tension; and now, added to the anguish of the struggling soul, came 
with mechanical regularity the beat, beat, beat of the throbbing 
heart, agonized beyond endurance. (109)  

This time, the breathing sounds are less of a horrible sonic burden but more 

intensely encode the torment of a struggling soul. The word “breath” in itself 

invokes the meaning of a soul: in Greek philosophy soul is a material entity – “a 

hot breath” or a “pneuma.” The soul is both a sonic container that embraces the 

listeners and the contained, which is affected by the acoustic properties of the 

space, careful to echo, amplify and reverberate, but not be absorbed. At the same 

time, the sound as a struggling soul implies discomfort with confinement and a 

sense of non-belonging to the place that it happens to determine: it is both the 

tormentor and the tormented. The heartbeat becomes an involuntary aural 
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signature of the place as it demarcates the location and contributes to the 

composite image of a terrifying space. With their mechanical regularity and 

bodily undertones, the sounds of heartbeats both reinforce the muffled sonority 

of the soul and create a contrasting tension with its immateriality. 

Yet no matter how terrifying, the sounds remain a hermeneutical object, 

where the listeners have an unfair advantage in its understanding. Pember 

persists in the sensual and peripheral portrayal of Esther’s listening against 

Linton’s domineering intellectualism. While the female character is lost, 

trembling and hidden – a “poor girl” influenced by her friend’s “foolish speech” 

– his mind sweeps “like lightning over all the aspects of the situation and its 

surroundings” (109). As Esther’s experience remains embodied but barely 

articulated, Linton presents it as immature and celebrates his communicative 

intelligibility. From now on, the floor belongs to the male protagonist, while 

Esther stays barely heard, objectified and marginalized.   

Eventually, Linton positions the terrifying sounds as the “explained 

supernatural,” reconfiguring the ghostly sounds as the products of modern 

technology: the ghost in the mechanical heartbeat is, rather, the machine in the 

ghost. Linton demystifies the sounds as coming from “Mr. Winstoun’s little 

steamboat” that passed by the house at a particular hour: 

 “Your ghost, my dearest, is a modern ghost. The sobs that struggled 
through the air were the steam-throbs of her engine, mellowed by 
the distance; the agonized and oppressed heart-beats, the beat of her 
paddle-wheels. The silence of night, the echo of the woods between 
us and the ocean, the situation of the house, and the strange 
peculiarities of the laws which govern acoustics have all combined to 
produce this delusion.” (110) 

Here, Linton draws a line between the rational and the supernatural by 

demarcating the products of auditory imagination from what he presents as 

actual audible content. The terrifying sounds are de-mystified to reveal the 

interconnection between sound and the environment. The sounds of a passing 

steamboat – from the engine to the paddle-wheels – interact in an idiosyncratic 

composition with the geophony of woods and the ocean and the layout of the 

rooms.  

Esther’s dreaded “ghost in the machine” that she contours in the 

mechanical sounds of heartbeat is the soundmark of industrialization that 

agitates the old mansion. Together with the sounds of railroads and the clanging 

din of factories, the sounds of steamboats disturbed nineteenth-century America 

and Europe with their loudness and unfamiliarity, triggering a mixture of 

responses. Where Thomas Carlyle, for instance, compared the whistles of 

steamboats with “the screech of ten thousand cats, each as big as a cathedral,” 

many nineteenth-century Americans associated industrial noise with progress 

and prosperity (E. Thompson 120).    
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The room contains and reconfigures the audible, and the story of the 

captain’s death forms the possible contours for memory and imagination that 

conjure up an auditory imagery of the spectral. In his reaction Linton exposes 

Esther’s libidinous feelings rooted in in her acquaintance with Captain Santerre. 

What Linton calls “the mysticism of night” and “the strong influence of the 

previous thoughts” (111) creates the foundation for ambiguity that stimulates 

Esther’s deeply-hidden fears and desires. In spite of her hermeneutical challenge, 

Esther attempts a rational inquiry of the events, questioning the temporality and 

rhythmic qualities of sounds. In response, when faced with the resolution of 

ambiguity, Linton resorts to the assistance of the visual and through the night-

glass shows her the boat, “beating and throbbing against wind and tide” (111).  

Linton’s explanation of the supernatural becomes, in fact, not only the 

reaffirmation of his superiority, but also the exposition and annihilation of 

Esther’s past ties with the captain that Linton uses to reinforce his objectification 

of the protagonist. Pember ends the story with Linton’s extended monologue that 

codifies Esther’s submission under the guise of romance: “Is not a warm human 

love an equivalent for this phantom romance Oh, my darling, my playmate from 

childhood, my earliest and only love, give me the privilege to protect and comfort 

you always. I want so little in return!” (112).  

What Linton wants in return is Esther’s “consent,” which immediately 

crystalizes her submission. First, he lays upon her “his first command” to “rest as 

quietly as [she] can,” thus culminating his quasi-medical investigation of her state 

in the therapeutic mode of Weir Mitchell’s “rest cure” (112).58 And second, Linton 

further appropriates Esther’s domain of sensibility, thus putting the final brick in 

the construction of his image of wholeness: “Essie ... make me a promise that as 

long as you live you will never join in any disparagement of ghosts. I shall 

sympathize in them, believe in them, even adore them forever. Long live the 

ghosts of the nineteenth century!” (113). Even under the guise of humorous 

bravado, Linton’s masqueraded authoritarianism appropriates belief in the 

supernatural and reflects epistemic inequality that will presumably silence Esther 

in the confines of their prospective wedlock. 

 

*** 

To conclude, Pember’s story centers on the ambiguity of sound in the confines of 

a room, where sonic possible worlds manifest themselves under the influence of 

traumatic memory, perception and imagination. The world of the spectral is 

infused with the sounds of suffering: sobs, gasps, suffocating breaths and 

rhythmic heartbeats signal the return of the repressed that terrifies the listener 

with the ineffable and the unrecognized, provoking fears and evoking suppressed 

wishes. The uncanny confuses all the boundaries, transforming the bedroom into 

                                                             
58 S. Weir Mitchell was a popular neurologist in late nineteenth-century U. S. who developed the “rest 
cure” as a means to treat female hysteria. Mitchell’s therapeutic principles met a critical response in 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s short story “The Yellow Wallpaper.”   
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a sonic chamber of torture, rendering uncertain the demarcations between the 

inner and the outer, the human and the unhuman, the bodily, the spiritual, and 

the mechanic.  

The spatio-acoustic ambiguity resonates with the fragmented identity of 

the protagonists, whose conception of sound relies on the interplay of depreciated 

feminine sensibility and celebrated masculine rationality. The story unearths the 

romantic fantasy that promises the female heroine love, safety and security with 

a gentle and intelligent man. As Janice A. Radway explains, the romantic fantasy 

is “not a fantasy about discovering a uniquely interesting life partner, but a ritual 

wish to be cared for, loved, and validated in a particular way” (83). Yet, in her 

portrayal of an intelligent, loving and caring male individual, Pember, perhaps 

unconsciously, destabilizes the romantic male ideal and shows the underlying 

limitations of such care and nurture for the female character. Linton’s masculinity 

is unstable, yet his absorption of the feminine is but a step towards encroaching 

on Esther’s autonomy and reasserting his hegemony of a comprehensive 

masculine ideal. Esther’s spectral encounter and desperate appeal serve him in 

evicting her past and reclaiming her future. Her crisis of identity is more complex 

as it feeds on internalized patriarchal principles that maintain the 

marginalization of women through denigration of their emotionality. As a result, 

Esther subscribes to principles that trivialize everything that does not meet the 

standard of masculine intellectualism and associates with frightening “otherness” 

– from books to the servant girl Candis who awakens the haunting colonial 

presence and the horrors of enslavement. At the same time, the romantic care and 

protection put Esther in position of hermeneutical disadvantage that, 

paradoxically, emaciates her “self” to the point of ghostly otherness she dreads 

and leaves her silenced, “deadly pale,” and submissive in face of Linton’s virtues.  

Conclusion: hearing the heartbeat  

In this chapter, I have examined the sonic marks of a private domestic space – 

the soundscape of a room – in three short stories: Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart,” 

Nesbit’s “From the Dead,” Pember’s “The Ghost of the Nineteenth Century.” 

These stories are united by similarities in the setting and the recurring sounds of 

heartbeat. Published first, Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” is viewed as an influence. 

I have established that in its employment of the setting and the soundmark of 

heartbeat, Poe’s story provides a source of influence for Nesbit’s tale and 

establishes the relationship with Pember’s story through the use of similar 

acoustic tropes.  

The stories propose a stimulating framework for the discussion of sound 

and gender. The discovery of two female authors that so far have not been 

significantly considered within the context of the Gothic, and the presence of 

female protagonists in their stories invite exploration of how female writers 
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negotiate the female experience in a male-dominated society and how the audible 

reflects the marginalized presence. To this end, a brief introduction to the Female 

Gothic and its position in Gothic literature has been followed by discussion of 

sound in the gendered hierarchy and its capacity to express personal identity and 

restore feminine agency. Scholarship has shown that the female voice is 

particularly reflexive of subversion and marginality, whereas the soundscapes of 

enclosure interrogate the states of persecution, madness and disorientation. In 

addition, the gendered conceptions of sound pertain to the structural binaries and 

privileges of sound perception, and, importantly, the discursive authority of 

sound interpretation that are both historically contingent and represented in 

Gothic short fiction. 

In the selected stories, the private spaces of bedrooms follow in the Gothic 

tradition as a locus of trauma and an enclosed site for secrecy, haunting, and 

violence. The old man’s bedroom in Poe’s tale features the interplay of darkness 

and light, sound and silence that mirrors the inconsistency and hypocritical 

attitude of the murderer. Such operation of the opposites “outside of logic” aims 

to confuse and obfuscate the narrator and his victim, and engenders a plurality of 

realities, possibilities, and perceptions theorized by Voegelin. In addition, 

reading Poe’s story with Voegelin’s sonic possible worlds, as I have suggested, 

allows for the reconciliation of the tale’s multiple conflicting interpretations. 

Poe’s murder room is illuminated by sound that gives a sense of spatial 

arrangement, yet contains an alien presence in the ambience of the silent 

nocturnal space. Silence and darkness permeate the dangerous bedroom in 

Nesbit’s tale that, as I have shown, is largely inspired by Poe’s “The Tell-Tale 

Heart.” At the same time, the interplay of sound and silence in the soundscape of 

Nesbit’s bedroom feeds the auscultator’s memory and imagination. Such 

interplay both informs the composition of the room and re-negotiates the identity 

of the female character from the beloved to the abject. As for the interior in 

Pember’s story, the bedroom is a site of enclosure and secrecy that activates the 

past for the female listener and, like the murder rooms of Poe and Nesbit, 

connects to the metaphorical chamber of the character’s mind. In addition, 

Pember’s bedroom is a site of disorientation – a breathing anthropomorphic 

dangerous place with a suffocating atmosphere that immobilizes its dweller. 

The chapter examined the auditory experience in connection with the 

mental state of the listeners, their gender and identity. Here, the auditory 

experience pertains to the idiosyncrasies of hearing and engages the dark corners 

of the mind. The over-acuteness of hearing of Poe’s narrator intermingles with 

his fragmented perception of the audible and his inability to see reality as a 

unified construct. Poe’s confessional aspect of the deranged psyche and the 

sharpening of senses echoes Nesbit’s male protagonist with his rhetoric of anxiety 

filled with terror and horror of the abject. The gender ambiguity becomes more 

pronounced in “From the Dead,” when Arthur’s masculinity is destabilized 

through his terrified stammering and shriek, and Ida transgresses into a 
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genderless and lifeless abject. In Pember’s story, both the female and the male 

protagonists have access to the audible, but it is the female auscultator who is 

negatively affected by sound and remains frustrated as to its source, and it is the 

male who exercises his epistemological supremacy under the guise of care.  

My analysis has shown that as the themes of oppression, violence and 

“otherness” thread the three stories, the sound of heartbeat becomes a shared 

intertext that communicates the return of the repressed and manifests subversive 

power. Such monstrous sonority aligns with the feminine anarchic force, 

traceable from the songs of the Sirens, the howls of witchery, or the cathartic talk 

of Freudian patients. In this connection, the sound of the heartbeat becomes 

semiotic – it is the language of the Gothic “Other” that brings meaning from 

outside the body to the listener and translates the deadly events into somatico-

acoustic terms. The repressed that were previously denied expression are 

speaking through the heartbeat that evidences and echoes the crime in Poe’s tale, 

sonifies the uncanny presence of betrayed love in Nesbit’s story, or resurrects a 

story of unrecognized love in the memory of Pember’s female protagonist. At the 

same time, the heartbeat-as-language transposes to the battlefield and other 

possible worlds, communicates the fear and desire of abject corporeality, or 

reveals the suffocating torment and pathology of final hours. In addition, the 

uncanny, repetitive and mechanistic nature of the heartbeat weaves together 

embodied sound and technology and shows how fiction responds to interaction 

of the audible with optics, recording machines, and industry.  
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3 – Torture Chambers:  

Between Sonority and Silence 

Introduction: Torture, Power, and Sound 

The Gothic tendency for confinement, power play, and restraint finds its 

realization in the chambers of torture. The scenes of torment, from solitary 

imprisonment in a dark cell, to the fearful instruments of torture, to the blood-

chilling process make the place of incarceration a symbol of absolute power and 

resistance to it. Sound infuses the scenes of terror and horror, marking both the 

dark side of human nature and vulnerability of human pain through the piercing 

groans and screams, as well as the menacing silence. This chapter proceeds to the 

exploration of Gothic soundscapes in dark and gruesome architectural spots: one 

involuntary and two assigned chambers of torture featuring a gigantic bell, a pit, 

and shrinking cells. Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum” (1843) is read 

together with two publications from Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine – 

William Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud” (1830) and William Maginn’s “The Man in 

the Bell” (1821) – to display how sound both reaches its terrifying extremes in the 

three different spaces of confinement and portrays the visceral and 

phenomenological experience it evokes with the tormented narrators.  

The inter-relationship of sound and torture has become a case study for the 

disciplines in auditory culture, mainly highlighting musicology and history with 

the polyphonies of torture in cinema (Golden), the use of sound and music as 

torture in prisons (Cusick; Hill), and the sounds of torture in artistic practices, 

such as theatre and sound art (Kahn 351–60). Although scenes of physical and 

mental torment permeate the Gothic, literary soundscapes of torture remain 

unexplored and require consideration.  

The three stories are united through intertextual ties. The earlier stories 

allegedly inspired Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum,” and all three exhibit 

similarities in plot and setting.59 In particular, the stories portray involuntary 

incarceration of male protagonists in highly disturbing, physically and 

psychologically tormenting places that in the absence of a “torturer” represent 

both the agents and the location of torture. In Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell,” 

the narrator appears to be involuntarily trapped under a gigantic swinging bell, 

which serves as a “no-touch” torture chamber exposing the power of sound and 

the limits of human psycho-acoustic response. Maginn’s torture, although 

accidental, pertains to Inquisitorial methods of torture and references 

entrapment and agony, fear and torment, religion and punishment. Contrary to 

Maginn’s story that involves an accident, Mudford and Poe reference torture per 

                                                             
59 Stephen Carver’s “Tales of Terror” in The Encyclopedia of the Gothic (215) refers to Mudford’s story 
as “a forerunner” of Poe’s (667).   
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se. “The Iron Shroud” is a story of a medieval “Italian revenge” that centers on a 

prisoner confined in a continuously contracting torture chamber, whereas “The 

Pit and the Pendulum” is contextualized within the Spanish Inquisition. Both 

texts describe the instruments and methods of torture in detail, as well as 

emphasizing the psychological response of the accused.   

Sound takes a prominent position in all the three stories, albeit with 

different functions and qualities: where Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell” 

exemplifies torturous sonority and Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud” reconfigures 

silence into a tool of torture, Poe imbues sound with a particular informative 

function that challenges the disturbing and confusing performance of the visual.  

The realistic setting and the focus on the perspective of the tortured in the 

stories suggest their contextualization with images of the Inquisition and 

medieval torture on the one hand, and the physical and psychological experience 

of torture on the other. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (1979) by 

Michael Foucault and The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the 

World (1985) by Elaine Scarry establish a theoretical framework that considers 

the practice of torture as an exercise of power. The insights of Foucault and Scarry 

are useful for the present study as they provide a conceptual and analytical 

resource to approach fictional settings where torture both references history, as 

such with Poe and Mudford, or are not strictly bound to a historical event, as in 

case of Maginn. With place and the tortured victim in their relationship with 

sound at focus, I will interrogate how the acoustic landscapes of torture in the 

selected short stories intersect with philosophical exploration of the theme 

presented by Foucault and Scarry. 

This section starts with a brief introduction of torture chambers and their 

representation in literature. My objective is to show what I understand as a 

chamber of torture by inquiring into the instrumental, spatial, and psycho-

acoustic aspects of the place. With this in mind, I proceed by inquiring into the 

previous Gothic settings of torture, starting with the foundational novels by 

Matthew Lewis and Ann Radcliffe, to see whether the short stories follow or 

deviate from previously established pathways. This section thus moves from the 

conception of torture as an aspect of culture and society to Gothic authors’ 

engagement with torture. I suggest that soundscapes in the selected short stories 

follow the torturer-victim duality, reflecting power relations between the place as 

an agent of torture and the victim as represented by the male protagonist. The 

victim’s aural perception of reality bridges the external and the internal worlds 

and connects to the imaginary in the operation and meaning he derives from the 

soundscape. 
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Power struggle and the body in pain: bridging Foucault and Scarry 

Torture is a broad, complex, and ambiguous concept that requires clarification 

within the framework of the present analysis. The word “torture” is derived from 

the same word as “distort” and initially referred to the “distortion of the human 

body on the rack or some other instrument.” However, the word later included 

other means of torture, such as starvation, mental torture or the use of drugs to 

extract confession (Mannix 17). Torture has been employed to obtain evidence or 

as a means of intimidation and severe penalty. Initially aiming to extract 

confession, torture was authorized by Pope Innocent in a bull of 1252 (Scott 66). 

Thus, throughout history, torture was mainly used for interrogation and 

confession as part of the judicial process of inquiry, but also as legitimate 

punishment and method of spectacular execution that were supposed to deter 

others from committing similar crimes. In the context of the present research, 

torture either refers to physical and mental torment in a place of incarceration, 

as in Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell,” or punishment and execution that comes 

from power structures, as in the stories by Poe and Mudford. Torture occurs in 

tandem with its most notorious agent – the Inquisition, referenced by Mudford 

and Poe. Founded in 1542, this official institution of the Roman Catholic Church 

took the anti-Reformation stand as a cornerstone for its policy. Though centrally 

located in the Vatican City, its famous incarnation was the Spanish Inquisition, 

which imprisoned the Protestants and inconvenient dissidents of the Roman 

Catholic Church in secret dungeons.  

Although Foucault’s Discipline and Punish and Scarry’s The Body in Pain 

approach torture from a different perspective – Foucault centers on judicial 

torture, Scarry considers the nature of interrogation and pain – both highlight 

the relationship of torture to power and discuss the body in pain. While Foucault 

offers theoretical underpinnings of torture as a repressive form of domination, 

Scarry’s formulations will be used more extensively as they provide support in the 

analysis of tortured subjectivity. In particular, my engagement with Scarry 

features the socio-ethical and psychological aspects of pain that embrace body, 

mind, and culture. Foucault asserts that the cruelty of the penal system and the 

intricate mélange of torture and legal practice determines the process as the 

operation of power (55). Scarry highlights the spectacular qualities of torture, by 

which the torturing system codifies social control, ensures physical and 

psychological breakdown of the sufferer, appropriates the body of the sufferer, 

and reconfigures it into “a spectacle of power” (27). In his discussion of pain, 

Foucault imbues it with the qualities of an artistic technique – a detail visible in 

Mudford’s exquisitely designed shrinking torture chamber, later borrowed by 

Poe. For Foucault, torture is a “technique” that relies upon the manipulation of 

pain: “Torture rests on a whole qualitative art of pain. But there is more to it: this 

production of pain is regulated” (33–34). While pain is administered and 

supposedly regulated through specifically constructed mechanisms in Poe and 
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Mudford, in Maginn’s story the sounding bell as an instrument of pain is more of 

an accidental reconfiguration of a benign object. Scarry foregrounds the 

experiencing body and proposes several aspects of pain –the “physical experience 

of negation,” the dissolution of the borders between the inside and the outside, 

and the denial of the visibility of pain (52–56). Pain, for Scarry, is continuously 

amplified until visible on the victim’s body, when it translates into the power and 

totality that aims to destroy the physical and mental state of the sufferer. Such 

destruction can occur in many ways, including the audio-spatial that is in focus 

of the present study. Here, I am bridging the previously discussed houses and 

murder rooms with the chambers of torture that augment the level of 

endangerment and become the murder weapons in themselves. Elaine Scarry 

approached this transformation from the viewpoint of “civilization” that is 

discussed in a section below. 

The attributes of torture chambers 

In circumstances not related to torture, the “room” as an enclosed space is 

intended to provide safety, comfort, and relaxation. Torture subverts such 

functions, transforming the “room” into a place with a number of generic 

discomforting attributes that pertain to physical and psychological 

endangerment, such as deprivation of heat, light, and space, as well as psycho-

acoustic effects. The aspects of torture are historically contingent as Poe, Maginn, 

and Mudford present realistic settings in the stories.  

Scarry uses the term “civilization” in reference to the objects that once 

protected and comforted the individual but have been turned into weapons of 

torture and destruction. In normal circumstances, the general concept of a 

“room” that Scarry calls “the simplest form of shelter” is an “enlargement of the 

body,” keeping the individual safe and secure and attending to her or his needs – 

movement, leisure, and sleep (Scarry 39). In other words, the room lets in the 

civilizing force of human creative potential. By annihilating this creative 

potential, protection, and comfort, the torture room admits civilization in its most 

“brutal, savage, and barbaric” distorted form (Scarry 38). The whole world 

becomes reduced to a single room, where all the aspects of its structure, including 

the walls, the ceiling, and the windows, convert into instruments of suffering and 

pain. For example, the squeaking doors insinuate further torture for the prisoner, 

windows let the outside chill in, and the narrow space prevents victims from 

sleeping. Similarly, the contents of the room transform into weapons, when the 

victims are tied to beds or have their heads banged against the wash basin. Scarry 

concludes that with the annihilation of the prisoner’s autonomy, identity and 

subjectivity, the physical setting of the room with its contents represents the 

annihilation of civilization, when walls and windows no longer serve their initial 
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purpose (41). Acts of comfort and protection become acts of hurting that change 

the individual with the disintegration of their world.   

With torture, every element of the place and every agent initiating, 

assisting, attending, masterminding, or being exposed to the process belongs to 

the ecology of torture. During the Inquisition, psychological torture often 

preceded the physical, when the accused was arrested at night, taken to the 

dungeons in silence and left in total darkness in solitary confinement for several 

days, to be suddenly dragged to the chamber of torture (Mannix 51). In addition 

to physical pressure, the use of psychological torment was also practiced for 

centuries: from showing the torture instruments to forcing the subjects to view 

the torture or mock execution of others. In sum, as Scarry observes, everything 

from the instruments to the torturer and the room itself becomes “an agent of 

pain” (28). 

This agency targets the senses and may involve, for example, deprivations 

of light, temperature, and space. The prisons of the Spanish Inquisition were 

often located in abandoned and disused royal palaces and castles with old, small, 

cold, unhealthy and gloomy cells, which were specifically designed to create 

discomfort and induce confession. Interrogation was carried out in torture 

chambers with black drapes that excluded every possibility of light (Anderson 

69). Excessive heat or cold were rudimentary tools of torture. In his popular 

historical study Torture, Geoffrey Abbott writes about The Hot Room – a small 

steel cell next to the prison boilers, where the occupant could hardly breathe and 

blistered when touching the walls of the cubicle (225). Similar description is 

encountered in Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum” with its red-hot moving walls. 

In addition to light and temperature, narrow space could be the biggest 

tormentor, aiming at disorientation, confusion or sleep deprivation. The perils of 

contracting space figure both in Poe’s and Mudford’s stories. Although a 

shrinking torture chamber is a product of the authors’ imagination, there are 

historical correlates where chambers were too small for ny rest or movement. For 

instance, one of the cells in the Tower of London known as Little Ease was a stone 

alcove of only four feet square and nine feet high, secured by a heavy door, making 

it impossible for the victim to lie down and rest. In the Little Ease, the prisoner 

was forced into a perpetual crouching position, often for days on end (G. Abbott 

19). At the high tide, the water from the Thames would rise, and the prisoners 

struggled to survive.  

At times, the chambers of torture were designed with malicious technical 

ingenuity. Both Poe and Mudford describe complicated mechanisms of torture 

that suggest inventiveness and the presence of observers behind the tormenting 

and executing process. Certain elements could be inspired by such “masterpieces” 

of sadistic inventiveness as the shrinking room of Napoleonic Fort Boyard, the 
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“Kissing the Virgin” challenge (Westphalia, late Middle Ages),60 or the mysterious 

Iron Maiden known in late nineteenth-century Europe. 61  

Torture both contains and induces language, residing at the intersection of 

sound and silence. In general, torture chambers were designed to muffle the cries 

of the accused. For example, the walls of the Inquisition chambers were lined with 

blankets to prevent the sounds of torture being heard outside (Scott 69). Inside, 

however, the process was supposed to be loud – with the expression of agonizing 

pain becoming a continuous terrifying sound. As Scarry suggests, “while torture 

contains language, specific human words and sounds,” it becomes “a language, 

an objectification, an acting out” in itself (27). The idiosyncratic potential of 

language to express victimization is supported by Foucault who asserts that the 

cries of the condemned are inherently semiotic: “each word, each cry, the 

duration of the agony, the resisting body, the life that clung desperately to it, all 

constituted a sign” (46). With audible suffering or silent endurance, the victims 

expressed sincere repentance or stoic resistance to torture. The cries of the victim 

signified their “irremediable destiny” and martyrdom, which was supposed to 

exchange the current punishment for the punishment to come in the world 

beyond (Foucault 46).  

With the overwhelming character of torture, the victim’s voice is not only 

part of the expression of affliction, but also part of the afflicting mechanism in 

itself. As the pain and the body dominate during the barbaric process, the victim’s 

voice becomes appropriated by the torturers and dramatizes their power: as 

Scarry notes, “for the prisoner, the body and its pain are overwhelmingly present 

and voice, world, and self are absent” (46). The voice becomes an agent of agony, 

a “weapon” against the victim, made to be the enemy or to betray “him” (Scarry 

48).62 Scarry discusses how by projecting the voice, including words and sounds, 

into the environment, a human being occupies a space much larger than the body 

(Scarry 48). With torture, this capacity is completely eliminated as the voice is 

appropriated by the torturer (Scarry 49). Pain monopolizes and destroys 

language, making it serve the interest of the torturer: the victim cries when 

induced to cry and keeps silent when the torturer wants this silence. As speech 

disintegrates in pain, the cries, screams, and moans of the tortured are used as a 

tool to instigate fear in other victims. When made part of the process, the cries of 

the accused celebrate violence by adding to its sadistic aesthetics. One of the most 

bizarre, hideous, and audible inventions of torture in ancient Greece was the 

                                                             
60 The Bronze Virgin is registered in The Secret Societies of All Ages and Countries (1875) by Charles 
William Heckethorn under the “Holy Vehm” - the secret tribunal of Westphalia active during the late 
Middle Ages. There was a tradition of execution by which the condemned had to kiss a gigantic bronze 
statue of the Virgin located in a subterranean vault. Yet, on approaching the statue the victim was 
drawn inside into the opening front by the secret mechanism, where he was tormented by knives and 
sparks. (Heckethorn 206–07). 
61 The evidence of its existence can be traced to nineteenth-century records of Nuremberg. It had a 
conical body of iron with a female head and clothing, and two doors with numerous spikes opening in 
the front. As the doors closed, they pierced the victim’s vital organs (Innes 134).   
62 The victim is presented as “masculine” in this part of Scarry’s text.  
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Brazen Bull, designed by Perillos of Athens. This torture device was made entirely 

of brass and represented a full-sized replica of a bull. The victim was locked 

inside, and fire was lit beneath the belly of the “bull.” Reeds inserted in its nostrils 

converted the screams of the tortured into a “musically pleasing lowing sound” 

(G. Abbott 125). 

Sound reestablished itself as an agent of torture by uniting memory, 

anticipation, and imagination. After all, the idea of torture, according to Geffrey 

Abbott, is based on imagination and the capacity of the body to experience pain: 

“we can envisage what’s likely to happen, and we don’t like getting hurt” (11). 

Terrorized with darkness, the auditory acquires new significance where even the 

slightest and innocuous sounds produce the most terrifying images of possible 

events. In The History of Torture, Innes describes the “torture of the mind” when 

the victim is left alone in a dark cell for an indefinite time, and the slightest sound 

could induce the torment of anticipations and imaginations of what might 

proceed: “Every footfall outside the door can induce stark terror; a guard walking 

past or even bringing food can raise fear to a new pitch” (176). Loud sounds are 

no better with their chaotic and unwanted oppressive capacity. When Arthur 

Schopenhauer famously declared that “noise is a torture to intellectual people,”  

he used a metaphor (127). The idea of sonic torture is based on amplification, and 

sound becomes a weapon of “no-touch,” which spares the body but distorts the 

mind.63  

Torture chambers in literature 

Historical descriptions of torture and brutality are reflected in fiction, especially 

within some classical and early modern literary genres. Incidents of torture, 

brutality, and imprisonment in classical literature describe the punishment of 

Prometheus, Sisyphus, and Tantalus; torture pervades Dante’s conception of Hell 

and imbricates the lives of medieval saints. Descriptions of torture are found in 

the Anglo-Norman Chanson de Roland, Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Man of Law’s 

Tale, and The South English Legendary, among others (Tracy). With this 

plethora of texts, one might tend to think that literature privileges torture, 

celebrating it as an omniscient and spectacular part of medieval life. Yet Larissa 

Tracy undermines this assumption, arguing instead that medieval literature 

repels and disowns the practices of torture. Medieval texts describe torture 

practices as counterproductive at best and barbaric at worst (296). Rather than 

use torture as a literary motif, medieval literature employs satire and critique to 

present subversive records of tyranny and power. In sum, medieval literary texts 

question the idea of torture in a civilized society and negotiate cultural anxieties 

about identity and its opposition to the barbaric “Other” (Tracy 1–2). Does this 

                                                             
63 The concept of sound as “no-touch torture” appears in a publication of Suzanne G. Cusick “Music 
as torture/Music as weapon” where she discusses twentieth-century acoustic weapons (381).  
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tendency of medieval literature set the stage for other periods and genres, and 

especially those naturally engaged with the representation of violence?     

With its emphasis on confinement and torment, the Gothic favors torture 

that unites the fabric of the unstable psyche with the threat of the outside world. 

David Punter declares that the sense of “the riven and the tortured” has been a 

part of the Gothic genre since its origins (Literature of Terror 190). The 

Inquisition, with its cruelty, injustice, mass arrests, and hideous methods of 

torture and execution, inspired Gothic authors in their representation of secrecy, 

mystery, and exposition of corrupt and vulnerable institutions and agents. One of 

the founders of Gothic horror, Matthew Lewis gives a detailed representation of 

torture within monastic walls in The Monk (1796). Agnes de Medina is accused of 

adultery and incarcerated in a dark underground cell where, chained to the wall, 

she is condemned to a slow and painful torture of hunger and deprivations, which 

she eventually manages to survive. The lustful monk Ambrosio gets a far more 

violent trial at the hands of the Inquisition. His torments oscillate between 

physical and psychological torture, insinuating what can happen in the chamber 

in the absence of confession. Not surprisingly, Ambrosio discloses not merely his 

real crimes but also ones he never committed, declaring himself to be a heretic, a 

sorcerer, and “whatever other title of the Inquisitor chose to fix upon him” (Lewis 

431). The terrors of the Inquisition are present in The Italian (1797) by Ann 

Radcliffe who was inspired by Lewis (Macdonald 110). Radcliffe describes the 

instruments of torture in the chamber of the monk Schedoni, the long black 

garments of the officials, and the dark interiors of the dungeons. Torture in this 

novel, however, is more implicit than explicit, and Radcliffe takes a rather delicate 

approach to the horrors of torture in comparison with Lewis’s “extremes” in 

depiction of spatial deprivations (Punter, Gothic Pathologies 31). Arbitrary 

torture and a culture of suspicion is reflected in Melmoth the Wanderer (1820) 

by Charles R. Maturin, which features privations in a Spanish monastery.  

Detailed or implied, torture in Gothic literature invites suspicion when 

considered in context. Gothic fictions, such as Lewis’s The Monk, Radcliffe’s The 

Italian, Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum,” and Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud,” 

describe the instruments of torture, the peculiarities of the process, and the 

mental and physical afflictions of the accused. Sieved through the Gothic, the 

horrors of the Spanish Inquisition were supposed to mirror the evils of the 

Catholic Church and support the traditional anti-Catholic agenda. Anti-

Catholicism in the British Gothic imaginary, as Diane Hoeveler suggests, was 

shaped by political distrust of the clergy, the fear of invasion from France and 

Spain, and theological disagreements. The result was a description of “villainous 

monks, disputed inheritances, sexually perverse devils and nuns, and inquisitions 

that were the very antithesis of modernity’s legal reforms and due process” (“Anti-

Catholicism” 2–3). William Hughes observes that the Gothic widely employed the 

representations of the Inquisition to express concerns about “the arbitrary power 
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exercised by revolutionary tribunals, the mindless violence of the mob, the undue 

influence wielded by exceptional and ambitious individuals” (147).  

At the same time, literary criticism tends to scrutinize whether the 

depictions of torture are accurately presented in Gothic literature (Hoeveler; 

Swan). David Punter suggests that, although scattered across the genre, the 

apparatus of torture was inherently foreign to Gothic writers: for Punter, both 

Poe and Maturin lack accuracy of representation and “tend towards a textual 

fainting at key moments” ( Literature of Terror 190).64 The accuracy of methods 

and tools are subject to interrogation, and so is the masterminds of torture. 

Stephen Bruhm raises this issue in Gothic Bodies, noting that although the Gothic 

text depicted torture as the state agent of Catholicism, the British use of torture 

in the Renaissance was by Protestants against the followers of Catholicism (161). 

The gap between history and its representation can be also accounted for in the 

secret nature of torture that brought about much speculation and imagination: 

the “[s]ecrecy of the proceedings led to many fanciful and ingenious stories” 

(Anderson 69).  

With the Gothic’s sharp focus on confinement and human suffering, 

torture oscillates between an actual representation and a metaphor, at times 

blurring the line between them. Metaphoric equation between various types of 

confining spaces – from castles, dungeons and haunted houses to torture 

chambers and the sites of live burial – is inherent to the Gothic in its attachment 

to various settings of enclosure in the focus of the present study. In the 

nineteenth-century Gothic, torture chambers translocate to other places of 

incarceration and discomfort, such as the asylum, the prison, and the laboratory 

in novels by Wilkie Collins, Bram Stoker, and H.G. Wells (Hughes 148). 

Metaphorical torture in Gothic texts bridges the unhomely sites of discomfort 

with the sites of torture, as the metaphorical feeds upon interrelated factual 

scenarios of torture, reflecting enclosure, physical and mental suffering, penalty 

and confession, and the limitations of agency. 

Such metaphorical representations are not uncommon in Gothic literature. 

A prominent study in factual and metaphorical imprisonment in literature and 

culture is Monika Fludernik’s Metaphors of Confinement. Fludernik explores the 

home as a tomb as a common trope for the depiction of monastic institutions in 

Ann Radcliffe’s The Italian and The Mysteries of Udolpho (256–57). The 

scenarios of incarceration become a major resource for prison metaphors or even 

expand to more abstract notions, connecting the patterns of thought to confining 

structures. Alice Labourg argues that violence is embedded in the walls of 

Udolpho to emphasize the torture imagery and to make the castle “a giant 

instrument of torture” (22). David Punter suggests that in Radcliffe’s Udolpho, 

Emily spends her time incarcerated not only in the dungeons of the castle but also 

                                                             
64 Punter adds, however, that the situation has become different with contemporary Gothic, with its 
abundance of texts “which reflect or refract torture, texts which are tortured in themselves” (190).  
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“inside her own restricted outlook” (Gothic Pathologies 31). Such metaphorical 

representations of torture not only place torment on the spectrum, but also 

underscore the inherent liminality of torture in Gothic literature. As a result, 

domestic settings are not always fixed but remain in flux as tormenting realms.  

Sound occurs in tandem with metaphorical settings of torture, when subtle, 

loud, or annoyingly repetitive sounds reconfigure a supposedly benign place into 

a chamber of torture. Previously, I have observed how sound and space in Shiel’s 

“The House of Sounds” reconfigure the house of Haco Harfager into a brazen 

torture chamber, and Agnes in Warren’s “The Thunderstruck and the Boxer” is 

tortured by medical procedures. In Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,” 

Roderick Usher is constantly troubled by the subtlety of sound and his own 

oppressive thoughts that lead him to “confess” his sister’s premature burial. In 

addition, his house becomes a metaphorical place of execution. The narrator in 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” is both a torturer and a victim of unbearable heartbeat, 

which also threads Pember’s “The Ghost of the Nineteenth Century” and nearly 

immobilizes and suffocates the helpless female protagonist.  

Thus, a chamber of torture in the context of this study is a place of 

discomfort, pain, torment, and execution with an acoustic landscape reflecting 

and inducing the torturous events, where civilizing aspects of objects are 

deconstructed and the victim’s agency is limited through the power struggle. My 

discussion of torture chambers starts with “The Man in the Bell” by Maginn. In 

“The Man in the Bell,” the narrator records his experience of auditory torture 

when accidentally trapped in the belfry and forced to listen to the tolls of a 

gigantic bell. Accidental tortures of the kind were featured in other stories 

published in Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, for example in Samuel 

Fergusson’s “The Involuntary Experimentalist” (1837), where a young doctor is 

involuntarily trapped in a burning distillery and observes the reaction of the 

human body to extreme heat. Although Maginn’s premises are not a designed 

torture chamber per se, they thematize the psychology and implements of 

Inquisitorial torture with enclosure, infliction of suffering by a more powerful 

entity, and religious implications. The story is reputedly based on a real incident 

in which a man was trapped in a Cork belfry (Timbs 159), and it resonates with 

one account of medieval torture, which is mentioned in Mannix’s The History of 

Torture: “some other tortures were putting a man inside a bell and then ringing 

it rhythmically until he went mad” (158). My analysis of Maginn’s story will show 

how, when reflected in the soundscape of (involuntary) torture chambers, the 

audio-spatial mechanisms of torture demonstrate power relations mediated 

through the perception of sound. Sound unites authority and the tortured subject, 

reconfiguring into the object of torture, and it troubles the borders between the 

inside and the outside, destabilizing the mind and monopolizing the victim’s 

voice as part of the process.  
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3.1. Torturous Sonority: Sound and Authority in  

“The Man in the Bell” by William Maginn 

Bells constitute an essential part of the European soundscape. For more than a 

thousand years, church bells structured daily life: they assembled people to sing, 

pray, fight fires, and witness executions; announced kings and queens; 

proclaimed treaties and triumphs; tolled for the funerals; and even supposedly 

drove away infections and averted thunderstorms. Murray Schafer refers to bells 

as an “acoustic calendar” that demarcated wilderness and civilization (55). At 

times, when private and public clocks were uncommon and a watch was a novelty 

of the elite, bells guided the day, giving “a sense of being ahead or behind” and 

punctuating the duration of events (Corbin 191). In addition, bells are an 

illuminating source of ideas and themes for the stories of terror and horror. The 

bell with its “deafening sound” becomes a screaming “flying dragon” or a “cavern” 

full of “hideous faces,” these being only some of the chilling images in “The Man 

in the Bell” (63).  

As a focal point in Maginn’s short story, the bell aligns with the symbolic 

quality of bells in Gothic literature, and their connection to power In Ann 

Radcliffe’s The Italian, bells punctuate particular moments in the plot, and in 

Charles Maturin’s Melmoth The Wanderer, the bell controls the life in the 

monastery and impacts the psyche of its dwellers (Archambault). My previous 

analysis considered Shiel’s “morrisco bells” in “The House of Sounds” with their 

uncanny controlling agency of the deceased, as well as the “violent” ringing of the 

house bell in Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer,” which amplifies the 

voice of the master. Bells in Gothic literature toll for the dead, weaving morbidity 

into the world of the living. In Nathaniel Hawthorne’s horror story “The 

Wedding-Knell” (1835), the tolling of a church bell reconfigures a wedding 

ceremony into a funeral. Bells align with the punitive mechanisms of power, 

sounding the death toll for the accused and confusing subjectivity in Henry 

Thomson’s “Le Revenant” (1827). The unison of bells and mechanics feature in 

Herman Melville’s Gothic short story “The Bell-Tower” (1856). But it was Poe who 

explored the potential of bells for marking time in his famous “The Bells” (1849), 

sinister haunting, as in the jingling bells of Fortunato’s clown costume in “The 

Cask of Amontillado” (1846), or satirizing the political system in “The Devil in the 

Belfry” (1839). 

Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell” (1821) not only harmonizes with socio-

cultural and literary representations of authority, time, liminality, and power 

struggles but takes them to extremes through the referential qualities of the 

setting and the amplified acoustic dominance. Furthermore, the story strongly 

engages with the psychological effect of loud sound and encodes the process of 

torture stimulated through the auditory modality and the operation of 

imagination. As a result, “The Man in the Bell” contests the disruptive influence 
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of acoustic authority and favors a model of church power based on a quieter 

influence. 

3.1.1. Sonorous transformations 

The short story is a first-person retrospective account of a traumatic episode that 

happened to the first-person narrator and auscultator “Jack” about fifty years 

ago, in what he mentions as his “younger days” (61). He starts by deploring the 

altered status of bell-ringing (the tradition of the ringing of bells from the belfry 

or a church tower), which at that time used to be “much more in fashion” among 

the young men of his community: “Nobody, I believe, practices it there at present 

except the servants of the church, and the melody has been much injured in 

consequence” (Maginn 61). At the same time, the narrator was part of the club 

near the Cathedral that used to ring “every peal that was called for,” when practice 

and competition made him and his companions “very Mozarts” of bell-ringing 

(61).  

The beginning of the story situates the ringing of church bells within 

recurring discussions about the desacralization of the bell, which was seen as the 

most prominent mediator between God and man in the Christian community, yet 

could serve other pragmatic functions regulated by communally needed 

practices.65 For instance, in his tract The Use and Abuse of Church Bells (1846), 

Reverend Walter Blunt discussed at length how the changing function of bell 

ringing led to the disempowerment of sacred sound. He deplored the fact that the 

bell was no longer exclusively used as part of the sacred service. In particular, 

Blunt lamented that the “most profane and profligate persons in the parish” rang 

“the muffled” or “the merry peal” for “the rich man’s sorrow or rejoicing” as part 

of the competitive sport (5). Eventually, Blunt proclaimed that any “profane” use 

of the belfry was “a direct sin against God” (7). Although Maginn’s narrator does 

not detail the purposes of bell-ringing, he points at the tensions between the 

domestication and commodification of the audible in religion and bell-ringing as 

part of the “holy imperium,” exclusively regulated by the institutional authority 

of the church. When Jack goes into the belfry to clear the clapper off the muffled 

sound, he gets trapped under the bell when one of his companions unknowingly 

begins to pull the cord for the service.66 As the narrative progresses, the 

protagonist undergoes a perilous period when accidentally locked in the belfry. 

He experiences what can be understood as punitive measures directed against the 

disparagement of dogmatic norms. Hereby, Maginn’s story reflects the idea of 

                                                             
65 Murray Schafer refers to the ringing of Church bells as a the most salient sound signal that connects 
the human and the divine (53–54).  
66 Jack’s companions had previously muffled the clapper with a piece of cloth to “ring a mournful 
note” for the burial. As the muffling was not necessary for the upcoming service, Jack was sent to cut 
off the cloth (Maginn 61). 
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William Henry Rawle about the clamor of church bells in 1870s Philadelphia: 

“Religion out loud [is] the religion of the inquisitor and the tyrant” (Weiner 59). 

 The narrator’s confrontation with sound and the sounding object reflects 

embodied and narrative listening as progressing through three transformative 

stages. Initially, the auscultator attempts to escape the materiality of his 

surroundings and the bell – a swinging “immense mass of metal, one touch of 

which would have crushed [him] to pieces,” fearing as well that the floor would 

give way and crash under his weight (Maginn 62). The room torments him with 

the instability of its surroundings and the constantly menacing instrument of 

death, becoming, in Scarry’s terms, “a weapon” (41). Fear infuses and propels his 

interaction with the surrounding objects: the story contains twenty-three related 

correlates that form the scenario of his emotional response, ranging from “fear,” 

“terror,” “dread,” “hideous,” “awful,” and “terrifying.” At the same time, the 

environment and the movement of the bell elicit stories about fear and danger, 

connecting the event with previously heard stories. Jack recollects how a month 

before a “common clock-wright” had fallen through the floors of the steeple “and 

even broken into the marble tombstone of a bishop who slept beneath” (62). The 

protagonist’s experience becomes the act of narrativization that allows him to 

evaluate the situation.  

The first terror is succeeded by “immediate dread” when the threat of 

corporeal experience from the metal is augmented by the visceral torture by 

sound: 

The deafening sound of the bell smote into my ears with a thunder 
which made me fear their drums would crack. – There was not a 
fibre of my body it did not thrill through: it entered my very soul; 
thought and reflection were almost utterly banished; I only retained 
the sensation of agonizing terror. (62)  

This embodied reaction to sound reflects the protagonist’s subjectivity on the 

sensory level making the perceiving body central to the tormenting process. 

Jack’s body is subject to “no-touch” torture by sound, which has a comprehensive 

and overwhelming effect on his corporeality and beyond: from the somatic to 

psychic and metaphysical states. The nature of his suffering aligns with what 

Scarry characterizes as the “totality” of torturous pain which “eventually occupies 

the entire body and spills out into the realm beyond the body,” taking over the 

external and internal (55). With the sounding of the bell, the narrator is 

constantly threatened by rhythmically changing configurations of the room, 

fearing the “down-sweeping mass” of the bell in its “oscillating progress,” the 

clapper, and the “crazy floor.” Yet the physicality of the first stage of the torment 

gives way to what the narrator describes as the one “more visionary, and of course 

more tremendous” (63).  
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Next, the auscultator’s engagement with the sounding object transfers to a 

more imaginary realm. As the oppressive sonic dominance affects his psyche, the 

narrator’s imagination makes associative links between the bell and the fantastic: 

The roaring of the bell confused my intellect, and my fancy soon 
began to teem with all sorts of strange and terrifying ideas. The bell 
pealing above, and opening its jaws with a hideous clamor, seemed 
to me at one time a ravening monster, raging to devour me; at 
another, a whirlpool ready to suck me into its bellowing abyss. (63) 

The bell as the locus of fear acquires monstrous qualities that are interlaced with 

perception. In connection with the sonic assault, Jack’s imagination suggests that 

the contours of the massive figure of the bell are monstrous. The image evokes 

other narrative scenarios and pertains to imaginative transformations of the bell, 

progressing from the “monster” to a “whirlpool” with its “bellowing abyss.” At the 

same time, the image of the bell devouring the narrator and drawing him into the 

“bellowing abyss” forms a scene of returning to the womb, or as Lacan suggests 

by using Freud’s category of das Ding (the Thing), the return to the biggest 

“Other” or Primordial Mother. This return, for Lacan, signifies the origin of 

anxiety, which is the trauma related to the asphyxia of birth (Wilson 263). Such 

return to the locus of anxiety and a collage of metamorphoses indicates the dread 

and confusion of the narrator, whose imagination operates on the evocative 

nature of the images in their temporal and chaotic development.  

During the second stage, the auscultator’s fantasy operates on the process 

of narrativization that creates a more uniform fantastic event. The bell in its 

mutability contains a multitude of sequences with causality and narrative 

potential. The more he gazes on the bell, the more it assumes “all shapes” 

transforming from an “eagle” to a dragon-like “fabled animal”: 

it was a flying eagle, or rather a roc of the Arabian story-tellers, 
clapping its wings and screaming over me. As I looked upward onto 
it, it would appear sometimes to lengthen into indefinite extent, or 
to be twisted at the end into the spiral folds of the tail of a flying-
dragon. Nor was the flaming breath, or fiery glance of that fabled 
animal, wanting to complete the picture. My eyes inflamed, 
bloodshot, and glaring, invested the supposed monster with a full 
proportion of unholy light. (Maginn 63)  

The interplay of fear, the psycho-acoustic effect of sound, and the referential 

qualities of the image allow the narrator to narrativize the sounding object and 

interpret it in terms of a monstrous dominating force. In relation to the religious 

implications of the story, the image of a vicious dragon echoes the legend of St. 

George and the dragon. The auscultator, however, is not positioned as the dragon-

slayer but rather as the one empowering the dragon with his distorted 
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imagination. Thus, the auscultator becomes both the victim and the instrument 

of torture. Such appropriation of agency exemplifies the comprehensive 

mechanism of torture that includes the victim’s body in the process, and by 

making it act against itself, turns the body into the agent of pain (Scarry 53).67 

While Scarry refers to the torturer as a human agent, Maginn’s story lacks a 

human torturer. Rather the place with the bell as a centerpiece becomes a 

torturous antagonist with its own overpowering agency. With Scarry, the body 

and pain are overwhelmingly present to the victim and absent to the torturer, 

which increases the difference between the prisoner and the tormentor and 

dramatizes the power of the latter. The torturing place in the story manifests 

similar oppositions, where Maginn’s torturer signifies a stronger overpowering 

agency in the absence of a human factor or proximity to the body. 

The third stage results from the continuity of sonic and visual assault, by 

which the narrator becomes more disengaged from the sounding object and is 

transported into a new reality through imaginative engagement with sound. His 

visions become chaotic and diverse as “[e]very object that was hideous and 

roaring presented itself to [his] imagination” (Maginn 63). The narrator’s 

listening generates its own imaginative possibilities, characterized by features 

generated by sound and supported by the environment in the belfry. Initially, the 

soundscape reflects the sublime in its overwhelming and threatening nature: the 

narrator finds himself “in a hurricane at sea,” where his vessel “tossed under 

[him] with the most furious vehemence.” As the air is set in motion by the 

swinging bell, Jack feels under the “thunder of a tempest,” with the floor reeling 

under him (63). Like the fantastic re-instatement of the bell, the imaginary 

landscape encodes the hostility and ferocity of dominating structures. The scene 

positions the imagined nature as the torturer, which supports Scarry’s attribution 

of torture to the obfuscation of the civilized world, and reinforces decline from 

civilization as dramatizing torture through proximity to wild and unruly nature.  

However, the narrator’s dread reaches its peak with the images of the 

unholy. The bell hosts and sonifies the ultimate evil assaulting his humanity: 

In the vast cavern of the bell hideous faces appeared, and glared 
down on me with terrifying frowns, or with grinning mockery, still 
more appalling. At last, the devil himself, accoutered, as in the 
common description of the evil spirit, with hoof, horn, and tail, and 
eyes of infernal lustre, made his appearance, and called on me to 
curse God and worship him, who was powerful to save me. This 
dread suggestion he uttered with the full-toned clangor of the bell. 
(63-64) 

                                                             
67 Scarry describes the body acting against the self in terms of “the double experience of agency,” when 
the sense of self-agency during the torturous process becomes objectified as one of the torturer’s 
weapons (53). 
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In European history, church bells were supposed to protect the individual from 

possible threats, such as tempests and thunderstorms, and to regulate the 

supernatural.68 Instead, the bell in Maginn’s story channels the underworld and 

signifies distrust of the Catholic Church. In eighteenth-century Protestant folk 

culture and the Gothic imaginary, the Pope is possessed by the devil (Hoeveler, 

“Anti-Catholicism” 4). With its fixation on the visual, the scene is evocative of 

Lacanian object-gaze that is associated with the Other. As the faces “glare” on the 

narrator and “the eyes of infernal lustre” induce him to show irreverence for God, 

the gaze affects the narrator with an immobilizing power and draws him into the 

vortex of images. The narrator experiences the split between the eye and the gaze 

as he becomes withdrawn from the real world into the world induced by 

threatening images and sounds.   

Yet in the paramount moments of dread, the narrator holds to reason. Jack 

defies the devil and implores him to leave, thinking of the fate of Santon Barsisa 

– a hermit who the devil promises benefits in exchange for obedience but then 

spits in his face and leaves (Addison and Steele 198–99). Reason and “fresh 

terror” interweave in transporting the narrator into threatening possible worlds 

with dizziness and delirious effects of sound, be it in a sea storm with a vessel 

“driving on a rock” or “the battlement of a lofty castle” (Maginn 64). The sounding 

bell triggers a succession of narratives with multiple settings but similar visceral 

states of the narrator, which illustrate the referential qualities of sound in their 

diversity. Sound becomes not only a terrifying and mentally oppressive force but 

a source of information that promotes a narrative and allows him to navigate the 

imaginary environment. 

3.1.2. Resisting sonority 

Finally, the narrator tries to overcome the sonority of the bell with the autonomy 

and potentiality of his voice. Yet as Jack is desperately crying for help, yelling, 

praying and shouting, the efforts of his voice become annihilated in the 

soundscape and “drowned in the bell” (Maginn 64). The effects of torture on the 

prisoner’s voice are deconstructive and destructive. In Scarry’s outlook on 

torture, the process prevents the “self” from spreading out through the verbal, 

thus limiting the victim’s agency and subjectivity (33). Moreover, the narrator’s 

voice is inverted and becomes appropriated as an instrument of torment: 

As it [the bell] passed over my mouth, it occasionally echoed my 
cries, which mixed not with its own sound, but preserved their 

                                                             
68 Demons which were thought to dwell in the air, were seen responsible for the spread of diseases, 
floods, frosts and swarms of insects, but dreaded the sound of bells. In contrast, bells could summon 
angels who, according to Jean-Baptiste Thiers, joined in the prayers of the faithful (Corbin 187–88).   
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distinct character. [...] To me, I know, they then sounded as if they 
were the shouting, howling, or laughing of the fiends with which my 
imagination had peopled the gloomy cave which swung over me. 
(Maginn 64) 

The bell creates the effect of echoic acousmatic dislocation making it hard to 

discern the threatening sounds of “fiends” from the narrator’s own voice and 

adding to the narrator’s disorientation. Again, the event exemplifies what Scarry 

calls “the power of verbal objectification,” when the torturers make the voice of 

the prisoner “their own,” forcing it to “speak their words, making it cry when they 

want it to cry” (54).  

Despite his confusion and disorientation, the narrator preserves an 

awareness of his auditory imagination, and the sequential scenes of torment 

become a form of epistemology used to comprehend his mental state and to 

conceive of the process as torture. Jack refers to himself as “one of the damned” 

who “the ancients have doomed [...] in their Tartarus, to lie under a rock” as a 

punishment (Maginn 64). Such allusion approximates the belfry with Tartarus – 

the prison of Hades reserved for the punishment of angels who sinned against 

God (Louis 11). The narrator might specifically refer to the punishment of King 

Salmoneus in Tartarus, who Zeus positioned under an overhanging rock that was 

constantly threatening to crash him. The torture is augmented by sound and its 

overwhelming psychological impact: “But if to this you add a clamour as loud as 

if ten thousand furies were howling about you – a deafening uproar banishing 

reason, and driving you to madness, you must allow that the bitterness of the 

pang was rendered more terrible” (Maginn 64).  

The influence by sound creates a nexus of pain and affects the narrator’s 

psyche through the oppressive invisible power. As the sound is conceptualized in 

terms of the deafening cry of furies, it bears the implication of vengeance against 

one who has committed an unlawful act (furies in Greek mythology are the 

goddesses of divine vengeance and retribution who punished homicide and 

offences against gods). Yet as the analysis will demonstrate, the torturous 

accident in the belfry fails as a regulated operation of ordeal aiming to vanquish 

the narrator.  

The more the narrator conceives of the belfry as a torture chamber, the 

more he resists its ubiquitous power as a mark of exculpation. In twenty minutes 

the ringing is done, yet Jack realizes that after five minutes of silence the bell 

would be rung for the second time for five minutes. The narrator is confused 

about the time, by which a minute and an hour seem to him “of equal duration” 

(65). Stupefied by the effects of noise, he decides “with a kind of stupid resolution” 

to remain on the floor and bear the remaining peals. The vocabulary of torture 

threads his description: 
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At last the dreaded moment came, and the first swing of the bell 
extorted a groan from me, as they say the most resolute victim 
screams at the sight of the rack, to which he is for a second time 
destined. Wrapt in the defensive armor of stupidity, I defied the bell 
and its intonations. (65) 

Here the narrator challenges the power of the bell by turning the effects of sonic 

violence against the violence itself. The narrator’s endurance questions the 

principle of torture that relies on the victim’s subjugation and confession as the 

necessary prerequisites for its success, as opposed to the victim’s silence and 

fortitude as the conditions of its failure. As Foucault asserts, “if the accused ‘held 

out’ and did not confess, the magistrate was forced to drop the charges” (40–41). 

In this case, according to Foucault, although the suspect is not declared innocent 

and further investigation is supposed to follow, the suspect wins and is not 

condemned to death. With Maginn, the narrator wins against the overpowering 

agency of the involuntary torture chamber, which eventually loses its 

supernatural implications: the narrator sees “the bell” – first tremulous from 

sound, then at rest – and leaves what he describes “the place of [...] 

imprisonment” (Maginn 65).  

When liberated, the narrator preserves the imprints of the traumatic 

soundscape in his memory. He describes how his companions found him 

“excoriated” in the face, with “dim and stupefied eyes,” bleeding hands and 

“tattered” clothes, silent and “insensible” (66). The narrator admits that the 

sounding bell remains in his “ravings,” which that increase with every peal. His 

sleep and dreams continue to be “haunted by the fancies” that he experienced in 

the steeple (66). Bell-ringing continuously triggers the auditory images, which 

transport the listener to the traumatic environment. Even hearing bell-ringing 

from the different temporal and spatial location brings the narrator back to the 

acoustic space of the torture (66). 

Maginn’s strong engagement with loud sound and mental health reflects 

the contradictory attitude to church bells in European and American culture. 

Adoration of bells co-existed with anti-bell sentiments, which expanded when 

medical practitioners recognized the harmful impact of prolonged exposure to 

loud sound on individuals’ hearing and psyche. In late eighteenth-century United 

States, anti-bell initiatives targeted funeral tolling as it harmed physical health by 

sending mournful messages. Furthermore, funeral tolling activated fears and 

imaginations, putting the sick, the female, and the studious at particular risk 

(Lubken 157). Exacerbated by the amplifying noise of industrial development, the 

nineteenth century lost patience with bell ringing. Lawrence Huddlestone was so 

upset by the noise of bells that he went from church to church with a hammer so 

as “to restore country bells to their sonority,” whereas Reverend Hugh Haweis 

was worried that his parishioners would be driven mad by the “hoarse gong-like 

roar of some incurably sick bell” (Schwartz 302). In nineteenth-century Portland, 
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Maine, the Advertiser sounded its concerns about the effects of funeral tolling on 

mental health, which could only serve “to depress and alarm the sick, the nervous, 

and the over-fearful” (305). The medical impact of noise enters into discussions 

of delirium, sleeplessness, and other nervous diseases. When in 1876 bells were 

mounted in St. Marks’s Church in Philadelphia, Dr. S. Weir Mitchell who lived a 

couple of blocks away became particularly concerned about the noise. He wrote 

to Rector Hoffman that some of his patients were “driven wild by the early bells 

of St. Mark’s” and asked to discontinue the annoyance that caused agonizing pain 

(Weiner 47). In 1882, Jared W. Bell complained of the “distress, agony and 

annoyance” caused by the sounds coming from the nearby belfry of Manhattan, 

calling it “utterly unnecessary to the worship of God and [...] a relic of the times 

when there were few if any watches or clocks in the community” (Schwartz 307). 

By the end of the century, bells were an established injury to public health by 

interrupting the quiet and exacerbating nervous diseases.69 Maginn’s story 

intensifies the detrimental effects of sounding bells on mental health in a 

situation of extreme and inescapable proximity to sound. Such a fictional setting 

operates on the intensification of anxiety, dramatizes the response to sonority and 

imagery, and celebrates Gothic enclosure and excess.  

In his fictional response to loud sound, Maginn critiques Christian sonority 

and favours quieter religious practices. As the narrator’s companions “remove” 

him into the countryside to recover from his psycho-acoustic trauma, he 

discovers the long-lasting effects of the cathedral bell that maintains its power on 

his psyche and troubles his attitude to Christian practices. Eventually, he admits 

feeling “a Mahometan hatred to all the bell-tribe” and envies “the subjects of the 

Commander of the Faithful the sonorous voice of their Muezzin” (Maginn 66). In 

this manner, the narrator maintains that the sonorous and onerous clamor of 

institutional influence can turn against its followers. Instead, he privileges an 

alternative authority with the quieter regulation of a human voice.  

 

*** 

In “The Man in the Bell,” William Maginn reenacts a scenario of torture by using 

the sound of a church bell as a reconfiguring acoustic tool. As the centerpiece of 

the story, the bell tolls the religious hours, but when confronted with a less 

dogmatic influence of musical competitors, transforms into a supernaturalized 

vehicle of vengeance and punishment that gives a sonic bout to the forces of 

modernity and stirs the sentiments of religious uncertainty and anxiety. By 

presenting the belfry as a chamber of torture, Maginn recalls the images of 

villainous monks, torturous monastic dungeons, perverse nuns, barbaric 

inquisitions, and other elements of the Gothic anti-Catholic imaginary. The 

soundscape of torture reaffirms the pervasive influence of the bell and reflects the 

                                                             
69 The Boston Ordinance of 1890 declared that “No church bell should be rung to disturb any sick 
person, as forbidden by the board of health” (Schwartz 308).  
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narrative-evoking qualities of sound. The narrator’s engagement with sound 

leads him through the sequence of sonic events by which the sounding object 

reveals its transformative qualities. The bell progresses from its oppressive 

metallic materiality to the fantastic incarnation of a “ravening monster” and 

translocates the narrator into imaginary land- and soundscapes with religious 

referential qualities. The narrator is subject to a plurality of sonic possible worlds, 

by which his perceptions, thoughts, memories, and feelings construct the 

affording possibilities as he engages with the sonic materiality. Such associative 

links rely on the degree of Jack’s sonic exposure that results in the alteration of 

his mental state, largely and gradually aggravated by the unprecedented sonic 

assault in his involuntary chamber of torture. Everything in the place of 

incarceration, including the protagonist’s voice, adds to the mechanism of 

torment, which mostly targets the psyche. Thus, Maginn’s story is both 

emblematic of the movement against the urban noise problem and functions as a 

fictional challenge to the sonic dominance of religious authorities. 

3.2. Torturous Assemblage: Silence and the Voice in  

William Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud” 

Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell” demonstrates how the vulnerability of the victim’s 

body and mind is positioned against the indestructible and unaffected materiality 

of the torturer. In the end, the story leaves the protagonist destabilized, whereas 

the belfry retains its potential as a sonic territory of torment. At the same time, 

other Gothic stories of torture channel various ways of engagement, including the 

transformative and generative relations that present torture as a co-functioning 

reality. In William Mudford’s story of torture, interaction between the room and 

the prisoner leads to a new entity and presents the torture as an assembling force 

that constructs a hideous unity of the human and the non-human: the “Iron 

Shroud.”  

 Less commonly known as “The Italian Revenge,” Mudford’s “The Iron 

Shroud” (1830) is a tale of terror set in a torture chamber of Tolfi castle in 

medieval Sicily. The protagonist is an Italian noble named Vivenzio who is 

imprisoned in one of the dungeons under the castle of a revenge-seeking Prince 

of Tolfi. In the dark incarceration, the walls of the cell start closing in through 

mechanical ingenuity, slowly and initially unbeknownst to the victim. Gradually, 

the prisoner comes to understand that his days are numbered by the disappearing 

windows of the prison. The tale presents an outstanding degree of verisimilitude 

by focusing on the psychological terrors rather than bringing in the supernatural. 

Hideous silence that torments the protagonist at the beginning is followed by the 

loud tolling of the death bell in the end, when the cries of the victim merge with 

the peals, and the walls of the cell crush his body.  
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I find the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of “assemblage” useful to examine 

the processes of sounding that reflect mutually constructive and consumptive 

elements in their transforming complexity. In this section, A Thousand Plateaus 

(1987) and What is Philosophy (1994) by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari are 

used to understand torture as not only traumatizing and destroying the subject, 

but as a mutually catalyzing torturous process that modifies the torturing 

mechanism. In this connection, Scarry’s The Body in Pain presents a helpful 

framework to read the assemblage with what she describes as the interactive 

structure of torture: 

This structure may be in part premediated, seems for the most part 
unconscious, and is in either case based on the nature of pain, the 
nature of power, the interaction between the two, and the 
interaction between the ultimate source of each – the body, the locus 
of pain, and the voice, the locus of power. (51) 

The analysis will show how the “unmaking” of the prisoner and his world, as well 

as his assimilation into the strategies of powerful agency, are reflected in the 

synthesis between the soundscape of the torture chamber and the body and voice 

of the prisoner.  

Thus, I am using the theoretical concept of assemblage as an interpretative 

framework to show how the torture room is constituted by a variety of human and 

non-human sonic elements. I will show how the listener as the human subject 

becomes part of a specifically designed, more complex mechanism with multiple 

co-constructing effects. For this reason, I examine the meanings, relations, and 

expressions articulated through the sonic entanglements that form the 

assemblage. Consequently, I suggest that the visceral qualities of silence create 

the potential for engaging the subject’s body in the process of torture, where the 

victim’s voice becomes a singularity in a continuously transforming and complex 

torturing mechanism. The section starts with a brief overview of the concept of 

assemblage and its relation to torture, and then proceeds to a close reading of 

Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud.” In my reading of the story, silence represents an 

affective device and a duality between a barrier and a background for sonic 

density, whereas sound bridges human and non-human materialities and 

outlines a vocal claim for agency and territoriality.  

3.2.1. Assemblage and torture 

As used by Deleuze and Guattari, assemblage refers to the interplay of occurrence 

and structure, organization and alteration. Deleuze and Guattari used the French 

word “agencement,” commonly translated into English as “assemblage.” 

According to Thomas Nail, the meaning of the French word as “a construction, an 

arrangement, or a layout” and the meaning of its English translation as “the 
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joining or union of two things” need to be dissociated due to their indexical 

difference: “[w]hile an assemblage is a gathering of things together into unities, 

an agencement is an arrangement or layout of heterogeneous elements” (22). As 

described by Deleuze and Guattari in A Thousand Plateaus, assemblage 

represents “every constellation of singularities and traits deducted from the flow-

selected, organized, stratified – in such a way as to converge (consistency) 

artificially and naturally; an assemblage, in this sense, is a veritable invention” 

(406). Importantly, the concept does not pertain to static events. Instead it 

describes arranging, reorganizing, fitting together, or the “flow of matter-

movement” that is inseparable from the process of transformation and not the 

end in itself (Deleuze and Guattari 406-407). In the main, assemblage is a 

complex process of connections and becoming that brings together a multiplicity 

of organic and non-organic elements.  

The concept of assemblage is used in different contexts, from philosophy, 

political science, geology, paleontology and ecology, to art and architecture, with 

the emphasis on the relationship between heterogeneous elements (Wise 91-92). 

Applied to the history of torture, these elements represent the brutal process of 

torture in its instrumental and mechanical variations, as well as compositions and 

relations. Barbaric instruments devised to inflict pain and extract confessions 

from the victim were brought together with the civilized aspects of the world, such 

as clothes, furniture, dwelling, or even the graphic image of the body. For 

instance, history knows of “the most severe and cruel pain in the world” inflicted 

by torture with initially benign belongings, tailored to barbaric means: the 

(Spanish) boot, the iron chair used by the Romans in the torture of Christians, 

iron collars and iron gauntlets, and the torture of the glove (Scott; Innes 131–34). 

In Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud,” a shroud – a piece of cloth wrapped around a 

corpse – insinuates torturous mechanics. The process of unmaking, or in Scarry’s 

terms, “an undoing of civilization” accompanies such recombination, which 

consequently “dramatizes the disintegration of the world” of the accused (38). 

Torturous assemblages are not the mere objects in a particular relation to the 

victim, but a combination of effects that dissolve, objectify and appropriate the 

prisoner’s world as a weapon of torture and assimilate the prisoner as its agent 

(Scarry 48–49).  

Another dramatic example of assemblage is an animal- or human-shaped 

torture instrument. The mechanistic image of the body is devised to traumatize 

the human body by creating an assemblage of the human and the human-

unhuman. As such, the human body enters in combination with the mechanical 

replica of the body in a mutually affective mechanism, be it animal, as the Brazen 

Bull or human, such as the terrifying Iron Maiden, or the Bronze Virgin of the 

secret tribunals of Westphalia in the late Middle Ages. Eventually, the process of 

torture becomes aligned with what J. Macgregor Wise, in a discussion of 

assemblage, calls “a becoming that brings elements together” (77). The mechanic 

component never changes, but rather it preserves its role in the assemblage by 
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engaging with a continuous multiplicity of bodily forces and forming relations in 

the constant process of making and unmaking, a process of becoming. As 

components of the assemblage connect to each other, they maintain a certain 

autonomy so that the elements are detached from one assemblage and join 

another (Moisala et al. 16).  

The connections between the human and mechanistic bodies, objects, and 

accessories of torture pertain to systems of power and rule. In this sense, the 

mechanism of torture exceeds the mere boundaries of a closed mechanism. 

Responding to Foucault’s Discipline and Punish, Deleuze describes the machine 

as “social before being technical,” with the “human technology existing before the 

material technology”: “No doubt the latter develops its effects within the whole 

social field, but in order for it to be even possible, the tools or material machines 

have to be chosen by a diagram and taken up by assemblages” (Foucault 39).  

The Deleuzian-Guattarian understanding of machine as an assemblage 

positions the torturing machine both as an abstract social process of inquisition 

and / or punishment and a technical assemblage, where its technological form is 

determined by the relations of power between the inquisitorial and punitive 

institution and the effects on the accused.70  

In their application of assemblage to sound and music, Pirkko Moisala et 

al. understand sound as a becoming and a heterogeneous force in assemblages 

(2). The complex flows and connections of sounds, together with the dynamic 

arrangement and organization of place, and the body with its feelings, practices, 

and effects form an interactive and continuously transforming assemblage. As 

Moisala and others suggest in their discussion of sound and music studies, 

assemblage “encourages the examination of music and sounds as emergent, 

fluidly moving events which engage a multiplicity of social, cultural, bodily and 

material forces and elements” (14). Yet silence as an element opposing sound is 

an equally important force that “invites the listener in” and in Deleuzian-

Guattarian terms goes against established structures and organizational 

principles (Vanhanen 177). Consequently, the following section proceeds to the 

examination of silence in Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud” as an intricate instrument 

in a continuously transforming complex of torture and an element of the 

torturous assemblage. 

3.2.2. The silent assemblage of torture in “The Iron Shroud” 

In “The Iron Shroud,” Mudford uses third-person omniscient narration to depict 

a setting that displays the economy of power. The author points out the contrast 

between the castle of the Prince of Tolfi, which commands “a magnificent view of 

Sicily in all its grandeur” on the summit of the rock, and a dark dungeon 

                                                             
70 Here, Deleuze and Guattari write about the concrete machine as a two-form assemblage or 
mechanism, and the abstract machine as “the informal diagram” (39).  
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“excavated deep under the solid rock” in which the prisoner Vivenzio is immured 

(Mudford 101). There is a register of oppositions between the ruler and the 

prisoner, the height and the depth, the grandeur and the misery, manifested 

through the visual. The grandeur of the castle is contrasted with the “rock-

encircled dungeon,” which contains a prophetic and deadly potential: its portals 

“never opened twice upon a living captive” (101). The detailed description of the 

prison and its resemblance with a cage insinuates an even greater and more 

dehumanizing divide between the ruling authority and the prisoner. With its 

coarse metallic construction and the uncanny character of incarceration behind 

the solidness and smoothness of its shape, the whole environment communicates 

discomfort: 

It had the semblance of a vast cage, for the roof, and floor, and sides, 
were of iron, solidly wrought and spaciously constructed. High 
above ran a range of seven grated windows, guarded with massy bars 
of the same metal, which admitted light and air. Save these, and the 
tall folding doors behind them, which occupied the centre, no chink, 
or chasm, or projection, broke the smooth black surface of the walls. 
An iron bedstead, littered with straw, stood in one corner: and 
beside it, a vessel with water, and a coarse dish filled with coarser 
food. ( 101)  

The static emptiness of the cell and hideous smoothness of the walls form a 

homogenous environment that is supported by the audible. Silence enters into 

description to generate a vicious and threatening atmosphere, reinforce 

victimhood, and point towards the underlying deadliness. Vivenzio hears the 

“ponderous doors triple-locked by the silent ruffians” who had taken him to the 

prison: “Their silence seemed prophetic of his fate, of the living grave that had 

been prepared for him” (101).  

Furthermore, by outlining the difference between the “noble and generous 

Vivenzio” (101) and his tormentors, the audible highlights identity and reflects 

the unequal distribution of power. Not only do Vivenzio’s questions, demands, 

menaces and appeals meet the silence of the guards; the reason for incarceration 

also remains concealed from Vivenzio and the reader. Silence imbricates the two 

final sentences of the paragraph and becomes not merely the absence of sound. 

Rather silence is a deliberate refusal of sound that implies the denial of the 

prisoner’s existence: “They listened, but spoke not. Fit ministers of a crime that 

should have no tongue!” (101). The terror of silence in Mudford’s story pertains 

to what Murray Schafer notes about negative silence, or “nothingness” that 

threatens the being. For Schafer complete silence is “the rejection of the human 

personality,” by which “[m]an fears the absence of sound as he fears the absence 

of life. As the ultimate silence is death, it achieves its highest dignity in the 

memorial service” (256). The narrative non-disclosure of the crime parallels the 
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enclosed space and constructs a sense of injustice behind the sentence that 

reinforces the desperate position of the victim.  

Such suppression of information and refusal of recognition authorize the 

act of torture, where silence becomes a primary instrument of torment that 

manifests the disruption of connection with other individuals. Sound for Vivenzio 

links to an essential object of survival and orientation towards human vitality: 

“How dismal was the sound of their retiring steps! And, as their faint echoes died 

along the winding passages, a fearful presage grew within him, that never more 

the face, or voice, or tread, of man, would greet his senses. He had seen human 

beings for the last time!” (Mudford 102). Deprivation of sound insinuates the end 

of life: the “death” of sound along the passages coheres with the images of death 

for Vivenzio that pertain to famine, “murderous assault,” or the “long, long years 

of captivity” that he dreads the most and that he believes would lead to his 

madness (102). 

Silence prophesizes death, obfuscates the passing of time, and emphasizes 

the auscultator’s state of mind. As Vivenzio finds himself in total darkness, he is 

struggling with the passage of time that remains outside his apprehension: 

No tolling bell from the castle, or from any neighbouring church or 
convent, struck upon his ear to tell how the hours passed. Frequently 
he would stop and listen for some sound that might betoken the 
vicinity of man; but the solitude of the desert, the silence of the 
tomb, are not so still and deep, as the oppressive desolation by 
which he was encompassed. His heart sank within him, and the 
threw himself dejectedly upon his couch of straw. (102) 

Vivenzio’s first night in the dungeons is one of enforced silence, which together 

with darkness augment his disorientation with respect to time. Events in the 

chamber lose their reference to the mundane, as well as weaken his spirits and 

induce submissive behavior. Mudford uses the imagery of death and entombment 

to highlight Vivenzio’s emotional state, when soundlessness, darkness, and the 

depth of vertical directionality interweave in the ultimate annihilation of 

existence and induction of despair. The chamber represents not only a timeless 

and soundless, but also, a liminal space marking both a torture chamber and a 

tomb. Silence in “The Iron Shroud” repositions the events in the constant process 

of becoming. The chamber is shown in its symbiosis with a place of burial thus 

producing an assemblage – a new reality that eschews the divide between the two. 

In the chamber of torture, silence constructs an expanse that pertains to 

the protagonist’s different state of consciousness. The next day, he observes that 

his food and water have been removed to another side of the room while he was 

asleep: “Could he have slept so soundly, that the unlocking and opening of those 

ponderous portals were effected without waking him?” (103). Vivenzio slowly 

comes to realization that the secret way of providing him with food was a signifier 

of the ultimate denial of communication (104). Silence is finally established as a 
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“negative vacuum” (Schafer 262) that disrupts his orientation towards the 

outside. In addition, silence puts a surface layer on sound and becomes an 

enclosure of sound, thus only allowing the prisoner an alternative reality that 

rejects a human presence and slowly intoxicates his existence. 

Gradually, there is a shift of focus from the aural to the visual in the 

description of Vivenzio’s intense search for any developments in spatial 

delineations of the chamber. While his listening is not helpful to the resolution of 

the ambiguity, Vivenzio observes to his horror the disappearance of one of the 

seven grated windows (104). The torture chamber becomes the world associated 

with sight as the protagonist “gaze[s] till his eyes ache,” rejecting rest and sleep 

to strain his eyes in the darkness, watching for the signs of change in the chamber. 

Yet, his straining, inspecting, and surveying for hours are fruitless: “he could 

discover nothing, absolutely nothing, to relieve his doubts or satisfy his curiosity” 

(105). In Vivenzio’s disquiet with the absence of sound and inefficiency of the 

visual, Mudford shows how sound represents an intrinsic component in the 

prisoner’s sensory environment, and how the visual relies on the audible as a 

counterpoint in making sense of the surroundings.  

In the search for clues, Vivenzio becomes more attuned to the sonic 

environment. His hearing becomes discordant with the performance of other 

senses. He feels “a slight tremulous motion of the floors,” yet even motion is 

soundless in Mudford’s fictional torture world: “He listened. Not a sound could 

be heard” (106). There is a higher degree of somatic environment as Vivenzio feels 

a blow of air, touches the approximating walls of the chamber, and sees the 

diminishing number of windows. However, his intense sensory experience 

excludes the audible in the same eerie manner as the moving walls shut out the 

windows, one by one. At the same time, silence regulates Vivenzio’s body as part 

of the assemblage and makes the protagonist stay “motionless for a considerable 

time,” with his hands stretched and his eyes “hot and inflamed with watching” in 

the painful search of sonic clues (106). Just as sound becomes a means of “no-

touch torture” in William Maginn’s involuntary torture chamber, here silence 

possesses a strong manipulative power that exhausts the protagonist and 

presents his body in the process of being made and remade in the assemblage of 

relations with the surroundings. Such transformative intersensory articulation 

induces an over-acuteness of hearing in the auscultator who attunes to possible 

vibration and reverberation as an alternative to acoustic sound:  

He was now certain that, by some mechanical contrivance, an 
opening was obtained through the iron wall [...]. But how noiseless! 
For had a feather almost waved at the time, he must have heard it. 
Again he examined that part of the wall; [...] there was no 
reverberating sound indicative of hollowness. (106)  
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Thus, Vivenzio comes to the realization of some “mechanical contrivance” behind 

the unfolding of events in the chamber, but in the absence of sound, he struggles 

with the rigid detachment between the transforming surroundings and the 

conception of the transformation mechanism behind them. Consequently, he 

employs the power of sound. 

3.2.3. The vocal soundmarks of torture 

The soundscape of torture not only features silence as a weapon and a background 

for developments, but it also outlines the prisoner’s voice as a primary means of 

response and a claim for agency and territory. Eventually, the protagonist’s 

imagination sets off the understanding of spatial developments, when hours of 

rumination and “every haggard fancy” that his mind could suggest, lead Vivenzio 

to the “horrible suspicion” about the shrinking torture chamber (Mudford 107). 

This realization results in a changing soundscape that features the prisoner’s 

voice as the soundmark of the torture chamber – its prominent feature and a 

symbolic power of torturous incarceration:  

‘Yes!’ he exclaimed, looking wildly around his dungeon, and 
shuddering as he spoke – ‘Yes! It might be so! I see it! – I feel the 
maddening truth like scorching flames upon my brain! Eternal God! 
– support me! it must be so! – Yes, yes, that is to be my fate! Yon 
roof will descend! These walls will hem me around – and slowly, 
slowly crush me in their iron arms! (107) 

This change in the torture chamber, by which the walls are slowly closing in on 

the prisoner according to a particular mechanistic scheme, finds a parallel in the 

Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of “deterritorialization” – “the movement by which 

‘one’ leaves the territory,” either creating a new assemblage or reproducing the 

old one ( 508). Deterritorialization describes the process where assemblages 

establish, transform, and break up new territories. What Vivenzio observes is a 

complex, dynamic, and terrifying process that, still remaining torture, leads to a 

transformation within the existing territory of the chamber that becomes 

reconfigured in accordance with his body. Such incorporation is fluid in the mind 

of the victim who visualizes the transformation either as an extreme form of 

enclosure by saying that the walls will “hem [him] around” or impersonates the 

walls as “crush[ing]” him in “their iron arms.” Importantly, Vivenzio’s voice in 

context of tormenting silence infuses the soundscape with despair and horror, 

with the voice both reflecting the reality and prophesizing the upcoming 

developments. The pain of torture in Mudford’s chamber finds a voice, extracted 

through the soundless mechanized process and, in Scarry’s terms, “read as 

power” of the torturing forces over the agonizing body of the sufferer (28). As in 

Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell,” the place takes on the torturing agency without 
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a visible human presence. The place represents both the teleological distance 

between the torturer and the victim, and the physical proximity of enclosure. As 

neither the vindictive prince nor his agents gave any explanation for the 

imprisonment and the punishment, Vivenzio finally vocalizes the process thus 

reconnecting the past, the present, and the future. For Scarry, however, such 

manifestation of the victim’s voice signifies its appropriation by the torturer and 

the regime and only adds to the oppressor’s voice “since the prisoner is now 

speaking their words” (36). 

Gradually, Vivenzio’s voice becomes fragmented and distorted in the 

solitary confinement of the chamber. His transformations of voice reflect his 

extreme fear and despair in the face of the envisioned future: Vivenzio “sob[s] 

aloud,” “breathe[s] fearful curses upon Tolfi, and the next moment passionate 

prayers to heaven for immediate death,” and finally “lay[s] still, weeping as a child 

would weep” (Mudford 107). The torturous environment recomposes Vivenzio’s 

voice anew with shifting boundaries and unstable forms, thus presenting it as a 

mixture and aggregation of responses. Further on, torture reveals its language-

destroying capacity: the protagonist is haunted by terrible dreams audible in the 

intermix of his shouts, screams, and hard breath as if he already feels the 

dungeons descend upon him (108). Indeed, as Scarry suggests, torture destroys, 

deconstructs, and “uncreates” the prisoner’s voice in the process of torment and 

interrogation (20). At the same time, if Scarry contraposes the voices of the 

torturer and the victim in the process of power struggle and objectification of the 

latter (35-36), Mudford employs silence as the soundless voice of the torturer 

with an equally destructive potential. The protagonist is mostly troubled by his 

incomprehension of the unfamiliar soundless ingenuity of the mechanical 

process by which the “walls, and roof, and windows, should thus silently and 

imperceptibly, without noise, and without motion almost, fold, as it were, within 

each other” (Mudford 108). Such experience presents the torturous assemblage 

as an uncanny contiguous process that brings together the human and the 

mechanical exchange into existence. The unfamiliarity of silent mechanics 

promotes the uncanny experience with the protagonist and enforces the feeling 

of loneliness that is reiterated in his mind: “Alone he was to perish! – alone he 

was to wait a slow coming torture [...]” (109).  

Later in the story, the protagonist resorts to various forms of appeal, which 

reflect the dramatization of his state of mind. These appeals progress from an 

interior monologue to an audible supplication for help to humanity and God. 

First, the interior monologue attempts to resolve the tension and renegotiate his 

state in terms of submission: he questions the way he can outlive the three 

remaining days and nights, wishing for a “deep sleep” that might help him to 

“embrace death itself” (109). Contrary to a commonplace metaphorical 

identification of sleep with death, Mudford literalizes the experience, highlighting 

Vivenzio’s craving for unconsciousness. Next, the protagonist notices the change 

of meal and water and cries for help hoping that someone might hear the “audible 
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expression to his misery” (109). For this reason, he first minimizes his own sound 

and movement to completely attune to the surroundings, straining his mind and 

body “to an agony of attention” and then, repeatedly calling for help at the feeling 

of a slightest motion (110). The suspension of his sound and movement 

represents an embodied solidification that shows the protagonist in condition of 

“becoming” the silent and still place of his enclosure. With his calls unanswered, 

he appeals to God for salvation and strength. Eventually, Mudford portrays the 

effects of extreme exhaustion as reflected on the body of the protagonist and the 

soundscape of the torture chamber: “With folded arms, and clenched teeth, with 

eyes that were bloodshot from much watching, and fixed with a vacant stare upon 

the ground, with a hard quick breathing, and a hurried walk, he strode backwards 

and forwards in silent musings for several hours” (110). The parallel structures 

with the preposition “with” give prominence to his extreme distress, vocalized 

through the rhythms of his repetitive breathing and reciprocally interrelated with 

the “silent musings,” which reflect the protagonist’s connection with the silent 

and oppressive environment. 

Eventually, however, Vivenzio’s torment merits an explanation, which 

Mudford bridges with the question of the omniscient narrator: “What mind shall 

conceive, what tongue utter, or what pen describe the dark and terrible character 

of his thought?” (110). Ironically, in search of a human voice, Vivenzio discovers 

it in form of inaudible sounds imprinted in the wall over his bed: “Words are 

inscribed here! A human language, traced by a human hand!” (110-11). The 

inscription is a letter from Ludovico Sforza – the inventor of the chamber 

designed for the Prince of Tolfi and the first victim of his own ingenuity – that 

addresses the next prisoner of the chamber and warns him of the imminent 

death.71 Hereby, Sforza’s message links the past with the future and encodes the 

cyclic arrangement and rearrangement of the torturous human and non-human 

elements in a pre-conceived structure of the “tremendous engine” (111). The 

torturous assemblage in Mudford’s story reflects what Macgregor Wise describes 

in terms of “human-technology relations” that constitute unities and identities 

(95-96). Being part of the assemblage, sound within Sforza’s deadly device 

embraces the voice of the victim and the voice of the inventor in the process of 

making and unmaking, uniting the solidity of the inscribed text with the 

agonizing dynamics of the vocal sound.  

                                                             
71 Mudford’s fictitious Ludovico Sforza references a real person by the same name: Ludovico Sforza 
(1452-1508), Duke of Milan, known as a patron of Leonardo da Vinci and other painters. Although 
the real Sforza is not known as an engineer of torturous mechanisms, he was incarcerated and tortured 
by Louis XI in the iron cage in the Castle of Loches for almost ten years until he died. The walls, door, 
floor, and ceiling of the cell were made of iron plates, fastened by iron bars (Hone and Place 345). 
They were reportedly covered with carvings and inscriptions he had made during his years of 
imprisonment (Shoemaker).  
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The inscriptionpossesses an immediate affective potential and, in Scarry’s 

terms, serves as an additional weapon of torture that contributes to complete 

disintegration of the prisoner’s world and language: 

A deep groan burst from Vivenzio. He stood, like one transfixed, 
with dilated eyes, expanded nostrils, and quivering lips, gazing at his 
final inscription. It was as if a voice from the sepulchre had sounded 
in his ears, ‘Prepare’! Hope forsook him. There as his sentence, 
recorded in those dismal words. (Mudford 111) 

For Vivenzio, the inscription not only allows him to imagine the inventor’s voice, 

but it also channels the voice of the torturing authority, which locates the missing 

death sentence. In addition, the inscription has a performative function that 

reconfigures the torture chamber into a “sepulchre” or a place of burial. This 

performativity pertains to Vivenzio and shows interaction between the place 

conceptualized as a tomb and the prisoner enacting the suspension of his 

sensibilities, as if he has already reached death. For instance, Mudford describes 

the way Vivenzio finally sinks into a “stupor,” scarcely moving and “insensible to 

the calls of hunger,” either “silently brooding” over the end or “talking aloud, in 

disordered speech” (113). Here, the chamber is reterritorialized into a “funeral 

couch” or “bier,” both excluding the possibility escape and implying the final 

transformative stage of the chamber before its unmaking to the previous form. 

The whole processpresents the torture as a “mechanical art” (113), thus 

communicating the idea that the infliction of pain can be constructed and 

positioned as an art form.  

Indeed, what the narrator calls “the diabolical calculations of Tolfi” prevent 

the protagonist from the unconscious “lethargy” that he craves for his final hours, 

devising instead a counteracting scheme with a thunderous tolling of a funeral 

bell as a sonic accompaniment: 

The tolling of an enormous bell struck upon the ears of Vivenzio! [...] 
The sound was so close and stunning, that it seemed to shatter his 
very brain, while it echoed through the rocky passages like the 
reverberating peals of thunder. It was followed by a sudden crash of 
the roof and walls, as if they were about to fall upon and close 
around him at once. Vivenzio screamed, and instinctively spread 
forth his arms, as though he had a giant’s strength to hold them 
back. (114)  

The assemblage of soundlessness and fragmented sound intersects with torturous 

sonority that injects the soundscape with the tolling of the bell and echoes the 

crushing peals of Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell.” Yet, where in Maginn’s story 

the victim is threatened both by the sonority and physicality of the bell, in 

Mudford’s story the sonic assault envelops the prisoner and blends with the 
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shattering roof and walls. Torture by silence transforms into torture by sound, 

which signifies the expanse of territoriality: the sound from the outside claims a 

bigger territory, moving between making and unmaking and incorporating other 

sonic elements, such as the implied sound of the crashing walls or Vivenzio’s 

scream. Broken and disintegrated into a scream, the protagonist’s voice is still 

“the locus of power” (Scarry 51), which the torturous scheme of Tolfi aims to 

annihilate with the crushing loudness of destruction. Both the voice and the body 

are contained by a newly emerging and dynamically changing structure: Vivenzio 

is crushed by the shrinking walls to the loud and frequently beating bell until his 

groans are heard no more, “and the flattened bier [is] his Iron Shroud” (Mudford 

114). 

*** 

I have read torture in William Mudford’s short story “The Iron Shroud” as a 

Deleuzian-Guattarian assemblage – a constellation of heterogeneous elements 

that can be added, recombined, or withdrawn in the process of 

deterritorialization. The torturous dungeons of Tolfi, with the uncanny 

smoothness of their metallic composition, oppressive darkness and mechanical 

ingenuity, are infused with the complex set of audible interactions that feature 

silence and sound in corporeal, territorial, temporal, and mechanistic 

mediations. The place, the sound, and the prisoners, as evidenced by the 

inscription of the unfortunate inventor Sforza and the story of Vivenzio, engage 

in a process of becoming – the making and unmaking that construct a set of 

relations and reconfigure the place from a cell and a place of burial to a metallic 

burial garment, and back to the torturous cell. In this connection, the soundscape 

makes the assemblage a new and unique mixture, an incomplete process that 

claims artistic objectification of suffering, but resists finality. 

Silence as the essential component of torture denies the vitality of the 

prisoner’s existence, which obfuscates temporality and affects his state of mind, 

inducing despair and madness. Such disorienting soundlessness is a weapon of 

torture in itself, which not only obstructs the sound, but also contributes to its 

fragmentation and destruction. In particular, silence in the storyworld of 

Mudford affects the prisoner’s voice as a soundmark of his torment. Silent torture 

reveals its capacity to gradually reduce Vivenzio’s language to a mixture of shouts, 

screams, and disordered mutters. Yet Vivenzio’s voice is not the only sound in the 

chamber. Mudford brings in the implied voice of Ludovico Sforza and the 

crushing torturous sonority, which further engulfs and annihilates the prisoner’s 

voice under the display of revengeful authority. Such torturous cacophony makes 

“The Iron Shroud” a sonorously fearful story of Italian revenge, inherently 

dystopic and depressive in that it neither leaves a way of escape for the prisoner, 

nor gives his voice an insignia of power.  
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3.3. Torturous Vibrations: Acoustic Guides  

in Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum” 

Torturous sonority and silent torment are not the only predicaments inflicted 

upon the prisoners of torture chambers. The third and final story of the chapter 

– Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum” – engages with a vibrant diversity of sound, 

which becomes a source of insight and an aural signature to events in the 

dangerous and confusing surroundings of the Spanish Inquisition. 

“The Pit and the Pendulum” was first published in 1842 in The Gift: A 

Christmas and New Year’s Present for 1843. It is a first-person account of an 

unnamed male protagonist who is arrested by the Spanish Inquisition in Toledo.72 

He is thrown into a chamber in which a deep pit, a descending razor-sharp 

pendulum, and shrinking walls are designed to torture and execute the prisoner. 

The story deals with physical and psychological torment. Numerous vibrations 

and aural terrors ultimately transform into the roar of voices and trumpets as the 

French Army enters the city and brings the servants of the Inquisition into the 

hands of their adversaries.  

Poe’s story famously relates to Maginn and Mudford’s tales for similarities 

in images and stylistic devices (Alterton 27–28; Clark 350; Hirsch 35). David Lee 

Clark, for instance, finds the source of Poe’s “decreasing dungeon” in “The Iron 

Shroud,” claiming that “[t]he parallelisms in descriptive phrases, in the actual 

shape of the dungeons, the gradually decreasing size, and above all the 

psychological analysis of the two victims are too striking to be merely accidental” 

(350). Yet the aural in “The Pit and the Pendulum” is understudied.  

Poe’s story of torture is remarkably infused with audible and inaudible 

vibrations (Clarke 215–17), which make a complex and elusive sphere of 

experience pertaining to the realms of the audible, the visible, and the kinetic. 

These elements deserve recognition and analysis. However, there is a question as 

whether to include the vibrational analogue of the inaudible in the soundscape 

analysis of “The Pit and the Pendulum” or to follow the audiological earcentric 

conception of sound.  

In contemporary scholarship, opinions differ whether to include vibrations 

as inaudible analogue in Sound Studies or not. In “'A True Prophet'?”, Meegan 

Kennedy brings in imperceptible vibrations as a category of analysis for Sound 

Studies in literature. According to Kennedy, George Eliot’s “The Lifted Veil” 

demonstrates the author’s interest in mesmeric experiments, where the 

narrator’s extraordinary ability to hear a stream of imperceptible vibrations 

evidences “particular neurological state” in cases of mesmerism (381). 

Alternatively, Wolfgang Ernst asserts that “[i]nquiries into sonicity should not be 

confused with Sound Studies,” meaning that the latter centers on the audible and 

that inaudible vibrations may not be part of Sound Studies (21).  

                                                             
72 I assume the narrator is male even though there are no gendered pronouns in the story. 
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Although approach to sound and vibrations differs with regard to cultural 

and technological evaluations of sound, it valorizes context in delineating the 

limits of the audible. In Keywords in Sound, David Novak and Matt Sakakeeny 

define sound as “vibration that is perceived and becomes known through its 

materiality,” drawing on the presence of vibration in the “physicalist” research on 

sound since the seventeenth century (1, 24). Yet contemporary scholarship favors 

a broader take on vibrations, occasioned by alternatived to the Anthropocentric 

approach and recent advancements in sound technologies. For instance, Steve 

Goodman in his more concise definition of sound as “the vibration audible to 

humans and animals” privileges vibration as a primary notion ( “Ontology” 70). 

Similarly, in “Nineteen Hertz and Beyond”, Sophia Roosth opposes the 

“earcentric” Anthropocentric view on sound by pinpointing vibrations that, while 

inaudible to humans, present “key sensory capacities for nonhuman animals,” 

such as ultrasonic vibrations among bats, dogs and dolphins ( 110). In particular, 

Roosth propagates recognition of “entire percussing bodies as vibratory sensory 

apparatuses” (110). Furthermore, earlier conceptions of (in)audible sound are 

supplemented with the twentieth-century phenomena of high-electronic media, 

such as ultrasound, infrasound, and “discrete (‘digital’) vibrational and 

frequential dynamics of all kinds” that Wolfgang Ernst unites under the umbrella 

concept of “sonicity” (21-22). Deviation from the earcentric view is supported by 

Michele Friedner and Stefan Heimreich who propose understanding sound as “a 

vibration of certain frequency in a material medium, rather than centering 

vibrations in a hearing ear” (78). However, they highlight the importance of 

context in determining the parameters of vibrations and suggest that “vibration 

is itself in need of cultural and historical situating” that cuts across, for instance, 

the nineteenth-century notions of electromagnetism and mesmerism (77).  

Considering the importance of context in studies of vibrations, my analysis 

of Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum” starts by historically situating vibrations and 

sound in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century scientific accounts before 

close reading the story. I suggest that, although Poe brings out both audible and 

inaudible vibrations, he outlines distinctive features of the audible based on the 

threshold of the protagonist’s perception, which grounds the story in support of 

the earcentrism of Sound Studies. Furthermore, once vibration becomes 

sonorous (i.e., audible), it not only collapses the distinction between the inner 

and outer reality, but it reaches more characteristic informative qualities and 

guides the listener through the spatial and temporal scales of the torture 

chamber. Thereby, audible vibrations in “The Pit and the Pendulum” are 

positioned in-between a subjective physical experience dependent on the 

listener’s hearing properties and a psychological act of interpreting this 

experience conditioned by the listener’s imagination.  
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3.3.1. Vibrations and the threshold of the (in)audible 

The idea of a sensitive, imaginative, responsive, and a vibrating self is set out in 

David Hartley’s Observations on Man (1749), which combines the theory of 

vibrations with the psychology of mental association. Here, vibrations provide a 

way of understanding the nervous body that is especially sensitive to the outer 

world. In particular, Hartley borrowed from Newton’s ideas of vibrations, 

published in Opticks: “excited in the bottom of the Eye by the Rays of light are of 

a lasting nature, and [thus] are they not of a vibrating nature?” (qtd. in Glassman 

and Buckingham 178). Hartley took a broader approach to vibrations by 

extending them to human psychology and suggesting that vibrations in the nerves 

brought sensations to the brain. According to Shelley Trower, Hartley employed 

the Romantic image of the Aeolian harp and compared the vibrating body with 

the use of musical strings: the harp not only becomes a vibrating object that 

generates response of the body, such as thought, feeling, and imagination, but it 

models the vibrations of the subject (9). Such ideas are reflected in literature. For 

instance, Trower discusses at some length how Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s “The 

Aeolian Harp” both responds to Hartley in depictions of the harp as a “vibrant 

matter” in the literal sense and becomes a metaphor for the sensitive and the 

imaginative in the text, channeling poetic vibrations through the poem to the 

reader (9).  

At the same time, vibrations can be experienced not only as a harmonious 

and pleasurable, but also as a painful force that brings and communicates anxiety 

and disorder. Trower notes how vibrations find their eager reflection in “the 

numerous trembling bodies of Gothic novels,” such as Lewis’s The Monk or Ann 

Radcliffe’s novels, where vibrations equate to “palpable screams” and resemble 

pathological convulsions reported in contemporary medical literature (34).  

Sound and vibration have been linked since antiquity, where the vibratory 

quality of sound made it a basis for the study of other forms of vibration, such as 

light, heat, and nerve impulses in the body (Trower 4). In the seventeenth 

century, medical professionals began to delve into the ear’s response to sound: 

the anatomist Joseph Du Verney used the image of lute strings to explain the ear’s 

mechanism of sound perception, by which vibrations were transmitted to the 

inner anatomy of the human ear “in the same way that the vibrations of a string 

on one lute were transmitted to a string on a neighboring lute via their bodies and 

the table” (qtd. in Trower 16-7). The idea of subtle non-audible vibrations 

continued to feature in eighteenth-century studies on sound. Hartley thought that 

much smaller vibrations were transmitted through the Newtonian ether and, in 

their turn, channeled vibrations from the “membrana tympani” to the auditory 

nerve (Trower 17). Physicist and chemist William Hyde Wollaston explored 

receptivity of ears to high-pitched sound in his publication “On Sounds Inaudible 

by Certain Ears” (1820), where he established the range of human hearing within 

“more than nine octaves” (313). In 1857, Hermann von Helmholtz distinguished 
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between vibrations and sounds based on his calculations of the thresholds of the 

auditory perception, by which “aerial vibrations do not become sound until they 

fall upon a hearing ear” (Morat and Birdsall 50).   

Among a plethora of contradictory approaches to the (in)audible, Poe’s 

engagement with vibrations reflects a way of comprehending the operation of 

forces both in the human body and the external world. In “Gothic Vibrations and 

Edgar Allan Poe,” Frances Clarke’s explorations of “The Masque of the Red 

Death,” “The Pit and the Pendulum,” and “The Tell-Tale Heart” reveal the 

disconnect between the sublimity of sounds and their presence in vibrations. For 

instance, internal vibrations of the body and the warning sonorous tremors in 

“The Tell-Tale Heart,” vibrational chains and echoes in “The Pit and the 

Pendulum,” and resonating chimes of the clock in “The Masque of the Red Death” 

bridge “the gap between the physical and spiritual worlds” and “aid in the sonic 

description of a three-dimensional landscape” (216). Mesmeric sounds and 

vibrations find their reflection in “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar,”  in 

which the character’s voice is preserved and functional after his death through 

the use of mesmerism and becomes, as Anthony Enns suggests, “a pure vibration, 

independent of the mouth and thus separate from the body, yet still grounded in 

the physical world” (73).  

At the same time, if the production of vibrations is grounded in the somatic 

senses, their perception in Poe’s tales such as “The Fall of the House of Usher” or 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” privileges the ear as occasioned by an underlying affliction 

or extraordinary powers of hearing. Subtle sounds and reverberations, as well as 

excesses of the audible, are only available to Roderick Usher through the painful 

hereditary over-acuteness of senses, whereas the narrator in “The Tell-Tale 

Heart” enters the sonic dimension of the uncanny with an inhumanly or 

superhumanly acute sense of hearing. Thus, Poe envisages the world as a 

vibratory milieu beyond the possibilities of the human ear at the intersection of 

fantastic and realistic realms. However, he foregrounds the vibrational inaudible 

in the operations of the idiosyncratic human audition, which serves as an 

amplifier for the inaudible. In other words, Poe features the human body as a 

receptacle of vibrations, but he privileges the human ear as a receptacle of sound. 

With “The Pit and the Pendulum,” however, the auscultator is devoid of inhuman 

or subhuman hearing capacities that can grant privileged access to inaudible 

vibrations, and the scenario of torture allows focus on the acoustic landscape as 

it appears to the auscultator in its multiple variations and informative qualities.  

3.3.2. Acoustic guides in the chamber of torture 

The opening scene of the tale establishes hearing as a memory and reveals a sonic 

intensity, which communicates the ambiguity and disorientation of the 
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auscultator. Before the Inquisition sends him into the chamber of torture, the 

narrator hears a murky blend of voices with indistinct and uncanny qualities: 

The sentence – the dread sentence of death – was the last of distinct 
accentuation which reached my ears. After that, the sound of the 
inquisitorial voices seemed merged in one dreamy indeterminate 
hum. It conveyed to my soul the idea of revolution – perhaps from 
its association in fancy with the burr of a mill wheel. This only for a 
brief period; but presently I heard no more. (Poe 149)  

Similar to Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud,” the protagonist’s crime, as well as the 

reason for incarceration and torture, remain unclear. Instead, the “dreamy 

indeterminate hum,” which shows the audible regression of an identifiable object 

(the inquisitorial voices), obfuscates the senses and supports the idea of false 

accusation. In addition, sonic ambiguity communicates depersonalization of the 

torturing authority and the gradual disappearance of the human presence. The 

latter aspect draws a connecting line between Poe, Mudford, and Maginn, where 

the absence of a human torturer and the shift of agency to the impersonated 

torturing place suggests the idea of gradual abandonment and disappearance of 

human life. Yet the ambiguous hum carries a prophetic meaning that redirects 

the reader to the epigraph of the story – a memoralization of the mob violence of 

the French Revolution in a Latin quatrain – and subtly points at the final pages 

of the narrative where the Inquisition is brought “in the hands of it enemies,” and 

namely by General Lasalle from Napoleon’s army (163). For the auscultator, the 

“hum” insinuates “revolution” with its multiple meanings of “cyclical 

recurrence,” “alteration,” and “rebellion.” The hum is supplemented with the 

visual and acoustic accompaniment of a burring “mill wheel,” which suggests 

circular entrapment rather than liberation and revolt. The sound, hereby, 

underpins a plurality of associations – from indeterminacy to recurrence and 

revolt – and suggests depersonalizing and vibrating mechanical roughness with 

the onomatopoeic use of the noun “burr.”   

There is a rapid shift from auscultation to focalization as the narrator 

reports no hearing. To emphasize the visual and to reflect the intensity of the 

narrator’s emotion, Poe uses anaphora – repetition of “I saw” in the beginning of 

successive sentences. Hereby, the absence of sound amplifies the narrator’s 

anxiety, as he is trying to comprehend the implied sound from the “white” “thin” 

lips of the “black-robed judges”: “I saw them writhe with a deadly locution. I saw 

them fashion the syllables of my name; and I shuddered because no sound 

succeeded” (149). Such aphonic articulation of the name produces an uncanny 

effect when the disparity between the moving lips and sound makes the voice a 

thing inaccessible to the narrator and disembodied from the speakers. The 

combination is not only uncanny and unnatural, but it suggests a sensory 

hierarchy, when the demarcation between the audible and inaudible relies on the 

perceiving ear. As the scene progresses into silence, the only mention of sound 
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occurs with a simile: “And then there stole into my fancy, like a rich musical note, 

the thought of what sweet rest there must be in the grave” (150). Here, the 

perception of music provides an image for the formation of mental images and 

projects the vibratory quality of a musical note to the creative power of the mind. 

Eventually, the narrator gradually plunges into unconsciousness, the visual 

boundaries of sound disappear from the scene along with their figurative 

indications, and “silence, and stillness, and night” become the prisoner’s 

“universe” (150).  

As the narrative progresses, the narrator swoons on hearing the sentence 

and recollects his transportation to the chamber in a state of “seeming 

unconsciousness.” His movement through the space constitutes the sonic 

memory of “tall figures that lifted and bore [him] in silence down – down – still 

down – till a hideous dizziness oppressed [him] at the mere idea of the 

interminableness of the descent” (151). Silence in “The Pit and the Pendulum” 

functions as what Isabella van Elferen calls “the other to sound” (Gothic Music 

51) and replicates the absence of sound in Mudford’s story, which troubles the 

characters with its obscurity. Yet silence reveals the geometry of the place as a 

vertically organized structure where verticality and descent generate horror. In 

Poe’s story, silence accompanies the gradual obliteration of senses, which reveals 

the heart’s “unnatural stillness,” then “a sense of sudden motionlessness 

throughout all things,” and finally “mind flatness” and “the madness of a memory 

which busies itself among forbidden things” (151). Thus, silence, stillness, and 

motionlessness establish a progressive pattern, representing what Scarry 

describes as the “disintegration of the contents of consciousness” and the 

unmaking of the prisoner’s world that lead to death (38). As, according to Scarry, 

torture “uncreates” the “contents of consciousness” (38), its initiation in Poe’s 

story indicates the disintegration of the “self” from the body both on the mental 

or spiritual, and then physical level. 

Alternatively, sound, motion, and kinesis signify life, where sound becomes 

a means of distinction between the inner and outer reality and a reversing step 

toward the gradual restoration of life: “Very suddenly there came to my soul 

motion and sound – the tumultuous motion of the heart, and, in my ears, the 

sound of its beating. Then a pause in which all is blank. Then again sound, and 

motion, and touch – a tingling sensation pervading my frame” (Poe 151). 

With the punctuating conjunction “and,” Poe separates hearing from other 

types of perception and demarcates aural consciousness based on the properties 

of the ear. The heartbeat makes the first sonic manifestation of life on a spectrum 

with other states, and it complements motion, touch, and sensibility. In her 

analysis of the passage, Clarke refers to a “vibrational chain” that Poe uses to 

prove “existence and reality”(210). Sound resonates within the self as an aural 

vibration that functions as evidence of life in the silent ambience of the torture 

chamber. In addition, Poe establishes the duration of sound as an important part 

of auditory perception that parallels the duration of consciousness. Thus, sound 
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informs not only the regaining of senses, but it also establishes a particular 

temporality of conscious experience.  

The informative quality of sound reveals itself in the absence of visual cues, 

when the narrator tries to conceive of the surroundings in complete darkness: 

“Upon recovering, I at once started to my feet, trembling convulsively in every 

fibre. I thrust my arms wildly above and around me in all directions. I felt 

nothing; yet dreaded to move a step” (Poe 152). Poe’s narrator peers into 

enveloping darkness, with his eyes “straining from their sockets,” hoping to catch 

some glimpse of light (152). In his struggles, he resembles the visual and aural 

strains of Mudford’s protagonist. Yet in the absence of sound and light, aural 

imagination, memory, and feelings construct the experience as an affording 

possibility: the protagonist recollects the “vague horrors and rumors of 

Toledo”and “strange things narrated,” which one could only repeat in a whisper 

(153). The meaning is recreated out of a narrative in its possible aural form, where 

the sound of whispers suggests a medium of secrecy, danger, and fear.  

The layout of the chamber confuses and terrifies the narrator who is unable 

to interpret the exact design of the surroundings with vision and touch. This is 

occasioned by his obscured senses, when “blackness and vacancy” obstruct his 

evaluation of the place (152). Initially, the narrator tries to measure the room by 

moving with outstretched hands in complete darkness. Touching the wall, he 

decides that the chamber is of “stone masonry – very smooth, slimy and cold,” 

with a “moist and slippery” ground (153). He presumes that the dungeon is “fifty 

yards in circuit,” but he remains uncertain about the shape of the vault (153-54). 

Later on, the prisoner changes his conception of the configuration as he discovers 

that the cell is much smaller in size (“the whole circuit of the walls did not exceed 

twenty-five yards”), square in shape, and represents a “metallic enclosure” with 

hideous forms and images engraved in the walls (155-56). Yet, as certain readings 

of the story suggest, even this reinterpretation of his whereabouts, derived from 

pacing and tactile impressions, is inconsistent and contradictory. For instance, 

Jeanne M. Malloy notes that the narrator eventually fails to discover the true 

dimensions of the cell as “he is unaware that the cell’s walls are flexible” (92), in 

this way replicating the idea of Mudford’s shrinking cell in “The Iron Shroud.”  

Similarly, Alexander Hammond claims with calculations and illustrations that 

the narrator’s explanation is “geometrically impossible,” and the most probable 

solution that Poe envisioned for the cell is an octagon that recreates the “illogical, 

almost magical mechanism” of Mudford’s shrinking room (13).  

Therefore, as the visual proves unstable and deceptive for the prisoner, he 

relies on the aural in formation of his spatial experience. In particular, sound 

reveals its informative qualities as the protagonist falls at the brink of the pit 

whose extent he is unable to ascertain: 

Groping about the masonry just below the margin, I succeeded in 
dislodging a small fragment, and let it fall into the abyss. For many 
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seconds I hearkened to its reverberations as it dashed against the 
sides of the chasm in its descent; at length there was a sullen plunge 
into water, succeeded by loud echoes. At the same moment there 
came a sound resembling the quick opening, and as a rapid closing 
of a door overheard, while a faint gleam of light flashed suddenly 
through the gloom, and as suddenly faded away. (Poe 154-55) 

Sound contributes to the narrator’s auditory spatial awareness. The pit in the 

center of the chamber emerges as a principal source of danger and a tool of 

torture. With its resounding reverberations, the echo gives an impression of the 

depth and content of the pit, thus reemphasizing the previously established 

association between fear and verticality. The narrator can sense the pit and its 

depth by its resonances, which create a supernatural effect. As van Elferen notes, 

echo is disconnected from the physical presence that it suggests, “like a phantom 

doppelgänger of its former self” (Gothic Music 25). In addition, echo amplifies 

the physical impression of the space, where sound extends its physical origin in 

reach and duration (van Elferen 25). As it turns out, the echoic sounds of the pit 

make a sound signal that discloses a human presence, and the ensuing sounds of 

“the quick opening [...] and rapid closing of a door” indicate a constant survey of 

the narrator’s state.  

Such surveillance points towards the Lacanian object-gaze, and it suggests 

the constant presence of the “Other” of which the prisoner is aware but cannot 

see in the darkness of the cell. The gaze reveals itself when the figures engraved 

on the walls become more distinct, and the narrator sees “[d]emon eyes, of a wild 

and ghastly vivacity” that glare upon him “in a thousand directions” and gleam 

“with the lurid lustre of a fire” (Poe 162). Such “glar[ing]” and “gleam[ing]” 

reference the hideous demonic faces in Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell” and point 

towards the moment of the narrator’s utmost terror that is enhanced by the 

visual.  

The visual is accompanied by the narrator’s audible response: his gasping 

and struggling for breath. The sounds of breath infuse the narrative as the 

narrator is tormented by the suffocating surroundings. Breathing serves as a form 

of emotional expression and response to another form of torture in the cell: the 

torture of asphyxiation that destabilizes temporality. The scenes when the 

protagonist lies “breathlessly still,” then pants and gasps for breath (161, 162), 

indicate a different sense of time that slows down with breathlessness and speeds 

up with rapid breathing.  

Further on in the story, the aural perception of space forms a continuous 

contribution to the experiential identity of the torture chamber with its vertical 

and horizontal delineations. If the vertical operation of dangerous structures in 

their sonic form is presented by the pit, the horizontal markers of torment include 

such sonified sources of danger as the “enormous rats,” which attract the narrator 

with their slight noise, or the sound of his own voice, which makes him tremble 
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with fear (156-57). The latter replicates the torment of Maginn and Mudford’s 

protagonists, whose bodies and voices become assimilated into what Scarry calls 

the “arsenal” of torture (45).  

Coupled with the vertical and horizontal auditory channels is a fearful 

multidimensional propagation of sound that comes from a slowly descending 

razor-sharp pendulum. The pendulum threatens the narrator as he is strapped to 

a wooden frame: “it was appended to a weighty rod of brass, and the whole hissed 

as it swung through the air” (Poe 157). Here, Poe channels the “hissing” sound 

through sibilance, infusing the narrative with the “s” consonant in “brass,” 

“swung,” and later “descent, sufficient to sunder these very walls of iron” (157-

159, emphasis mine) that mimics the sound of the descending pendulum. At this 

point, the soundscape features the gradual transformation and amplification of 

sound, sieved through the auscultator’s imagination. With every sway of the 

descending pendulum, the “hissing” sound turns into “the hissing vigor,” and it 

connects to the destructive power of the device, which the narrator extrapolates 

to his body. Unable to stand the thought of his corporeal torment, the narrator 

forces himself to focus on “the sound of the crescent as it should pass across the 

garment – upon the peculiar thrilling sensation which the friction of cloth 

produces on the nerves” (159). Hence, the narrator posits the garment as a 

“second skin” and an imaginary layer to bear the initial marks of torture and uses 

sound as a self–displacing mechanism in reaction to psychological torment. At 

the same time, the pains of inevitable torture are fused with the narrator’s 

“frenzied pleasure” as the sound becomes more pronounced: “To the right – to 

the left – far and wide – with the shriek of a damned spirit; to my heart with the 

stealthy pace of the tiger! I alternatively laughed and howled as the one or the 

other idea grew predominant” (Poe 159). Scarry reserves the word “pleasure” for 

the moments of “overt disembodiment,” when bodily sensations are experienced 

as outside of the body (166). The narrator’s “pleasurable” sensations result from 

the workings of imagination, by which a sonic possible world of a shrieking 

“damned spirit” or a stealthily approaching tiger serve as a self-eliminating 

resource. The protagonist’s vocal response as an alternation of laughter and 

howling communicates instability of the mind and exemplifies Scarry’s 

“disintegration of the self” through language-destroying torture (35), previously 

noted in Maginn and Mudford’s protagonists. 

The closing scenes of the story feature voice, agency, and the redistribution 

of authority. When the walls of the torture chamber become red-hot and later 

force the prisoner towards the pit, his shrieks and weeping are infused with the 

search for voice: “Oh! for a voice to speak! – oh! horror! - oh! any horror but this!” 

(Poe 163), which references both his longing for a human other and an appeal for 

restoration of his own language. Further on, the chamber transforms with a “low 

rumbling or moaning sound” (163), which communicates the irony of a human-

produced sound from the mechanical agent of torture. Here, the rumbling and 

moaning sound encapsulates both vibrating pain and pleasure related to 
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Hartley’s doctrine of vibrations that located pain and pleasure on a singular scale: 

“The doctrine of vibrations seems to require, that each pain should differ from 

the corresponding and opposite pleasure, not in kind, but in degree only; i.e. that 

pain should be nothing more than pleasure itself, carried beyond a due limit” 

(Trower 27). In the end, the narrator regains his language in a moment of self-

assertion and performativity: “Death,” I said, “any death but that of the pit!”  and 

he gives a “loud, long, and final scream of despair,” which signifies a resonating 

energy amplified in the body (Poe” 163). The voice becomes a physical force that 

catalyzes the outcome:  

There was a discordant hum of human voices! There was a loud blast 
as of many trumpets! There was a harsh grating as of a thousand 
thunders! The fiery walls rushed back! [...] The Inquisition was in 
the hands of its enemies. (163)  

The “discordant hum of human voices” that becomes an identifiable object (the 

French army) eventually serves as an acoustic marker of rescue, and it outlines 

an uncanny association with the “dreamy indeterminate hum” of the Inquisition 

in the opening scene of the story (149). The “hum” frames the narrative and 

exhibits a symmetrical pattern, which oscillates from the recognizable 

inquisitorial hum, to a pre-ontological state, and back to an identifiable state with 

the hum of the French army. Hereby, the sonic continuity between the beginning 

and closing scenes encodes the instability of power at play and imitates the 

repetitive nature of judgement and revenge that like a swing of the pendulum can 

turn back on its agents. Accordingly, the soundscape is infused with sinister 

resonance and obscurity: the sublime and triumphant sonority is but a figurative 

ornament which reveals a mere cacophony of the “loud blast” and the “harsh 

grating.”   

*** 

In “The Pit and the Pendulum,” Poe enquires into the epistemological status of 

vibrations, and among the many that infuse the story, depicts sound as an audible 

vibration perceived by the ear. This depiction of the audible operates in 

accordance with developments in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century auditory 

culture and technology, such as the observations of David Hartley or the ideas on 

sounds and vibrations brought out in the later nineteenth century by Hermann 

von Helmholtz. With his background and knowledge of developments in 

acoustics in connection with the human physiology, Poe brings out his 

fictionalized conception of sound and corporeality in line with what Picker calls 

“a large cultural shift towards listening” that characterized the nineteenth century 

( “Victorian Soundscapes” 8). On the whole, Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum” 

exemplifies its own representation of sound in bypassing the sharpening of senses 

and idiosyncratic access to the inaudible and grounding the audible in earcentric 

psycho-acoustic realism. 
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“The Pit and the Pendulum” displays a diversity of sounds with their 

sinister undertones of torture. At the same time, both sound and its absence 

reveal the geometry of space and reinvent the pathway to resist torment. In other 

words, audible sound indicates a state of physical and mental alertness in the 

protagonist, which guides him through the place in the absence of reliable visual 

or kinesthetic cues. In effect, the soundscape displays vertical and horizontal 

delineation of the acoustic space that, in its turn, demarcates the horror and 

terror of torture. With its echoing acoustics, the pit as a vertical subspace 

encapsulates the utmost horror of Inquisitorial suffering, whereas the pendulum 

in its gradual and swinging descent makes a terrifying soundmark with a diverse 

auditory trajectory and a combination of undertones. Yet the hissing sound of its 

descent is not a mere indication of danger, but it is also an imaginary outlet into 

an out-of-body experience, which presents listening as a combination of the aural 

perception and its creative interplay in the mind. Finally, in the interaction of 

sounds, the human voice signifies a search for subjective expression, as well as 

emphasizing the nature of power relations. The equally indistinct hum of human 

voices at the beginning and the end of the story sonifies the cyclic nature of 

violence, as well as implicating the tortured and the torturer in ideologies that 

tend to reproduce themselves.  

Conclusion: hearing torment 

In this chapter, I have inquired into the involuntary and assigned chambers of 

torture in three Gothic short stories: Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell,” Mudford’s 

“The Iron Shroud,” Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum,” and I reflected on what 

kind of experience sound invokes for the entrapped and tormented protagonists. 

Although the three stories have been previously brought together in connection 

with generative practices of Poe’s “The Pit and the Pendulum,” sound has been 

overlooked as a potential correlate among the unifying images and themes.   

For the concept of torture, my theoretical underpinnings are Foucault’s 

position on torture as an exercise of power and Scarry’s formulations on the 

nature of pain and interrogation. Both have provided me with the tools to 

substantiate my hypothesis that acoustic landscapes in the stories reflect the 

distribution of power between the place as a torturing agent and the victim, whose 

perception operates on the level of the sonic composition of the place and its 

imaginary interpretation in the mind of the victim.  

My exploration of soundscapes in the torture chambers of Maginn, 

Mudford, and Poe began with a general inquiry into what makes a chamber of 

torture in culture and where it finds its roots in the Gothic tradition. Insights from 

Scarry have helped me to foreground the torture room in the annihilation of 

“civilization” and distortion of the prisoner’s world, when every object, element, 

and individual present in the room becomes an agent of torture. Accordingly, the 
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victim’s disorientation, confusion, and torment result from deprivations of light 

and space, extremities of temperature, and intimidation by sensory deprivation 

or oversaturation, including by sound and silence. Hereby, torture in many cases 

is a product of sadistic mechanical ingenuity that makes the body a semiotic 

instrument and a creative medium in what Foucault calls “the art of pain.” With 

focus on the horrible in Gothic fiction, torture features the cruelties of the 

Inquisition, and it equates the chamber with the underworld. Consequently, my 

interest in exploring the three stories resided in their potential to employ or resist 

the preexisting themes and elements of the Gothic tradition as reflected in the 

soundscape, which is essential in bringing out the horrible, the terrible, and the 

uncanny contained within the chamber.  

Seen together, as I have shown, the three stories portray the dominance of 

power structures as reflected in the setting of incarceration and torment. 

Specifically, in the dichotomy of violence, the place takes the part of the torturous 

antagonist against the tortured victim, thus doubling its own influence as a place 

of entrapment and an agent of torture: Maginn’s belfry, together with the 

shrinking cells of Mudford and Poe, are endowed with an impersonated injurious 

intelligence and ingenuity to torture and execute the sufferers. Therefore, the 

torture chambers resonate with what Dale Bailey calls Poe’s “revolutionary 

quality,” exemplary in “The Fall of the House of Usher” and followed in Shiel “The 

House of Sounds” and later Gothic fiction: the attribution of personified “malign 

will” that makes part of the “haunted house formula” (22). In light of the tendency 

to unite the three texts under Poe’s embracing dependence on subject-matter, 

Maginn’s belfry stands out as a place of accidental involuntary entrapment, 

whereas Mudford and Poe’s dungeons contain the resembling elements of a 

shrinking metallic construction, which suffocates the victim and then either 

closes upon the victim as a garment of death or pushes him into the depth of 

utmost horror. In addition to sound, the stories of Poe and Maginn feature the 

centrality of Lacanian “gaze-object” in its horrendous surveillance of the demonic 

force. What accentuates Mudford’s torturous whereabouts is their potential for 

Deleuzian-Guattarian assemblage with the transforming complexity of its 

mutually consumptive and constructive parts. Mudford’s torture is a process of 

becoming tailored to the prisoner’s body, and it is an implied continuous process 

awaiting a new victim. Accordingly, in “The Pit and the Pendulum,” Poe almost 

attains the assemblage with the approximating rearrangement of the human and 

non-human elements, but he cuts it short with a different ending that disrupts 

the physicality of torture, albeit insinuating its cyclic quality. Yet, accidental or 

intentional, torture in the three stories pertains to religious austerity that resists 

its desacralization by amplifying its symbolic presence in the clamor of the church 

bell, as well as exercises its punitive technology to detain heresy or take revenge. 

As for the prisoners, their guilt remains obscure and marks the authors’ dark 

satirical attitude to Inquisitorial law that resonates the Gothic Anti-Catholicism.  
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My exploration of the soundscapes of torture has revealed the diversity of 

possibilities that feature sound in (in)audible and psychological dimensions. 

Maginn’s “The Man in the Bell” portrays unprecedented sonority that contains 

reality and, being a torture of “no-touch,” still inscribes its power in the 

distortions of the body and mind. In contrast, in Mudford’s “The Iron Shroud,” 

silence serves as an instrument of torture that creates a malicious atmosphere, 

distorts the flow of time, and implicates the prisoner’s denial of existence: in other 

words, silence is “death before death” that leaves no hope for the victim. What 

brings Maginn and Mudford together is the torturous clamor of the bell that 

claims territoriality and communicates the dramatic dominating tyranny of 

sound. Meanwhile Poe, despite pronounced parallels with his Blackwood’s peers, 

presents a completely different acoustic landscape where sound mainly 

challenges its conventional negativity and guides the listener through the spatial 

scale of the chamber. Poe’s soundscape is an informative construct that combines 

silence with sound as an audible vibrational force: the soundscape is an acoustic 

indicator of life and danger, as well as a strong manifestation of subjectivity. The 

latter is attained through the voice, which suggests not a mere ability to speak, 

but a potential to oppose the imposition of power structures and the torturous 

containment and fragmentation of the voice. Ultimately, in the three stories, 

resistance to containment is imbricated in the soundscapes of torture chambers 

through imaginative transgression of reality, when sound transposes the prisoner 

to a different world, be it a sublime landscape, a terrifying underworld, or a 

minute out-of-body experience. Sound, as such, reinvents the opposing pathway 

in the interconnection of the external and the internal worlds.  

My final chapter proceeds to the most condensed spaces – the sites of 

premature burial featured in John Galt’s “The Buried Alive,” Charles Lever’s 

“Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer,” and Poe’s “The Premature 

Burial.” Hereby, I focus on the narrator’s acoustic orientation, which undermines 

ocularcentric supremacy, and I discuss the manifestation of vocal agency with the 

return of the repressed.  
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4 – Live Burial:  

Overcoming the Confinement of the Body 

Introduction: Premature Burial from  

Medical Reports to Gothic Literature 

Entrapment in total darkness, the sounds of a palpitating heart, hollow groans 

from the underground, body snatchers, and open graves – these are the attributes 

of premature burial. One of the most gruesome preoccupations of the nineteenth 

century, premature burial represents the extremes of confinement. The trial of a 

person buried or immured alive became a popular literary motif in the 

nineteenth-century Gothic short story and was widely publicized in the 

mainstream press and medical journals.  

The sites of premature burial, however, have not been explored in the 

domain of sound studies in literature. Hence, this chapter focuses on the 

soundscapes of enclosed spaces in their interconnection with the listeners and 

concludes the discussion of how the auscultators conceive of the event and the 

setting based on their aural experience. John Galt’s “The Buried Alive” (1821), 

Charles Lever’s “Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer” (1836), and 

Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Premature Burial” (1844) present first-person accounts of 

being buried alive. This chapter reads these stories together to demonstrate how 

the authors engage with the topic to evoke the attendant cultural anxieties about 

premature burial. The audible, both in the forms of sound production and sound 

perception, becomes a means to conceive of the surroundings and to overcome 

the boundaries of the corporeal. Hereby, I consider the way the voice marks the 

primary declaration of presence for the narrators, and hearing becomes an 

important way for them to navigate between the variety of soundscapes of the 

domestic space, the sites of medical examination and burial, and the soundscape 

of their own body. For instance, in Galt’s story, the audible is granted advantage 

over the visual in informing the protagonist about the setting and the illegal use 

of his body for anatomical practice. In Lever, listening is an embodied experience 

and a mode of communication where the protagonist is aware of his body as a 

space of receptivity. In Poe’s “The Premature Burial,” the audible channels the 

constellation of genres at the intersection of the “factual” accounts and the semi-

conscious subjectivity, and it becomes a means of vocal self-assertion that cuts 

through this plurality of representation.  

In effect, although the protagonists experience a variety of spaces, such as 

the bedroom, the mortuary, the site of burial, or the anatomical room, the 

primary site of confinement is the human body incapacitated by a disease that 

effectuates a death-like trance. I suggest that the representation of sound 

perception draws attention to the boundaries of the human body, whereby the 
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sounds of premature burial are not independent of socially meaningful aspects of 

human contact, which underpin the tension between recognition and negation, 

empathy and the loneliness of the dying.  

Accordingly, I will first give a brief overview of ideas of premature 

interment, including the related medical conditions that feature the human body 

as a site of enclosure. I will then present an overview of the topic in Gothic 

literature that harvested its themes from real events. This is followed by a close 

reading of the stories, progressing from the sonic transpositions in Galt’s “The 

Buried Alive” to the auditory engagement in Lever’s story, and finally to the 

psycho-acoustic transformations in Poe’s gruesome tale.  

Live burial was a matter of concern in Europe and America. Documented 

by numerous descriptions in press, medical literature and fiction, the fear of 

premature interment originated in the eighteenth century and lasted through the 

nineteenth century and well into the twentieth (Bondeson 14). One of the most 

influential publications of the turn of the century is William Tebb and Edward P. 

Vollum’s Premature Burial, and How It May Be Prevented (1896/1905). Calling 

for measures to find more reliable signs of death, the book contains multiple 

gruesome cases of premature burial. One of them is a heartbreaking story set in 

New York in 1851. A young lady named Virginia Macdonald “apparently died” and 

was buried in Brooklyn. After the burial, however, her mother repeatedly asserted 

that her daughter had been buried alive and finally convinced the family to have 

her body taken up. To their horror, the body was found “lying on the side, the 

hands badly beaten,” thus displaying the evident signs of live interment (Tebb 

and Vollum 88). According to Tebb and Vollum, active discussion of live 

interment started in the Paris Academy of Medicine on the 10th of April 1827. 

There, it was affirmed that many of the skeletons in the vaults of Les Innocents 

had been found in turned positions. Similar revelations followed in the 

graveyards of Holland, America, and England (81). Late nineteenth-century 

accounts present an even higher number of cases of premature burial: Rev. J.G. 

Ouseley in his pamphlet on “Earth to Earth Burial” (1895) estimated that “two 

thousand seven hundred persons at least, in England and Wales, are yearly 

consigned to a living death, the most horrible conceivable” (qtd. in Tebb and 

Vollum 262). Dr. Franz Hartman, who devoted considerable attention to live 

burial, collected over seven hundred cases and described over one hundred in 

detail (Tebb and Vollum 26).  

The frequent occurrence of gruesome cases was connected to negligent 

physicians who used inefficient or faulty methods to verify death and who even 

issued death certificates without attending to the patient or examining the body. 

Hasty burials occurred during epidemics for sanitary reasons. In Buried Alive, 

Jan Bondeson refers to “a few genuine cases” of live interment during cholera 

epidemics in the nineteenth century, when patients could look mistakenly “death-

like” during the cold stage of the disease (257). Indeed, the methods to certify 

death were far from reliable. Tebb and Vollum denounced doctors who mainly 
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checked for a stoppage of pulse and respiration or who used a mirror applied to 

the mouth and nostrils, which resulted in erroneous opinions and many victims 

(10). Other ways of testing for life signs were inefficient, bizarre, or simply 

gruesome. Some of these methods included holding strong smelling salts close to 

the nostrils, blowing fanfares into unprotected ears, and applying hot metal, 

sharp instruments, or prickly brushes to sensitive areas (Bondeson 139). The 

human body, indeed, became a site for exploring the limitations of sensitivity.  

Scholars of medicine were equally interested in conditions that produced 

“death-counterfeits” and made the human body a site of confinement for the 

presumably conscious mind. Those who managed to survive live burial reported 

the ability to perceive sounds, smells, and touch, while they could not display 

their consciousness (Tebb and Vollum 43).73 Among the conditions that could 

potentially lead to premature burial, Tebb and Vollum note that trance and 

catalepsy as the most likely and the least understood: “the laws that control them 

have perplexed pathologists in all ages, and appear to be as insoluble as those 

which govern life itself” (41). Other conditions that produced the impression of 

death were reputedly known as shocks, strokes of lightning, excessive opium-

eating, syncope, exhausting lethargy, as well as the cases of hibernation analogous 

to the torpor of lower animals (72, 261). Trance – a condition described in medical 

textbooks as “easily” leading to premature interment – mainly affected women 

(43). It was commonly known as a prolonged and rare state of abnormal sleep, in 

which vital bodily functions are reduced to an extreme minimum and from which 

the entranced patients could not be aroused by excitants sufficient to wake them 

up from common sleep. Tebb and Vollum describe a case of a patient in trance 

who was certified dead and put in a coffin, yet “broke into a profuse sweat.”  The 

sweat was fortunately noticed and the patient eventually managed to recover 

(44). Finally, catalepsy was a mysterious symptom of nervous disorders mainly 

affecting women and children. In Quain’s Dictionary of Medicine (1844), Dr. 

Gowen defined catalepsy as a nervous affliction commonly associated with 

hysteria and also occurring as an early symptom of epilepsy (Tebb and Vollum 

59). Tebb and Vollum describe a case from 1895, when a young girl of seventeen 

had fallen in a swoon while sitting in a chair and was erroneously pronounced 

dead by her family. Tebb found her lying with closed eyes on the bed, “pale and 

corpse-like” (58). Here, Tebb mentions the distinctive features of catalepsy, when 

pulse and breathing are practically imperceptible, but the limbs, when put in 

various positions, maintained the posture. Such state is highly reminiscent of 

Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the Boxer” and the state of cataleptic Agnes. 

As for Tebb’s patient, she regained consciousness at the end of the sixth day.  

In effect, the perplexing death-like states and overall confusion in 

certifying death prompted more discussions about how to make the law more 

                                                             
73 Bondeson, however, maintains a skeptical attitude towards the assertion that it is possible to hear 
and feel everything in a state of suspended animation. He claims that “[m]odern medicine does not 
admit that there is such a disease” (248). 
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stringent and how more effective measures to prevent premature burial could be 

developed. Tebb and Vollum, among others, strongly maintained that the only 

satisfactory proof of death is putrefaction and welcomed the German solution to 

prevent premature interment: Leichenhäusers, or waiting chambers designed to 

hold the bodies of the supposedly dead until the signs of putrefaction become 

apparent (61, 339-341). In 1710, a German physician Christopher Hufeland built 

the first “house for the dead” in his hometown of Weimar. An idea received with 

enthusiasm, such houses were built throughout Germany and other countries. A 

typical Leichenhaus consisted of five rooms and an adjacent room for the 

attendant on duty. Corpses were laid in rows in the five waiting rooms, with a ring 

placed on one of the fingers of each corpse. The ring was connected through a 

string to a bell which hung in the attendant’s room, who was to be constantly on 

the alert for the ringing of the bell (Mc Carthy 83).  

By and large, prevention of premature burial relied on the audible as a 

means to intensify and explicate any subtle manifestation of life. In the first place, 

the cases in Tebb and Vollum’s compilation refer to numerous “moans and 

knocks,” “smothering cries,” “muffled sounds,” “noises” and “groans from the 

coffin” that could be heard after the interment (84-86).74 The nineteenth century 

saw a growing increase in security coffins constructed to ensure against live burial 

by amplifying the appeal for help. An Englishman, George Batson, designed a 

device that allowed the buried alive to draw outside attention, with a bell above 

ground connected via a string with the hands of the deceased – a model 

fictionalized to surreal absurdity in previously discussed M.P. Shiel’s “The House 

of Sounds.” Generally, safety coffins of the time operated in accordance with the 

same mechanism, featuring bells, trumpets, flags, rotating lights, and even 

speaking tubes and a telephone that allowed the interred to attract attention to 

their predicament. Such sonification of death points at attempts to redefine the 

reductionist approach to the termination of life and to give voice to the victim of 

confinement and disempowerment. The German professor Dr. Michael Benedict 

Lessing wrote that if the corpses were able to speak, a “roar of accusation” will 

follow from the ground at ignorant and careless relatives to had allowed for the 

living people to be buried alive: “You, you are to be blamed for this endless 

misery!” – concluded Lessing (qtd. in Bondeson 13-14). Yet there are no recorded 

instances of security coffins saving lives (Mc Carthy 83), and few devices were 

sold for fear that the mechanism might not be operate properly and would only 

prolong the agony of the victim (Bondeson 136). At the same time, another means 

to voice the perspective of the buried alive was gaining ground outside the 

                                                             
74 Again, in his commentary to Tebb and Vollum’s publication, Bondeson questions the prevalence of 
such sonic manifestations of survival and ascribes the cries and moaning from the graves to rodents 
or a built-up of putrefactive gases inside the body that emerged from the throat of the corpse (244). 
In Munich Leicherhaus the strings from the hands and toes of the corpses led to a huge harmonium 
with air-pressured bellows – a mechanism easily set off to a “ghostly symphony” by the putrefying 
corpses (Bondeson 93). 
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discursive borders of the medical gaze, as the theme of the premature burial 

intrigued the minds of authors.  

Incidentally, quite a few authors feared live burial and insisted on careful 

verification of death: for instance, the German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer 

stipulated that his corpse remain several days above ground before interment, the 

Russian Gothic author Nikolaj Gogol gave a written order to wait until the signs 

of putrefaction manifested (Bondeson 221), the English novelist Wilkie Collins 

left a note by his bedside with instructions that examination of his body be made 

to ensure he was no longer alive (Watson 17), and Poe’s fascination with the 

subject made his readers wonder whether he lived in constant fear of live burial 

(Bondeson 208). In English literature, the earliest scene of premature interment 

comes from Thomas Amory’s John Buncle (1756). In the novel, an anatomist 

steals the body of a beautiful woman from the grave to discover that she is alive. 

He then nurses her back to good health. Samuel Warren’s “Grave Doings” (1831) 

recounts a confession of a resurrectionist – i.e., a grave-robber who steals corpses 

to sell them to anatomists. Elements of premature burial are found in Wilkie 

Collins’s 1880 novel Jezebel’s Daughter, Sheridan Le Fanu’s “The Room in the 

Dragon Volant” (1872), and Arthur Conan Doyle’s “The Disappearance of Lady 

Frances Carfax” (1917). In Doyle’ story, a wealthy noblewoman is kidnapped to be 

buried alive, but luckily escapes the worst when rescued by Sherlock Holmes. In 

addition, the theme finds symbolic realization in the later novels of Charles 

Dickens. In Great Expectations, the sedentary lifestyle of the characters in 

decaying houses reflects premature interment (Mangham 14). Complementing 

Gothic fascination with fear and emotion, the theme of premature burial is 

realized in detail and resides at the intersection of medicine and fiction. Early 

eighteenth-century Gothic, as Anolik observes, weaves live interment, 

imprisonment and confinement with the oppressive powers of the Church (76). 

In Lewis’s The Monk, innocent Agnes is buried alive with her feeble infant, and 

virtuous Antonia is prematurely interred in the catacombs of St. Claire as part of 

Ambrosio’s vicious plot. In Radcliffe’s The Italian, Elena is nearly buried alive as 

she confronts a dark stone chamber with an iron door, and the Spanish monk in 

Maturin’s Melmoth is declared dead by the Church while in fact he is buried alive.  

Feminist response to the popular Gothic trope initiated by Radcliffe 

becomes more pronounced in the novels of Mary Elizabeth Braddon, who used 

the images of live burial to explore the issues of gendered disempowerment in 

The Doctor’s Wife (1864), Aurora Floyd (1863), Lady Audley’s Secret (1862), 

among other works. According to Holly Furneaux, such exploitation of the trope 

demonstrates the author’s resistance to the “recurring spectacle of female 

victimization” that circulated in popular models of live burial, as well as 

Braddon’s “forceful critique of the gendered law of coverture” (432).  

The theme of premature burial is reflected in tales and stories about 

vampires. In Dracula, Bram Stoker bridges the vampire myth with stories about 

bodies being found in unusual positions in the grave. Elizabeth Miller refers to 
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Stoker’s understanding of such connection: “A person may have fallen in a death-

like trance and been buried before his time. Afterwards the body may have been 

dug up and found alive, and from this a horror seized upon the people, and in 

their ignorance they imagined that a Vampire was about”  (4–5).   

Yet the writer most fascinated with the subject is Edgar Allan Poe. His “The 

Premature Burial” that will be discussed in detail below, “The Fall of the House 

of Usher,” “The Black Cat,” “The Cask of Amontillado,” “Berenice,” “Morella,” 

“Ligeia,” and even “The Tell-Tale Heart” bring the dead back to life in realistic or 

supernatural forms, all of which expose the actual and imagined horrors of 

premature entombment. With the predicaments of his entombed characters, Poe 

not only gives imaginative expression to tormented dreams and the death of a 

beautiful woman, revenge, anxiety, and remorse, but, as J. R. Hammond 

suggests, “exploit[s], through fiction, his and his readers’ curiosity on a range of 

scientific and philosophical ideas topical at the outset of the Victorian age”(88). 

Poe’s stories of live entombment intersect not only with real events and medical 

history but also with other literary descriptions of the kind, such as John Galt’s 

“The Buried Alive”  (Mangham 15). In “How to Write a Blackwood Article,” Poe 

references Galt’s story as “the record of a gentleman’s sensations, when entombed 

before the breath was out of his body – full of taste, terror, sentiment, 

metaphysics and erudition” (281). Galt’s tale starts my discussion of how 

literature harbors a first-person perspective of live burial experience that moves 

away from the distanced gaze of the external reality to a sophisticated subjectivity, 

and how the narrative ear amends the absence of the visual and advances the 

objectives of medicine by calling for recognition, empathy, and reconnection.  

 

4.1. From Fragmented Perception to Auditory Phenomenology  

in John Galt’s “The Buried Alive” 

In his representation of live burial, John Galt incorporates a mysterious disease, 

a hasty burial, consideration, neglect, horror, subtle irony, history, and medicine 

in a multilayered sonic composition where the protagonist retains his connection 

to the world of living through hearing. The story not only blurs the lines between 

life and death, but also trumps the previous sites of confinement with their 

dramatic intensity. For, ghosts, hauntings and Inquisitorial torment pale at the 

following: “I learnt that I was that night to be dissected” (Galt 37).  

 “The Buried Alive” was first published anonymously as a stand-alone tale 

of terror in Blackwood’s magazine in 1821 and was later incorporated in the 

novella The Steam-Boat (1822).75 The story, along with other short contributions 

                                                             
75 The Steam-Boat recounts three travels made by the protagonist Thomas Duffle across the UK, who 
invites people he meets from Scotland, Russia, Norway, North America and other countries to tell a 
story from their lives (Jarrells 114).  
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to the magazine, gained the author a reputation as “Scotland’s earliest purveyor 

of the short story” (Caruthers 126). In addition, as notes Robert Morison, “The 

Buried Alive” is the author’s “most concise and disturbing contribution to the 

development of the Blackwood’s tale of terror” (269). 

In a concise and sequential way, “The Buried Alive” follows the narrow 

escape of a first-person male narrator as he proceeds from a state of illness to 

being declared dead, mourned, encoffined, taken to the cemetery, and then 

resurrected from the grave by body-snatchers only to be nearly dissected by 

medical students. The story ends with the narrator being “in the full possession 

of [his] faculties” (Galt 38). Although the narrator loses the ability to see and 

move at the beginning of his account, his sense of hearing allows him to preserve 

spatial awareness and to learn about the physical layout of the place. Thus, in my 

analysis of the tale, I will first present the narrator’s body in its duality as a site of 

confinement and as phenomenological body that remains connected with the 

world, and I will discuss some insights that underlie its state of suspended 

animation. Next, I will follow the narrator’s journey through the auditory 

environment where hearing is prioritized in building the composition of the place, 

and sound indicates recognition and connectedness of being.  

The opening lines of the story center on the corporeal state of the narrator, 

or the afflicted auscultator, whose lingering illness gradually leads to the 

mistaken assumption that he is dead. Galt describes the onset of what can be 

broadly defined as a fictional representation of “suspended animation” — an 

umbrella term for trance, catalepsy, narcolepsy, or human hibernation — which 

was thought to be the erroneous cause of premature burial (Tebb and Vollum 41). 

The narrator suffers from “a low and lingering fever” that progresses to 

exhaustion and leads to a crisis, with “a strange and indescribable quivering,” “a 

rushing sound in [his] ears, “confusion” of the mind, and inability to move (Galt 

35). Like quite a few conditions and symptoms that could lead to a “death-

counterfeit” in the nineteenth century, such as apoplexy, nervous exhaustion, 

lethargy, or hysteria (Tebb and Vollum 158), what the narrator experiences falls 

short of a rigid diagnosis and rather covers a compilation of recurring stereotypes 

perpetuated by popular descriptions of suspended animation circulating in 

contemporary medical discourse and popular journals. For instance, fever and 

intensified weakness reappear in the listed cases of Tebb and Vollum as related 

to influenza that could result in catalepsy, and awareness of “all that was passing” 

was a common attribute of a death-like trance (44). Yet, the narrator’s affliction 

is not devoid of supernaturalization that features the visual. His seeing 

“innumerable strange faces; [...] bright and visionary, and without bodies” (Galt 

35) points at the presence of Lacanian gaze. The narrator is surrounded by 

“strange” entities that suggest otherness and uncanny surveillance of the patient. 

In effect, the narrator describes the sensation of surveillance rather than the look. 

In addition, the entities destabilize reality: the “faces” may belong to those 
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around, be part of the narrator’s hallucinations, or indicate his near-death 

experience.  

Eventually, the narrator’s suspended animation reaches the point when 

hearing remains as the dominant sensory capacity that overcomes the hegemony 

of vision and enables the affordances of the surroundings: “The world was then 

darkened, but I still could hear, and feel, and suffer” (35). As the narrator’s body 

becomes fragmented, some of its sections temporarily lose their functioning, 

whereas others are perceived by the narrator as alive. 

The body of the narrator both establishes and subverts the principles of 

confinement through sound and kinesthetic experience. For, even despite the 

corporeal limitations, his hearing operates at the intersection of the internal and 

the external, immersing the protagonist in the environment and into the world of 

the living. At the same time, the narrator’s hearing becomes a way of knowing 

through sound: a journey through the interchanging soundscapes revelatory of 

the surroundings, individuals, and their relationships. The “rushing sound” that 

marks the onset of his illness proceeds to the sounds of the recognition of death 

and mourning: “I heard the sound of weeping at my pillow – and the voice of the 

nurse say, ‘He’s dead’” (35). Hereby, the protagonist becomes a clandestine 

auscultator, an absent presence among his friends who is both empowered 

through omniscient listening and disempowered by inability to communicate. 

Galt portrays with denunciatory straightforwardness the neglecting attitude to 

death certification and the body. The sobbing of the narrator’s friends is followed 

by the casual laughter and disregard of the attendants: “Their thoughtlessness 

was more awful than the grief of my friends. They laughed at one another as they 

turned me from side to side, and treated what they believed a corpse, with the 

most appalling ribaldry” (35). 

The narrator’s listening implies the secret activity of a witness – a covert 

eavesdropping and a tool of resistance to objectification and neglect. The 

narration of this experience lends a subjective perspective to contemporary 

concerns about hasty declaration of death or disrespectful attitudes to the body 

of the recently deceased in medical literature. Tebb and Vollum, for instance, 

deplored the “careless and ignorant attendants” who might fail to recognize the 

true signs of death and bury the patient alive, and they referred to Dr. Hufeland’s 

appeal to “respect those who only seem to be dead,” and who “should be treated 

gently, and kept in a warm bed for thirty-six hours” (42, 262). At the same time, 

attitudes to the body pertain to class distinctions in the nineteenth century. In 

Report on the Practice of Interment in Towns (1843), Edwin Chadwick notes that 

“the comfortable classes” predominantly treated the deceased with awe and 

respect, whereas among the “lower orders” they were often treated “with as little 

ceremony as the carcass in a butcher shop,” due to familiarity and disgust with 

the unpleasant reminder of death (Jalland 214).  

The following scenes of the funeral ceremony and interment gradually 

build horror, when regular and phased representation of events culminate in the 
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protagonist’s awareness of death. The auscultation from different points of the 

room implies a pronounced difference between the sorrowful attitude of the 

narrator’s friends and the indifference of the undertakers and visitors: he hears 

some of his friends speak “in low accents,” of what he was, or speaking 

“sorrowfully,” as well as one of the undertakers beginning to whistle as he turned 

the screw-nails, but then checking himself and completing the work in silence 

(Galt 36). As it turns out, no family member is present. Constant reiterations of 

the phrase “I heard” add an uncanny rhythm to the passage and emphasize the 

idea of a funeral as a set and repeated form. Accordingly, the narrator seems 

attuned to every detail as he relies on sound to comprehend the developments 

around him: as he reports, he “heard” “the coffin placed in the hearse,” “heard” 

“the crowds of people around,” and “heard the cords of the coffin moved” and 

then “fall” (36).  

His auscultation, however, intermittently accompanies the sensation of 

touch, when motion becomes a tell-tale sign of relocation. In the reiteration of the 

verb “to hear” the narrator differentiates “hearing” from “listening,” which, as I 

suggest, underpins both the rapid succession of auditory events, as well as the 

fragmented capacity of his body in its perception of sound without being able to 

completely engage with it in response. Scholars of sound who explore the 

relationship between hearing and listening often point to a “deliberate channeling 

of attention towards sound” (Rice 99) and “somatically attending to the sound” 

by moving the head, the body, or holding the hand behind the ear (Petty 176). 

These abilities, however, are out of the narrator’s reach. Eventually, the plot 

moves to the acoustic scene of interment: “the sound of the rattling mould” is 

likened to acoustic assault “far more tremendous than thunder,” yet it is the 

gradual decrease of sound that amplifies horror: “The sound gradually became 

less and less, and by a surging reverberation in the coffin, I knew that the grave 

was filled up, and that the sexton was treading in the earth, slapping the grave 

with the thread of his spade. This too ceased, and then all was silent” (Galt 36). 

The cessation of sound discontinues the connection with the outer world for the 

narrator and implies a politics of domination: the pronouncement of death, 

objectification of his body, and neglect culminating in silence manifest the 

imposition of power that the individual has no authority to contradict.  

As the narrative progresses, the soundscape marks the onset of the 

transformation of the self for the protagonist and draws his auscultation inwards. 

From the beginning of the burial, silence disrupts chronology and leaves him with 

“no means of knowing the lapse of time” (36). Silence becomes a background for 

his fearful speculation and troubles the division between the real and the 

imaginary. For the narrator, the reality is “death” and the horrors of putrefaction 

with “the epicurean worm” will soon follow (37). Perception fuses with 

imagination when the narrator hears “a low and under-sound in the earth” above 

himself: “and I fancied that the worms and the reptiles of death were coming – 

that the mole and the rat of the grave would soon be upon me. The sound 
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continued to grow louder and nearer” (37). As a result, the narrator finds himself 

in the acousmatic situation, when the source of the sound is experienced as 

imagined, and he is surrounded by creatures that cause the utmost horror or 

disgust.  

 At this point, the narrative turns from the imaginative setting and the 

protagonist auscultizes from the carriage of grave-robbers with someone singing 

“snatches and scraps of obscene songs” (37). This episode deserves 

contextualization as it pertains to a matter of special concern for early nineteenth-

century Europe: the practice of robbing graves to steal corpses for anatomical 

schools. In England and Scotland, bodysnatching was widespread with the rising 

demand for cadavers among anatomists, propelled by stricter requirements for 

medical education. In the 1820s, the number of students in private anatomical 

schools in London alone had risen by seven hundred. By 1828, it was 

recommended that each student dissect at least three cadavers during the course 

of study, and the demand for cadavers could only be made with “professional” 

help (Lennox 17). Consequently, several gangs of professional bodysnatchers 

operated in the capital, and by the end of the eighteenth century, it was widely 

acknowledged that medical students and lecturers were involved in 

bodysnatching on a regular basis (28).  

The final episode of Galt’s tale revolves around the protagonist’s revival 

with its intensified suspense. Sound is auscultated within a place for dissection – 

a probable anatomy room with a table in the middle, a demonstrator and quite a 

number of students: 

By the conversation of the two fellows with the servant who 
admitted them, I learnt that I was that night to be dissected. 
My eyes were still shut, I saw nothing; but in a short time I heard, by 
the bustle in the room, that the students of anatomy were 
assembling. Some of them came round the table, and examined me 
minutely. They were pleased to find that so good a subject had been 
procured. The demonstrator himself at last came in. (Galt 37) 

The passage exemplifies the humiliating and ironic commodification of the body 

prior to dissection – the process by which the body is fragmented in order to 

construct a new body of knowledge. In addition, the upcoming dissection encodes 

the distinctive feature of Gothic horror in “its emphasis on fragmentation [...] and 

decentralized forms and shapes” (Grunenberg 162). The protagonist’s 

fragmented perception is about to proceed to the literal fragmentation of the 

anatomical whole, which resounds with an ultimate act of torture.  

Experimentation with the protagonist’s body, however, reconfigures his 

perception into embodied response. Prior to dissection, the demonstrator 

proposes a “galvanic experiment” – an idea common to Gothic narratives, from 

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein to the publications of Galt’s contemporaries, such as 

an anonymous short story “Letter from a Revived Mummy” (published in 
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Evening Mirror, 1832), where a soldier’s corpse is revived by means of a galvanic 

battery (J. R. Hammond 105). In Samuel Warren’s “The Thunder-Struck and the 

Boxer,” galvanism was used to reanimate catatonic Agnes. With Galt’s tale of 

premature burial, galvanic animation is more of a demonstration of bodily 

response to electricity in line with contemporary gruesome spectacles performed 

on executed criminals or decapitated animals to demonstrate the operation of 

neurological pathways. For instance, in the late 1818s, Dr. Ure of Glasgow made 

a public demonstration of galvanism on the body of a murderer, which received 

extensive coverage in the Weekly Recorder and suggested that even a dead body 

could be brought back to life when acted on fast enough: “dead legs made to kick, 

dead lungs made to inhale and exhale, a dead face compelled into grotesque 

contortions,” according to the sensational report (Sconce 128). The galvanic 

shocks vibrate through the narrator’s nerves and throw his eyes open, which 

allows him to recognize familiar faces among the students and hear his name 

“pronounced ... with an accent of awe and compassion, and a wish that it had been 

some other subject” (Galt 38). Eventually, the protagonist’s unclaimed and 

unnamed body receives recognition as an individual being and resists 

dehumanization and objectification. At this point, the initiated dissection 

provokes revival: 

the demonstrator took his knife, and pierced me on the bosom with 
the point. I felt a dreadful crackling, as it were, throughout my whole 
frame – a convulsive shuddering instantly followed, and a shriek of 
horror rose from all present. The ice of death was broken up – my 
trance ended. (38) 

Here, the narrator’s figurative description of the end of his suspended animation 

resonates with the inherently sonic embodied response. His “feeling” of a 

“dreadful crackling” presumes a sonorous body (the noun “crackling” primarily 

denotes “the production of a rapid succession of slight crackling sounds”), which 

is further poeticized with the implied sound of broken ice that merges the 

metaphorical and the literal body in the act of dissection.76 Henceforth, the 

narrator displays a phenomenological response to sound, i.e., listening with both 

the ears and the body. The fact that the narrator “felt” rather than “heard” the 

“crackling” draws a connecting line between sound and the idiosyncratic ways of 

its perception. A synergy of hearing and feeling results in the kinesthetic 

perception of sound. 

*** 

In its silent witnessing of the process of live burial, John Galt’s “The Buried Alive” 

is instrumental in addressing the ethical questions of burial and the culture of 

dissection, where fiction maintains its unique ability to give a meaningful insight 

                                                             
76 "crackling, n." OED Online, Oxford University Press, June 2020, www.oed.com/view/Entry/43663. 
Accessed 7 August 2020. 
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into the human experience. Locked inside his body and claimed to be dead, the 

protagonist becomes a covert witness to a negligent and commodifying treatment 

at various stages of his journey. This witnessing is enabled by his hearing and 

kinetic perception. Hence, the interchanging auditory landscapes not only 

propose a need for better criteria of death certification but they also advocate a 

more caring and empathetic attitude to the body. The narrator, however, is not a 

mere victim of social indifference. His recognition by anatomy students during 

the dissection insinuates his probable role in the process and, like Poe’s “The Pit 

and the Pendulum,” points at the cyclic and interchangeable character of power. 

In this connection, Galt’s tale appeals to more humane treatment of the dead, 

including burial and dissection, and sonifies resistance to fragmentation that 

reduces the body to an unconscious, unnamed, and unrecognized “cadaver.” Galt 

amplifies the narrator’s audiological response by reconfiguring the hearing body 

into the phenomenological body with a multimodal way of knowing and a 

stronger connection to the world. The body, as such, resists reduction in its 

capacity for idiosyncratic experience, transformation, and survival.  

4.2. Calling from Under the Skin: Connecting Vibrations in Charles 

Lever’s “Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer” 

Embodied listening also finds its realization in another story of premature burial. 

Lever’s “Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer” explores alternative 

ways of sound perception, where sound in its vibrational form transgresses 

corporeal limitations and connotes the power of sympathy and communication. 

A throb sends an impulse to the heart whose clanking reverberations become the 

tell-tale signs of vitality, which resist abandonment and confinement.   

The short story “Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer,” which 

was published in the Dublin University Magazine in 1836, engages with the perils 

of being locked inside one’s body in a state of suspended animation. The plot is 

germane to another fictionalized medical recollection that Lever had contributed 

five years earlier to the National Magazine as “A Story of the Surgeon.” In “A 

Story of a Surgeon,” a fever patient dies and is brought into a dissection room, 

where a student of medicine cuts through a vein in his foot and hears a faint 

shriek: the patient recovers from what appears to be a fatal trance and is 

discharged from the hospital a week later. Irish clergyman and antiquarian Rev. 

Samul Hayman found the “Post-Mortem Recollections” so “powerfully written” 

that he requested the author to introduce it later into O’Leary (Fitzpatrick 198). 

The story draws from a personal experience that Lever admits in a letter to a 

certain Miss Edgeworth (1847): “The post-mortem recollections you are good 

enough to notice in ‘O’Leary’ were little else than a transcript of my own feeling 

during recovery from the only severe illness I ever had. [They] have so much of 
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truth about them that they were actually present to my mind day after day” 

(Downey 249).  

Lever’s “Post-Mortem Recollections,” indeed, strikes the reader as first-

person description of a dreadful ordeal. A medical lecturer named William gives 

a hurried, stressful, and intense oration on the topic of madness, declares himself 

a maniac, loses his consciousness, and gradually falls into a death-like trance. 

Although he is unable to move or communicate and is pronounced dead by his 

colleagues, he remains fully aware of what is happening around him, guided by 

acoustic and kinesthetic cues. Shortly before being buried alive, the narrator 

reflects upon death and the power of will, and he eventually manages to trigger 

action and attract the attention of his friends. 

In its incorporation of pathology, ritual, and the Gothic horror of live 

burial, the story celebrates ambivalence and transgression as it undoes the 

distinction between reason and unreason, the doctor and the patient, life and 

death. Such transgression pertains to the representation of sound that operates 

at the intersection of audible and inaudible vibrations. Yet as I suggest, in its 

ambivalent quality, sound not only informs the protagonist about the 

surroundings and events, but it also conjoins the discrepant categories in 

bringing together the external reality and the internal world of extra-auditory 

embodied experience, thus underscoring the importance of sympathy, response 

and communication.    

Lever’s protagonist gradually progresses from nervous agitation to a state 

of suspended animation, by which his body becomes the primary site of 

entrapment. From the beginning, the story problematizes the distinction between 

sanity and insanity, and it highlights the indeterminacy of madness in the reversal 

of a scholar of insanity and the insane. Initially, a series of events suggest that the 

lecturer is affected by the stress and strain of hard work, worry, and anxiety: he 

admits being “greatly overfatigued during the preceding week,” and shortly 

before entering the lecture hall, he learns about the death of his patient (Lever 

195). Emotional exhaustion propels what may be currently defined as burnout, 

when he describes his augmenting despair at the inability to confront malady as 

a physician: “at least I absolutely dreaded the very thought of being sent for, to a 

dangerous and critical illness” (196). Consequently, the narrator is unable to 

disengage from his depressive thoughts and approaches the lecture-room “with 

fear and trembling,” where in the indescribable “agitation of mind” he has to give 

a lecture on the subject of insanity (196). To make matters worse, it turns out that 

the narrator has forgotten to take his notes, and his talk starts with painful 

“doubts,” “fears,” and “pauses” (196). By degree, however, his speech on madness 

regains ease and swiftness with the abundance of illustration and figurative 

language. Furthermore, the lecture rapidly engages with the narrator’s 

subjectivity and progresses into an incontrollable, unbalanced, and disconnected 

expression with an unexpected confession in the end: 
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I was like one who, borne on the rapid current of a fast flowing river, 
sees the foam of a cataract before him, yet, waits passively for the 
moment of his destruction, without an effort to save [himself]. [...] I 
paused – there was a dead silence in the lecture room – a thought 
rushed like a meteor flash across my brain, and, bursting forth into a 
loud laugh of hysteric passion, I cried – and I, and I – too, am a 
maniac. My class rose like one man – a cry of horror burst through 
the room. I know no more. ( 197)  

The narrator’s state, which moves from extreme agitation and confusion to the 

loss of consciousness, exemplifies the exhaustion of the nervous system by 

overexcitement – one of the most common causes of suspended animation in the 

nineteenth century. Tebb and Vollum suggested that the extremes of emotion 

would often paralyze the nervous system, whereas their contemporary Dr. 

Alexander Wilder in his statement before the Medical Society in New York listed 

overexcitement, overwork and “insufficient resting from labor” as the principal 

reasons of nervous exhaustion (158, 150). In addition, certain occupations made 

individuals more predisposed to the exhaustion of the nervous force and a 

consecutive death-like trance (149). Brain workers, such as teachers, writers, 

students, and lawyers, had a higher risk of mental disorders in comparison with 

the working class (Ayonrinde 2). From the classical tradition and well into the 

Renaissance and the nineteenth century, scientific endeavors were associated 

with madness, gradually fuelling the trope of the mad scientist in fiction, such as 

the protagonist of Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde (1886) or Dr. Raymond in Arthur Machen’s The Great God Pan (1894).  

Even doctors of insanity were not immune from the affliction. Jeffrey 

Sconce relates Lever’s medical lecturer to a case that appeared in The Washington 

Post under the title “Why Insanity Specialists Often Become Insane” (December 

24th, 1916). The case concerns an expert on madness who went insane on the night 

of his honeymoon. The danger for psychiatrists of becoming mentally ill, as 

Sconce suggests, prompts the idea that madness is “an invention of the 

psychiatric mind, the insane ‘insanity expert’ hoisted by his own diagnostic 

petard” (141). In the meantime, the episode with agitated speech pertains to 

Lever’s experience when he attended a medical debating club as a student in 

Dublin. William Charles Fitzpatrick, his biographer and the author of The Life of 

Charles Lever (1879), refers to an observer’s impression of Lever’s performance: 

“Lever spoke with such overpowering volubility, and energy, - he displayed such 

extraordinary fertility and felicity of illustration, that it was whispered in the club 

he must have taken opium previous to these efforts” (84-85).  

The unexpected reversal of roles in Lever’s story, when an expert on 

madness becomes part of his own illustrative narrative, demonstrates the 

challenge of defining madness or containing it within a single diagnostic category. 

Poe, for instance, gave this idea a comic treatment in “The System of Dr. Tarr and 

Professor Fether” (1845), where the keepers reverse the roles with the kept in a 
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mental institution. Neither is Lever’s story without this incongruity, for even in 

claiming insanity the narrator falls prey to his own delusions by over-

pathologizing emotion and overwork. In this connection, an anonymous editorial 

writer of The Times (22 July 1854) contemporary with Lever commented on the 

problem of defining madness: “Nothing can be more slightly defined as the line 

of demarcation between sanity and insanity. [...] Make the definition too narrow, 

it becomes meaningless, make it too wide, the whole human race are involved in 

the drag-net” (Wiesenthal 15). 

In defying fixed boundaries, the narrator’s state of indeterminacy 

engenders other forms of liminality at the interconnection of recognition and 

misconception, struggle and inactivity, body and consciousness, life and death. 

Lever portrays how the narrator’s semi-consciousness and suspended animation 

are mistakenly attributed to an unconscious trance and death, thus underscoring 

the need for a more cautious examination by medical professionals, and a better 

understanding of consciousness. Eventually, his deep and prolonged sleep is 

followed by convulsions and terminates in what resembles a fit of catalepsy, 

which an attending friend misrecognizes as death: 

a cold, clammy perspiration broke profusely over my body, a rushing 
sound, as if water filled my ears – a succession of short convulsive 
spasms, as if given by an electric machine, shook my limbs. [...] My 
breathing became shorter and shorter: my gasp relaxed: my eyes 
swam: and I fell back heavily in the bed: the last recollection of that 
moment was the muttering expression of my poor friend G___, 
saying – “It is over at last.” (Lever 198) 

The idiosyncratic use of the colon in the paragraph creates suspense and suggests 

the gradual progression of causal-consecutive relations between the altering 

states of the narrator, from the shortness of breath to his final collapse. The 

narrator’s state suggests the nineteenth-century definition of “brain fever” – a 

disease known as inflammation of the brain in the aftermath of a shock, 

exhaustion or emotional trauma. The regular symptoms of brain fever, according 

to a contemporary specialist James Copland, included delirium, quick pulse, and 

spasms or convulsions progressing into “somnolency, coma, and complete 

relaxation of the limbs” (Peterson 447). The cause of brain fever presupposed a 

mixture of physical and emotional factors, especially those events that presented 

“a severe shock to the nervous system” due to fear, anxiety, lack of sleep, or 

intense study (Peterson 448). Weak, delicate, overstressed, and overexcited 

nerves laid the foundation for medical theories of the “nervous diseases,” arguing 

that emotional excesses stretched nervous tissues and resulted in physical 

symptoms of a disease (Vrettos 51). The stimulation paradigm of nervous 

disorders was compatible with contemporary conceptions of galvanism, by which 

the conductive power of the nerves presented the nervous system as an apparatus 

through which the distribution of electrical energy ensured existence. As Sconce 
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suggests, galvanism allowed an understanding of the human body as a machine 

operating at the intersection of forces, energies, and powers, which connected 

anatomy, power, and will in “a system of networked telecommunications” (125). 

In addition, galvanism provided a plausible explanation for the state of 

suspended animation. When drained of its energy, the “galvanic body” had its 

“electrical wiring” obstructed or “burned out,” which prevented the ego from 

projecting its will into the nervous system (139). Thus, according to Sconce, the 

state of Lever’s protagonist is “the product of its manic agitation, a “short-circuit” 

in the nervous system brought about by overexcitement” (140). Yet the mechanics 

of the nerves is inevitably connected with the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

vibratory paradigm, by which vibratory technologies provided a model for the 

nervous body, which was sensitive to the vibrations of the external world. The 

human body thus became conceived as a processing machine that responded to 

internal and external stimuli, including sound and sensations. 

In his state of suspended animation, the narrator relies on sound to know 

the external world and the workings of his own body, where sound moves from 

the range of the audible to the domain of kinetics. Here, Lever employs the same 

technique as Galt in “The Buried Alive” and demonstrates both the informative 

qualities of sound, as well as an embodied phenomenological response to sound 

that traverses beyond the ear-centric paradigm and engages the whole body in 

the process of perception. In such a manner, Lever employs what Shelley Trower 

describes as “a materialist, vibratory undercurrent through neurological and 

medical theories,” exemplified by the Romantic poetry, such as Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge’s “The Aeolian Harp” (14).   

In the absence of vision, sound becomes a way of knowing and a guide 

through the affordances of the surroundings and the connectedness of 

individuals. Auscultized from one position, the sounds of surrounding footsteps 

– “a heavy dull sound, as if some weighty body had been laid upon the floor” – 

and human voices suggest that the protagonist is considered dead and will soon 

be interred (Lever 198). Silence in conjunction with darkness and stillness 

conventionally disrupts orientation and operates as a tormenting background for 

the narrator’s memories of the past and speculations about the process of death. 

As the “dreary silence of the chamber” is broken, the auscultator becomes aware 

that his friends are coming to take a farewell look at him before closing the coffin 

(199).  

Yet when faced with imminent live burial, the narrator engages the power 

of the will to overcome suspended animation, by which his body becomes an 

acoustic surrounding attuned to vibrational energy. He describes calling to mind 

“the almost miraculous capacity of the will, exerted under circumstances of great 

exigency, and with a concentration of power, that some men only are capable of” 

(199). By bringing up the connection between motion and will, Lever references 

Galen’s conception of the muscular body. Galen suggested that muscles were the 

“instruments of the will” as they communicated the agency of the willed subject 
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(Ishizuka 74). From Galen onwards the idea that muscles were the “embodiment 

of the will” had an impact on later medical explorations, such as the works of John 

Bulwer (1649), who was a physiologist and anatomist of the new era, and Richard 

Boulton, a medical doctor who developed on the topic in A Treatise of the Reason 

of Muscular Motion (1697) (Ishizuka 74). Boulton wrote on muscular physiology: 

“Muscular Motion is the very Index Animi, by which the Temper and 

Disproportion of the Animal Faculties are made evident; it’s the Ultimate Result 

of our most secret Thoughts and of our Will” (Ishizuka 5). Sconce reads this 

instance of the protagonist’s self-reanimation in terms of galvanic conductivity 

and “a detailed mental vivisection of his own nervous networks” (141). At the 

same time, the activation of his nervous networks only occurs under a combined 

effort of both the body and the external stimulus of a vibrational force, which 

underscores the multimodal way of perception: 

At this moment, my dear friend B___ entered the room [...] He 
placed his warm hand upon my breast, and, oh! the throb it sent 
through my heart. Again, but almost unconsciously to myself, the 
impulse rushed along my nerves – a bursting sensation seized my 
chest – a tingling ran through my frame – a crashing, jarring 
sensation, as if the tense nervous cords were vibrating to some 
sudden and severe shock, took hold on me; and then after one 
violent convulsive throe, which brought the blood from my mouth 
and eyes, my heart swelled at first slowly, then faster; and the valves 
reverberated, clank! – clank! – responsive to the stroke, at the same 
time the chest expanded, the muscles strained like the cordage of a 
ship in a heavy sea, and I breathed once more. (Lever 200) 

The subtle vibrations that the narrator auscultizes through his body are 

reinforced by the vibratory activity of energy that is gradually amplified as it is 

transmitted along the nerves. His will is a subtle impulse – an ethereal vibration 

that needs to be augmented through the corporeal and emotional energy of his 

friend. This energy is of sonic character encoded in the word “throb” that implies 

“a steady rhythmic pulsating or vibrating sound.” Just as in Poe’s “The Fall of the 

House of Usher” or Shiel’s “The House of Sounds,” the body in Lever’s story is 

compared to a stringed musical instrument that is reanimated by sound. Lever’s 

representation is concomitant of the ideas of David Stephenson, an eighteenth-

century medical theorist who considered the human body as composed of elastic 

fiber-solids or “a most finish’d exquisite string’d musical Instrument,” which is 

susceptible to the “smallest Sound or Motion of the Air.”  Such sounds and motion 

cause the whole body “to vibrate inwards and outwards” (qtd. in Ishizuka 87). 

This vibratory body, as Ishizuka concludes, accounts for the phenomenon of 

“sympathetic vibrations” as sympathy is influenced by a vibratory motion 

throughout the body (87).  
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In effect, Lever is a decade ahead of his time in the imaginary presentation 

of “sympathetic vibrations.” This phenomenon appeared in the works of 

Hermann von Helmholtz in 1848 to describe the law of energy conservation, by 

which sound-movement of one string can set another string in motion (Trower 

and Enns 5). What the narrator describes as the vibrations of “nervous cords” is 

consistent with the popular idea of musical strings as an image of nerves that was 

increasingly used in the eighteenth century. Thus, Lever bridges the paradigms 

of nervous energy and sympathetic vibrations in his speculation about a 

multimodal way of perception, one which embraces both subtle vibrations not 

sensed by the ear and their amplified acoustical variations. The sonorous 

reverberations of the heart, which are connected to supernatural deadly terror in 

other Gothic tales, such as Nesbit’s “From the Dead,” Pember’s “The Ghost of the 

Nineteenth Century,” and Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart,” represent fragile vitality 

and reanimation. In addition, the reverberations of the heart that interlink the 

mind and the body trouble the Cartesian conception of the split between body 

and consciousness and position the perception of sonorous vibrations as 

embodied listening.  

Eventually, the aural maintains primacy until the end of the narrative, for 

what happens to the protagonist after his reanimation is presented through the 

narrative ear: 

I heard a cry of horror through the room, and the words – He is alive 
– he still lives – from a number of voices around me. The noise and 
confusion increased: I heard them say, carry out B___ before he 
sees him again – he has fainted! Directions, and exclamations of 
wonder, and dread followed one upon another. (Lever 200)  

The soundscape indicates limitations in meaning-making and the absence of a 

unified standpoint. The narrator’s revival provokes a mixture of horror and 

wonder, which positions the event as quasi-supernatural. Yet as the sound of 

human voices envelops the narrator with its ambient presence, it manifests the 

moment of his recognition and subverts alienation and containment. 

 

*** 

Lever’s “Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer” is another speculative 

contribution to a body of first-person subjective experiences of premature burial, 

which underscores the liminal nature of sound perception at the intersection of 

the internal and the external. Liminality pertains to other aspects that include the 

doctor-patient status of the protagonist and his state in-between life and death. 

Henceforth, the narrator’s aural experience reveals the progressing alterations of 

sound from the audible to almost imperceptible vibrations that go beyond the 

limits of ear-centric scope. During his terrifying ordeal, the protagonist not only 

relies on sound to navigate the surroundings, but he explores the alternatives to 
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audiological capacity by somatically attending to sound in its vibratory form. This 

form of embodied listening bears socio-ethical implications. Live burial, as the  

utmost manifestation of abandonment and alienation, subverts the macabre in 

emphasizing the need for more empathetic and caring attitudes. In this regard, 

Lever’s employment of sound in its ephemeral form is associated with an 

unorthodox mode of reconnection by non-linguistic communication, where 

vibrations overcome borders and challenge Gothic terrors with sympathy and 

harmony. 

4.3. The Voice and Generic Diversity 

 in “The Premature Burial” by Edgar Allan Poe 

“Were people really buried alive?” is how Jan Bondeson starts his skeptical 

penultimate chapter on the history of premature burial. He discusses at some 

length how the stories of premature burial in Tebb and Vollum’s compilation were 

devised to fuel public anxiety about the topic: “It is well known,” he asserts, “that 

the more unscrupulous nineteenth-century reporters deliberately falsified 

thrilling stories to sell to newspapers, and accounts of premature burial were of 

high popular interest” (240). In other words, stories of live burial were often 

counterfeit. Yet apart from exaggeration, another feature that corroded the 

chilling accounts of live burial was the intent not only to terrify but to excite and 

amuse. After all, a temporary and chaotic event of entombment allowed for a 

comic manner to trivialize misfortune and even ridicule death. Such tendency 

prevailed, for instance, in the 1790s in the German states, when a “new genre” of 

premature interment gave its readers goosebumps by mixing “burlesque 

amusement and gloating sadism” (Bondeson 93). J. Gerard Kennedy notes that 

the core of burial humor is in “improbable confrontation” between the “dead” and 

their survivors, where absurdity channels the symbolic victory of life over death 

(171). Satire was injected in the terrifying narratives of interment to diversify the 

accounts in style and content and to feed the interest of a skeptical audience.  

Such generic diversity that blends horror and satire is particularly inherent 

in the third story of this chapter: “The Premature Burial” (1844) by Edgar Allan 

Poe, in which the protagonist describes his excessive fear of live burial and 

mistakenly presumes he has been buried alive. Previous scholarship on Poe and 

genre, such as Kennedy’s “Poe and Magazine Writing on Premature Burial” 

(1977), G.R. Thompson’s Poe’s Fiction: Romantic Irony in the Gothic Tales 

(1973), and Daniel Hoffman’s critical section on “Grotesques and Arabesques” 

(1972), informs my primary question for the analysis of this story: what is the 

relationship between sound and the generic diversity of the story? In order to 

explore the inter-relationship of sound and genre, I will show how sound spirals 

from the mimetic historical context towards satirized subjectivity, and how sound 

bears broader literary implications, such as the authorial voice and the 
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articulation of semi-conscious content. The fragmented distributions of sound, as 

I suggest, reference the rationalized “factual” horror, as well as the paradoxical 

merging of the comic and the terrifying.    

Critics of “The Premature Burial” tend to situate the story at the 

intersection of the modes of representation. For Hoffman, the story belongs to 

the contradictory intertwining of the pairs of “linked dissimilars” – the Grotesque 

and the Arabesque (206). The ambivalent and complex categories originated 

from ornamental style and sculpture and found their way into Poe’s conception 

of the Gothic through the critical vocabulary of Sir Walter Scott’s “On the 

Supernatural in Fictitious Composition” in Fortnightly Review (1827) (Hoffman 

203; Thompson 111). Hoffman connects the essential qualities of the Arabesque 

to the exploration of psychological states – from anguish and torment to the 

extremities of madness, whereas the Grotesque relies on satire in which the 

rationalistic view of the experience serves as a measure for the monstrous defects 

(Hoffman 206). The terms, as Hoffman suggests, may not always be pinned down 

for the tales of Poe’s 1840 volume, but rather they become “indicative of two of 

his principal commitments of the imagination of his fiction” (204). Nor are the 

categories mutually exclusive: on examination, Poe weaves the Grotesque and the 

Arabesque into the same theme, where he blends serious intent and monstrosity, 

hoax and humor, reality and illusion, and the real world with its artistic 

representation (Hoffman 205-6).  

In a similar manner, Gary Richard Thompson recognizes the generic 

complexity of “The Premature Burial,” and he examines the tale as a clear 

example of Poe’s “Gothic Irony,” where absurdity and multiple satiric ambiguities 

furnish supernatural terror (15). What Thompson defines as Poe’s “burlesque 

technique” leads to a comic exaggeration of the Gothic style and the 

entertainment of “ghastly possibilities” that draw the tale away from 

straightforward Gothic (15).  

As Gerard J. Kennedy argues, generic heterogeneity in Poe’s “The 

Premature Burial” is indebted to the influence of abundant narratives of live 

interment that “reflected diversity in style and substance” (166). Poe was 

supposedly familiar with such publications due to his various editorial positions 

and interest in the topic, and in his use of the theme, he drew from contemporary 

periodicals (177). In his comparison of Poe’s story and the instances of premature 

interment in the traditional magazine tales and “quasi-medical reports” of the 

time, Kennedy draws from Robert Scholes’ theory of fictional modes, which 

distinguishes three primary modes of writing: the historical, the satirical, and the 

romantic77 (166). Kennedy argues that the writers of burial narratives aimed “to 

inform, to amuse, or to excite their readers” to various degrees by giving concrete 

details of interment, satirizing the event, or portraying the “superhuman 

                                                             
77 In ”Towards a Poetics of Fiction: An Approach Through Genre” (1969), Robert Scholes proposes a 
“theory of modes,” by which all fictional works are reducible to three “primary shades”: romantic, 
satirical and realistic (104).  
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sufferings” of the victim (166). Such idiosyncratic fusion of modes is endemic to 

Poe, whose Gothic tales celebrate generic liminality by famously containing 

satiric and macabre elements and parody the magazine fiction and quasi-medical 

publications of the time. Consequently, Poe’s “The Premature Burial” features a 

shifting interaction of the historical, satirical, and romantic modes, in which 

historical accounts proceed to satire and then romantic irony that returns to the 

satirical mode and troubles the reality of events (Gerard J. Kennedy 174-75). 

Thus, both the factual details from certain contemporary sketches and tales, as 

well as their modes of representation, nurture Poe’s tale.   

  The first part of the story exposes the narrator’s engagement with the 

newspaper announcements, or, as he explains, “authenticated instances” of 

premature burial that represent “the direct testimony of medical and ordinary 

experience” (Poe 587). He cites examples of the phenomenon he fears most: a 

lady buried alive in the family vault, an incident of a living inhumation in France 

in 1810, and a patient who woke up during post-mortem examination, among 

others. The narrator’s claim for the authenticity of the incidents resonates with 

that found in sensationalist accounts of live burial in contemporary publications. 

As Wiltenburg asserts, an essential element in emotional resonance of 

journalistic accounts of premature burial was their claim of truthfulness, which 

was supposed to promote sympathy or bear didactic implication by condemning 

blasphemy, drinking, abuse, and other disorderly behavior (1383). As the 

discourse of sensationalism is interwoven in the “factual” accounts, it troubles 

their objectivity with emotional leverage.  

The acoustic composition of events suggests that the fragmented accounts 

of live burial are not independent of fiction. In the story of the lady from the 

family vault, a careful investigation reveals her unheard torment: “On the 

uppermost of the steps which led down to the dread chamber was a large 

fragment of the coffin, with which, it seemed, that she had endeavored to arrest 

attention, by striking the iron door” (Poe 588). Presented in retrospective, the 

imaginary acoustic struggles of the lady evoke Madeline Usher’s attempts to get 

out of the vault, and they harbor potential to develop into a macabre story of a 

failed escape. As with “Usher,” the passage describes the devalorization of a 

feminine voice, where a female character is obliged to appeal by other means. 

Another intertextual connection bridges the story to Galt’s “The Buried Alive.” 

Both stories feature coming to consciousness during post-mortem examination 

by medical students and awareness of everything that happened to the 

protagonists in the state of suspended animation. Thus, the story exemplifies a 

hybrid type of writing, or what Johen Achilles and Ina Bergmann call “a poetic of 

liminality” (4), in its outreach to supposed medical records and newspaper 

reports, as well as the traces of Poe’s contemporaries who wrote stories about live 

burial.  

The sounds of the “factual stories” in Poe’s tale reveal the struggle of appeal 

and the challenge of expression. The narrator recounts the endeavors of the 
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buried alive to “make [himself] heard [...] from under the grounds of the 

cemetery,” speaking “in broken sentences” about the terrifying experience (Poe 

590). Another victim, Mr. Stapleton (or Mr. S.), speaks in “unintelligible” 

utterances after coming back to life. Such utterances, “unintelligible” but 

“distinct” in “syllabification,” insinuate that the victim could simply speak a 

foreign language, which adds comic effect to the ordeal. In the end, Mr. S. asserts 

that he was trying to reclaim his status with a simple phrase: “‘I am alive’ were 

the uncomprehended words which, upon recognizing the locality of the 

dissecting-room, he had endeavored, in his extremity, to utter” (591). The blend 

of misapprehension and intelligibility, conscience and swoon, reflect confusion 

and liminality surrounding the state of suspended animation and the victim’s 

return to life. The unrecognizable and struggling voices produce more of a noise 

effect that occurs through dissonance, opacity, and fragmentation. As in 

journalistic and medical publications of the time, such as Tebb and Vollum’s 

compilation, the narratives of live interment lack first-person subjectivity that 

efface self, identity, and agency. In addition, the vocal distributions bring up the 

authorial voice of those who reveal the sensation and the disempowered voices of 

the patients.  

With the protagonist’s subjectivity, the narrative reveals recurring patterns 

of liminality that reflect his outlook and physical state. His admission that the 

borders between “Life and Death” are “at best shadowy and vague” (587) encode 

his own position that troubles fixed external reality. The narrator is prone to what 

he describes as a “tendency to trance” or “catalepsy” by which he can sink into an 

ambiguous “condition of hemi-syncope, or half swoon,” which affects his memory 

for some time after awakening (592-93). Although Poe draws from the state of 

suspended animation (such as catalepsy and trance) in his description of the 

affliction, it lacks the most common tell-tale sign of catalepsy – the petrified 

position of the limbs – and invites doubt as to its pathology.  

In addition, the narrator’s state conveys something more than an illness: 

an imaginary limbo that enfolds the protagonist within the world of 

communicative ambiguity. As the protagonist is immersed in a prolonged 

cataleptic trance, he hears “an impatient, gibbering voice” of an unseen figure 

whispering the word “Arise!” in his ear (593). The acoustic qualities of the 

imaginary voice communicate rapid and inarticulate speech that disrupts 

meaning. The voice “shudders” as “with the chilliness of the night” as the figure 

throws open “the graves of all mankind” that reveal “a melancholy rustling from 

the garments of the buried” and “a tumult of despairing cries” (594). The 

shuddering gibberish voice, the hideous rustling and the tumult capture acoustic 

disorientation that indexes the narrator’s fear. 

The intricacy of the acoustic pattern possesses its own vibratory aesthetics, 

that, in unity with extreme psychological terror and imagination, points at Poe’s 

conception of the Arabesque. The ominous “delirious fancies” of a “madman” that 

Thompson connects with Poe’s use of the Arabesque (123) find their realization 
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not only in the visual elements that make part of the scene, such as the view of 

the shrouded corpses, but in the acoustic composition that sonifies the delirious 

setting. The intricate patterns of the Arabesque find their realization in the 

soundscape at the periphery of consciousness, and they are more endemic to 

décor with their aesthetics of mystery, heterogeneity, and incongruity.  

Poe’s arabesque descriptions bring to light other forms of hybridity in the 

story, in particular the author’s critical engagement with literary writing. The 

narrator’s liminal swoon in “The Premature Burial” and the ensuing difficulty of 

expression mirror the challenges of writing as a creative process that Poe 

discusses in an essay “Marginalia, [part V]” in Graham’s Magazine (1846). With 

its aesthetic magnetism, imaginative origins, and communicative complications, 

the soundscape in “The Premature Burial” gravitates towards an allegorical 

function and pertains to the workings of imagination and the powers and limits 

of the creative process in a semi-conscious state. In “Marginalia,” Poe writes of 

the difficulty of expressing certain types of fancies that arise upon transition to 

sleep:  

There is, however, a class of fancies, of exquisite delicacy, which are 
not thoughts, and to which, as yet, I have found it absolutely 
impossible to adapt language. [...] They seem to me rather psychal 
than intellectual. [...] I am aware of these “fancies” only when I am 
upon the very brink of sleep, with the consciousness that I am so. 
(117)  

In “The Premature Burial,” the tumult of cries and the gibberish voice of the 

creature smother the narrator’s expression and explicate his lack of control and 

containment of the scene. Although his language is ungraspable in the absence of 

an empirical fact, thought and perception are present in his evanescent state of 

mind. 

From sensational accounts and the intricacies of fantasy, the narrator 

proceeds to the subjective experience that unites terror with the satirical mode 

and underscores liminality. After waking up from what he describes as a 

cataleptic fit, the protagonist finds himself in a dark, narrow and earthly-smelling 

place, and he is convinced that he has been buried alive:  

I endeavored to shriek; and my lips and my parched tongue moved 
convulsively together in the attempt – but no voice issued from the 
cavernous lungs, which, oppressed as if by the weight of some 
incumbent mountain, gasped and palpitated, with the heart, at every 
elaborate and struggling inspiration. (Poe, “The Premature Burial” 
595)   

The loss of voice is terrifying and disempowering as the loss of the first sign of 

life. The narrator’s body, with its conceptualization of a “cavernous” locale, is 
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reconfigured into a place of subterranean Gothic incarceration for the living 

power of the voice. The incapacity of the body to produce the voice annihilates 

what Mladen Dolar calls “the link that ties the signifier to the body” and 

consequently questions the essence of the body as a point of origin and emission 

of the voice (A Voice 59). The narrator thus remains in a liminal and uncanny 

state of de-familiarity with his own body that epitomizes his primary fear of live 

burial. 

Gradually, the narrator comes to the realization that he has been buried 

alive and produces a sharp cry, which foregrounds his transformation: 

As this awful conviction forced itself, thus, into the innermost 
chambers of my soul, I once again struggled to cry aloud. And in this 
second endeavor I succeeded. A long, wild, and continuous shriek, or 
yell of agony, resounded through the realms of the subterranean 
Night. (Poe 596) 

The voice signifies an effort at overcoming multiples layers of constraints and the 

reinstatement of the narrator’s inherent link to presence. As Dolar points out, 

“[t]he voice is the flesh of the soul, its ineradicable materiality by which the soul 

can never be rid of the body” (71). The protagonist’s voice connects the interior 

and the exterior in its transience and ephemerality. The voice underlines not only 

his claim for vitality, but it also serves as an act of symbolic metamorphosis.  

At the same time, in its symbolic reclamation of the self, the narrator 

exposes the combination of the humorous, the macabre, and the sinister, or Poe’s 

aesthetic category of the Grotesque. The “long, wild, and continuous shriek” or 

resounding “yell of agony” in the “realms of subterranean Night” with its 

supernaturalization and non-human qualities of the voice, pertains to what 

Wolfgang Kayser calls the “’estranged’ world of the true grotesque” (G. R. 

Thompson 112).78 The voice explicates Poe’s Grotesque as it becomes infused with 

eerie and alien qualities, turning reality into “monstrocity” and giving a sense of 

transcendent beyond-the-human experience. As the shriek expels the “awful 

conviction” of live burial, the act undergoes a comic twist when confronted with 

response: 

“Hillo! hillo, there!” said a gruff voice in reply. 
“What the devil’s the matter now!” said a second. 
“Get out o’that!” said a third. 
“What do you mean by yowling in that ere kind of style, like a 
cattymount?” said a fourth; and thereupon I was seized and shaken 

                                                             
78 According to Thompson, by “estrangement” as the main quality of the “true grotesque” that is 
intrinsic to Poe, Kayser refers to a “weird” world comprised of “bizarre incidents,” the realm of the 
“eerie” and the “alien” (116-19).  
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without a ceremony, for several minutes, by a junto of very rough-
looking individuals. (Poe 596)  

It turns out that the narrator is not buried alive, but has fallen asleep in a bunk of 

an anchored ship laden with garden mold, and he is roused from his sleep by the 

sailors who were disturbed by his loud cry. Reduced to an animalistic comparison, 

the narrator’s voice loses its intensity of appeal. As a result, the situation 

abandons chilling terror and brings absurdity to the Gothic.  

Again, the event reaches out in multiple directions and reengages with 

Poe’s “Marginalia” and the creative process of writing, bridging memory, sleep, 

and wakefulness:  

Not that I can continue the condition — not that I can render the 
point more than a point — but that I can startle myself from the 
point into wakefulness — and thus transfer the point itself into the 
realm of Memory — convey its impressions, or more properly their 
recollections, to a situation where (although still for a very brief 
period) I can survey them with the eye of analysis. (118) 

Previously, the narrator alluded to his memory as a faculty especially troubled in 

trance, when “the mental faculties in general, but the memory in especial, [are] 

being in a condition of absolute abeyance” (Poe, “The Premature Burial” 593). 

When the narrator asserts that the sailors did not wake him up when he was 

screaming but rather restored him “to the full possession of [his] memory” (596), 

he highlights the importance of memory in critical evaluation of the situation. 

Accordingly, as the narrator recollects the real conditions of his “entrapment” in 

the cabin, he expels his fears of live burial and dismisses the “factual” cases as 

mere “bugaboo tales” and the actual cause of his apprehensions (597). The 

account of “premature burial” appears on the surface of the page when the 

narrator is able to control and contain his experience, and the narrator’s memory 

weaves together the dreamlike content and the reality.  

 

*** 

In its engagement with the theme, the tale destroys the horrifying effect with a 

comic unexpected turn, thus not only exposing the exaggerations and 

incongruities of live burial, but utilizing it for the purpose of literary criticism. 

Reiterating Valerie Allen’s remark that “Poe expresses in fiction what others were 

exploring in science” (93) Poe turns the story back on itself when he uses it not 

only for its own means but also to discuss writing. The story celebrates liminality 

by utilizing a mélange of expressive modes, from the sensational “factual” 

accounts of live burial to the intricacies of the Grotesque and the Arabesque, 

which branch out to the psychological, the comic, and Gothic horror. Generic 

liminality operates in unison with the liminal states of swoon, dream, and 

suspended animation. Yet what remains submerged under the compilation of 
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experiences is the voice with its dubious subject position. Poe shows how the 

“documented” narratives of sensation eschew first-person experience and 

denounce the truth with the implicit intention to shock the readers. The voices of 

the survivors are for the most part broken, uncertain, and indistinct, and they 

invite horrifying fantasies with the narrative gaps. For the narrator, the result of 

reading such accounts is akin to Roderick Usher’s oversensitive reader’s 

viscerality, which in “The Premature Burial” is elevated to the point of absurdity.  

Consequently, the tale explores the formation of the authorial voice, which 

threads the narrative with its Arabesque intricacy of psychological state and its 

Grotesque augmentation of horror, eventually dissolved by a mocking 

explanation. The audible in the story becomes a tool to highlight the generic 

diversity of the tale through subtle sonicity of the Arabesque and Grotesque 

transcendental amplification. As to the voice of the narrator, it remains inhibited 

by the imposed didactic mimicry and entrapped in a class of “fancies,” and as the 

authorial voice of Poe’s “Marginalia,” necessitates overcoming the limitations of 

semi-consciousness and restoration of the memory. At the same time, the 

narrator’ voice is imbued with particular meaning: by manifesting presence and 

exorcising the induced fear, it symbolizes what Poe in “Marginalia” calls “the 

supremeness of the novelty of the material employed, and of its consequent 

suggestions” (118). In other words, the transformations of the voice encode the 

development of the writer’s originality that Poe, with his genius and mastery of 

the absurd, left camouflaged in the torment of a premature burial.      

Conclusion: hearing the body 

In this chapter, I have inquired into the premature burial as the utmost 

experience of incarceration, which establishes a close and intense 

interconnection between sound, space, and the listener, and which underscores 

the role of the body in soundscape production and perception.  

In order to contextualize premature interment in Galt’s “The Buried Alive,” 

Lever’s “Post-Mortem Recollections of a Medical Lecturer,” and Poe’s “The 

Premature Burial,” I considered how grave matters were treated in some of the 

most prominent non-fictional compilations of the nineteenth century, such as 

Tebb and Vollum’s Premature Burial, and How It May Be Prevented, which 

denounced the unreliability of death certification and described conditions 

potentially leading to premature burial. The edition showed, however, that the 

perspective of the survivors remained obscure. At the same time, premature 

burial permeates Gothic literature. Gothic literature not only opens up 

discussions about the related social and cultural anxieties of premature burial, 

but it also initiates re-imagining of the fist-person experience of the ordeal. Thus, 

the selected literary accounts of premature burial by Galt, Lever, and Poe feature 
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the first-person perspective and give an insight into how survivors shape their 

reality.  

I have explored the way cultural anxieties about premature burial weave 

the three stories into a unified assembly, raising questions and discussions about 

the state of suspended animation and its causes and manifestations, insufficient 

medical examination, empathy, social care, the attitude to the human body, and 

the ontology of the body in a liminal state. Sound is brought to the forefront as a 

means of appeal and a manifestation of life. Through their imaginative 

engagement with the theme of premature burial, the authors portray the potential 

of the audible to navigate between the internal and the external and to overcome 

the multilayered extremes of confinement. In effect, sound informs the 

protagonists about the surroundings, including the domestic space, the confines 

of the grave, and the sites of medical examination, and sound empowers or 

disempowers the human body.  

As the state of suspended animation foreruns premature interment, the 

authors reimagine its causes and progression. Galt’s narrator is a victim of a 

lingering fever, whereas Lever’s medical lecturer exhibits a state of overwork and 

extreme anxiety that further imply a “brain fever.” It is with Poe’s protagonist that 

the affliction turns back on itself: his extreme fear of live burial and reading the 

“bugaboo tales” are interwoven in an ambiguous causal-consecutive knot that 

entails cataleptic “half-swoons” with a temporary loss of memory. Overall, as I 

have shown, the authors operate from the liminality of suspended animation, the 

ambiguity of which inhibits the potential for creative reconfiguration. 

Furthermore, Poe, Galt, and Lever instrumentalize the ability of the subjects to 

feel and hear when declared dead to the world. Both Galt and Lever show their 

narrators in connection with the external reality through the sense of hearing that 

becomes a way of knowing through the soundscape. Listening becomes similar to 

eavesdropping, and the audible encodes the evidence of affection or neglect. 

Consequently, inefficient medical examination, objectification, and disregard, 

which Galt underscores with a touch of irony and Poe infuses with the absurd, are 

mitigated in Lever’s more compassionate account, where the audible 

interconnects through sympathetic vibrations and exposes empathy on the part 

of most immediate circles. Thus, sound sides with the disempowered in their 

struggle for recognition as living beings.  

At the same time, as the protagonists experience the world through the 

materiality of the body, the corporeal engenders a soundscape of its own. 

Paradoxically, the bodies of premature burial in the tales of Galt, Lever, and Poe 

are intrinsically alive and multisensorial in their capacity to emit and perceive the 

aural. The stories demonstrate the soundmarks of revival and vitality that vary 

from Galt’s metaphorical ice breaking to Lever’s vibratory undercurrents and 

Poe’s immensity of the voice. Meanwhile, listening in a state of suspended 

animation goes beyond the centrality of the ear and emphasizes the role of the 

whole body in sound perception, be it with Poe’s sonic imaginings of a gibberish 
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voice or the phenomenological bodies of Galt and Lever that feel the sound as a 

bodily sensation. Thus, the sounding body redefines the boundaries of the 

corporeal and subverts the medical assumptions of the time regarding survival 

and the definitions of death.  

Finally, I have explored how the audible becomes instrumental in 

connection with historical, scientific, and literary possibilities. Galt engages with 

the aural navigation of such sensational components of live interment as body-

snatching and dissection, Lever’s story draws on the conductor power of the 

nerves, the will, and the vibratory paradigm, whereas Poe uses sound to 

demonstrate the development of the authorial voice through the realms of 

mimicry, the Grotesque, and the Arabesque in translating the macabre into the 

comic.  
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CODA  

This thesis exposes Gothic short stories to the instruments of soundscape-based 

research. These include the selection of material attractive for sound studies, the 

analysis of sounds as represented in the stories, and the exploration of the audible 

world at the intersection of the immediate constituents of sound, space, and 

listener. The study draws from history and culture, gender, acoustics, and 

medicine. The stories I examine demonstrate soundscapes within the networks 

of transatlantic influence, where sounds and images serve both to differentiate 

and interconnect Gothic authors across the Atlantic. Ultimately, the study 

suggests that approaching nineteenth-century Gothic short stories through the 

framework of soundscape studies reveals critical facets of the communicative 

relationship between sound, space, and listener, where sound adds to the visual 

configuration of space and gives an insight into the listener’s sense of identity.  

The study underscores liminality as endemic to Gothic fiction and the 

genre of the short story (Achilles and Bergmann 4). I show how liminality engages 

with the facets of Gothic soundscapes: transgressive, disembodied and 

ambiguous sounds, mutable places, borderline identities and liminal states of 

consciousness, and unstable temporality. At the same time, liminality bridges the 

visual and aural, when the Lacanian object-gaze manifests the presence of the 

Other and highlights seeing as a threshold experience, and voice and silence unite 

in the expression of internal dread.  

Overall, my study not only considers Gothic soundscape as a system of 

communication, but it points at the intersections between soundscapes within the 

intercontinental space and reveals the development of reflexive relations between 

different nineteenth-century authors of Gothic short stories. The sounds of 

heartbeats and chiming bells echo across the stories, and spaces and pathologies 

recur with different authors, thus engendering an insightful and inclusive 

understanding of Gothic soundscapes. As a result, a more comprehensive view of 

Gothic soundscapes supports the unbounded nature of the genre that defies 

conventions and limitations and underscores the role of cross-cultural exchange. 

I have highlighted the lines of influence from the canonical Edgar Allan Poe, as 

well as his British and American connections. Accordingly, Gothic writers across 

the Atlantic engage with universal terrors, such as patriarchy and control, female 

experience or pathology.  

Sonic transience and ephemerality are not limited to the capacities of 

sound or the intercontinental networks of their depiction, but they can be 

underwritten by the virtue of other media that revisit sounds that exist on paper 

and in the imagination of the readers. New media offer the opportunity to 

translate literary soundscapes into sounds that physically touch the ears of their 

intended addressees. In addition, such translations introduce more agents to the 
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communicative network of Gothic soundscapes as they accentuate both the 

audience and the translator in what Linda Hutcheon characterizes as “an 

interpretative and creative act” and “storytelling as both rereading and rerelating” 

(Hutcheon and O’Flynn 111). Hereby, my exploration of soundscapes of Gothic 

short stories opens up a possibility for their reinvention in another medium. For 

this reason, I culminate my discussion of Gothic soundscapes with a preliminary 

exploration of one author and one example: Raul Garcia’s animated adaptations 

of Poe in Extraordinary Tales (Melusine Productions, 2013). In what follows, I 

discuss how soundscapes in the adaptation connect with the audience and 

become a source of aesthetic enjoyment and ethical and interpretative judgement. 

Not fixed to the written form, Gothic features in new media. As van Elferen 

suggests, Gothic transgressions can occur “at any moment in every genre” (Gothic 

Music 37), and the narratives of terror and horror return in popular cultural 

forms, including (animated) film, music, pulp fiction, and video games. Among 

those, according to Misha Kavka, the Gothic is “particularly suited to the cinema,” 

with the capacity of visual media “to capture the spectacular element of the Gothic 

effect and encode it in culturally recognizable – ultimately perhaps in all too 

recognizable – forms” (209).  

Animated films are part of the Gothic tradition, featuring, among others, 

the 2009 stop-motion of Neil Gaiman’s Coraline, a computer-animated comedy 

Hotel Transylvania (2012), and the cartoons of Tim Burton which Stephen 

Carver calls a “unique visual an narratological Gothic bricolage” (119). Elastic and 

ambiguous in form, Gothic animations blur the boundaries of genre and 

accommodate both the liminality of being, the idiosyncrasies of Gothic settings, 

the acousmatic and the narration of the invisible, and the disorientation of Gothic 

aesthetics. 

Sound is integral to the intense emotive composition and atmosphere of 

Gothic film. Such recognizable elements of the visual as ruined houses, dark 

cemeteries, the close-up of mad eyes, or galvanic creations, are supported by 

sound and music that van Elferen considers “crucial for experiences of cinematic 

uncanniness, terror and horror” (Gothic Music 37). Van Elferen defines cinematic 

sound “as the eloquent narrator of the invisible, the presence beyond the screen 

that enforces its reality through the ear but remains hidden to the eye” (37). The 

importance of cinematic sound consists in enhancing the atmosphere of fear and 

supplying a visual image with sonic cues, thus supplementing the understanding 

of concepts and themes (Yaniga and Sureau-Hale 205).  

Sound and music in Gothic films, especially when corresponding with the 

plot, provide greater audience immersion in screen visuals (van Elferen, Gothic 

Music 37-8). Recent scholarship in literature and film (Kuzmičová 24; Caracciolo 

53) connects immersion with a process by which readers or an audience become 

drawn into the depicted scene and experience a sense of “being there,” a sense of 

“entering” a tangible environment. Disembodied ephemerality and the cinematic 

spectrality of Gothic music, as van Elferen suggests, blur the boundaries between 
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“here and there, past and present, alive and dead” (Gothic Music 44) both within 

and outside the storyworld, luring the audience into the Gothic setting. Van 

Elferen writes that in cinematic Gothic: 

a film soundtrack can make onscreen transgressions exceed the 
diegesis: through their -conscious or unconscious – immersion in 
music, cinema audiences personally experience the fading into each 
other of past and present, the human and the ghostly, worldly and 
divine or satanic. (Gothic Music 71)  

A higher degree of immersion occurs when the recreated scene is as close 

as possible to the real world and involves more realistic graphics, characters, and 

soundtracks (Isenberg et al. 177).79 Yet recent evidence does not support the idea 

that visual realism is fundamental for immersion (Sanchez-Vives and Slater 333). 

Consequently, viewers of film animations can be equally drawn into the depicted 

scene. What matters for a more engaging experience of the audience is the 

intention of the animator to present characters that “reflect human experience 

rather than replicate human appearance” (Sloan 52). In addition, immersion is 

an extension of the notion of Suspension of Disbelief, or a mental agreement that 

the audience adopts in their willingness to accept the improbabilities of fiction, 

film, or animation. 

Apart from immersive experience, sound in film animation, as well as in 

new media in general, is an object of ethical, interpretative, and aesthetic 

response that is not isolated from its context of production. In addition, sound 

enables the formation of meanings and associations with the audience. If, to 

borrow from Salomé Voegelin, the audience is invited to “inhabit” the represented 

soundscape in “phenomenological reciprocity” (6), then listening generates 

connections to everything that pertains to the production and reception of sound. 

According to Voegelin, 

[l]istening allows us to focus on the invisible dynamics that are 
hidden beneath a visual perception and its linguistic organization. It 
gives us access to what is there if we look past the object into the 
complex plurality of its production; and it shows us the world 
through relationships and processes, reminding us of the ideological 
and aesthetic conditioning that determines any sensory engagement. 
(10)     

The short stories of Poe continue to be brought to life on the big screen, 

reaching across the continents in numerous adaptations and inspiring cinema, 

theatre, and television productions.80 From the celebrated 1960s remakes of 

                                                             
79 Petra Isenberg et al. conclude from studies of immersion in visual data stories.  
80 See Don G. Smith’s The Poe Cinema: A Critical Filmography (1999) that presents a comprehensive 
discussion of Poe’s adaptations and influences starting with 1908.  
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Roger Corman, such as The House of Usher (1960), The Pit and the Pendulum 

(1961), and The Tomb of Ligeia (1964), among others, to James McTeigue’s 

Raven (2012), adaptations of Poe incorporate Gothic spatial tropes, intricacies of 

psychopathological characters, and the destabilizing effect of cinematic sound 

and music. The abundance of Poe adaptations can be accounted for in the ability 

of cinema to present what Botting calls “the workings of the desires, demons and 

suppressed energies of the human psyche on screen” (Gothic 150). With Poe’s 

anticipation of psychoanalytic accounts of the subconscious (Chaplin 95), his 

stories on screen engage with the motifs of psychoanalysis and frame the 

psychologies with more clarity. As a result, the Corman-Poe cycle features, per 

Kavka, “a new kind of Gothic protagonist: the introspective, pathological hero, 

whose monstrosity lies within” (224). Film animations equally respond to the 

distorted psyche of Poe’s characters and the phantasmagoric quality of places in 

a network of allusions, representations and sound effects.  

The animated shorts in Raul Garcia’s Extraordinary Tales comprise a 73-

minute anthology of Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,” “The Tell-Tale Heart,” 

“The Pit and the Pendulum,” “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar,” and “The 

Masque of the Red Death.” The anthology pays homage to Garcia’s cinematic 

influences and tastes (Thill) and engages with iconic voices and figures in fantasy 

and horror film making. In addition to weaving the horror genre of the past and 

present through the multivocal narration, Extraordinary Tales features 

multimodality as it draws from comic books, early-photography, and early 

recordings, such as a unique record of Bela Lugosi reading “The Tell-Tale Heart.” 

Every piece of the anthology is bound into a storyline by a conversation between 

Poe, who is reincarnated in the raven, and Death, voiced by Cornelia Funke.  

In Extraordinary Tales, specific meanings and associations that engage 

the audience are imbricated in the voices of the recognized masters of horror 

performance and production: Sir Christopher Lee, Bela Lugosi, Julian Sands, 

Roger Corman, and Guillermo del Toro. According to Bauer, the way sound is 

experienced in film depends on the “cultural baggage” of each viewer: “for the 

aural aspect of a film to be effective, the sound used needs to be able to be 

distinguishable by the audience” (138). Thus, each iconic figure gives a unique 

touch to the canvas of the animation and engenders response in accordance with 

the “cultural baggage” of the audience. Correspondingly, the sounds of 

Extraordinary Tales connect different times and epochs, bridge various media 

and fictional and real worlds, evoke a series of contexts and associations, and give 

the audience what van Elferen calls “a glimpse of the referential void of 

hauntology,” or reminiscences of the listeners’ past (Gothic Music 28).    

My exploration of Garcia’s anthology that revisits “The Fall of the House of 

Usher,” “The Tell-Tale-Heart,” and “The Pit and the Pendulum” begins with its 

first animation: “The Fall of the House of Usher.” It is a 3D-animated film that 

brings together several important themes of the tale, such as Roderick Usher’s 

insanity, his incestuous relationship with Madeline, family secrets, and the 
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elements of a haunted house whose disintegration parallels Roderick’s physical 

and mental demise.  

The film is narrated by Sir Christopher Lee – a veteran of Gothic film who 

immortalized such villains as Dracula, Saruman, and Count Dooku in the 1950s 

and 1960s, and whose resonant theatrical voice gives the tale weight and 

authority. In relation to Poe, Lee recites “The Raven” with captivating intensity 

and distinction in Tales of Horror. In Garcia’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,” 

Lee conjures up a terrifying atmosphere as he gives voice to both the narrator and 

Roderick Usher, sonifying a sense of dread. Sergio de la Puente’s rich 

instrumental soundtrack was recorded with a real orchestra and includes such 

exotic instruments as a musical saw that is known for its eerie effect. The non-

diegetic soundtrack accompanies and amplifies the idea of “gloom,” and it 

provides a musical accompaniment to the characters. 81  

The animation style takes its inspiration from German Expressionism that 

explores the themes of derangement, disintegration, and chaos. The style 

resonates with the works of Tim Burton that, according to Pheasant-Kelly, are 

clearly rooted in the same art movement (26). Garcia’s crossover with German 

Expressionism is featured in the construction of reality with a sharp angularity of 

form inspired by the woodcut, including unrealistic design and high contrast in 

light and dark. The prevalence of dark greens, purples, and browns, visually 

distorted interiors, and somewhat grotesque enhancement of the characters’ 

faces align the dwellers with the house of Usher and intensify the feelings of 

uneasiness.  

The detailed and intense sonic accompaniment exposes what was implied 

in the original story and produces an immersive impression on audience. In my 

analysis of Poe’s short story, I develop on the “soundlessness” of Usher’s 

surroundings that was destabilized by implied sounds as those of a galloping 

horse under the narrator’s rein, the sounds of footsteps in Usher’s corridors, or 

the narrator’s inner speech. In Garcia’s adaptation, the implied sounds are 

audible despite the narrator’s recognition of a “soundless” day, and the audience 

is immersed in the rich acoustic landscape of what is inside and outside the house 

of Usher. The house, with its iconic expanding fissure, communicates its 

imminent collapse as reflected in the sounds of footsteps and sighs, squeaking 

doors, creaking floors, dripping water, dropping gravel, whistling windows, and 

broken glass. In particular, the intense recurring sound of broken glass signals 

destruction as a keynote sound that brings together the house and the host and 

crystallizes disintegration of the place, a broken family, and the physical and 

mental breakdown of the characters.  

Hereby, the audience aligns with Roderick’s acute sensitivity in hearing 

every minuscule sound in the house and reimagines sound as a source of pain, 

                                                             
81 Non-diegetic sounds are sounds only heard by the audience, as compared with the diegetic sounds 
that are available both to the movie characters and the audience (van Elferen, Gothic Music 39).  
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anxiety, and fear. Roderick’s madness is bound with musicality and artistic 

creativity, which is crystallized in the visual and sonic levels of the animation, 

from the musical instruments in the house to their musical accompaniment. Such 

accompaniment blurs the boundaries between diegetic and non-diegetic sounds 

and coheres with Claudia Corbman’s “metadiegetic” film music (van Elferen, 

Gothic Music 53): the image of an organ in combination with the non-diegetic 

organ music seems to channel the spectator into Roderick’s mind through an 

audiovisual liminal space. This transgression is reinforced by the nature of organ 

music as a form “liturgy”. This form, according to van Elferen, takes the cinema 

audiences “out of the movie narrative, and into an immediality beyond their own 

associations,” including the experience of the film characters (Gothic Music 30, 

71).  

Another aspect of conflation between diegetic and non-diegetic sounds is 

the sonification of Madeline that reinforces the character’s presence in the 

soundscape. In my reading of the story, Madeline does not completely disappear 

from the course of events and remains heard by Roderick as a disembodied sound 

object when the narrator reads to him from “The Mad Trist.” Although the 

adaptation retains fidelity to the original source, the episode of reading from “The 

Mad Trist” is cut out, which makes an alternative conception of Madeline 

possible. Accordingly, animated Madeline is audible as a recurrent sound signal 

that threads the film either under the accompaniment of a violin or her eerie 

disembodied voice repeating Roderick’s name. At this point, nondiegetic sound 

is not always supported by the visual, which intensifies the spectrality of the 

character and blurs the boundary between diegesis and non-diegesis for the 

audience. In other words, it is unclear who hears the sound: Roderick, the 

audience, or both. Madeline’s voice merges with the soundscape of 

decomposition and becomes the ephemeral Voice of the house that reimagines 

and personifies the place in its fatal appeal. In the absence of the voice, the sound 

of a violin in its subtle sequences makes an aural extension of Madeline’s body 

and signifies her spectral “absent presence.” In the end, the violin is 

instrumentalized to reinterpret the outcome of the story. Its sounds intensify to a 

sharp point of a discordant screech in the most intense scene of the animation, 

when Madeline appears from the tomb as a ghostly figure and takes Roderick in 

her deadly embrace before he falls into a hell-like abyss. The screech of the violin 

conveys Roderick’s horror and Madeline’s revenge, and suggests the encoded 

punishment for the sins of previous generations.   

“The Fall of the House of Usher” is followed by “The Tell-Tale Heart,” 

whose black-and-white styling is inspired by the work of an Argentinian 

illustrator Alberto Breccia. Garcia’s animation of Poe’s famous story was made 

after Breccia’s graphic adaptation that was published in Il Mago, Italy, 1975 

(Verstappen), and the film is a composite of several media: comic book, the 

original text, and a one-man performance by Bela Lugosi. As Garcia explains, 

“[The animation] is homage to all the artists who influenced me when I was 
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growing up – Lugosi, Breccia, Hitchcock, the world of Milton Carniff and the 

horror magazines CREEPY and EERIE – in a sense they are all there, presented 

in the film” (qtd. fr. Amidi).  

In addition to the striking artwork, the animation involves the icon of 

cinematic horror Bela Lugosi through a fortuitous discovery of a late 1940s long-

playing (LP) vinyl recording of Lugosi reading Poe’s story. Lugosi’s voice not only 

lets in the “dominant iconography of the screen vampire” (Darryl Jones 46), but 

it puts the animation in the shadows of the 1930s adaptations of Poe. Depending 

on cultural repertoire and memory of Lugosi’s filmography, the audience may 

recollect the mad scientist of The Murders in the Rue Morgue (1932), a doctor 

seeking revenge in The Black Cat (1934), and an insane Poe-obsessed surgeon in 

The Raven (1935) – a sadist fixated on torture and mutilation yet who claims to 

be “a sanest man who’s ever lived.” In effect, Lugosi’s voice not only reinforces 

the Gothic aesthetics of the adaptation, but it leaves a possibility of shaping the 

narrator’s identity by underscoring his irresistible operations of perversity. Thus, 

by bringing in possible associations and recollections, Lugosi’s voice represents 

what van Elferen calls “the hauntology of musical meaning” in Gothic film – a 

“pre-existing music” with acquired meaning that it introduces into the adaptation 

(Gothic Music 64). Lugosi’s hauntological connotations make it possible for “The 

Tell-Tale Heart” to establish a channel between past and present, here and there, 

life and death, and enhance the iconic status of the performer.  

At the same time, what expresses spectrality and makes the audience 

attune to the narration is not only Lugosi’s voice but its technical accompaniment 

– the immersive and omnipresence sound of scratchy vinyl that connotes the idea 

of a phonographically recorded confession of the crime to the audience. Just as 

Madeline in Garcia’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,” the liminality and 

transgression of the narrator’s voice in “The Tell-Tale Heart” adaptation exceeds 

the diegesis.  

Such metadiegesis, however, further complicates the narrator’s identity, 

which in its transgression acquires an uncanny authenticity and becomes closer 

to the spectator. The scratchy sound of the record offers a set of connotations as 

it connects with vinyl as an aesthetic object with its cultural, material, and sonic 

entanglements. Dominik Bartmanski and Ian Woodward suggest that vinyl 

represents a format that “offers not only a superb unique auditory value but also 

a whole range of tactile, haptic, visual, and even olfactory experiences” (173). In 

addition, vinyl has a primacy in being perceived as a “real” and “authentic” form 

of listening that causes the feelings of connectedness and nostalgia ( Yochim and 

Biddinger; Bartmanski and Woodward). As Emily Chivers Yochim and Megan 

Biddinger state, “[t]hroughout both their history and in the contemporary 

moment, vinyl records have been articulated with human characteristics, such as 

fallibility, warmth and mortality, which, for record enthusiasts, imbue vinyl with 

authenticity” (183). 
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Yochim and Biddinger assert that apart from connecting people to each 

other, vinyl renders the sound “as somewhat more alive,” by frustrating death 

through the preservation of the human voice (Yohim and Biddinger 185-189). 

Such visceral and evocative qualities of the LP record in the adaptation of “The 

Tell-Tale Heart” alert the audience to a more tangible and “physical” presence of 

the murderer-protagonist through a more authentic transmission of sound. As a 

result, the sound destabilizes reality and the audience is invited to a more 

personal experience with the narrator.  

This destabilization evolves in another direction as the scratchy recording 

complicates the soundscape by creating an ambient atmosphere with hardly 

discernible muffled sounds. The adaptation demands intensified listening to 

recognize the subtle non-diegetic music by Spanish composer and musician 

Javier López de Guereña and the sound of heartbeat. The latter both involves the 

audience by requiring an enhanced audial focus and unsettles them by invoking 

a synesthetic experience. When the narrator first hears the sound of the heartbeat 

in the old man’s room and compares it to that of “a watch when enveloped in 

cotton,” the audience might find it hard to discern the sound of the heartbeat or 

the watch enmeshed in the ambience of vinyl (or might not hear the sound at all). 

Yet the picture that accompanies such comparison is a wall clock with a 

rhythmically swinging pendulum that connects the sound with the image. The 

sound, as such, remains a possibility at the intersection of the animated reality 

(i.e., the soundscape of the room), the narrator’s deranged mind, and the visceral 

experience of the audience that connects to an audio illusion. In the scene when 

the policemen enter the murder room and the narrator first fancies “a ringing” in 

his ears and then admits that the noise is not within his ears, the sound of the 

heartbeat is audible to the spectator. Even so, Garcia obscures the source of sound 

and leaves multiple possibilities for its interpretation: when the narrator cries out 

his final lines “here, here! – It is the beating of his hideous heart,” he is no longer 

visible to the audience, and the accompanying image is that of a receding black-

and-white house. The decision whether the narrator refers to the old man’s body 

or his own heartbeat is left to the audience. Similar to Poe’s story, the sound in its 

animated version resists dis-acousmatization and struggles to find its place and 

meaning in the system of communication.      

Finally, I am interested in “The Pit and the Pendulum” narrated by award-

winning filmmaker and master of horror Guillermo del Toro. “The Pit and the 

Pendulum” follows photorealism in its 3D character animation and elaborate 

depiction of the fortress and the dungeons. In effect, the animation approximates 

a video-game with the use of split-screen that shows the intensity of the moment 

from different angles. The three-dimensional space affords for plasticity, 

transformation, and extension, and it connects to the protagonist’s unstable 

subjectivity and confusion with the boundaries of place that pepper Poe’s original.  

The instrumental soundtrack by Sergio de la Puente creates an eerie and 

immersive atmosphere in which organ music and strings combine to immerse the 
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spectator and create suspense. As the story is set in the Spanish Inquisition era, 

the score reflects the liturgy of the church and is imbued with transgressive 

capacity. Van Elferen suggests that religious music in Gothic provides access to 

the supernatural and is rooted in the evocation of ghosts and exorcism of demons 

and vampires (Gothic Music 30). In other words, the transgression of liturgical 

music lies in drawing the audience “along in the musical movement from the 

mundane to the divine and the occult” (30). In the animation, the audience is 

transported from the mundane into the terrifying zone of Inquisitorial torture 

where the recurring sequences are reminiscent of a ritual, space is supernaturally 

amplified with orchestral music, and the protagonist’s descent to the dungeons 

insinuates the underworld. In my analysis of the story, I outline the sonic 

peculiarities of the pit and the pendulum that stand out in the fictional 

soundscape. In the adaptation, the score resonates with the theme of torment and 

is an aural extension to the pit and the pendulum as the main instruments of 

torture. The score is louder as it accompanies the image of the pit and seems to 

augment its darkness and depth, as it emphasizes the protagonist’s horror. The 

strings build to unnerve the spectators in assemblage with the mechanistic 

rhythmic swings of the pendulum in sharp repetitive sequences.  

The protagonist’s swoons and dizziness, as well as disorientation, in the 

place of imprisonment are reflected in the unsettling and tension-building 

soundtrack in which diegetic and non-diegetic sounds combine in the 

representation of terror and discomfort. The omnipresent non-diegetic music 

mirrors the psychology of the protagonist and connotes his pervading agitation 

through the notion of silence. Although he initially refers to the silence and 

stillness of the dungeons, the pervasive soundtrack troubles such description and 

enters the diegesis as reflexive of the protagonist’s fear, anxiety, and confusion.  

The ambience of torture and imprisonment is indicated diegetically 

through the unsettling sounds that underscore the visual. The dungeon contains 

a system of signals that communicates the approach of the guards and the 

bringing of food, as well as the start of torture and victim’s terrified response. This 

system also obfuscates the protagonist’s epistemologies through the subtle 

schizophonic whispers of the Inquisitors. The soundscape in the animation 

sonifies what is implied in the story, and it is infused with the jingle of keys and 

the rattle of chains, the locking an unlocking of doors, the sounds of dripping 

water, and squeaking rats. Garcia gives an audible representation of “the vague 

rumours and the horrors of Toledo” when the protagonist remembers or imagines 

Inquisitorial executions at stake with the amplified sounds of burning. The 

sounds of fire and water in their juxtaposition pertain to the presence of death 

and signal destructiveness, ritual ordeal, torture, and the passage of time.  

Ultimately, Garcia’s animation draws from the affordances of the original 

text and, similarly to previous adaptations, creates a whirlpool of diegesis and 

non-diegesis to invite the audience into the terrifying world of Gothic Inquisition. 

Such involvement is achieved through the intense and repetitive sounds of 
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breath. In Poe’s story, the narrator-protagonist struggles with the suffocating 

atmosphere of the prison laying “breathlessly still,” as well as panting and gasping 

for breath (Poe, “The Pit and the Pendulum” 161-62). In addition, his 

hyperventilation is implied in fear, anxiety, convulsive trembling, shaking, and 

“long suffering of nerves” (155). In The Place of Breath in Cinema, Davina 

Quinlivan suggests that diegetic sounds of cinematic breath offer an example of 

how breathing becomes “an extremely powerful narrative device and aural 

signifier” (6). Breath in Garcia’s animation is a direct response to the suffocating 

surroundings and an indication of survival, encoding a thin demarcation line 

between life and death, sound and stillness, inside and outside. As it finds its way 

through the protagonist as well as the non-diegetic voice of the narrator, breath 

is multidimensional and represents a metadiegetic symbiosis with liminal 

dimensions of physicality. Breathing becomes more recurrent and amplified as it 

bridges the protagonist and the narrator, the imaginary and real, and it reaches 

out to the spectator as a transgressive gesture. Quinlivan observes that breathing 

“cultivates an exchange between the viewed and the viewer” (60), and the 

spectator attunes to the conflation of diegetic and nondiegetic sounds that 

resonate with his or her body. Such establishment of exchange between the 

viewer and the subject troubles the hierarchy and involves the audience into the 

physical space of the victim. 

Thus, Garcia’s fidelity to the original sources invites analysis along the lines 

of my dissertation. Extraordinary Tales parallel the soundscapes that emerged 

through my exploration of Poe’s stories, and they establish the transition of sound 

from the writing to the audible, from page to screen. Poe’s stories engender 

meanings and connotations that afford for their transference from one medium 

to another in an interpretative, creative, and engaging way. Yet, these meanings 

are not specifically inherent in sound and pertain to a combination of visual and 

audible elements, in addition to form and characterization. The richness of 

implied sounds in Poe’s tales allows film producers to create an acoustic texture 

that underlines the action and intensifies suspense. The madness, anxiety, and 

instability of Poe’s characters attract elaborate instrumental soundtracks, and the 

peculiarities of form, such as the confession of a crime in “The Tell-Tale Heart,” 

make a vinyl recording a welcoming and fruitful avenue. Furthermore, keynote 

sounds and sound signals in their accentuating liminality open a window of 

opportunities with creative and experimental techniques. 

Animated soundscapes present a dynamic model that engages the audience 

through the intersection of diegetic and non-diegetic sounds. As Marco 

Caracciolo suggests, auditory patterns in certain stories, for instance Poe’s “The 

Tell-Tale Heart,” evoke the reader’s embodied response with their rhythmic 

patterns and by triggering the reader’s interoceptive memories (63). Yet 

intermediality opens up another possibility of immersion that aligns with Gothic 

transgression and excess, as well as the boundary-crossing potential of sound. 

Eventually, Madeline’s metadiegetic appeal, Lugosi’s voice against the ambience 
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of scratchy vinyl, and the transcendental liturgical accompaniment to the torture 

of Toledo draw the audience from their reality into the cinematic space and the 

uncanny and terrifying world of Poe’s short stories.  
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